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FOREWORD

Semiconductor  technology  has had a  resounding  influence  in  the field of
electronics.  An influence that impacts not only industry, but the life-styles
of people as well.  Its effect on computers is astounding.  Few foresaw how
early,  room-filling computers could shrink to today's desk-top size. While
many speculated how computers might one-day modify our lives, the great
"power"  of  personal  computers,  at  their  relatively small  cost,  was never
accurately forecast.  Personal.., business.., industrial.., educational... control.
Semiconductor  technology  has opened these applications and  many  more
through the widespread effective use of computers.

This has created  a  need  for microprocessor and microcomputer education.
The intent of this manual is to provide an insight to a microprocessor and a
microcomputer   system.    Initially,   the  student  becomes  familiar  with  the
trainer. Then  instruction and programming techniques are covered to show
how to make the microprocessor do something useful. The microprocessor
and support devices are examined to determine how they operate electri-
cally  as  a  microprocessor  system.   Finally,  troubleshooting techniques are
discussed.

Each  exercise will  open  with  a conceptual presentation of the subject. An
exercise   procedure   follows  demonstrating  the  concepts  and  involves  the
student with a hands-on approach to microprocessor operation. Every effort
is  made  to  maintain  simplicity  in the programs so that questions can  be
answered  by using the trainer.  Later, an oscilloscope is used to observe the
operation of the  microprocessor trainer and verify its use in greater depth.

The material is relevant, practical, up-to-date, and student-responsive to the
operation of microprocessors and a microcomputer system from both a soft-
ware (programming) and hardware (components) approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Lab-Volt's Microprocessor Training System (MTS) educational program is a
modern modularized approach to microprocessor concepts and applications.
The MTS program  is designed to provide comprehensive hands-on training
employing the latest state-of-the-art technology.  MTS provides a complete
training   program   which   includes   a  student  laboratory  manual   and   in-
structor's manual for each instructional module.

The  MTS  program  consists of  five instructional modules:  Microprocessor
Concepts and Applications,  Microprocessor Troubleshooting Concepts and
Applications,   Microprocessor   I/O   Interface   Concepts   and   Applications,
Microprocessor Memory Concepts and Applications, and Breadboarding Ap-
plications. The final four modules are optional add-on modules for use with
the microprocessor trainer.

The  Microprocessor Trainer  AS 18344 is a modularized fully operational
microcomputer  designed  as a training aid for students.  Coupled with the
student manual,  it provides the student an awareness into microprocessor
basics, interfacing techniques, and troubleshooting techniques.

Without any prior knowledge of microcomputers, the student can quickly
associate with one by observing the trainer board. Labels identifying system
components are permanently screened on the trainer board for easy identi-
fication. The CPU or 6502 microprocessor is the heart of the system. ROM
and  RAM are support devices which comprise memory. The PIA is used to
control  the  keyboard  and  display.  The  PIA  allows the student to input
information through the keyboard to the CPU and observe the results of
system data processing in the display.

Two 50-pin connectors are provided for the optional add-on modules. Eight
trainer faults are inserted through instructor accessible switches to provide
realistic   microprocessor  system   problems  to  troubleshoot.  CPU  Address
Incrementing  Mode allows repeated incrementing of the CPU's addressing
capability  to  aid  in  troubleshooting.  Many  utility  programs  are in  ROM
which perform number conversions, editing to remove or add instructions to
existing programs, and program relocation to move programs within memory.

The trainer board is fully protected against over-voltage and reverse voltage
connections.   It  requires an input power supply voltage of +5Vdc ±5% at
0.75   amperes.   An   optional   stand-alone   power   supply   Lab-Volt  Model
AS  17814,  or  multi-output power supply in the storage enclosure Model
FH 17902, is available to supply power to the microprocessor trainer board.
When the storage enclosure power supply is used, a power cable Model KJ
18063 must be connected from the 15 pin black connector of the trainer to
the DC POWER OUTPUT connector of the storage enclosure.
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Prior to applying power, the trainer board should  be checked for correct
placement of factory installed insulating shunts. The shunts should connect
both  pins of power supply voltages +25V, —12V and +12 on connector B.

DO NOT  REMOVE INSULATING

SHUNTS   FROM  CONNECTOR   B

POWER SUPPLY PINS UNTIL IN-

STRUCTED   BY   THE   MANUAL.

The shunts are supplied as a safety feature to avoid connecting the power
supply voltages to other points in the system that cannot exceed +5Vdc. To
do so may result in damage to the trainer.  The shunts should only be re-
moved from the trainer board when connecting an optional module. With
the module in place, connect the shunts to the same power supply pins in
connector B of the optional module.

The     Microprocessor   Concept   and   Applications   student   manual    begins
by  introducing  the  trainer  with  emphasis  on  the  basic components of a
microcomputer system. Next programming techniques and use of the trainer
are covered involving the student with the operation of the trainer but more
importantly a microcomputer. To reinforce microprocessor operation, some
exercises will concentrate on exploring electrical signals with an oscilloscope.
The manual concludes with the student employing both programming and
signal observation to troubleshoot eight instructor inserted faults.

Each  unit  of  instruction  consists  of several  exercises designed to present
material in small instructional segments. Principles and concepts are present-
ed first. Material is presented in color when and where it will aid and illumin-
ate   the  technical  description.   Hands-on  procedures  augment  the  written
material to involve and better acquaint the student with the microprocessor
operation. There is a five-question  review assessment at the close of each
exercise.  These  tests  require brief written answers. Suggested answers are
found at the rear of the manual  in Appendix  H.     After each unit, a ten-
question multiple choice test checks your knowledge on the material covered
in the unit.
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PARTS LIST

The following  list pertains to those parts required to perform the exercises
on  the  MICROPROCESSOR  TRAINER.  Since the  microprocessor trainer
can be sold as a separate unit, some parts are shipped in a plastic bag. When
the Microprocessor Trainer is part of the 348 MICROPROCESSOR TRAIN-
ING  SYSTEM,  consisting of an enclosure and add-on modules, those parts
are found in a beige container.

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PART NUMBER

Board, Microprocessor Trainer 1 AS   18344

w/Student Manual TM 17907

Cord, patch 10 KJ   18072

Probe, hook-tip 1 LP 18236

Key 1 EP  306-01

OPTIONAL LAB-VOLT EQUIPMENT

The following  is a  list of optional  Lab-Volt equipment to be used to meet
the  minimal   requirements to perform the exercises in  the  Microprocessor
Concepts and Application manual.

Power Supply: +5Vdc, ±5%, 0.75A with power leads
Stand-Alone AS  17814

Storage Enclosure FH   17902

w/ Power cable KJ  18063

Oscilloscope 797

Leadset, banana to banana KJ 1131
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Getting to Know Your    UNIT1Microprocessor Trainer
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will be familiar with a basic micro-
computer system. You will demonstrate the operation of the microcomputer
by using the trainer keyboard and display.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The development of the transistor was the turning point in the design of
many electronic devices,  including the computer.  Several years later many
transistor devices were placed in a single solid-state device called an Integrat-
ed Circuit (IC). The development of the microprocessor is the result of this
new technology which now allows many thousands of microscopic electronic
circuits to be crowded into an area less than 1/10-inch square.

The   microprocessor   has   revolutionized   the  consumer  electronic  market.
Microprocessors can now be found in most of the video games on the market,
cash  registers,  scientific  instruments,  industrial controllers, home security
systems and smoke alarms to name a few.

You will read in many computer related books that the microprocessor is the
"heart" of a microcomputer system. Sometimes it will also be referred to as
a Central Processing  nit  (CPU). Whatever a microprocessor is called it is
made up of many digital logic circuits that may be programmed to perform
many logic, arithmetic, and control functions.

Many of the logic functions you learned in the basic digital course are con-
tained within the microprocessor. As you advanced in the basic digital course
the complexity of circuit functions increased. You were required to actively
control  the  operation  of a counter,  binary adder-subtractor or sequential
control circuit by using push buttons and switches. You will find that the
microprocessor can be programmed to perform many of these control func-
tions automatically. You will be able to instruct the microprocessor to per-
form various functions and verify the operation by observing how a micro-
processor operates and fits into a microcomputer system.

For a microprocessor to be useful we must be able to input data and read the
output data. The operation of the microprocessor must be controlled. This is
done by a set of instructions contained in a monitor program located in a
Read Only  emory (ROM) as shown in Figure 1-1. Input data from the key-
board is placed in a user's memory area located in a Random     ccess Memory
(RAM).  When an  input device, output device and memory are added the
Microprocessor  Trainer   becomes   a   microcomputer.  The  Microprocessor
Trainer you will be using is a microcomputer. It contains all the elements to
make up a simple microcomputer system.

1. Central Processing Unit (CPU)

The "brain" of the microcomputer. This is where the actual com-
puting is done.  The CPU also controls most of the operations of
the microcomputer.

2. Memory

An electronic storage medium used to hold the monitor program
and  user programs.  The monitor program is contained  in  ROM
which instructs and controls the CPU and other components of the
microcomputer. User programs are contained in RAM which con-
tain instructions to perform operations selected by the user of the
microcomputer.
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Getting to Know Your
Microprocessor Trainer

3. Keyboard and Display

These are the link between you and the microcomputer. The key-
board allows data and instructions to be entered into the micro-

computer. The display is used to observe the results of computer
operations  selected   by  the  user.  The  operation  of the  display
is controlled by the monitor program.

These components will be explored in more detail in later exercises.

KEYBOARD  DISPLAY

DATA DATA
IN OUT

DATA AND INSTRUCTIONS

MONITOR
INSTRUCTIONS MICROPROCESSOR

CENTRAL
USER

PROGRAM MEMORY
ROM

PROCESSING
RAM

UNIT

DATA AND INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 1-1. Microcomputer Functional Logic.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

IF — a 16-bit number (4 digit hexadecimal number) for most 8-bit
microprocessors representing a memory location.

10111111111111— 16 lines over which address information is moved.

— a single binary digit being a zero or one.

- a set of eight bits.

— a binary number representing an instruction or data
used within the microcomputer.

lib - (Central Processing Unit) the heart of a microcomputer system
(see microprocessor).

- a bidirectional  bus made up of 8 parallel lines connecting
the CPU to memory and I/O devices allowing data to flow between
the CPU and other components in the microcomputer.

111110111111— a  list of operations used to make the CPU perform a
particular function.

circuitry that allows a microprocessor to communicate with
external devices.

— a system consisting of the CPU, memory, and Input/
Output components.
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UNIT 1Getting to Know Your
Microprocessor Trainer

—   the  heart  of  a  microcomputer containing all  the
essential electronics to perform arithmetic,  logic and control func-
tions of the system.

Inks— a set of four binary digits or bits (one half of a byte).
- (Peripheral Interface Adapter) provides the necessary circuitry to

interface external devices with the microprocessor.

imam - complete sequence of computer instructions necessary to
solve a specific problem or perform a specific task.

SAM— (Random Access Memory) a type of memory in which data can
be read from or written into also known as READ/WRITE memory.

111M — a group of flip flops which are used to store binary informa-
tion.

— (Read Only Memory) a type of memory designed primarily to
be read from.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE 11Introduction to a Microcomputer
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the compo-
nent parts found in a microcomputer system. You will verify your findings
by using the MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER.

DISCUSSION

The  MICROPROCESSOR  TRAINER  shown  in  Figure  1-2 contains all the
basic components necessary to make  up a microcomputer system.  It has a
CPU  (microprocessor),  memory  (Monitor  ROM  and  RAM),  a  keyboard, a
display  and  a  bus system  to connect all  the components together for an
operable microcomputer system.

The CPU 0 is located at the left center of the trainer board denoted by the
silk-screened  letters CPU.   It  is the heart or "brain" of the microcomputer
system.  It contains all the essential electronics for processing instructions in
a single IC package. The trainer uses the 6502 microprocessor as the CPU to
input and output data.

The 6502 requires more than one component to provide a workable micro-
computer.  These other components are called support chips. Two of these
support chips are called ROM and RAM.
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Introduction to a Microcomputer

ROM ® (Read Only Memory) makes up one section of the trainer memory
which is located to the right of the CPU.  It is called a MONITOR ROM be-
cause it contains the basic program to allow the user to control the micro-
computer with the keyboard and display.

RAM (Random  Access  Memory)   makes up the other section of the
trainer memory which is located below the ROM. Information (instructions
and data) can be inserted (written) into RAM. The information can also be
read from memory or altered by the user.

PIA (Peripheral Interface Adapter) is located to the right of ROM. It pro-
vides the circuitry in a single chip for reading and outputting information to
external devices. In this MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER the input device is
a KEYBOARD and the output device is a six 7-segment LED DISPLAY. The
CPU uses the PIA to control the KEYBOARD and DISPLAY. The PIA serves

as the interface between the CPU and the input/output devices.

The KEYBOARD  is located to the right of the PIA. It is a switch panel
consisting of sixteen push  button switches labeled with h,xadecimal digits
O-F, as shown in Figure 1-3. The keyboard is interfaced to the system by the
PIA.  Control  information and data  is entered  into the system using these
keys. Microprocessor control functions are labeled above each key as shown
in  Figure 1-4.  The  selection  of  control  functions or hexadecimal  data is
determined by the monitor program.

IND1 I ND2
X y ACC  GO

EICIDEI
PS SP PC  BACK

El E
USR1   USR2     STEP    READ

BR K   AUTO  VVRT  FWD

Figure 1-3.  Hexadecimal portion of keyboard.

IND1 IND2

X y ACC  GO

El 111
PS SP PC  BACK

E 111
USR1   USR2     STEP    READ

BR I(   AUTO  WRT  FWD

Figure 1-4.  Same keyboard as in Figure 1-3 showing the control functions shared by
the same hexadecimal keys.
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EXERCISE

Introduction to a Microcomputer 1-1
The DISPLAY located above the keyboard is comprised of six 7-segment
LED displays providing visual display of the data or control information.

Information in the microcomputer system is moved over one of two buses.

The ADDRESS BUS Ci)  consists of  16  parallel  lines used to carry binary
numbers to locate specific locations in memory. Data is transferred between
components of the microcomputer system over a DATA BUS c    which con-
sists of 8 parallel lines.

The Microprocessor Trainer can come to life only when power is applied to
the board. The trainer can be powered by the power supply contained in an
optional  enclosure using the interconnecting cable plugged from the enclo-
sure  to  the 15-pin  connector  located  at  the  top  of  the  board.  Another
method is to use a +5Vdc stand-alone power supply at 1A connected to red
(+)  and  black  (—)  banana jacks located each side of the 15-pin connector.
Power to the board is controlled by a POWER switch 0 located above the
ROM. Power is applied to the complete board when the POWER switch is in
the  MAIN   position.  When   the  switch   is  in  the standby  (STBY)  position
power is only applied to RAM and its support chips. The system is initialized
when power is applied to the board and the POWER switch is in the MAIN
position by a power-on reset circuit. The system is operational when  LAB-
UP.  is displayed. The system is now ready to accept any command located
above the hexadecimal keys on the keyboard.

The HALT/STEP RUN slide switch  0 places the microprocessor trainer in
the  RUN mode when placed to the left. The RUN mode is used when you
want to run a program. The HALT/STEP mode is selected placing the slide
switch  to the right. The HALT/STEP mode is used when you want to step
through  a program one  instruction  at a time.  It can also be used to halt
(stop) the microprocessor trainer while running a program in the RUN mode.

The RESET pushbutton is used to initialize the microprocessor trainer.
Pressing   and   releasing  the   RESET  pushbutton  resets  the  microprocessor
trainer. The display will show LAb-UP, and make the system ready to accept
a keyboard command.

Figure 1-5.
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PROCEDURE

1. Refer to Figure  1-5 showing the top view of the Microprocessor
Trainer.   The  numbered  callouts  represent  typical  components
found in any simple microcomputer system.  Identify each num-
bered callout to familiarize yourself with the names by reading the
silk screened labels on the board.

a. The component that contains the essential  electronics of a
computer miniaturized to a single IC chip is

ca//out , the CPU or microprocessor.

b. A component in which you can only read the data contained
within and is used to control on-board function is

callout , the MONITOR ROM.

c. A group of 16 parallel lines used to address specific memory
locations is

callout , the ADDRESS BUS.

d. A memory component which can have information read from
and written to is

calloutO, RAM (Random Access Memory).

e. A component used to interface the CPU with a keyboard, dis-
play is

calloutO,  the PIA (Peripheral Interface Adapter).

f. A 16 push button switch panel used to enter information or
control functions into the CPU is

ca/lout , the KEYBOARD.

g. Six seven-segment LED indicators used to readout data from
the CPU is

calloutO, the DISPLAY.
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h. A  group   of  8  parallel   lines  used  to  transfer  inforrnation
between support chips and the CPU is

calloutO, the DATA BUS.

i. Pushbutton   switch   used   to   initialize   the   microprocessor
trainer when pressed and released is

cal/out , the RESET pushbutton.

j. Slide switch used to select single-step or the run mode for
program execution is

ca//out , the HALT/STEP RUN slide switch.

2. Connect the trainer to a +5Vdc source by using either the inter-
connecting cable from the power supply in the enclosure to the 15
pin connector on the board or using a stand-alone +5Vdc power
supply rated at 1 amp connected with correct polarity to the red
(+) and black (—) banana jacks located on each side of 15 pin con-
nector.    Turn on the power supply switch and place the trainer's
POWER   switch   to  the  MAIN  position.  What  does  the  display
show?

An  operable system  will display LAB-UR indicating the microcomputer is
ready to receive a command.

CONCLUSION

The Microprocessor Trainer contains all the components required for a micro-
computer. A CPU controls the operation of the microcomputer system. A
monitor program located in ROM instructs the CPU. These instructions can
not be altered by the computer. RAM is used to generate programs and store
data. These programs are inserted by the user after the system is turned on.
Address and data are transferred over the address and data buses. A power-
on reset circuit automatically initializes the microcomputer which displays
LAB-UP. when operational.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Of all the components used in a simple microcomputer system, which
one component is said to be the "brains" of the system?
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2. What name is given to a component in a microcomputer system which
can have information written into it?

3. Name the component which can only have information read out of and
not changed.

4. What component interfaces the microprocessor with the KEYBOARD
and DISPLAY?

5. What simple term can be used to name the parallel lines which allows
specific information to be sent to and from the CPU and other support
chips in the system?
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12Terms and Conventions

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise you will  be able to use computer
terminology  to  define  information displayed by the microprocessor. You
will use the microprocessor trainer to display addresses and data on the seven-
segment display.

DISCUSSION

In the previous exercise you were introduced to the components which make
up a basic microcomputer system.  Each of the components are connected
together by a bus system. The bus systems are similar to the miles of tele-
phone lines that connect people together for a phone conversation. Over the
telephone lines, messages are transmitted which allow us to communicate. In
the  microcomputer  the  messages,  called  data,  are  placed  on  a  bus.  The
messages,  however,  are no longer made up of individual  words. They are
binary numbers which represent computer words. Figure 1-6 shows the word
ADD as we would write it and the computer word equivalent. We use the
word  ADD which  instructs the CPU to perform addition. The CPU     uses
the computer word to actually perform the addition function. This is one
such word which can  be expected to be placed on a bus in the microcom-
puter when the mathematical function is given to the CPU.

Instruction word Computer word

ADD 0110 1001

Figure 1-6,   Sections of a microcomputer communicate with computer words, like two
people communicate with spoken or written words.

Computer words used in the microprocessor trainer are made up of several
binary digits. A word may be a binary number that is to be handled as data.

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 DATA

The word may be an instruction that tells the computer which operation it is
to perform.

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 INSTRUCTION

Finally, a word can be an address that tells the computer where a specific
piece of data is located.

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 ADDRESS

Computer words are the fundamental unit of information used in any com-
puter system.

Computer words can vary in  length.  Figure 1-7 shows various length com-
puter words. Figure 1-7(a) shows a binary digit which is used in all computer
words. It consists of a one or a zero. A Binary digit is called a liWt, Figure
1-7(b) shows an eight-bit computer word that can represent either a com-
puter instruction or data used by the CPU.  This eight-bit word is called a
byte.  Figure 1-7(c) shows a 16-bit computer word which represents a com-
puter address.  This word  is two bytes in length. A computer word can be
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divided into groups of four-bits.  Each four-bit grouping is called a nibbbi
as shown in Figure 1-7(d).

BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE

1 or 0 1010 1001 1100 1101 0111 1001 1010 1001

BIT  INSTRUCTION COMPUTER ADDRESS  nibble  nibble

OR   DATA

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1-7.   Various sizes of computer words and their associated names using computer
terminology.

Computer words in binary form are used for all internal applications. Extern-
ally, we  use  the hexadecimal  numbering system to represent information.
This system uses numbers and letters from 0 to 9 and A to F for numbers
from 0 to 15 in the decimal system. One nibble (four binary bits) is used to
display one hexadecimal number or letter. This is the way the display in the
trainer shows addresses and data.

Addresses are  16 bits.  The four nibbles of the address are converted into

hexadecimal numbers for the displays as shown in Figure 1-8.

HIGH ORDER BYTE (ADH)  LOW ORDER BYTE (ADU

HIGH ORDER  LOW ORDER  HIGH ORDER LOW ORDER

NIBBLE NIBBLE NIBBLE NIBBLE

AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

INTERNAL

ADDRESS I

EQUIVALENT

ADDRESS IN

HEXADECIMAL

SHOWN VVITH

/7/7/7! f
S HOWN WITH

/
/

7FOUR SEVEN-

SEGMENT

DISPLAYS iAm1 l'11"7, AL/ L./
‘...

•••••••••
1 L.Nowm...1

HIGH ORDER  LOW ORDER HIGH ORDER  LOW ORDER

NIBBLE NIBBLE NIBBLE NIBBLE

HIGH ORDER BYTE (ADH)  LOW ORDER BYTE (ADO

Figure 1-8,    The seven-segment displays show a single digit of the equivalent nibble of
the 16 bit address used internally by the CPU.

The high order byte consists of bits 8 through 15 (AB8-AB15). This portion
of the address is known as the address high or ADH. The lower byte consists
of bits 0 through 7 (ABO-AB7). This portion is known as the address low or
ADL.  Each high and  low order byte is divided into its high and low order
nibbles.
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The data bus is eight bits wide. The two nibbles of the data byte are convert-
ed to a hexadecimal  number for the displays as shown in Figure 1-9. The
data byte also has a high and low order nibble. The low order nibble covers
bit positions DBO through 0B3. The high order nibble covers bit positions
DB4 through DB7.

BIT
DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DB1 DBO POSITION

INTERNAL

DATA

USES

HIGH ORDER LOW ORDER

NIBBLE NIBBLE
EQUIVALENT

DATA BYTE

IN HEXADECIMAL

SHOWN WITH TWO

SEVEN-SEGMENT

DISPLAYS ,/amma IMMO,

Figure 1-9.     Data used by the trainer is one byte in length. The CPU processes data in
binary form. We read the data in hexadecimal form.

PROCEDURE

1. Connect the trainer to a source of +5Vdc (use a stand-alone +5Vdc

power supply or the power supply in the enclosure with the inter-
connecting cable). What is shown on the display?

The display shows LAB-UP.   The trainer is now in the command mode and
ready to use.

2. Each digit lit on a single display is equivalent to four binary digits
(coded arrangement of ones and zeros, like 1000 = 8). Press the
AUTO key and enter 0 (press 0 key). What is the name given to a
group of four binary digits that form the number 0 or any digit
which is shown on the display?

The 0 or any digit shown on a single display is called a nibble.

3. Enter another 0. Another nibble was added to the previous nibble.
What is the name of the pair of nibbles, 00 shown on the display?

Two nibbles paired together are called a byte.

4. Enter 0 twice. How many bytes are now displayed?

Pressing the  key twice entered another byte completing an address of two
bytes, 0000.
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5. 0000  represents one specific memory address which is made of  —
two bytes (two bytes is equivalent to 16 bits or 4 nibbles). The
two underlines displayed next to the address represent data to be
entered into address 0000. How many bytes are required for data?

One byte or 8 bits,

6. Enter F8. Record the display.

The display should now be 0001 _ _ .  The F8 was entered into memory and
the computer is waiting for the next byte of data.

7. Press RESET, READ and enter 0000. What does the display show?

The display shows the two bytes of the address 0000 and the data byte F8
you entered in step 6.

8. Press  READ.  Enter 0230. The data byte will be of any random
byte at this time. In the address 0230, what pair of digits are con
sidered the high order byte (address high — ADH) and what pair of
digits are considered the low order byte (address low — AD L)?

The high order byte of the address or the address high (A OH) is 02. The low
order byte of the address or the address low (A DL) is 30.

9. Using the address 0230, the 0 in the high order byte 02 is called
the high order nibble and the 2, the low order nibble of the byte
02.  Press  READ.  Enter 0000.  What  is  the high and low order
nibble of the data byte F8?

From the display 0000 F8, the high order nibble of the data byte F8, is F.
The low order nibble is 8.

CONCLUSION

Nibbles and bytes are two ways to define the width of computer words. A
nibble consists of four bits. A byte is a computer word of eight bits. Each of
these words can be used to define sections of the CPU addresses or data. _
Addresses are 16-bits wide or two bytes. Each byte is subdivided into a high
and low order nibble. Data is eight-bits wide or one byte. It too can be sub-
divided into a high and low order nibble.
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Terms and Conventions 1-2
REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is a bit?

A.

2. What are four-bits of a computer word called?
C,

3. How many bits make up a byte?

'

4. In the address 0123,  which pair of digits is considered the low order
byte or address low (ADL)?

5. If at address 0123 the data byte is F8, what digit is considered the high
order nibble of the data byte?

0-1-11.44-id4r404 IL ayr/S61.0-`
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Introducing the Microprocessor 1-3
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise you will be able to read and write
information into various registers of the CPU. You will familiarize yourself
with these operations by using the keyboard.

DISCUSSION

The microprocessor is the controlling device for all operations of the micro-
computer system. The 6502 microprocessor contains complex circuitry used
to perform arithmetic, logic, and control functions. To understand how the
microprocessor performs many of these functions, we must familiarize our-
selves  with  some  of  its  internal  registersL Figure 1-10 shows a simplified
block diagram of the 6502 microprocessor.  The registers are 8-bit storage
locations  used  to  hold  data  for the  microprocessor  operation.  The CPU
registers are not directly accessible from the trainer keyboard. The informa-
tion is placed in memory and transferred to the CPU when the GO, STEP or
BRK   commands  are  executed.  The  CPU   Registers  are  the  Accumulator
(ACC), X Index Register (IN D1), Y Index Register (IND2), Program Counter
(PC),  Processor Status  (PS),  and the Stack Pointer (SP). The last two reg-
isters  will   be  explained  in   later units. The Arithmetic  Logic  Unit (ALU)
although non-accessible to the user, is a section of the CPU where the arith-
metic and logic operations are conducted.

6502
AB15

ADDRESS
PROGRAM PROGRAM BUS
COUNTER (8) COUNTER (8) (16)
LO VV (PCL) HIGH (PCH) ABO

ACCUMULATOR

(8)

INDEX X (8) INDEX Y (8)
DBO

(DATA BUS.)STACK (8)

POINTER
(8)

087

PROCESSOR

STATUS (8)

ALU (8)

Figure 1-10. 6502 Microprocessor.

The  microprocessor has  16 pins dedicated to addressing. The 16 pins are
connected to the address bus (ABO-AB15). This bus carries the 16-bit binary
address of a memory location. The address bus is used only as an output by
the microprocessor. It is called a unidirectional bus.

Another eight pins are devoted to the data. These eight pins are connected to
the data bus (DBO-DB7). This bus carries data between the registers in the
microprocessor,   memory   and  external  devices.  When  the  microprocessor
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reads  information from memory or an external device,  like the keyboard
through the PIA, the data bus acts as an input. The microprocessor takes the
information and performs the necessary functions. When the microprocessor
requires data to be output to an external device through the PIA the data
bus acts as an output. The data bus is said to be bidirectional.

The  accumulator  (ACC)  is  the  most  used register in the microprocessor.
When a program is run, it is the register that takes part in most of the opera-
tions performed by the ALU. It is also the register in which the results are
placed after most A LU operations. The Accumulator is used to transfer data
sent to the display or for data read from the keyboard to the microprocessor.
Data can be written into the accumulator using the WRT (write) command.

The X and Y index registers are eight-bit registers used as storage registers for
data that is to be operated on by the microprocessor. The index registers are
also used as counters controlled by a program.

The Program Counter (PC) is the last of the principal registers to be discuss-
ed  in  this  exercise.   It is accessible by pressing the PC key.  The program
counter is used to hold a 16-bit memory address, which tells the micropro-
cessor where to fetch (get) the next instruction from. The program counter
is divided into two 8-bit registers, as shown  in  Figure 1-10. The program
counter  high (PCH)  contains the high order byte of the address and the
program  counter  low  (PCL)  contains the  low order byte of the address.
When  the  PC key is pressed, the microprocessor automatically places the
entire address in the display. Using the WRT key an address can be loaded
into the program counter. Any of these registers may be accessed by press
ing the associated key on the keyboard. Data may be written into the regis-
ters by using the WRT command.

PROCEDURE

1. Press RESET. This initializes the trainer and places it in the com-
mand mode. Press the ACC key. What does the information on the
display represent?

Pressing  the  ACC key, displays  the contents of the Accumulator (ACC)
register in the microprocessor.

2. The data byte displayed is a result of internal operations by the
microprocessor. Press WRT. Enter 00. What is the contents of the
Accumulator (ACC)?

Using the WRT (write) key and entering 0, 0 placed data byte 00 into the
Accumulator.

3. Press RESET and ACC. Is the correct byte in the Accumulator?

The data byte 00 is in the Accumulator as shown by the display ACC-00.
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4. Press I ND1  X, WRT and enter A and B. What is the contents of
the X index register?

Using the IND1 X key allows you to display the contents of the X register.
The contents is Ab which was the data byte written into the X index register.
Notice the displayed letter "b" is lower case to distinguish it from the num-
ber 8.

5. Press IND2 Y, WRT, and enter D and 0. What is the contents of
the Y index register?

Using the IN02 Y key allows you to read the contents of the Y index register.
It contains the data byte dO which was written into the register by using the
WRT, D, and 0 keys.  (IN02.d0). Notice the letter "d" is lower case to distin-
guish it from the number 0.

6. To enter an address in PC, press PC and WRT. Enter 0000. What
does  the   information  written   into  the  program  counter (PC)
register represent?

The program counter (PC) holds the starting address of a program. Using the
write key and entering four digits, allows the address to be written into the
program counter.

CONCLUSION

In this exercise you became familiar with some of the registers in the micro-
processor and certain keys on the keyboard. Registers like the Index Regis-
ters, Accumulator, and Program Counter can all be accessed and their data
contents read or altered. You also wrote data memory locations reserved for
these registers using the WRT command and entering data using the hexa-
decimal  keyboard.  Similarly  memory  locations can be read and the con-
tents changed by entering data.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What register is the most used register by the microprocessor?

2. How many words can the accumulator hold at any one time?

3. What registers can be used to hold data or function as counters?

4. What size word can each index register hold at any one time?

5. What information is contained within the program counter?
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1.An Introduction to Memory
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the basic
structure of memory  used  in the trainer.  You will demonstrate the use of
both RAM and ROM using the keyboard and display.

DISCUSSION

Microcomputers are controlled  by a sequence of instructions called a pro-
gram. This program is located in memory. The trainer has a control program
called  a  monitor which  is  located  in the  Monitor ROM. The monitor pro-
gram  is placed  in  ROM  before the trainer is shipped. When  the trainer  is
initialized the monitor program is executed, displaying LAB-UP, and waiting
for  a  command to  be entered  from  the  keyboard.  The operations of the
trainer are controlled by the monitor program or power up on RESET. The
monitor program is retained in ROM when power is removed from the train-
er.

As you  progress  in this course you will start to write programs to perform
various functions. The programs you write will be stored. The term random
access means that any word in memory may be accessed without having to
go through  other words to  get to it.  Each word has a specific address and
may  be accessed directly. You can store (write) your program into specific
locations in  RAM. After the program is in RAM, it can be read from  RAM
and placed in selected CPU registers. The program information is still retain-
ed  in  RAM even  though  data  has been read out. Programs stored in  RAM
are lost when power is removed from the board. When power is returned, the
contents of memory is unknown. The content of RAM may be retained by
placing the power switch  to  the STBY  position and leaving the power ap-
plied to the trainer.

MEMORY
COMPUTER WORD

ADDRESS
-

ADH     ADL  BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

00 00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

00 01 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

00 FE 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0

00 FE 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

Figure 1-11.  One Page of Memory.

Memory   is  designed  to accept one byte computer words in  binary form.
Each word is assigned a specific address as shown in Figure 1-11. The basic
memory organization  is called a page. A page of memory has 25610     loca-
tions used to store computer words.  A  page of memory can be visualized
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much like this page of the manual. This page has a page number. The mem-
ory  page  has a  page number specified by ADH.  In Figure 1-11  the page
number is 00 (called zero page). Page 1 would be specified by ADH as 01
and Page 2 as ADH 02. The manual text is organized in lines. If the lines
were numbered they could be associated to each location in the memory
page specified by ADL which are numbered from 00 to F F in hexadecimal.
The text information (words) is contained on each line in the manual. Com-
puter words (bits 7-0) are contained in each location.

The memory in the microprocessor trainer is organized by RAM and ROM
as shown in  Figure 1-12. There are four pages (1K = 25610  x 4) of RAM
available for user programs. Up to 16 pages (4K = 25610 x 16) of ROM is
available for user special application programs starting at EO 00. The monitor
ROM has 16 pages (4K) reserved for its usage, starting with address F000.

Page 00

Page 01
RAM

Page 02( Page 03
USER ROM Page EO through EF
MONITOR ROM Page FO through FF

Figure 1-12. Memory Page Allocations.

Addressing memory locations is accomplished by the CPU's program count-
er (PC)  as shown  in  Figure  1-13. Normally the PC is set to the starting
address of the program. It is then automatically incremented by the CPU to
control the sequencing of the program instructions in memory. The 16-bit
program counter selects the page with ADH bits 15-8 and the location on the
page with ADL, bits 7-0.

ADH ADL

ADDRESS BIT
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 (AB) POSITIONS

Figure 1-13.  Program counter "points" to the next instruction being executed.

When  the memory location has been selected, information may either be
read  or written  to that location using the microprocessor trainers READ
command or WRT (write) command.

Two functions associated with the read command are the FWD (Forward _
and BACK. The FWD function allows you to increment memory locations
selected by the read command. The BACK function allows you to decre-
ment memory locations selected by the read command.
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PROCEDURE

1. Press RESET.  To read memory Page 00 location 00 press READ
and enter 0000. What is the content of location 0000? Explain.

The content of location 0000 may be any number from 00 to FF since we
have not written known data into that location.

2. Press WRT and enter 25. What are the contents of memory loca-
tion 0000 now?

The contents of memory location 0000 is 25 which resulted from the write
command when you entered the data byte 25 into memory location 0000.

3. Press READ and enter 0200. Press WRT, enter A, A, and RESET.
Read the data from address 0200.  Press READ and enter 0200.

What are the contents of memory location 0200?

The contents of memory location 0200 is AA. You entered the data byte AA
into memory location 0200,

4. Read memory  location 0000 then 0200. What can you conclude
about the data stored at these location?

The content of location 0000 is 25. The content of 0200 is AA. Data placed
into these locations will remain until new data is written into these locations.

5. Place the POWER switch to the STBY position. Wait a few sec-
onds and place the switch to the MAIN  position.  Read and re-
cord the data in memory locations 0000 and 0200. Are the con-
tents of these locations different?

No.  Placing the POWER switch  to the STBY (standby) position removed
power from the board except for RAM. The contents of RAM was saved.
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6. Turn off the power supply switch. Wait a few seconds and turn
the power back on.  Read and  record the data in locations 0000
and 0200. Why are the contents of these locations different than
in step 4?

Removing power from RAM destroyed the data placed in these locations.

7. Read memory  location  F000.  Record the data byte. Press WRT
and enter 55. Press RESET.  Read memory location F000. Was 55
entered into location F000? Explain.

Memory location F000 is a ROM memory location. Data can not be written
to change the contents (Ad) of this or any ROM location. Information can
only be read from ROM.

8. Turn off the power. Wait a few seconds and turn the power back
on.  Read and record the data in memory location F000. Why is
the contents of this location the same?

The data in ROM memory is permanent and is not altered when power is
removed.

9. Read memory location 0015. Press WRT and enter 00. Press FWD
key. Explain the action of the display.

The memory address incremented to 0016.

10. Write 01   into   memory  location  0016.  Press  FWD  key  several
times. What happened to the memory address low (AD L)?

ADL incremented by one each time the FWD key was pressed.

11. Press the BACK key. What happened to the AD L?

ADL was decremented by one.

12. Press the BACK key and record and explain the contents of loca-
tions 0016 and 0015.

Memory location 0016 contains 01 and 0015 contains 00 which was written
in them earlier.
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13. Read memory location 00F F. Press the FWD (forward) key to in-
crement to the next memory location. What is the next memory
location displayed and why?

The next memory location is 0100 after GOFF. Memory is arranged in pages
represented by the two left most displays.  Location from 00 to FF on the
page is shown in the next two displays to right of the "page" displays. FF is
the highest location  on page  00.  Pressing  the  FWD  key incremented the
memory location to page 01 and the location on this page at 00.

CONCLUSION

The locations of memory may be viewed as pages of a book. Each page has a
number,  called  an  address,  which   is  specified  by the high  order byte of
the address bus A DH.  Locations on the page have addresses specified by the
low order byte of the address bus.  RAM location information is lost when
power  is turned  off.   ROM can only  have information  read  from  it.  ROM
retains the information when power is turned off. The trainer has functions
allowing  information to be written to memory or read from memory using
commands and functions from the keyboard.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What type of memory can have information read from and written to?

2. Does RAM retain information when power is removed?

3. What type of memory is used from which data can only be read and not
written to any location?
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4, How can you simply describe how locations in memory are arranged?

5. What  are  the  lowest  and  highest  locations  possible  on  any  page in
memory?
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15Using the Microprocessor Trainer
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will read and write information
into memory locations using the trainer's keyboard. You will demonstrate
the trainer operation by entering and running a simple program.

DISCUSSION

The microprocessor trainer is designed to be easy to use. When power is ap-
plied, the trainer is automatically initialized and displays LAB-UP. The train-
er is now in the command mode waiting for a command to be entered. A
command may be anything from reading the contents of a memory location
or CPU register to executing a program. The trainer must be instructed what
to  do.  The  monitor  program  in   ROM  makes  it easy for you to use the
trainer. Now it is up to you to make the trainer do what you want it to do.
This is done by writing and entering a program. A program is a list of com-
puter  instructions  placed  in   RAM.   During  this  exercise  you will  enter a
simple program in RAM that will add two numbers and store the answer in
memory  on  zero  page (Page 00).  But before you  enter the program you
should be introduced to the trainer. There is no better way than to get your
hands on it and start pressing buttons.

PROCEDURE

1. Connect a 5Vdc power source to the trainer.  Place the POWER
switch in the MAIN position. What is displayed? Explain.

The display contains LAB-UP. indicating that the trainer is initialized.

2. To load data in memory press AUTO (F key). What is displayed?

(_ _ _ _ Ad) is displayed prompting you for the first address (Ad) of the
data to be entered.

3. Enter memory address 0200. Record the display.

The display reads 0200 _ _. The displays with underlines are prompting you
for the data to be entered.

4. Enter 1A.  Notice that after the A was entered the address was

automatically incremented to 0201. What does the underline dis-
play mean?

The microprocessor is  waiting for data to be entered at memory location
0201.
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Using the Microprocessor Trainer
5. Enter 2B. Explain the action of the display.

After the 8 was entered the address was incremented to 0202 and is waiting
for additional data.

6. Record  and enter data  until  memory  address 0209 is reached.

0202 _ _ 0203 0204 0205 0206 0207 _ _  0208 _ _

7. To read the contents of memory press RESET. What is displayed?
Explain.

The Reset key initializes the trainer and waits for a command to be entered.

8. Press READ. Record the display. Explain.

The display is _ _ _ _ Ad prompting you for the first address in memory to —
be read as displayed.

9. Enter 0200. This was the first address used in procedure step 3.
Record the display. Explain.

The display contains 0200 1A. The 1A was written in memory in procedure
step 4.

10. Press the FWD key. Explain the action of the display.

The FWD key advanced the memory address to  0201  and displayed the
contents.

11. Use the FWD key to verify the data entered in procedure step 6.

12. Press the BACK key. What happened to the display?

The memory address was decremented by one.
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EXERCISE

15Using the Microprocessor Trainer

13. Continue to press the BACK  key  until  memory address 0201  is
displayed. The contents of a memory location may be altered by
using the write command. Press the WRT key. Record and explain
the display.

A prompt for data at location 0201 is displayed.

14. Enter  AA.   Notice  that the memory address did  not  increment.
This is normal for the write command. Press the FWD key and the
BACK key one time. Which one records the contents of memory
address 0201? Explain.

Memory location 0201 contained AA  which was placed there before FWD
and BACK keys were pressed.

15. The  following  program  will  add two  numbers  (10 and  15)  and
place the sum  in  memory  location  0000. To enter the program,
press  RESET and  AUTO  keys.  Enter the starting address of the
program 0200. At memory address 0200 enter F8, at 0201  enter
18, at 0202 enter A9. Continue entering the data through memory
address 0209.

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS CODES DESCRIPTION

0200 F8 Set Decimal Mode

0201 18 Clear Carry Flag

0202 A9 Load the Accumulator with 10

0203 10

0204 69 Add 15 to the 10 in the

0205 15 J accumulator

0206 85 Store (Place) the sum in

0207 Memory locations 000000J
0208 00 BRK   (Halt the program)

16. Verify the program by pressing RESET and READ keys. Enter the
starting address 0200.  Press the FWD key to check the program.

17. To  run  the  program,  press  the GO  key and  enter the program
starting address 0200.
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Using the Microprocessor Trainer

18. To read the sum, press  READ and enter 0000. Record the con- -
tents of location 0000. Explain.

Memory location 0000 contains the sum 25 (10 + 15) displayed in the data
field. Note if you did not get this answer recheck your program for errors
when you entered it.

CONCLUSION

The microprocessor trainer is designed for easy use. The monitor program
controls the trainers operation by prompting you when entering information
from the keyboard. When in the AUTO entry mode the memory address is
automatically incremented. The contents of a memory location can be alter-
ed by reading that location and writing (WRT) in new data. Using the for-
ward  (FWD)  and backwards (BACK) commands provides an easy way to
verify information contained in memory.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is a CPU program?

2. What is the name given to words that contain the information necessary
for the CPU to execute its various operations?

3. What is the purpose of a program?

4. What is the purpose of the GO key?

5. What is the function of the AUTO key?
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UNIT TEST 1
1 Which  component of a  microcomputer system controls and performs

arithmetic operations?

a. CPU

b. RAM

C. ROM

d. PIA

2. What microprocessor chip is used in the Microprocessor Trainer?

a. 8-bit 8080A

1(.  > 8-bit 6502

c. 8-bit Z-80

d. 16 bit 68000

3. What is the name given to the 8 parallel lines over which information is
transferred between the CPU and any of the support chips in a micro-
computer system?

a. address bus

b. peripheral interface adapter
c. data bus

RAM

4. What computer terminology word is used to express an eight-bit binary
number?

a. nibble

b. bit

'c. byte
d. two bytes

5. If  a  data  word   is on  the data  bus DB7  through  DBO,  which  of the
following bit combinations is the high order nibble?

a. DB7 DB4

b. DB3-DBO

c. DB5-DB2

d. DB1 and DBO.

6. Which of the following is not an 8-bit register of the CPU?

a. accumulator

b. index X

c. stack pointer
d. output register

(Continued on next page.)
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7. How many locations does each page of memory have for storage of in-
formation?

a. FF J•

b. 256

C. 1K

d. 4K 11
8. What section of memory is used when the contents are read from ad-

dress locations of 0000 through 03F F?

a. MONITOR ROM

b. USER ROM

C. PIA

RAM

9. How is the contents of memory  location 0200 read using the trainer
keyboard?

a. press the WRT key and enter 0200
b. press the GO key and enter 0200
c. press the AUTO key and enter 0200
d. press the READ key and enter 0200

10.    Which one of the following steps is required prior to executing a pro-
gram in the RUN mode?

a. place the trainer in the HALT/STEP mode.
b. press the GO key and enter the starting address of the program.
c. initialize the X index register to FF.
d. press the RESET button
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UNIT

2Numbering Systems
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this unit, given a number, you will  be able to
equate the number to other designated numbering systems by doing simple
conversions.   You will verify your conversions manually and by executing
appropriate programs in monitor ROM.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

Computers of all sizes have one thing in common, they all handle numbers.
In  digital  computers,  these  numbers  are  represented  by  binary  digits. A
binary digit is a digit that can have a value of 0 or 1. Binary digits are used in
computers because they relate to electrical signals having two states either a
logic 0 or a logic 1.

Although   the   computer  operation   uses  binary   numbers,   other  number
systems such as hexadecimal  are used to communicate with the computer.

The decimal system is perhaps the most familiarnumberingsystem. Most of.
have been usingius t all  our lives. As you recall the decimal system is made

up of  10 symbols or digits; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. By using these
digits any quantity (number) can be expressed. Since the decimal system has
10 digits it is also called a base 10 system.

The binary system has only two symbols or digits; 0 to 1. Although the bi-
nary system has only two symbols, this system can be used to represent any
number  that can  be  represented  in  the  decimal or hexadecimal systems.
However,  it will take many  more binary digits to express a given number.
Since the binary system has two symbols or digits it is called a base 2 system.

The hexadecimal system has 16 symbols. The 16 symbols consist of digits 0
through 9 and letters A through F.

Decimal Symbols 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Hexadecimal Symbols 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A  B  C  D  E  F

Notice that both systems use the same symbols from 0 through 9. The hexa-
decimal system uses symbols A through F to represent decimal 10 through
15.  Since  the  hexadecimal  system  has 16  symbols it is called a base  16
system.

Many computers use the hexadecimal system to represent binary numbers
for communication to the outside world. The microprocessor trainer uses
the hexadecimal system to input information from the keyboard and to out-
put  information  on  the  display.   Internally,  however,  the  microprocessor
handles all data using the binary number system.

In order to understand microprocessor operation and to write programs it is
necessary  to  be  able  to  perform number conversion from one system to
another. While working with the microprocessor trainer you will be convert-
ing mostly between hexadecimal and binary systems.
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Numbering Systems

When  writing  programs you will use the hexadecimal number system. At
times, it is necessary to perform addition and subtraction using the hexa-
decimal  system.  An  introduction  to  hexadecimal  arithmetic  will  also  be
covered in this unit.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

— changing a number from one numbering system
to another numbering system.

— a method used to represent numbers for example
the decimal numbering system.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE

2_1Decimal/Binary Conversion
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to convert between
decimal and binary number systems by doing simple arithmetic.  You will
verify your effort by performing a few simple conversions using a pencil and
paper.

DISCUSSION

Most of us learned the fundamental concepts of the decimal numbering sys-
tem at an early age. As we started to count we found that the decimal sys-
tem had ten symbols and because of that it is called a base 10 system. The
decimal system uses a positional  notation system  in which the value of a
digit depends upon its position and  is expressed as powers of 10. For ex-
ample, the number 563 has a 5 in the hundreds column, a 6 in the tens
column and a 3 in the units column.

100 10 1

5 6 3

The number 563 is equal to (5X100) + (6X10) + (3X1) = 563.  The 5 carries
the most weight of the three digits and the 3 carries the least weight. The 5 is
called the most significant digit (MSD) and the 3 is called the least significant
digit (LSD).

When we count in the decimal system we start counting from 0 and proceed
through 9. If we kept track using positional notation the 0 through 9 would
be placed in the l's or units column.

100's 10's l's (UNIT)

0 0 0-9

When the count reaches 10 we find that there are too many digits for the l's
column so a 1  is placed in the 10's column and a 0 in the l's column. Ora
1 is carried from the l's column to the 10's column.

100's 10's l's

0 1 0

If we continued counting to 99 both the 10's and 1's columns would be full

100's 10's l's

0 9 9

adding another 1 to the l's column would cause that column to go to 0 and
a carry into the 10's column. This would cause the 10's column to go to 0
and a carry into the 100's column.

100's 10's l's

1 0 0
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Decimal/Binary Conversion

If we continued to count to 999 and added 1 to it the new count would be
1000.

1000's 100's 10's  l's

0 9 9 9

Adding a 1 to the l's column, will cause a carry to the 10's column which
causes a carry to the 100's column and this will place a 1  in the 1000's
column.

1000's 100's 10's  l's

1 0 0 0

Notice that as each column progresses to the left it does so in a multiple of
10 (1X10=10's column; 10X10=100's column; 100X10=1000's and so on).

The binary system has only two symbols 0 and 1. Any number can be repre-
sented in this base 2 system. The binary system also uses a positional nota-
tion  method  of  representation. Each bit has its own weight expressed as
powers of 2.

8's 4's 2's l's

0 0 1 0

Since the binary system is a base 2 system only the numbers 0 and 1 are
allowed  in  each  position.

When counting in the binary system the largest digit value is 1 therefore a
given digit can progress from 0 to 1. After it reaches 1 it must recycle back
to 0 and a carry is generated to the next higher digit.

8's 4's 2's l's

0 0 1 0

Binary to Decimal Number Conversion

The binary number system is a positional number system where each bit has
a specified weight. Any binary number can be converted to its decimal equiv-
alent by adding the weighted value of each position. For example:

1. 8 4 2 1

0 1 0 1 (binary)

4+  1 =5 (decimal)

2. 8 4 2 1

1 0 1 1 (binary)

8+2+1=11 (decimal)
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EXERCISE

2Decimal/Binary Conversion -1
3. 16 8 4 2 1

1 1 0 1 1 (binary)

16+ 8+ 2+ 1= 27 (decimal)

When  a  position  is  added  to  the left in the binary number its weight is
doubled.

Decimal to Binary Conversion

A decimal  number can be easily converted to a binary number by dividing
the number by 2 and writing down the remainders after each division until a
quotient of zero is obtained. The following example converts 27 decimal to a
binary number:

27
= 13 + remainder of 1

2

13
6 + remainder of

2

6
3 + remainder of 0

3
= 1 + remainder of 1

2

0 + remainder of imsB LSB

2710 = 0 1 12

16's 8's 4's 2's l's
16 +8 +0 +2 + 1 =2710

1 1 0 1 1

The binary number conversion is obtained by writing the remainders with
the first remainder as the LSB (Least Significant Bit) and continuing from
right to left until the last remainder becomes the MSB (Most Significant Bit).

PROCEDURE

1. Convert the decimal number 6 to its binary equivalent.

The binary number is 110.

2. Convert the decimal number 10 to its binary equivalent.

The binary number is 1010.

3. Convert the decimal number 14 to its binary equivalent.

The binary number is 1110.
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Decimal/Binary Conversion
4. Convert the binary number 0101 to its decimal equivalent.

The decimal number is 5.

5. Convert the binary number 0111 to its decimal equivalent.

The decimal number is 7.

6. Convert the binary number 1111 to its decimal equivalent.

The decimal number is 15.

CONCLUSION

The binary number system is a base two system. Using only zero and one,
binary  numbers  can be related to decimal  numbers.  Dividing the decimal
answer continuously by two until the answer is 0 and writing the remainders
in order, forms the equivalent binary number. Knowing the weight of each
place of the binary number, aligning the one or zero of the binary number to
the place and adding forms the equivalent decimal number.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Write the decimal number 2 in binary.

2. Write the decimal number 4 in binary.

3. Write the decimal number 44 in binary.

4. What are the weights of the first five places used for binary numbers?

-

5. Write the binary number 0110 in decimal form.
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EXERCISE

2_1Decimal/Binary Conversion
6. Write the binary number 11001 in decimal form.

7. Write the binary number 101111 in decimal.
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Decimal to EXERCISE

2_2Hexadecimal Conversion

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to convert decimal
numbers  to  hexadecimal  numbers  by  doing simple conversions.  You will
verify your conversions by executing a decimal to hexadecimal program in
monitor ROM in the trainer.

DISCUSSION

Hexadecimal (hex) is another number system that is widely used with micro-
computers.  It is a system of counting sixteen numbers using a single digit.
The  count  proceeds from zero to nine then continues with the letters A
through   F.   It  is  the equivalent of counting from zero through fifteen  in
decimal. Figure 2-1 shows a comparison of decimal numbers with their hexa-
decimal equivalent numbers from zero to fifteen. The two number systems
are identical from zero through nine. The difference occurs when represent-
ing  decimal  numbers  ten  through fifteen.  In hex, these decimal  numbers
are represented by the letters A through F.

Counting  with  hexadecimal   numbers  is similar  to  decimal.  In decimal, a
carry of 1  is generated to the next place when the count of 9 is exceeded.

10's l's 10's  l's

0 0-9 9 + 1 = 10 1 0

In a hex a carry of 1  is generated to the next place when the count of F is
exceeded.

16's  l's 16's  l's

0 O-F F + 1 = 1016 1 0

From here the count proceeds through another sixteen digits going from 10
to 1F. The next number in the count generates a carry making the number
20 and the whole sequence continues once again.

16's 1's 16's 1's

1 F 1F + 1 = 20 2 0

Counting in hexadecimal is as easy as counting in decimal. Just remember to
carry 1 to the next column after counting through F and repeat the sequence
of 0 through F over again.
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Decimal to

Hexadecimal Conversion

DECIMAL  HEXADECIMAL

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 A

11 B

12 C

13 D

14 E

15 F

Figure 2-1.

Working with any new numbering system, we usually want to know decimal
equivalent. This is because we are accustom to decimal and can readily as-
sociate the value of the number more quickly. For instance, at first glance,
the number 7D16  (hexadecimal) has little meaning to us. We cannot readily
recognize its value. But if we say 125 is the decimal equivalent of hexadeci-
mal 7D, we can easily associate the hexadecimal value.

28
= 1  + remainder 12 Most of the details for converting between numbering systems was presented

16

during the previous exercise.  Any time a decimal  number is converted to
1

= 0 + remainder 1 another number system, the conversion starts by dividing the decimal num-
16 ber (28) by the base (16) of the new number system. Conversion continues

by dividing each decimal answer successively by the base until the decimal
MSB  LSB answer is zero. The hexadecimal base is 16 which is the number used for the

1 12 division.  The  remainders  from  each  division,  written  in  order,  form  the
hexadecimal equivalent of the decimal number. The first division remainder

Convert 12 to Hex = C is the least significant digit of the hex number and is the digit furthest to the
1C right in the hex number. The last division remainder is the most significant

digit and the digit furthest to the left, in the hex number.

The conversion is complete when the answer is zero. The  hex  number  is
found by converting any number between  10 and 15 to the alpha equiva-
lent (A-F).

The microprocessor trainer has a program  in monitor ROM that generates
random decimal  numbers to be converted to hexadecimal.  You will enter

the hex answer to the random decimal numbers displayed. If your entry is
incorrect a letter E will be momentarily displayed in the right display, and
then you will  enter another hex number.  If your answer is incorrect after
the  third  try,  the  program will display the correct answer and randomly
display another decimal number.
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Decimal to EXERCISE

2_2Hexadecimal Conversion

PROCEDURE

1. Apply  +5Vdc  to  the  trainer.  Press  AUTO  function  key.  Enter
0000. Press any key successively and watch the counting sequence
on the two middle displays, until the display shows 09. How does
the hexadecimal and decimal number systems compare?

Counting in hex from 0 through 9 is identical to counting 0 through 9 in
decimal.

2. Press any key successively until the two middle displays show 10.
What was the counting sequence after the hex number 09?

The hex count continued from 09 with OA, Ob, OC, Od, OE, and OF before
carrying one to the next column to form the number 10.

NOTE:   The letters b and dare dis-

played in lower case to distinguish
B from the number eight (8) and D
from zero.

3. Press  RESET  to place the trainer in the command mode.  Press
AUTO and enter location 00Fb.  Press any key successively and
watch the counting sequence. What is the next hex number after
()OFF?

The next hex number is  100, due to carry generated from column one to
column 2 which generates the carry of one to be placed in column three.

4. Manually convert the decimal number 63 into hex.

The number in hex should be 3F.

5. Convert the decimal number 255 into hex.

The number in hex should be FF.

255/16 =15, R1 = 15 15/16 = 0 R2 = 15, R2 R1 = 15 15 = FF

6. The  decimal  to  hex  conversion  program  is  located  in  monitor
ROM at location F619. When the program is executed (in opera-
tion)  the decimal number will be displayed in the left three dis-
plays.

1 2   3 . _  _ h
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Decimal to
Hexadecimal Conversion

The next two displays contain under line characters requiring your
input and the last display contains the low case letter  h  indicating
the answer is in hex. The decimal number 123 is manually convert-
ed and entered into the microprocessor 12310  = 71316. The pro-
gram then generates another decimal number. When the hexadeci-
mal number is only one digit a leading zero must be inserted, for
example 014io = E16. OE must be entered.

To execute the program press RESET, GO and enter F619.

7. Record the decimal number displayed.

Convert the decimal  number to hex. Enter it into the space pro-
vided and also into the microprocessor.

NOTE:     If your answer is correct
a new decimal number will be dis-

played. Should your answer be in-
correct an E will be momentarily
displayed and your new response is
to   be  input.   After  three  wrong
answers you will be given the cor-
rect hex number and a new decimal

number will be displayed.

8. Record the decimal number displayed.

h

Convert the decimal number to hex. Record the number and enter

it into the microprocessor.

9. Record the decimal number displayed.

Convert the decimal number to hex. Record the number and enter

it into the microprocessor.

10. Record the decimal number displayed.

h

Convert the decimal number to hex. Record the number and enter

it into the microprocessor.

11. Turn off the power to the microprocessor.

CONCLUSION

Hexadecimal numbers find wide usage in microprocessors. It is a base sixteen
number system that counts with the numbers zero through nine and con-
tinues with A through F. It is the equivalent of counting from zero through
fifteen in decimal. Any decimal number can be converted to hex by simply
dividing  decimal  answers  successively  until the answer is zero.  Recording
each remainder in  hex and writing them  in order forms the hex number.
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EXERCISE

2_2Decimal to
Hexadecimal Conversion

You can practice using the number conversion program at location F619,
random  decimal   numbers  are  displayed  for  you  to  enter  equivalent hex
numbers to verify conversions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the number base in the hexadecimal number system?

2. What is the order of counting the first sixteen digits in hex?

3. What is the next hex number after OF (decimal 15) is reached?

4. What is the hex equivalent of decimal number 45?

5. What is the hex equivalent of decimal number 237?
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Hexadecimal to EXERCISE

2_3Decimal Conversion

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you   have completed this exercise,  you  will  be able to convert hex
numbers  to  their decimal  equivalents by  following simple  rules.  You  will
verify your conversions by using a program in monitor ROM in the trainer.

DISCUSSION

Number conversion from  hex  to decimal is similar to converting binary to
decimal.  Each digit of the binary number is multiplied by the weight of the
place  the digit represents.  When  products are added  together the  number
is   converted   to   decimal.   For   converting  hex   numbers  the  same  format
is used. Before we start, we must identify the weights of each place. Remem-
ber with binary numbers, base two, the weights of each place were multiples
of two.  In  hex  the weights of each place are multiples of sixteen. The l's
place  in  hex  is still 1. The next place is the 16's place. The next place be-
comes the 256th place (16X16).

256's 16's l's

O-F O-F  O-F

Each  of the succeeding places is another multiple of 16 from the previous
place.  Using the weights for each place, any hex number can be converted
to its decimal equivalent.

Take the hex number, found in the last exercise, 1C. Convert the number to
decimal by following the steps given.

16's 1's

Step 1 Write the digits of the hex (1 X 16) + (C X 1)
number with their appro-
priate weights of the places
the digits represent.

Step 2 Convert any letter of the (1 X 16) + (12 X 1)
hex number to its decimal

equivalent C16 = 121o.

Step 3 Multiply (16 X 1 = 16) + (12 X 1 = 12)

Step 4 ADD.   The result is the 16 + 12 = 28

decimal equivalent. 1C16 = 2810

The number 28  is the decimal equivalent of hex 1C.  Remember assign the
digits of the hex  number the appropriate weight. Change any letter of the
hex   number   to   its   decimal  equivalent.   The  converted   number  is  found
through simple  multiplication and addition. The trainer can help you learn
hex to decimal conversions also. A conversion program in memory displays a
hex number.  It becomes your job to enter the correct decimal number. An
incorrect answer flashes an E in the last display and resets for another try.
After  three  trials,   the answer  is automatically displayed  and another hex
number is displayed.
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Hexadecimal to
Decimal Conversion

PROCEDURE

1. Using a pencil, convert the hex number 2F to its decimal equiva-
lent.

The decimal number should be 47.

2. Convert the hex number A4 to its decimal equivalent.

The decimal number should be 164.

3. Execute the hex to decimal program by pressing RESET, GO, and
enter F5CE.

4. Record the hex number displayed.

Convert the hex number to decimal. Enter it in the space provided
and in the microprocessor.

NOTE:  Be sure  to place leading
zeros before the decimal number.
For example if the number is 18
enter 018.

5. Record the hex number displayed.

Convert the hex number to decimal. Enter it in the space provided
and in the microprocessor.

6. Record the hex number displayed.

— — . — — —

Convert the hex number to decimal. Enter it in the space provided
and into the microprocessor.

7. Turn off the power to the microprocessor.

CONCLUSION

Any hexadecimal  number can be converted to its decimal equivalent. You
start by multiplying each digit of the hex number, (in decimal form) by the
weight of the place the digit represents. Remember the weight of each place
is a multiple of 16 and adding the product of each digit times its associated
place weight, forms the decimal number. By executing a number conversion
program at F5CE you can practice converting the displayed hex number by
entering the decimal number to verify a correct answer.
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Hexadecimal to
Decimal Conversion EXERCISE2-3

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are the weights of the first three places in the hexadecimal num-
ber system?

2. When converting a hex number which contains a letter(s), what must
you remember to do to the letter?

3. What is the decimal equivalent of the hex number 3E?

4. What is the decimal equivalent of the hex number 64?

5. What is the decimal equivalent of the hex number FF?

6. From what memory location do you execute the program to practice
conversion of hex numbers to decimal equivalents?
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EXERCISE

2.4Binary/ Hexadecimal Conversions
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to convert between
binary and  hexadecimal numbers using simple rules. You will practice con-
versions using a program in monitor ROM in the trainer.

DISCUSSION

All of the number conversions introduced are important to know when work-
ing  with  microprocessors.   However,  possibly with  the exception of hexa-
decimal-decimal conversions, the binary-hexadecimal conversion is the most
used.

The internal microprocessor functions use binary numbers. An address sent
out on  the microprocessor address bus  (16  bits)  is a  binary  number. The
binary   number   which   is  a  combination  of  zeros  and  one's  represents  a
memory location or other addressable component.

ADDRESS BIT (AB)
POSITION 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

The microprocessor transfers data over a data bus.  Data is in the form of a
binary  number eight bits wide.  Again, it is some combination of zeros and
one's.

DATA BIT (DB)
POSITION 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 1 1

When we see the information displayed, it is usually in hex form. Circuitry
in the trainer takes the binary number and converts it to hex.

Each hex number from 0 through F can be represented by a four bit binary
number.  Figure 2-2 shows each hex number with its four-bit binary equiva-
lent.  It is important to learn the binary equivalent number. In later exercises
converting binary to hex is used extensively.

ADH ADL

ADDRESS BIT

(AB) POSITION 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

HEX

DISPLAY 1 2 3 4

For example, when you address memory location 1234 each digit represents
a four bit binary number. The hex number 1  can be replaced by 0001, hex
number 2 is 0010, a hex 3 by 0011  and a hex 4 by 0100. Placing all binary
digits together, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, forms the address the microproces-
sor would  send  out of the 16 address lines to locate the memory location.
We see  it as 1234 on the display because of the conversion from binary to
hex by the microprocessor.
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HEX NUMBER BINARY NUMBER DECIMAL NUMBER

BASE 16 BASE 2 BASE 10

0 0000 0

1 0001 1

2 0010 2

3 0011 3

4 0100 4

5 0101 5

6 0110 6

7 0111 7

8 1000 8

9 1001 9

A 1010 10

B 1011 11

C 1100 12

D 1101 13

E 1110 14

F 1111 15

Figure 2-2.

The binary to hex conversion is accomplished  in the same manner as the
binary to decimal conversion performed in Exercise 2-1. The decimal value is
changed to the hex equivalent.

For example: 8 4 2  1  Binary digit weight

1  1 0 0  (binary)

(8 X 1) + (4 X 1) + (2 X 0) + (1 X 0) = 1216 (decimal)

1216 =C16

To  convert  from  hex  to  binary  change  the hex digit to decimal  (C16 =
121o)  and proceed with the decimal to binary conversion covered in Exer-
cise 2-1.

12
— = 6 remainder of 0
2

6
= 3 remainder of 0

2

3
=   1 remainder of 1

2

1
=  0 remainder of 1

2
MSB LSB

0 0

11 0 02  = 8 X1  +4 X1  + 2 XO + 1 XO =121 0

=  C16
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2Binary / Hexadecimal Conversions -4
The  trainer  has  a  conversion  program  which  displays  a  random  four-bit
binary  number.  By entering the correct hex digit a  new binary number is
shown to be converted. When an incorrect hex number is entered a letter E

is momentarily displayed on the right most display.  If after three attempts
the correct hex number is automatically displayed and a new binary number
is presented.

PROCEDURE

1. Convert the binary number 1010 to its hex equivalent.

The hex number is A.

2. Convert the binary number 0111 to its hex equivalent.

The hex number is?.

3. Convert the hex number F to its binary equivalent.

The binary number 1111.

4. Convert the hex number 5 to its binary equivalent.

The binary number is 0101.

5. Execute  the  conversion  program  at  memory 19catio;     F654  by
pressing the  RESET,  GO,  and entering F654.  Re-cord the binary
number displayed.

Convert the binary number to hex. Enter it in the space provided
and in the microprocessor.

6. Record the binary number displayed.

Convert the binary number to hex.  Enter it in the space provided
and in the microprocessor.

7. Record the binary number displayed.

Convert the binary number to hex. Enter it in the space provided
and in the microprocessor.

8. Turn off the power to the microprocessor.
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CONCLUSION

Each hexadecimal digit, 0 through F can be represented by a four-bit binary
number. A binary 1111  represents a hex F. A binary 0000 represents a hex
0. By using the weight of each place for binary numbers, any hex digit is
easily converted. You executed a number conversion program which gener-
ated random four-bit binary numbers which you entered with correct hex
digits.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the first step when converting a number from hex to binary?

2. What is the four-bit binary number equivalent to a hex F?

3. What is the four-bit binary number equivalent to a hex C?

A1.0Q

4. What is the hex equavalent to a binary 0110?

(c

5. What is the hex equivalent of the binary number 1110?

6. The address used to run the binary to hex program is F654. What is
the  binary  equivalent  of the  hex  address which  the microprocessor
sends out on the address bus?
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2_5Hexadecimal Arithmetic

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise you will be able to add and subtract
hex numbers by doing simple problems. You will verify your arithmetic by
executing a program you enter into the trainer.

DISCUSSION

The   introduction  of  microprocessors  rapidly  moves  us away  from  using
decimal numbers. Hexadecimal numbers are being used so it is necessary for
us to learn more about them. Converting between number systems is neces-
sary, but there is more to using a number system than just conversion. Ad-
dition and subtraction are very important when working with hex numbers.
In the decimal system, these functions are routine. However, since hex num-
bers are new to many of us some time must be spent to understand hex
arithmetic. The 6502 microprocessor has instructions that performs both ad-
dition and subtraction.  Using addition and subtraction instructions mathe-
matical functions can be performed.

Hex arithmetic is like decimal arithmetic where a carry and a borrow can
exist. A carry is generated when the sum of hex numbers exceeds F in one
position. When F is exceeded, a carry of one is added to the next position to
the left. For borrow situations, sixteen is added to the number that required
the  borrow  and  the  number  borrowed  from  is decreased by one. A few
examples will show hex addition first, then subtraction.

1. Hex addition (with no carry)

11

+  OA

First separate each digit of the hex numbers, align in columns, and
convert any letter to the decimal equivalent.

11 ) 1 1

0A-> +0 10

1 11

Convert  each  decimal   number in the sum to its hex equivalent
(decimal 1 = hex 1,decimal 11 = hex 5).  The sum is

11

+  OA

1B

2. Hex addition (with carry)

3F

+  AA
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First separate each digit of the hex numbers, align in columns, and
convert any letter to the decimal equivalent.

3F + 3 15

AA  —>  + 10 10

Add each column like adding any two decimal numbers.

3 15

+10 10

13 25

2- ZG-
Correct the summed result by processing the carry generated by

I lb the sum from column one. Since hex is base 16, a carry is generat-
ed after 16 counts, (0-F). Twenty-five is 9 more than 16 with a3 a7
carry of 1  to the next column. The decimal sum with the carry
processed becomes

3 15

10 10

13 25

Carry +1 —  16  (subtract 16 and generate a carry of 1)

14 9  (25 — 16 = 9)

Change the decimal numbers in the sum to hex. This answer of
adding hex 3F to hex AA is E9 (decimal 14 = hex E, decimal 9 =
hex 9).

3F

+AA

E9

3. Hex Subtraction (with no borrow)

SUBTRACT 6B

—2A

First separate each digit of the hex numbers, align in columns, and
convert any letter to the decimal equivalent.

6B 6 11

2A —2 10

Subtract each column like subtracting any two decimal numbers.
No borrow is required.

6 11

—2 10

4 1
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Convert each decimal number of the difference to the hexadecimal

equivalent. Since 4 and 1   in decimal are the same in hex, the dif-
ference is

6B -

2, 1-
— 2A

41 D A D

4. Hex subtraction (with borrow)

SUBTRACT: CA

—  4D

First separate each digit of the hex numbers, align in columns, and
convert any letter to the decimal equivalent.

CA —> 12 10

4D — 4 13

Subtract 13 from  10 requires borrowing from the next column.
Borrowing from the next column makes 12 now eleven and six-
teen is added to 10 (remember in decimal when you borrow you
actually add 10 to the column that requires the borrow and reduce
the column  borrowed from  by  1. Since hexadecimal  is base 16,
when borrowing sixteen is added). The result becomes

(eleven due to the borrow 11 26 (result of the borrow

required by column one) 10 + 16 = 26)

11 26

— 4 13

Subtract each column like subtracting any two decimal numbers

11 26
— 4 13

7 13

Correct the difference by converting each decimal number to its
hex equivalent. (decimal 7 = hex 7, decimal 13 = hex 0). The dif-
ference is

CA

— 4D

7D

The importance of hex arithmetic may not be recognized by you
at this time.  Programs can be written using the add or subtract
instruction for the CPU to give the desired results. However, the
importance of knowing hex arithmetic will come when you start
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using branch instructions. When the CPU is told to go to another
location, that location is specified by you. To branch from one
location to another requires adding or subtracting numbers from
the present location to determine the new location. Therefore, a
good understanding of hex arithmetic is important.

PROCEDURE

1. Add the two hex numbers OA and 03. What is the sum of the hex
addition?

You should get hex OD.

2. Add the two hex numbers 2A and 3D. What is the sum of the hex

addition?

You should get hex 67

3. Subtract hex  14 from 6F. What is the difference of the hex sub-

traction?

You should get hex 58.

4. Subtract hex 29 from hex  FO. What is the difference at the hex
subtraction?

You should get hex Cl.

5. What is the hex difference of subtracting hex 15 from hex F3.?

The hex difference is DE.

6. Enter the following program at memory location 0000. This pro-
gram will add hex numbers 2A and 3D. Press AUTO 0000 which
locates the program at location 0000. Enter the following program

MEMORY INSTRUCTION CODES DESCRIPTION

0000 18 CLEAR CARRY

0001 D8 CLEAR DEC MODE

0002 A9 LOAD 2A IN

0003 2A THE ACCUMULATOR

0004 69 ADD 3D TO

0005 3D 2A

0006 85 STORE SUM

0007 09 IN MEMORY LOCATION 0009

0008 00 BRK
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Run the program from memory location 0000 by pressing RESET,
GO and enter 0000. What is the answer to the hex addition of 2A

and 3D as shown by the display?

The display shows the answer is hex 67 which is at memory location 0009.
This is the same result as found in Procedure, Step 2.

7. Enter the following hex subtraction program starting at memory
location 0100. Press AUTO key and enter the following program
at memory location 0100.

MEMORY INSTRUCTION CODES DESCRIPTION

0100 38 SET CARRY

01 A9 LOAD FO IN

02 FO ACCUMULATOR

03 E9 SUBTRACT 29

04 29 FROM FO

05 8D STORE DIFFERENCE

06 09 IN LOCATION

07 01 0109

08 00 BRK

Run the program from memory location 0100 by pressing RESET,
GO, and entering 0100. What is the answer to the hex subtraction
of hex 29 from FO as shown by the display?

The display shows the answer of C7 which is at memory location 0109. This
is the same result as found in step 4.

CONCLUSION

Hexadecimal   arithmetic   is  performed   like  decimal  arithmetic.  Additions
generate carry and subtractions require borrow. By remembering the decimal
number equivalent to the hex number A through F and how to manipulate a
carry  or  borrow eases  the  process of adding or subtracting any two hex
numbers manually. The 6502 microprocessor has an addition and subtrac-
tion instruction which when used within a program can add or subtract hex
numbers automatically.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. In decimal, carries are generated when the sum of two numbers is great-
er than nine, when is a carry generated using hex numbers?

2, Using hex numbers, when a borrow is needed, what is the value of the
borrow which is added to the number requiring the borrow?

3. What is the sum of adding hex 08 to hex 07?

4. The sum of hex 18 and hex 19 is hex 31. Was a carry generated?

5. What is the result of subtracting hex 59 from hex AO?
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UNIT TEST

2
1. What number system is used to input information from the keyboard in

the trainer?

a. binary
b. octal

c. hexadecimal

d. alphanumeric

2. What number system is used internally by the CPU to perform its num-
erous operations?

a. binary
b. octal

c. hexadecimal

d. alphanumeric

3. What is the binary equivalent of the decimal number 11?

a. 0111

b. 1100

c. 1011

d. 1101

4. What are the positional weights of a four-bit binary number?

a. l's, 2's, 3's and 4's
b. l's, 2's, 4's and 8's
c. 1's, 10's, 100's and 1000's
d. l's, 16's, 256's and 4096's

5. What is the hexadecimal equivalent of decimal 32?

a. 20

b. 40

c. 1F

d. 2B

6. What is the decimal equivalent of hexadecimal Cl?

a. 240

b. 94

c. 187

d. 193

7. What  is  the  equivalent  hexadecimal  number  of  the  eight-bit  binary
number 1101 0101?

a. BA

b. D5

C. 24

d. 5D

(Continued on next page.)
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8.  What is the sum of the hexadecimal addition of 0A16 and 2F16?

a. 3F16

b. 3916

C. 2A16

d. 4016

9. What is the difference of subtracting 51316 from FF16?

a. AA16

b. 7516

C. A416

d. C016

10. What is the sum of adding 0001 0010 to 0010 0110?

a. 2616

b. B316
c. 4F16

d. 3816
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UNIT

3Programming
the Microprocessor

UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will have a basic knowledge of CPU
operation by using a few simple instructions. You will verify the CPU opera-
tion by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

Did  you ever buy something and open the package to find instructions on
how to operate the equipment. Usually, after a few steps, you can have the
equipment operational. After applying power to the microprocessor trainer
you discovered that it required instructions to cause it to operate. These in-
structions are a set of machine codes made up of hex digits. A micropro-
cessor becomes useful only when you learn how to instruct it.  Each one of
the instructions causes the CPU to perform certain functions such as to load
a CPU register with data. There are fifty-six instructions we can use to cause
the microprocessor to do many things. Placing instructions in a programmed
sequence can  make the CPU  perform  many functions from a simple arith-
metic problem to the control of external devices.

Programs may  be placed  in   RAM  to cause the microcomputer to perform
functions  we  desire.  The  microprocessor  trainer has four pages available,
however,   it  is  best  to  use  Pages 02 and  03 for your programs since the
monitor uses sections of Pages 00 and 01. To use the microcomputer effec-
tively you must be aware of how memory is organized and what the CPU is
capable of doing.   The programmer makes data flow meaningful in the CPU,
by  knowing the instructions, addressing modes, and basically how the CPU
works. With  these things understood, a program can be devised to perform
many useful functions.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

addressing modes — represents one to several different ways to program
the CPU to perform the operation of a single instruction.

op  code — the first byte of a computer instruction  representing the
operation to be performed by the CPU.

operand —  is the portion of an  instruction that represents data or a
specific address to be operated on by the op code.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE

34Instructing the Microprocessor
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to program the CPU
to execute simple operations by using instruction codes. You will verify the
CPU operation by executing a simple program.

DISCUSSION

Microprocessors are integrated circuits that have the ability to perform many
functions.   Figure 3-1   shows a typical microprocessor block diagram with
each block representing hundreds of microscopic transistors for a total of
thousands of transistors within the 6502 microprocessor. The 6502 micro-
processor consists of numerous registers, counters and decoders. Buses serve
to transfer information internally between the registers and to external de-
vices. A system clock and timing circuitry causes functions to be sequenced
properly to move data from one area to another at the right time. However,
no information can flow within the microprocessor until it is instructed to
do so. This becomes the role of a person with programming knowledge.

-4- REGISTER SECTION CONTROL SECTION -.-

RES 1111)  NMI

411
INTERRUPT

LOGIC

AO INDEX
REGISTER

Al -•-• ILDY

A202
INDEX

03 REGISTERX
ABL

24

05
STACK  POINT

REGISTER

A0 66
(S)

INSTRUCTION

Al DECODE

ALL

AA DD DD RREESSSS
BUS

ACCUATU ATOR

TIMING
CONTROL

P.O .-
PCL

A9 - 01

OCR
02

AAIDID
PROCESSOR

All
STATUS CLOCK

ABM
REGISTER GENERATOR

44-- 00 1110

Al2 INPUT

DATALATCH 01 OUT

IOU 02 OUT
RIB

A14.-

DA A BUS IN ID

BUFFER REGISTER

DO
LEGEND DI

02

ft= 8 BIT LINE 0 4. 0D43 1.V
05

. D6
I All LINE D7

Figure 33-11..  Internal block diagram structure of the 6502 Microprocessor.
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Instructing the Microprocessor

The microprocessor's power is realized when  you are able to talk its "lan-
guage". The  language for using  microprocessors consists of machine codes
called   instructions.   The   instructions  consist  of  a  group  of  hexadecimal
numbers.

Microprocessor instructions consist of two parts, an operation (op) code and
an operand. INSTRUCTION FORMAT

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits

OP CODE OPERAND

1 byte 1 to 2 bytes

The op code consists of  1  byte  (8-bits)  and tells the microprocessor what
operation  to perform,  like add or subtract. The op code is always the first
byte  of  any  instruction.  The  operand  can  consist of  1  or 2 bytes (8  to
16 bits)  depending upon the addressing mode. The operand either contains
the data or tells the microprocessor where the data is located which is to be
operated on by the op code.

Figure 3-2  is a summary of several instructions used with the 6502 micro-
processor.  There  are  fifty-six   instructions  used  to  instruct the rnicropro-
cessor. Most of these instructions will be discussed and used in future exer-

cises.   The   instructions   use   a  three  letter  mnemonic (pronounced  NEW-

Addressing Mode

Instruction Description Immediate  Absolute  Zero-Page Implied

LDA Load Accumulator with A9 AD A5

Memory

STA Store Accumulator in 8D 85

Memory
LOX Load X Register with 42 AE 46

Memory
STX Store X Register   in 8E 86

Memory
LDY Load Y Register with AO AC A4

Memory
STY Store Y Register in 8C 84

Memory
TAX Transfer Accumulator to AA

X Register

INX Increment the X Register E8

TXA Transfer X Register to 84

Accumulator

TYA Transfer Y Register to 98

Accumulator

TAY Transfer Accumulator to 48

Y Register
BR K Force Interrupt 01)

Figure 3-2.  Summary of Instructions and Op Codes.
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EXERCISE3Instructing the Microprocessor

MON IC) which is located in the left-hand column. The mnemonic is like an
abbreviation for the instruction. LDA  means L oaD the Accumulator. The

next column explains the operation of the instruction. Op codes used by the
microprocessor are found in each column listed under the Addressing Mode
They are single byte (8-bits), two digit hexadecimal  numbers representing
the instruction used to program the CPU for the desired operation. Notice
that most of the instructions have more than one op code. These are called
addmishacmodes which allow different methods of addressing memory or
registers. One instruction can have an op code for each addressing mode.
Such as the LDA instruction, it has three op codes A9, AD and A5.

Depending  on   the  addressing  mode chosen,  the  instruction  will  contain
either 1-byte, 2-bytes or  3-bytes  of  information.  The implied addressing
mode instruction consists of one byte which  is the op code. This type of
instruction  is  a command  to  the  microprocessor  to alter the contents of
registers, increment or decrement registers or to transfer the contents of one
register to another register.

8 bits

OP CODE

TXA 8A

Immediate addressing mode instructions consist of 2 bytes. One byte is the
op code and the other an operand. Immediate addressed instructions transfer
data from memory into one of the microprocessors registers for logical or
arithmetic operations. The operand does not specify a memory address for
the data but contains actual data to be used. The operand is placed in the
next memory location immediately following the op code.

Absolute addressing mode instructions consist of three bytes. One byte is the
op code and two bytes form the operand. The operand specifies the mem-
ory  location  of  the data to be operated on. The first operand byte (00)
specifies the memory location on the page specified by the second byte (02).

8 bits 16 bits

OP CODE  OPERAND

LDA AD 00 02

rwf
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Instructing the Microprocessor

Addressing Mode

Instruction Description Immediate  Absolute  Zero-Page  Implied

LDA Load Accumulator with A9 AD AS

Memory

STA Store Accumulator in 8D 85

Memory
LDX Load X Register with A2 AE A6

Memory

STX Store X Register in 8E 86

Memory
LDY Load Y Register with AO AC A4

Memory

STY Store Y Register in 8C 84

Memory
TAX Transfer Accumulator to AA

X Register
TXA Transfer X Register to 84

Accumulator

TYA Transfer Y Register to 98

Accumulator

TAY Transfer Accumulator to A8

Y Register
BR K Force Interrupt 00

Figure 3-3.  Shows three instructions h'ghlighting the immediate addressing mode. LDA
with an op code of A9, LDX with an op code of A2 and LDY with an op code of AO.

Using the immediate addressing column  shown  in  Figure 3-3 for the LDA
instruction you find the op code is A9. This is one byte of the instruction.
The next byte (operand) contains the data which is to be loaded into the ac-
cumulator. The operand consists of two digits from 00 to FF.

HEX DIGITS
LDA INSTRUCTION A9

00-FF

OP OPERAND

CODE

We can also use  instructions  LDX and  LDY to  load  the  X register and Y
register with data.  These  instructions are the same as the LDA instruction
except the data  is loaded into the X and Y registers. Using Figure 3-3, the
LDX immediate instruction op code is A2. The LDY immediate instruction
is AO. The op codes represent one of the bytes. The next byte is the data
loaded in each register which can be a two digit number from 00 to FF.

HFX DIGITS HEX DIGITS
LDX INSTRUCTION A2

00-F F
LDY INSTRUCTION  AO

00-FF

OP' OPERAND
OP OPERAND

CODE CODE
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Using  these  instructions,  a simple program can be written for the micro-
processor. A memory location is chosen to start the program. Each byte of
the instruction is then written in successive memory locations until the last
byte of the program is entered. In this example page 02 is used to store the
program.  The  LDA instruction is contained in memory locations 0200 and
0201. The LDX instruction is in locations 0202 and 0203. The LDY instruc-
tion is in locations 0204 and 0205.

MEMORY

INSTRUCTION ADDRESS   CONTENTS   DESCRIPTION

LDA   INSTRUCTION 0200 A9 LDA OP CODE

0201 12 DATA TO BE LOADED

IN ACCUMULATOR
LDX INSTRUCTION 0202 A2 LDX OP CODE

0203 13 DATA TO BE LOADED

IN X REGISTER
LDY INSTRUCTION 0204 AO LDY OP CODE

0205 14 DATA TO BE LOADED

IN Y REGISTER

By instructing the microprocessor to execute the program from the starting
memory location, the results of each instruction will be available in selected
registers. Each instruction of the program will be executed using the micro-
processor single STEP function. This function executes one instruction at a
time. The information placed  in each register will  be verified after the in-
struction is executed.

PROCEDURE

1. Using the instruction set in Figure 3-3 locate the LDA, LDX and
LDY instructions. What are the op codes for each instruction when
the immediate addressing mode is used?

ALAatPrO

The op   code for the LDA instruction is A9. The op code for the LDX in-
struction is A2. The op code for the LDY instruction is AO.

2. The instructions LDX, LDY, and LDA load the X register, Y regis-
ter and the Accumulator respectively with data. How many bytes,
in length, is each instruction if immediate addressing is used?

The LDA, LDX and LOY instructions are two bytes in length.
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3. Starting at memory address 0200, enter the following instructions.
Press AUTO, enter 0200 and each instruction code.

MEMORY

ADDRESS  CONTENTS DESCRIPTION

0200 A9 LDA OP CODE
LDA INSTRUCTION

0201 12 LDA OPERAND

0202 A2 LDX OP CODE
LDX INSTRUCTION

0203 13 LDX OPERAND

0204 AO LDY OF CODE
LDY INSTRUCTION

0205 14 LDY OF'ERAND

4. Verify the program in memory by pressing RESET, READ, and
entering 0200.  Use the FWD key to read each memory location
from 0200 to 0206.

5. The STEP function executes a program one instruction at a time.
PC is set to the starting address (0200) of the program and the
RUN/STEP switch  is  placed  in  the  HALT/STEP position.  The
STEP key is then used to execute each instruction. Press PC, WRT,
and enter 0200.

6. Place the RUN/STEP switch in the HALT/STEP position. What is
the condition of the STEP ON LED?

The LED is lit indicating the trainer is in the single STEP mode for instruc-
tion execution.

7. Press the STEP key. Record the contents of the display.

Pressing the STEP key executed the LDA instruction. The display is 0202 A2
where A2 is the LDX op code at location 0202 and is the next instruction to
be executed.

8. Read and record the contents of the Accumulator by pressing the
ACC key. Explain.

The LDA instruction moved the operand 12 from location 0201 to the ac-
cumulator.
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9. Press the STEP key. Record the display. Explain.

The display is 0204A0. The LDX instruction was executed. The LDY instruc-
tion will be executed next.

10. How would you read the contents of the X Register?

The contents of the X Register is read by pressing the IND1X key.

11. Read and record the contents of the X Register.

The X Register contains 13 which is the operand located in memory location
0203.

12. Execute the  LDY instruction by pressing the STEP key. Record
the contents of the Y Register. Explain.

The Y Register contains 14 which is the operand of the LDY instruction.

13. Press  READ  and  enter  0200.  Read and record the contents of

memory locations 0200 through 0205.

MEMORY

ADDRESS CONTENTS

0200 i  q

0201 12.

0202 /1  Z
f 70203 ,..,..

0204 P "7_

0205 / It

14. Explain the contents of memory locations recorded in procedure
step 13.

The contents of memory is the same as entered in procedure step 3.  The
execution of each instruction did not destroy the contents of memory.
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CONCLUSION

The microprocessor has an instruction set using various op codes (addressing
mode implied by the op code). A program made up of instruction op codes
and operands is entered into sequential memory locations. When the program
is executed the microprocessor processes each byte from memory to give the
desired results of the program. Immediate mode instructions contain data in
the operand portion of the instruction which is placed in specified registers
upon execution.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is an instruction op code?

2, How many bytes may an instruction have?

3. Which byte of the instruction represents the op code?

4. What is the op code of the instruction LDA when immediate addressing
is used?

5. Write a program to load the X Register with FE starting at memory lo-
cation 0200 and stopping at memory location 0202.

Memory location 0200

0201
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EXERCISE

3_2Addressing Modes
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have  completed this exercise, you will  be able to instruct the
microprocessor  to  fetch  data  using  different  addressing  modes.  You will
verify the operation by using immediate, absolute, zero page, and implied
addressing mode instructions in simple programs.

DISCUSSION

One  of the advantages of a microprocessor is the many different tasks it
can perform. When working with  digital  logic circuits you discovered that
each  circuit  was  usually designed to perform one task. A microprocessor
contains  many  digital   logic  circuits which  are  controlled  by instructions
contained in a program located in memory. How the instructions go about
controlling the microprocessor is determined by the addressing mode of each
instruction. One mode which is used to transfer data between CPU registers
is called the implied addressing mode. Another addressing mode deals only
with instructions related to zero page. Instructions that are located in mem-
ory  locations other than zero page, dealing with data on these pages, use
the absolute addressing mode. The last addressing mode is called immediate
addressing   mode.    Instructions   using   this   mode  transfers  data   between
memory   and   CPU  registers.   Using  these  addressing  modes when  writing
programs  will efficiently utilize the microprocessor in the system.  During
this exercise you will examine each addressing mode.

PROCEDURE

Zero Page Addressing

Using zero page addressing, the instructions are two bytes in length. The first
byte is the op code. The second byte or operand specifies a memory location
on  the  zero  page. When a zero page instruction op code is decoded, the
microprocessor automatically places zeros in the address high (ADH) portion
of the bus which indicates to memory that the address contained in ADL is
located on zero page.

ZERO PAGE

LDA    INSTRUCTION

A5 03

OP CODE  OPERAND

EMORY

ADDRESS  CONTENTSLM 0003 17

1
so- ACC-17

Programs using zero page addressing may be located on any page in memory.
The program  in Figure 3-4(a) shows a simple program to load the accumu-
lator with the contents of memory location 0003. The complete program is
located on zero page. The program shown in Figure 3-4(b) shows the same
program  located on page 02.  Notice that only the data is on zero page, at
location 0003.
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Addressing Modes

MEMORY

ADDRESS CONTENTS REMARKS

0000 A5 OP CODE FOR ZERO PAGE LOAD ACCUMULATOR

INSTRUCTION

0001 03 MEMORY LOCATION ON ZERO PAGE CONTAINING
DATA 4D

0002 00 BRK COMMAND TO HALT THE PROGRAM

0003 4D DATA TO BE LOADED INTO THE ACCUMULATOR

3-4(a).   Zero page addressing using zero page instructions.

MEMORY
ADDRESS CONTENTS  REMARKS

0200 A5 OP CODE FOR ZERO PAGE LOAD ACCUIVULATOR

INSTRUCTION

0201 03 ZERO PAGE MEMORY LOCATION CONTAINING

DATA 4D

0202 00 BRK COMMAND TO HALT THE PROGRAM

0003 4D DATA ON ZERO PAGE TO BE LOADED INTO THE
ACCUMU LATOR

3-4(b).  Program located on Page 02 using zero page instructions.

Figure 3-4.  Programs using zero page addressing mode.

1. Enter the following instructions into memory.

Address  Contents  Description

0000 A5 LDA INSTRUCTION OP CODE

0001 03 OPERAND (LOCATION 03 ON ZERO

0002 00 BRK OR HALT

0003 AA  DATA IN LOCATION 03 ON ZERO PAGE TO
BE LOADED INTO THE ACCUMULATOR

What is the addressing mode of the Load Accumulator instruction
in memory locations 0000 and 0001?

The addressing mode is zero page.
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EXERCISE

3_2Addressing Modes

2. Execute the program  from  memory location 0000. What are the
contents of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains AA. Zero page addressing, the operand specifies a
location on zero page of memory which contains data. When the op code is
decoded, the CPU knows zero page addressing is used and goes to the mem-
ory location specified by the operand (03) to fetch the data (AA) and loads it
into the accumulator.

Immediate Addressing Mode

The  immediate addressing  mode is used  for  instructions that transfer data
from   memory   into  one  of  the  microprocessors  registers.  The  immediate
addressing  mode operand contains the data  to  be operated  on  by the op
code and is stored in memory immediately tollowing the op code.

The execution of immediate addressing mode instructions causes the CPU to
place the data contained in the operand into the register specified by the op
code.   The immediate addressing mode was used in Exercise 3-1. With zero
page addressing, the op code instructed the CPU to go to the zero page loca-
tion, specified by the operand, to fetch the data and place it in the register
specified by the op code. Immediate addressing, the operand is the data. It is
placed  in  the CPU register specified by the op code. The use of immediate
addressing is shown in Figure 3-5.
MEMORY

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

(120ii 49 OP CODE FOR IMMEDIATE ADDRESSED LDA
INSTRUCTION ADDRESSING

0201 42 OPERAND (DATA) TO BE LOADED INTO THE ACCU-
MULATOR

DATA MAY BE ANY VALUE FROM 00 TO FF.

Figure 3-5.   Immediate addressing mode instruction.

3. Enter the following instructions into memory.

Address  Contents  Description

0200 A9 LDA INSTRUCTION OP CODE

0201 25
OPERAND    REPRESENTING   DATA  TO

BE LOADED INTO THE ACCUMULATOR

0202 00 BR K

What  is the addressing mode of the LDA instruction in memory
locations 0200 and 0201?

The addressing mode is immediate.
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Addressing Modes

4. Execute  the  program  from  memory  location 0200.  Wiat is the
contents of the accumulator?

The  accumulator  contains  the  number 25.   In  immediate addressing,  the
operand is treated as data. Once the op code is decoded the next byte (data)
is loaded immediately into the accumulator,

Absolute Addressing Mode

Another  addressing  mode used  in  programming the microprocessor is the
absolute addressing mode. Absolute addressing mode instructions are always
three bytes in length. The first byte is the op code. The operand is the next
two bytes, which specify the 16 bit address of the data to be operated on by
the op code. The second byte of the instruction represents the lower order
byte of the memory address, ADL.  It is the memory location on a page in
memory specified by the third byte. The third byte of the instruclion repre-
sents the page and is considered the high order byte, ADH, of the memory
address. When the CPU executes an absolute addressed instruction it decodes

the op code and processes the operand which contains the memory address
of the data to be used  by the operand. This instruction  is used to either
fetch or store the data at that location. The LDA instruction used in the ab.

solute addressing mode is shown in Figure 3-6.

OP
OPERAND

CODE

AD 08 02

LOCATION PAGE IN

ON PAGE MEMORY

MEMORY

ADDRESS  CONTENTS REMARKS

0200 AD OP CODE OF LDA INSTRUCTION (ABSOLU1E

ADDRESS)

0201 08 2ND BYTE OF LDA INSTRUCTION

REPRESENT ADL, MEMORY LOCATION
ON A CERTAIN PAGE OF MEMORY

OPERAND

0202 02 3RD BYTE OF LDA INSTRUCTION

REPRESENTING ADH, THE PAGE OF
MEMORY

0203 00 BRK COMMAND STOPS CPU FROM FETCHING
INSTRUCTIONS

0208 42 DATA (42) TO BE LOADED INTO THE ACCUMULATOF,
_

MAY BE ANY BYTE FROM 00 TO FF

Figure 3-6.  Simple program using the LDA instruction with absolute addressing.
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EXERCISE

Addressing Modes 3 -2
5. Enter the following instructions into memory.

Address  Contents  Description

0200 AD  LDA INSTRUCTION OP CODE

LOCATION ON PAGE SPECIFIED BY
0201 04

NEXT BYTE (02)

0202 02 PAGE ADDRESS

0203 00 BRK

0204 F F DATA TO BE LOADED IN THE
ACCUMULATOR

What  is  the addressing mode of the LDA instruction in memory
locations 0200, 0201, and 0202?

The addressing mode is absolute.

6. Execute the program  from  memory location 0200. What are the
contents of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains the number FF. When the op code is decoded, the
CPU knows the absolute addressing is used and goes to the memory location
0204 defined by the operand 04 and 02 to fetch the data (FF) to be loaded
into the accumulator. 02 is the page and 04 is the memory location on page 02.

Implied Addressing Mode

Implied addressing  mode is a single byte instruction containing only an op
code. There  is no operand  for this  instruction.  This type of instruction is
used to transfer the contents of one CPU register to another.  Incrementing
or decrementing the X and Y registers and setting or clearing various status
indicators used  by the CPU  is also accomplished by implied mode instruc-
tions. The program in Figure 3-7 uses an implied instruction in location 0202
to transfer the contents of the X Register to the Accumulator.

MEMORY

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

0200 A2 OP CODE OF IMMEDIATE ADDRESSED LDX INSTRUC-
TION

0201 42 DATA TO BE LOADED INTO THE X REGISTER

0202 8A OP  CODE  OF  IMPLIED  ADDRESSED  TXA  INSTRUC-
TION WHICH TRANSFERS THE CONTENTS OF THE X
REGISTER TO THE ACCUMULATOR

0203 00 BRK COMMAND PROGRAMMED TO STOP THE CPU

Figure 3-7.  A simple program using the TXA instruction,
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Addressing Modes

7. Enter the following instructions into memory.

Address  Contents  Description

0100 A2 LOX INSTRUCTION OP CODE

0101 01 DATA  TO   BE   LOADED   INTO  THE  X

REGISTER
0102 00

BRK     COMMAND     PROGRAMMED    TO

STOP THE CPU

Execute the program at memory location 0100. Read and record
the contents of the X Register (IND 1). What type of addressing
mode was used for the LDX instruction and what are the contents

of the X Register?

Immediate addressing was used to load the X Register with the number 01.

8. Modify memory location 0102 to contain the op code E8 which is
the IN X instruction. Write 00 into memory location 0103. Exe-
cute the program from memory location 0100. What are the con-
tents of the X Register?

The number is 02. Using the single byte instruction at memory location 0102
incremented the X Register by one.

9. What type of addressing mode is used by the I NX instruction?

The INX instruction uses the implied addressing mode.

The  four addressing  modes described are those used in programming the
CPU. They are a part of the instruction set used with the 6502 microproces-
sor. To explain each in detail all at once can become confusing. Instead, the
remaining  addressing  modes  will   be  described  as they  appear  in  future
exercises.

CONCLUSION

The instruction set for the 6502 microprocessor contains various addressing
modes. The addressing modes covered are implied, immediate, zero page, and
absolute. Each mode also defines the length of an instruction. The op code is
always the first byte. Depending on the addressing mode, the operand will
contain either one or two bytes. In the immediate mode the operand is the
data to be used by the op code. In the absolute and zero page modes the
operand specifies the memory location containing the data to be operated
on by the op code. Instructions using implied addressing have no operands
and are one byte in length consisting of only the op code. These instructions
usually are used to control the operation of CPU registers such as increment-
ing and decrementing the X and Y Registers.
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EXERCISE

3_2Addressing Modes

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Which addressing mode treats the operand as data?

2. How many  bytes are used in an absolute addressed mode instruction?

3. Using  absolute  addressed  instructions,  what do the second  and  third
bytes represent?

4. Write a program using the zero page addressing mode starting at mem-
ory location 0000 to load the accumulator with AA located at memory
address 3F on the zero page.

5. What type of addressing mode is used when instructions are one byte in
length?
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EXERCISE

3_3Memory Addressing
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will know what areas of mem-
ory are available for use by using the memory map. You will verify the use
of the areas by writing into and reading from those memory locations.

DISCUSSION

The 6502 microprocessor is a forty-pin IC and has sixteen pins devoted to an
address bus.  Figure 3-8 shows the 6502 with the sixteen address pins labeled
ABO-AB15. During the execution of a program each pin will be either a one
or zero.  Using the sixteen pins a pattern of ones and zeros forms a 16-bit
binary number. This number represents a specific memory address which can
represent any one of 65,536 locations. The 65,536th location is addressed
when  the  sixteen-bits  are  all  binary  ones  or  F FF F 1 e . The first location
(0000)  is addressed when all bits are binary zero. Various binary ones and
zeros in the sixteen bits, form the memory address of any location between
0000 and F F F F.

C 1 40

C 2 39 =

C 3 38

C 4 37 =

5 36

I=   6 35 =

C 7 34 =

) 8 33 =

ABS C 9 32 =

481 = 10 6502 31 =

AB2 C II 30 =

483 C 12 29 =

AB4 = 13 28 =

ABS =
1

14 27 =

466 15 26 =

487 = 16 25 =

)
A1315

ABS C 17 24 = A 1314
-O.

AB9 C 18 23 = AB13

A610 19 22 A1312

4311 29 21

Figure 3-8. 6502 CPU address bus.

The memory is organized in blocks for specific purposes such as user RAM
and areas devoted to the special support chips used with the CPU such as the
system monitor ROM, user  ROM and the PIA. Circuitry decodes the con-
tents  of the  address  bus and  selects  the  desired  memory  address. When
addressing  ROM  locations,  pages FO through FF, the contents can only be
read.  PIA addressing, reserved to page 04, is treated like memory locations
which are used to input and output information to and from input/output
devices.  Only  the  USER   RAM  locations  on pages 02 and 03 present no
restrictions. You can read and write information to these locations without

interfering with monitor functions. The monitor uses pages 00 and 01 and
care should be used when placing programs on those pages.
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Memory Addressing

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program  into memory which adds the num-
bers 02 and 03.

Address Contents Description

0200 18 CLEAR CARRY

0201 A9 LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR

0202 02 WITH 02

0203 69 ADD TO THE ACCUMULATOR

0204 03 THE NUMBER 03

0205 00 BREAK

Execute the program at memory location 0200.  Read and record
the   contents  of  the   accumulator.   Was  the  program   executed
properly?  Explain.

The number 05 in the accumulator is the sum of 02 and 03. The program is
located in the USER RAM section of the memory map.

2. Enter  the  same  program  starting  with  memory  location 02FE.
Write 00 into the accumulator.    Execute the program at memory
location 02F E.  Read and record the contents of the accumulator.

Did the program work properly?

The program  worked properly because an unrestricted section of memory
was used.  The number in the accumulator is once again 05. Notice that the
program is located on both pages 02 and 03.

3. Enter the  same  instructions  starting at memory location  F000.
After entering read any location from F000 to F005. Why are the
contents different from those you entered?

This part of memory is allocated for ROM where the information may only
be read. It is a restricted area of memory in which your programs may not be
written.
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EXERCISE

3.3Memory Addressing

4. Enter the same program starting at memory location 0000. Write
00 into the accumulator. Execute the program from memory loca-
tion 0000. Read and record the contents of the accumulator. Why
does the program work properly?

The accumulator has the number 05. The locations used by the program are
"open" areas within the restricted block of memory for writing programs and
as a result the program is executed properly.

5. Write  the  program starting at memory location 0000. Write 00
into the accumulator. Execute the program from 0000. Read and
record  the  contents  of the  accumulator.   Did  the  program  run
properly?

The program did not work properly. The monitor program uses this area of
zero page.

CONCLUSION

A microcomputer has many memory locations, some locations are used by
the microprocessor monitor program and should be avoided when writing
programs.  Placing programs in the correct areas of memory will insure that
the monitor will not interfere with the execution. Problems can occur when

programs are placed in locations reserved for CPU operation.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How many memory locations can a CPU address?

2. What is a memory map?

3. What area of memory is allocated specifically for user programs?
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Memory Addressing

4. What memory address does the monitor ROM program start?

5. What memory areas are reserved for the PIA?
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UNIT TEST

3
1. What is the name of the byte of an instruction which tells the micro-

processor what operation to perform?

a. operator
b. operand
c. op code
d. mnemonic

2. How many bytes can an instruction have?

a. one byte
b. two bytes
c. three bytes
d. all of the above

3. Which one of the following is not an appropriate op code for the LDA
instruction ( Load the Accumulator)?

a. AD

b. 8D

C. A9

d. A5

4. What type of addressing mode is used if a single instruction contains
two bytes?

a. zero page

b. accumulator

c. implied
d. absolute

5. What does the first byte of any addressing mode instruction represent?

a. operand
b. mnemonic

c. memory location
d. op code

6. What  does  the  operand  of the  zero  page  LDA  instruction,  A5  50,
represent?

a. constant (data)
b. location 50 on page 00
c. location A5 on page 00
d. none of the above

(Continued on next page.)
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7. What location of memory is addressed when address lines:AB0-AB3,
AB8, and AB9 are binary ones and the remaining are binary zero?

a. PIA input/output control
b. USER application (ROM)
c. USER RAM

d. system monitor (ROM)

8. Initially the contents read from F000 are AD. Hex FF is then written
into memory  location  F000. What is the contents of F000 when re-
reading this location?

a. AD

b. FE

c. FO

d. 00

9. What  is  the name of the register in the CPU that insures proper se-
quence of program instructions?

a. arithmetic logic unit (A LU)
b. X Register ( I N D1 X)
c. accumulator (ACC)
d. program counter (PC)

10. Before executing the absolute LDA instruction, AD 14 02, the program
counter contains the address 0209. What is the program counter con-
tents after executing the LDA instruction?

a. 020A

b. 020C

c. 0212

d. 020D
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UNIT

4Hardware Familiarization
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will be familiar with the hardware
features  of  the trainer.  You  will  demonstrate these features by  exploring
memory decoding and control signals used in the processing of data.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The previous units were primarily concerned with the software approach to
the microprocessor. You were involved with the programming of the micro-
processor and  how to use various numbering systems. During this unit you
will  become familiar with  the hardware that makes up the trainer.  In the
first unit you  were  introduced to the components used to make a typical
microcomputer system.  There  is  more to  the  hardware than just knowing
about the components. You should be familiar with the functions performed
by the components in  a microcomputer system.   Knowing these functions
will help you to understand how the CPU communicates with support chips
in the system.

The hardware approach begins with a diagram showing the interconnections
of components  in the system.  The basics of  memory decoding will be ex-
plored to help you to understand how specific devices are selected. The dis-
cussion continues by exploring signals used to control one phase of the trans-
fer   of   information.   CPU   signals  such  as  01, 02,   R/W (READ/WRITE),
R-R/W-B (RAM-READ/WRITE), and SYNC signals will be observed.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

hardware — the mechanical, magnetic, electrical, and electronic devices
or components of a computer used for processing data.

nanosecond  —  a   numerical   quantity  of seconds symbolized  by  10-9
meaning one-billionth of a second U0.000000001  seconds = 1 nano-
second (ns)).

software  —  programs  and  programming  systems used  to control  the
operation of computer systems.

trailing edge — that transition of a pulse which occurs last such as the
high-to-low transition of a positive clock pulse.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Oscilloscope

Patch Cords
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459 13 42   459459

DIG 0145 57 6
8  DIG 1140

DIG GND 9 10  DIG GEM

1113 12
14  ROWS

RAMCS

1517 141   PST
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22  ROY

02 IN

R/W  23 *129  SE 49 4.129
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30  SYNC 4110 45 43   CND

145d-31 ) DEOODER ) DAOTA LATCH 4259  4;
087  45

41

39  DO?
*259

0 IN  35 906 3E 37  506

D85  3ED84  31 35 00533 004
D82
053 35 31

9002
003
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DOO
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C42 2

1
II  19 C82

PAO  1
PA2  1
PA4  1
PA7  1 IIIRPB3
FAG 111 7 PB4
RA4 III 5 P95
743 Iii 3  P96
PA'

DISPLAY

CPU

) MG
DRIVER

MONITOR ROM

)    DIVER
44441110.

C.; PIA

DIGIT IND1 IND2

DRIVER ACC GO
USER ROM

1 2 3 A

RESET PS SP PC BACK

U12 4 5 6

RAM 50 03 USR1 USR2 STEP  READ

7 8 9 rc
STEP ON BRA AUTO WRT  FWD

RAM 04-D7 HALT/STEP

FF1 ri zzD
RUN

KEYBOARD

Figure 4-1.     Microprocessor Trainer  bus structure  interconnecting the  CPU with the
support device.

CONTROL BUS

110=11111111 ADDRESS BUS

11111•111MMIIIIIMIll DIGIT DRIVER BUS

DATA BUS

OUTPUT LATCH BUS

-44H KEYBOARD AND SEGMENT DRIVER BUS
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EXERCISE

4_1Memory Address
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the address-
ing of selected devices. You will demonstrate the operation by configuring
the CPU to act as a 16-bit binary counter and observe with the oscilloscope
the various chip select signals.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4-1  is a diagram of the MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER. The CPU is
the heart of the system.  It communicates with  the systems support chips
such as ROM and RAM through a bus network.

The CPU  generates addresses and outputs them  on the address bus (ABO-
AB15).   The   address   bus   interconnects  the  CPU  with   MONITOR   ROM,
USER  ROM,  RAM, and PIA. An address on the address bus will select one
location  of memory at a time.  Memory  decoders are connected to certain
address lines to select the support chip addressed by the CPU. When an ad-
dress is decoded, a memory Chip Select line  output will go low (binary 0).
These Chip Select lines are labeled ROMCS, UROMCS, RAMCS and PIACS.
All chip select lines and each address line (ABO-AB15) are accessible for test-
ing purposes at the appropriate pins of connector A.

The data bus (DBO-DB7) transfers data in both directions, unlike the address
bus which  only  sends information in one direction. The data bus intercon-
nects  the  CPU  with  the  MONITOR  ROM,  USER  ROM,  RAM,  OUTPUT
DATA LATCH and the PIA. When the appropriate chip is addressed, data is
transferred on the data bus to or from the CPU.

The control bus provides the signals to initialize and direct the information
over  the  data  and address bus.  Contained  within  the control  bus are the

system   clock,   R-R/W B (RAM-READ/WRITE-BUFFERED),   SYNC,   RST,
BIRO, and NMI signals. The RST signal is a control signal which is generated
when the RESET button is depressed. The RESET signal is used to initialize
the trainer for operation. This control signal is also automatically activated
when main power is applied to the trainer.

The  PIA makes use of a peripheral bus to communicate with the keyboard
and  display.  Each  display segment is controlled  by  the  monitor program.
Control  information  is output from  the PIA to the keyboard and segment
driver bus through the SEGment DR IVERs.  Each display digit is turned on
or off by the information output from the PIA to the Digit Driver bus and
through the DIGIT DRIVER. Information from the keyboard is input to the
PIA under control of the monitor program over the keyboard and segment
driver bus.

The selection of the support chips  is performed by the memory decoders.
The  MONITOR   ROM  is selected  when  address bits  12 and  14 (AB12 and

AB14)  are high  (binary 1) as shown in  Figure 4-2. The status of the other

ADDRESS BIT (AB/ 15 14 13 12 11 —  0

POSITION

X 1 X 1 X ADDRESS SELECTION

X = DON'T CARE

Figure 4-2.  Address bits for decoding and selecting the MONITOR ROM.
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Memory Address

address bits are not decoded for the MONITOR ROM's chip select. These
bits are denoted by the "X" and are labeled DON'T CARE, indicating they
can  be  a zero  or a one. The MONITOR  ROM chip is selected when the
ROMCS (pin  14 of connector A — ROM chip select is pulled low (binary
0)). Once selected, the contents of the ROM address selected by the remain-
ing address bits is placed on the data bus.

The USER ROM and RAM use the same decoding process. The USER ROM
is selected when address bit 12 is low and bit 14 is high as shown in Figure
4-3. The status of the remaining bits are not used in the user ROM select
decoding and  therefore  exhibit a don't care status. The RAM is selected
when address bits 10, 12, and 14 are all low as shown in Figure 4-4.

USER  ROM is selected when the UROMCS line (pin 16 of connector A —
User ROM chip select) is low. RAM is selected when the RAMCS line (pin
12 of the connector A — RAM chip select) is low.

ADDRESS BIT (AB) 15 14 13 12 11 — 0
POSITION

X 1 X 0 X ADDRESS SELECTION

X = DON'T CARE

Figure 4-3. Address bits for decoding and selecting the USER ROM memory.

ADDRESS BIT (AB) 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 — 0

POSITION

X 0 X 0 X 0 X ADDRESS SELECTION

X = DON'T CARE

Figure 4-4. Address bits for decoding and selecting RAM memory.

Selecting I/O is performed in the same manner as selecting memory. The
PIA is selected when address bits 12 and 14 are low and bit 10 is high. The
OUT-PUT DATA LATCH is selected when bits 12 and 10 are high and bit 14 is
low.

Since the addresses are only  partially  decoded,  images of these memory
addresses exist. The monitor ROM address is specified as F000 to F FF F. Bits
12 through 15 are all ones as shown in Figure 4-5. Only bits 12 and 14 of the

ADDRESS BIT (AB) POSITION HIGH ORDER
NIBBLE

15 14 13 12 11 — 0 ADH

1 1 1 1 X =F

0 1 0 1 X .5

0 1 1 1 X =7

1 1 0 1 X =D

Figure 4-5.  Images of ROM locations.
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EXERCISE

4_1Memory Address

complete address are decoded. Other combinations of bits 12 through 15 can
select ROM in addition to the specified address as long as bits 12 and 14 are
one's. The monitor ROM can be selected when the high order nibble value of
ADH equals 5, 7, or D. These are called images of the actual memory selec-
tion address.

The same holds true for selection of RAM as shown in Figure 4-6. We are
only  concerned  with  address  lines 10, 12,  and 14  being  low.  Figure 4-6
shows the combinations of address lines 8 through  15 that can select RAM.

HIGH ORDER 15 14 13 12 LOW ORDER 11 10 9 8 7 — 0

NIBBLE NIBBLE

ADH X 0 X 0 ADH X 0 X X X

0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 1

8 1 o o o 1 0

A 1 0 0 0 1 1 X

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1

Figure 4-6.  Image combinations possible to select RAM.

You will observe the selection of support chips with the oscilloscope in the
following exercises.  By configuring the CPU's address bus to function as a
16-bit binary counter, you will see that during the count from 0000 through
FFFF,  only one chip is selected at any one time. This will be indicated by
observing a low signal on one of the chip select lines. The CPU address bus
becomes  a   16-bit  binary counter when the data  bus control  switches are
placed in the EA (no op) position and the trainer is RESET.

PROCEDURE

1. Press READ and enter 0000. Press WRT and enter 00. Explain the
operation performed.

00 was written into memory location 0000.
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2. Write the data bytes 01, 02, and 03 into memory locations 0100,
0200,  and  0300,  respectively.   Read  and  record  the data  from
memory  locations A800,  A900,  AA00,  and Ab00.  Explain the
results.

A800

A900

AA00

AbOO

A800 = 00, A900 = 01, AA00 = 02, and AbOO = 03. These represent a group
of "image" memory locations of 0000, 0100,  0200, and 0300 for RAM
memory.

3. Read  and  record  the data from memory locations 2000, 2100,
2200, and 2300. What can you conclude from reading the data?

2000

2100

2200

2300

2000 = 00, 2100 = 01, 2200 = 02, and 2300 = 03. This is another group of

image memory locations of 0000, 0100,_0200, and 0300. As long as bits 10,
12, and 14 of the address are low (AB10, AB12, and AB14 all binary 0),
image memory locations of 0000 through 03FF are created.

4. Read  and record the data from memory locations F000, F200,
F4A7, and F57d.

F000

F200

F4A7

F57d

F000 = AD, F200 = C8, F4A7 = 85, and F57d = C3. This is the data present
at these four ROM memory locations.
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4_1Memory Address

5. Read  and  record  the data from memory  locations d000, d200,
54A7, and 757d. What can you conclude from reading the data?

d000

d200

54A7

757d

d000 = Ad, d200 = C8, 54A 7 = 85, and 757d = C3.  This represents a group
of image memory locations of F000,  F200,  F4A7,  and F57d for ROM.
Anytime bits 12 and 14 are high of the address (AB12 and AB14 — binary 1),
images of locations F000 through FFFF are created.

6. Read and  record the data in  memory  locations 0400 and 3d00.
Explain the results.

0400

3d00

Both locations contain 7E. Memory location 3d00 is an image of I/O location

0400 (PIA). As long as address bits 2 and 14 are low and bit  10 is high,
images of page 04 memory locations (I/O) are created.

7. You can observe the CPU addressing memory chips by using an
oscilloscope  and   making  the  address  bus  act  as  a  sixteen-bit
binary counter by placing an EA on the data bus.

8. Place all data bus control switches to the EA position (switches
located below the CPU). Connect a patch cord from AB15 (pin 48
of connector A) to TEST POINT 1. Press RESET. What is the con-
dition of the LED?

The  LED flashes on and off.     The LED is on while the CPU counts and

places the addresses 8000 through FFFF (A815 high) on the address bus.
It is off during the counting of addresses 0000 through 07FF.
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Memory Address

9. Set an oscilloscope for dc operation with a horizontal sweep of
10ms/cm  and  the  vertical  at  0.2V/cm.   Set the trigger slope to
negative and the source to external. Connect a 10X probe (recom-

.11.1.11.1

mended)   from   AB15  to  the  external  trigger  input.   Connect  a
second  10X probe from AB15 to the vertical  input.  Adjust the
trigger level  until  the trace just appears on the scope. Waveform
appears as shown in the margin.

AB15

Trigger Signal
10. Connect the vertical  probe to  RAMCS  (pin 12 of connector A).

Record and explain the signal.

4111 1144 1111-fil 1111

The RAMCS signal goes low when the address bits 10, 12, and 14 are low.
RAM is not selected when the RAMCS signal is high.  The signal ,S shown in
Figure 4-7 located after the Review Questions.

11. Connect  the  scope  probe  to  ROMCS  (pin  14 of connector A).
Record and explain the signal.
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4_1Memory Address

When bits 12 and 14 in any address output by the CPU are high, the output
of the MEMORY DECODER will go low which causes the ROMCS pin to go
low indicating ROM memory is selected.  The signal is shown in Figure 4-7
located after the Review Questions.

12.  Connect the  scope  probe  to  UROMCS  (pin  16 of connector A).
Record and explain the signal.

4111 1144 11If 1111 1111 4414

When bit 12 is low and bit 14 is high in any address output by the  CPU, the
output of the MEMORY DECODER will go low which causes the UROMCS
pin to go low indicating the USER ROM is addressed. The signal is shown in
Figure 4-7 located after the Review Questions.

13.  Connect   the   scope  probe  to   PIACS (pin 21    of  connector  A).

Record and explain the signal.
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Memory Address

When bits 2 and 14 are low and bit 10 is high in any address output by the
CPU, the output pin of the I/O DECODER tied to PIA CS will go low indicat-
ing the I/O is addressed.    The signal is shown in Figure 4-7 located after the
Review Questions.

14. Analyze  all  four signals.  What do you notice about the timing
when a chip is addressed?

Only one chip select is low at any one time.

15. Return all data bus control switches to NORM.

CONCLUSION

The  MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER is a system of integrated circuits all
interconnected by a bus network. The control bus comprise the appropriate
signals necessary to transfer the information over the data and address bus.
The data bus is used to transfer data in and out of the CPU. The peripheral
bus allows connection of the PIA to external devices. The address bus con-

tains  information   used  to  address  a  particular device.  The sampling of
certain address bits by memory decoders will cause only one of the support
chips to be selected at any one time. Since only selected address lines are
decoded, image addresses do exist.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the required status of bits 10, 12, and 14 to select RAM memory?

2. What combination of bits 12 through 15 are images of RAM location
0000?

3. What is the status of the ROMCS pin if ROM is addressed by the CPU?
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4_1Memory Address

4. What is the status of address bits 12 and 14 when ROM is selected?

5. Why were the data bus control switches all placed in the EA position?

WAVEFORM FOR STEP 10 RAMCS
LOGIC 1

(pin 12,
connector A)

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 11 ROMCS

(pin 14,
connector A)

LOGIC 0

WAVEFORM FOR STEP 12 UROMCS
LOGIC 1

(pin 16,
connector A)

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 13 PIACS

(pin 21,
connector A) II I LOGIC 0

Figure 4-7.
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EXERCISE

4_2Exploring Trainer Signals
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with some CPU
control signals and the R-R/W signal. You will observe the conditions of the
02-13, R/VTI and R-R/W signals by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

One of the signals on the control bus is the system clock which operates at a
frequency of about 1MHz.  It generates the time intervals during which all
system operations take place. It is a clock system consisting of two phases.

As shown in Figure 4-8, 01  (Greek letter phi, pronounced fee) occurs during
the phase one portion of the system clock while 02 occurs during phase two.
Both 01  and 02 are clock signals within one cycle of the system clock and
are accessible from the labeled pins 01 and 02-B in connector A. 02-8 is the
buffered signal for driving other digital gates, of 02.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2

(P2

SYSTEM CLOCK

Figure 4-8.  CPU System Clock.

Both 01 and 02 are important for referencing other control signals. They are
also  used to define the time when addresses and data are on appropriate
buses. The information on the address and data buses are stable for less than

1µs (one microsecond). The address becomes stable a short time into the 01
time and remains stable for the duration of the cycle. (The criss-cross of the
address lines shown in the diagram on the next page indicates the transition
of logic levels for all 16 lines of the address bus. When stable the two lines
represent the 16 lines of which may be either a logic 1 or logic 0.) The data
stabilizes during the 02 time. When the data is finally stable, it exists for
only a few hundred' It is during this short period of time the
CPU must capture the data. To capture the data, the CPU uses various con-
trol signals.
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ONE CYCLE

ADDRESS
FROM CPU

ADDRESS
FROM CPU

A control signal produced by the CPU is the R/W signal (READ/WRITE).
Since  only  a few  instructions write  information  to memory, the CPU is
reading information most of the time.

The RAN signal is low (W) when the CPU is writing data to memory and high
(R) when reading data from memory. Figure 4-9 shows the conditions of the
Rffi signal. When the CPU reads information (Figure 4-9 (a)) and when the
CPU is writing to memory (Figure 4-9 (b)). Notice that there is a short time
interval before the  R/W signal stabilizes once the 4)2 signal goes low. The
RAT/ signal can be monitored with an oscilloscope connected to the R/W pin
23, connector A.

ONE CYCLE

2

LOGIC 1

LOGIC 0

R/W

Figure 4-9 (a).  Condition of R/CA/ signal with CPU reading from memory.
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ONE CYCLE

2

LOGIC 1

RAT!

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-9 (b).  Condition of RAN signal with CPU writing to memory.

The   R-R/W-B   (RAM-READ/WR ITE-B)  signal  is generated  by  NAND gate
U13C, using the 02, and the R/W signal (refer to the schematic diagram). Fig-
ure 4-10 shows the R-R/W-B signal and its relation to the 02 and R/W signals.
The R-R/W-B signal goes low (logic 0) only when the R/W signal is a logic 0
and the 0 2 clock is a logic 1. The R-R/W-B signal returns to a logic 1 as soon
as the q5 2 clock goes to logic 0. Pin 27 of connector A allows you to monitor
this signal during the execution of a program.

LOGIC 1

02-B

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R/W

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R-R/W-B

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-10.  Conditions for R-R/W-B signal.

The type of instructions executed in a program determines the condition of
the R/W and  R-R/W-B signals.  Instructions which make the CPU read from
memory will  cause the R/W and  R-R/W-B signals to be a logic 1. A simple
program shown  in  Figure 4-1 1  uses the jump instruction and produces the
logic 1  signal status for R/W and  R-R/W-B. With this program executed in a
constant loop, you will observe the signals,

ADDRESS  CONTENTS REMARKS

4C  00  00 JUMP (OP CODE 4C) TO LOCATION 0000

Figure 4-11.   Loop program where CPU is constantly reading.
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We can change the R/W signal status to those shown in Figure 4-10 by add-
ing a write (Store) instruction to the program. A store instruction such as
the zero-page addressed STA instruction (op code 85) is inserted. The pro-
gram is shown in Figure 4-12. When the CPU is writing to memory, the R/W
and R-R/W-B signals go low. You will observe this by using an oscilloscope
in the procedure that will follow.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS REMARKS

0000 85  OA STORE (WRITE)    THE   CONTENTS   OF   THE

ACCUMULATOR TO LOCATION 000A.

0002 4C  00  00 JUMP TO LOCATION 0000

Figure 4-12.  Program where CPU is instructed to write (store) data in memory.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following  program  into  memory. Press PC and enter
0000. Place the trainer in the HALT/STEP mode and press the
STEP  key  several  times.  What  is the function of the program?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

0000 EA NO OPERATION

0001 4C  00  00 JUMP INSTRUCTION

JUMPS PROGRAM

BACK TO 0000

The program operates in a loop executing the no operation instruction at
0000 (op code EA) then the Jump instruction is executed which jumps the
program back to 0000.

2. Place the trainer in the RUN mode and execute the program from
0000. What is the CPU doing?

The CPU is executing the JMP instruction placing the trainer in a constant
loop.

3. Set the  oscilloscope for a  horizontal sweep of 1µs/cm and the
vertical  to 0.2V/cm.  Set the trigger slope to  negative and  the
source to internal.

4. Connect the 10X probe to 01  (pin 24 connector A). Record and
explain the signal.
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NOTE:  Adjustment of trigger
level may be necessary to sync
the scope.  Also  use  the hori- 4111 4144  1414   IIif  1111 1111

zontal control to position the
low  portion   of  the  trace  to
begin at each graticule.

This is the phase one clock, 01, of the CPU. Notice there is one cycle per cm
which when using a sweep of 1 ps/cm indicates the frequency of about 1MHz
(f = 1/T; 1/1ps = 1 MHz). The waveform is shown in Figure 4-13 located after
the Review Questions.

5. Connect  a  10X probe to 02-13  (pin 25 connector A).  Record and
explain the signal.

NOTE: Adjustment of trigger
level may be necessary to sync
the scope.  Also use  the hori-

1411 1111 4114 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111

zontal control to position the
low  portion   of the  trace  to
begin at each graticule.

This is the phase two clock, cb2, of the CPU. It too operates at about a 1MHz
frequency.
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6. Connect  the  scope probe to  R/W signal  (pin  23, connector A).
Observe and  record the signal. What is the status of the signal?

1111 f111   ifff 1111 1111 1111111f

The signal is high (logic 1).  The READ/WRITE (R/W) output from the CPU
reads information from memory. This signal is low only when the CPU writes
(stores) information to memory. The signal waveform is shown in Figure 4-13
located after the Review Questions.

7. Connect the scope probe to  R-R/W-B  (pin 27  of connector A).
Observe and record  the signal. What is the status of th2 signal?

1111 1111 1111 11111111

The signal is high  (logic 1).   The RAM-READ/WRITE buffered (R-R/W-B)
signal  is high  when  the  CPU  reads  data.    The signal only goes low when
data is written to memory with the R/fil7 signal low and the 02 s,gnal high.
The signal is shown in Figure 4-13.
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B. Enter the following program into memory. What will the CPU do
differently while it executes the STA instruction?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

0000 85  OA STORE THE CONTENTS OF THE

ACCUMULATOR INTO MEMORY

LOCATION 000A.

0002 4C  00  00 JUMP   THE    PROGRAM    BACK   TO   0000

Adding the store instruction (85 OA) will cause the CPU to store (write) data
in memory.

9. Connect the scope probe to RM. Observe and record the signal.
Explain.

4444 4111 1141  If II 1111 1 114

During the time the RAN signal is low data is being written into memory.
The waveform is shown in Figure 4-13.

10. The   zero-page   addressed   STA   instruction   requires  three  clock
cycles to execute.  Connect the  probe to 02-B.  How many clock
cycles does it take for the CPU to only write the data to memory?

One clock cycle. Comparison waveforms are shown in Figure 4-13.
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11. Connect the scope to  R-RATV-B.     Observe and record the signal.
—

Explain.

III

The R-RAN-B signal goes low when the CPU writes to memory with the RAN
signal low and 02 signal high.

CONCLUSION

Control signals output by the CPU are necessary to transfer information at a
precise  time  and in the proper duration. A system clock of about 1MHz
frequency, consisting of two phase clocks, 01 and 02, provides the time base
for events to occur. An R/W signal indicates the direction of data transfer.
The R-R/179-B signal is a result of NAN Ding 02-6 and RAW.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What type of system clock is used with the 6502 CPU?

2. What operation does the CPU perform when the RAN signal goes low?
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3. What two conditions are necessary to cause the R-RATV-B signal to go
low during a write operation by the CPU?

4. What does the R-R/W-B signal look like if the 02 and R/W signals are as
follows?

LOGIC 1

02

L LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

RAN

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R-RAN-B

LOGIC 0

5. What  is  the  status of the  Rffif signal during the following program?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS REMARKS

0200 4C  00  02 JUMP TO LOCATION 0200
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LOGIC 1

WAVEFORM FOR STEP 4 (pin 24,
connector A) H 1

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

02-B
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 5 (pin 25,

connector A) I  I I mumI I LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R/171)
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 6 (pin 23,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

LOGIC: 1

R-R/W-B
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 7 (pin 27,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

RAN
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 9

(pin 23,
connector A)

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 10

02-13
COMPARED TO WAVEFORM

(pin 25,
RECORDED FOR STEP 9 connector A)

ONE CLO CK
LOGIC 0

CYCLE

LOGIC 1

R-RAN-B
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 11

(pin 27,
connector A)

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-13.
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LOGIC 1

02

••• 1 LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R/W

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R-RAN-B

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-14.
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Observing the Address EXERCISE

4_3and Data Buses

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise you will be able to observe addresses
and  data on the appropriate buses using the oscilloscope. You will demon-
strate bus operation  by  recording the  logic  levels on the address and data
buses when the CPU writes to memory.

DISCUSSION

During the operation of a program, information is constantly changing on the
address and  data  buses.  When  information  is transferred  to a  bus, a short
period of time is required for the signal to reach either a logic 1  or logic 0.
When the signal reaches the desired level it is said to be stable.  It is during
this stable period when  the bus signals should  be observed. To do this an
oscilloscope is connected to the address bus bit position at connector A and
the data bus bit position at connector B as shown in Figure 4-15.

To record signals on the buses, the 02 clock signal will be used as a reference.

-5V 1 2  +5V +12V 50 49  +12V
+5V 3 4  +5V A GND 48 47  A GND

5 6 -12V 46 45 -12V
DIG GND 7 8  DIG GND GND 44 43  GND

DIG GND 9 10  DIG GND +25V 42 41 -25V

11 12 RAMCS 0B7 40 39 007
13 14 ROMCS DB6 38 37 D06
15 16

_ UROMCS DB5 36 35 D05
17 18 RST DB4 34 33 D04

19 20 492 IN DB3 32 31  D03

PIACS-21 22 ROY DB2 30 29 D02
R W  23 24 01 DBI 28 27 DO1

cl, 2 - 13 25 26 BIRQ DBO 26 25 DUO

R-R 'W-B-27 28 NM 24 23

02713-29 30 SYNC 22 21

32 ABO CA2 20 19 CB2

BDSEL--3133 34 AB1 CA1 18 17 CBI

ci) IN  35 36 462 PAO 16 15 PBO
37 38  4133 P42  14 13 PB1

41311 39 40  464 P44 12 11 P82

4E112 41 42  AB5 P47 10 9 PB3
4810 43 44  466 P46 8 7 P84

AB13 45 46 AB7 P45 6 5 PB5
AB9 47 48  AB15 P43 4 3 P66

4614 49 50 AB8 PA1 2 1 PB7

A

(a) (b)

Figure 4-15.   Each address bit of the address bus is accessible from connector A (a) and
each data bit of the data bus is accessible from connector B (b).

During the time that 02  is  low,  the address on the address bus is already
stable as shown  in  Figure 4-16.  Remember the address on the address bus
becomes stable during the cb 1 clock.

The address lines change when the trailing edge of the 02 clock signal occurs
and  another address is placed on the address bus during 01  time.  In  Figure
4-16, the stable address is shown at two levels. This is simply a way of repre-
senting all bits of the address which may be a zero or one.
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LOGIC 1

LOGIC 0

ADDRESS
BUS

T DS-00/

LOGIC I

DAT A

RLN

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-16.  Time relationship of stable addresses and data on the buses during one 02 _

clock cycle.

The data on the data bus shown in Figure 4-16 becomes stable when the 02
clock  is  high  after the period TDs.  The period for TDs is typically 150

nanoseconds. TDs is a manufacturers specification which represents the data
setup time once the 02 clock goes high. Once the setup time is over the data
remains stable for the remainder of the 02 time and for a short period of
time when the next cycle begins. This time period is labeled in Figure 4-16
as the TH. It represents the data hold time which is required for the CPU to
read or write data.

The data occurring on the address bus and data bus may be observed on the
oscilloscope by establishing the exact time the data is present. As shown in
Figure  4-16  the  address  is  present  during  the logic 0 portion of 02 and
remains until the trailing edge of 02. Data is present only during the logic 1
portion of 02. By using the 02 time and the R-R/W-B signal, the correct time
to observe data is established. The R-R/W-B signal is generated during the
STA instruction with 02 high and the  R/W signal  low. Figure 4-17 shows
these signals along with address bus bits ABO and AB1. It is during the logic
1 portion of the 02 time and the logic 0 portion of the R-R/W-B signal that
ABO is a 0 and AB1  is a 1 that we will be interested in.  It is the signal that
contains the address of the first three memory locations used in the program
in step one of the procedure. The other pulses on ABO and AB1 lines occur
during other cycles in the program.

During this exercise you will observe the data bus and address bus when the
CPU is executing a program to generate an active R/W signal.
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LOGIC 1

02-B

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R/W

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R-RATV-B

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

ABO

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

AB1

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-17.   Observing the logic level of address bits ABO and AB1 on an oscilloscope.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program into memory.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

0200 8D  OA  00 STORE THE CONTENTS OF THE

ACCUMULATOR INTO MEMORY

LOCATION 000A

0203 4C  00  02 JUMP THE PROGRAM BACK

TO LOCATION 0200

What is the function of the program?

The CPU writes (stores) the number in  the accumulator to location 000A

constantly when the program is executed in the RUN mode.
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2. Set the oscilloscope for dc operation with the horizontal sweep to
1µs/cm and the vertical to 0.2V/cm. Set the trigger slope to nega-
tive and the source to external.

3. Connect a lead from R/W (pin 23 of connector A) to the external
trigger input of the scope for sync. Reset and press ACC, WRT and
enter AA. Execute the program from 0200.

4. Connect the scope probe to  R-R/W-B and position the trace as
shown by the picture in the margin. What should the data on the
data bus (DBO-DB7) be during this time?

AA16 which was loaded into the accumulator should be on the data bus.

R-R/W-B
5. Connect the scope probe to 02-6 (pin 25 of connector A) and the

ground clip to GND. Record the 02-B signal underneath the R-R/
W-B signal.  Notice that a high to low transition of 02-13 occurs
when the  R-R/W-B signal  is going high.  If you were to read the
data bus which portion of the 02-B clock would you use?

The best time to read the data on the data bus is at the trailing edge of the
02-B signal.

6. Connect the scope probe to DBO (pin 26 of connector B). What is
the logic level of bit 0 (DBO) of the data byte on the data bus?

Bit 0 (DBO) is a logic 0. The waveform level is shown in Figure 4-20 located
after the Review Questions.

7. Connect the scope probe to each of the remaining data lines (DB1-
DB7)  and  record  the  logic  levels  in  Figure 4-18. Based on the
recorded logic levels, what is the data byte on the data bus when
the R-RATV-B line is low?

NOTE:   Read the data from DB7
(MSB) to DBO (LSB).
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CONN B DATA BIT
LOGIC LEVEL

PIN NO. POSITION

26 DBO 0

28 DB1

30 DB2

32 DB3

34 DB4

35 DB5

38 DB6

40 DB7

Figure 4-18.

Your logic level recordings should show all even numbered data bits are 0 and
all odd numbered data bits are logic 1. The value of the byte is AA 16.

8. The data is written to location 000A. What would you expect to
be on the address bus when AA/6 is on the data bus?

The address of the address bus should be 000A.

9. Connect the scope probe to ABO (pin 32 of connector A). What is
the logic level of address bit 0 when the CPU is writing to memory?

The logic level of ABO is 0 (low).  The waveform is shown in Figure 4-21
located after the Review Questions.

10. Connect  the  scope probe to each  of the remaining address bits
(AB1-AB15)  and  record the logic levels in Figure 4-19. Based on
the  recorded  logic  levels, what  is the address on the address bus
while AA- 6  is on the data bus?
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CONNECTOR A ADDRESS BIT
PIN NO. POSITION

LOGIC LEVEL

32 ABO 0

34 AB1

36 AB2

38 AB3

40 AB4

42 AB5

44 AB6

46 AB7

50 AB8

47 AB9

43 AB10

39 AB11

41 AB12

45 AB13

49 AB14

48 AB15

Figure 4-19.

The address from the logic level recordings should be 000A.  The completed

Figure 4-19 is shown in Figure 4-22 located after the Review Questions.

CONCLUSION

Addresses and data on the buses can be observed during each 02 time using
an oscilloscope provided  a  proper sync can be established.  Logic levels are
recorded by monitoring each address bit (from connector A) and each data
bit (from connector B) of the address and data buses. The logic levels are ob-
served during trailing edge of the 02 clock cycle.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What portion of the 02 clock signal  should be used as a reference to
record the logic levels of both address and data bits?
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2. Why is it necessary to use the trailing edge (logic 1 to logic 0 transition)
of the 02 clock to record data on the data bus?

How is the address on the address bus determined?

4. How  did  you determine the value of the data byte on  the data bus
when the R-R/W-B signal was low?

5. What is the significance of the other logic levels displayed on the scope
other  than  the ones recorded during the time the  R-R/W-B  signal  is
low?

RECORD LOGIC LEVEL OF DBO
AT THIS POINT JUST BEFORE

c52-B GOES LOIN.

LOGIC 1

DBO
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 6 (pin 26)

connector B)

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

02-B
WAVEFORMS SHOWN AS

A GUIDE FOR LOGIC 0

INTERPRETING LOGIC

LEVEL OF DATA BIT LOGIC 1

0 (DBO)

R-RATV-B

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-20.
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Observing the Address
and Data Buses

RECORD LOGIC LEVEL OF ABO

AT THIS POINT JUST BEFORE

c52-B GOES LOW

LOGIC 1

ABO
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 9 (pin 32,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

02-B
WAVEFORM SHOWN AS

A GUIDE FOR LOGIC 0
INTERPRETING LOGIC

LEVEL OF ADDRESS LOGIC 1

BIT 0 (ABO)

R-R/W

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-21.

CONNECTOR A ADDRESS BIT
LOGIC LEVEL

PIN NO. POSITION

32 ABO 0

34 AB1 1
A

36 AB2 0

38 AB3 1 J
40 AB4 0

42 AB5 0
0

44 AB6 0

46 AB7 0 1 ADDRESS

50 AB8 0
000A

47 AB9 0
0

43 AB10 0

39 AB11 0 J
41 AB12 0

45 AB13 0

49 AB14 0

48 AB15 0

Figure 4-22.
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4_4Instruction Timing
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed this exercise,  you  will  be able to  monitor the
SYNC  signal  and observe  instruction timing cycles.  You  will  demonstrate
instruction timing by executing a simple program  and  recording data and
address signals.

DISCUSSION

Instruction  timing  introduces another control  signal  called  a  SYNC signal
generated by the CPU. This signal goes high when the CPU is performing an
op code fetch operation. By monitoring the SYNC signal, you can isolate the
timing  cycle  of  each   instruction  in  the  program.   Figure  4-23 shows the
waveform for a three instruction program that will be used in the procedure.
Each  instruction  requires a known number of clock cycles to be executed.
The three instructions use a total of ten clock cycles to complete the pro-
gram.

PROGRAM

ADDRESS  CONTENT REMARKS

0201 85  00 STORE THE NUMBER IN THE

ACCUMULATOR AT 0000

0203 8D  00 04 STORE THE NUMBER IN THE
ACCUMULATOR AT 0400

0206 4C   01  02 JUMP TO RETURN TO 0201

=

7

=

=

/1--
SYNC

=1111 1 41#1 1111 1111
=

1111  1111 1111 1111

7.--

02
CLOCK

,..- t I.

TO Ti  T2 TO  Ti     T2  T3 TO  Ti T2

85 00 8D 00 04 4C 01 02

Figure 4-23.   Sync waveform for the three instruction program syncing on the AB3 signal.

Starting from the left, the first instruction timing cycle is that of the zero-
page  addressed  STA  instruction  (85 00).  This  is  known  since three clock
cycles are required to execute the zero-page addressed STA instruction. The
next instruction timing cycle is for absolute addressed STA instruction (8D
00 04).  It requires four clock cycles to execute. The last cycle is for the JMP
instruction (4C 01 02) which requires three clock cycles.

During each clock cycle you will verify the information on both the address
and data buses. This information demonstrates how the CPU processes abso-
lute  and  zero-page  instructions.  Figure 4-24 shows the CPU operation of
each  instruction and provides each clock cycle in the program with the in-
formation on the address and data buses shown in parentheses.
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Clock

Cycle  Address Bus RAN Data Bus Comments

TO PC (0201) 1 OP CODE   (85)  FETCH OF CODE

T1 PC + 1 (0202) 1 ADL  (00) FETCH ADL, DECODE
OP CODE

T2 00, ADL (0000) 0 DATA  WA) FETCH DATA

TO  Ti  T2

85 00

Figure 4-24 (a).  Timing cycle for the STA instruction 85 00.

Clock

Cycle  Address Bus RAN Data Bus Comments

TO PC (0203) 1 OP CODE (8D)  FETCH OP CODE

Ti PC + 1 (0204) 1 ADL  (00) FETCH ADL, DECODE
OP CODE

T2 PC + 2 (0205) 1 ADH  (04) FETCH ADH, RETAIN
ADL

T3 ADH, ADL (0400) 0 DATA  (0A) FETCH DATA

1-H-1

TO  Ti  T2  T3

8D 00 04

Figure 4-24 (b).  Timing cycle for the STA instruction 8D 00 04.
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4_4Instruction Timing
Clock

Cycle  Address Bus Rfi—V Data Bus Comments

TO PC (0206) 1 OP CODE (4C)  FETCH OP CODE

Ti PC + 1 (0207) 1 ADL (01) FETCH ADL, DECODE
OP CODE

T2 PC + 2 (0208) 1 ADH  (02) FETCH ADH, RETAIN
ADL

1

TO  Ti  T2

4C 01 02

Figure 4-24 (c).  Timing cycle for the JUMP instruction 4C 01 02.

In  addition to observing the SYNC signal,  you  will  also observe the R/W,
R-R/W-B  and  various  chip  select  signals.  When  observing  the  RAM  chip
select signal (RAMCS) you will observe a waveform as shown in Figure 4-25.
Memory is selected when the chip select line is low.

e" LOGIC 1

RAMCS SIGNAL

1 P14 101 flit 1114 LOGIC 0

Figure 4-25.   RAMCS signal for program of Figure 4-23.
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PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program into memory to demonstrate instruc-
tion timing.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  REMARKS

0201 85  00 STORE THE NUMBER IN THE

ACCUMULATOR AT LOCATIONI 0000

0203 8D  00  04 STORE THE NUMBER IN THE

ACCUMULATOR AT LOCATIONI 0400

0206 4C   01   02 JUMP TO RETURN TO LOCATION 0201

What  two areas of  memory  are selected  when  the  program  is
executed?

Only memory areas of RAM and the PIA (selected by store instruction 80 00
04) are used during the execution of the program.

2. Set an oscilloscope for dc operation, the horizontal sweep to 111s/
cm, and the vertical to 0.2V/cm. Set the trigger slope to negative
and the source to external.

3. Connect a  lead  from  AB3 to the external trigger input of the
scope. Connect a 10X scope probe to AB3 and the grou id clip to
GND.  Execute the program at 0201. Adjust the trigger level (in
the normal mode) until a trace appears.  Use the horizontal and
vertical position controls to place the start of the trigge- signal at
the left-most vertical graticule.

4. Connect the scope probe to SYNC (pin 30 of connector A). Reset
and press ACC, WRT, and enter OA.  Execute the program from
0201.

When is the SYNC signal generated (each high pulse)?

The SYNC signal is generated whenever the CPU fetches an op code.

5. What does the trace as shown in Figure 4-26 represent?

Displayed on the scope are the instruction timing cycles for the three instruc-
tions of the program.
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4_4Instruction Timing

Figure 4-26.

6. Connect the X10 scope probe to 02-B (pin 25 of connector A).
How many clock cycles are required to execute the program?

There are a  total of ten clock cycles.   The  waveform  is shown in Figure
4-28 located after the Review Questions.

7. Observe  the  SYNC signal (A-30). How  many  clock  cycles are
required for each instruction?

The first instruction displayed requires three clock cycles. This represents the
execution time of the store instruction at 0201 and 0202, (8500). The next
instruction requires four clock cycles to execute. It is the absolute addressed
store instruction (80 00 04) at 0203, 0204, and 0205. The last instruction is
the JMP instruction (4C 01 02) at 0206, 0207, and 0208 requiring three
clock cycles.  The waveform description is shown in Figure 4-29 located after
the Review Questions.
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8. Observe  all  address  bits (ABO-AB15)  and data bits (DBO-DB7).
Record the logic levels of each bit position at the trailing edge of
02 (each graticule). Fill in the logic levels of Figure 4-27,

The completed Figure 4-27 is shown in Figure 4-30 located after the Review
Questions.

CLOCK ADDRESS BIT POSITION HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0201

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 4-27.
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4_4Instruction Timing

9. What portion  of each instruction is present during clock cycles
1,4, and 8.

During these clock cycles, the SYNC pulse occurs which represents the op
code of each instruction.

10. Connect the scope probe to the RAT1/ signal (A-23). During which
instruction cycle does the CPU write (store) data to memory?

The CPU writes (stores) to memory when the R/W signal is low which is dur-
ing the last clock cycles of the 85 00 instruction and the 8D 00 04 instruc-
tion.  The waveform is shown in Figure 4-31 located after the Review Ques-
tions.

11. Connect  the  scope  probe to  R-RATV-B (A-27).  When  does the
R-R/W-B signal occur?

The  R-R/W-8 signal occurs during each Ra signal only when 02 is high.
Waveform is shown in Figure 4-31.

12. Connect the scope probe to PIACS (pin 21 of connector A). What
generates the PIACS signal?

The  PIACS signal goes low when the CPU writes to the PIA. You should see
the PIACS signal low during last clock cycle to execute the 8D 00 04 instruc-
tion.  The waveform is shown in Figure 4-31 in relation to the SYNC wave-
form.
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13. Connect the scope probe to  RAMCS (A-12). What generates the
RAMCS signal?

Whenever the CPU reads or writes information to RAM memory, the RAMCS
signal goes low.  The signal is gated with 02 and therefore will switch every
machine cycle. RAM is not selected when the signal is high during the time
the PIA is selected.  The waveform is shown in Figure 4-31 in relation to the
SYNC waveform.

CONCLUSION

Monitoring the SYNC signal allows you to observe instruction timing cycles.
Each time the SYNC signal goes high the CPU performs the op code fetch —
for that instruction. You can verify the addresses and data on the buses at
any time during an instruction timing cycle. Memory is deselected during
the time when the 02-B clock is low to eliminate address decoding glitches.
As a result the select lines will switch every machine cycle that they are
enabled.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain the SYNC signal.

2. How  many  clock cycles are  required  to perform the op code fetch
(SYNC signal high)?
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3. Draw  the  SYNC  waveform  expected when  the program  is executed.
The  first   instruction  starts at the  left  most graticule.  Compare your
waveform  with  the one  in  Figure 4-32  located after these questions.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 BD  00  03

0203 4C  00  02

1141 1111 1111

4. Why does the R-R/VV-B signal occur even though  RAM memory is not
selected in the procedure?

5. Why does the RAMCS signal switch on every machine cycle in the
procedure?

LOGIC 1

SYNC
(pin 30,

connector A)

(shown for LOGIC 0

reference only)
LOGIC 1

g52-B
(pin 25,

connector A)

LOGIC 0

Figure 4-28.
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SYNC

(PIN 30 CONN A/

TO  Ti  T2 TO     Ti  T2 13 TO     Ti     T2

3 CLOCK 4 CLOCK 3 CLOCK
CYCLES TO CYCLES TO CYCLES TO

EXECUTE EXECUTE THE EXECUTE THE
ZERO-PAGE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE
ADDRESSED ADDRESSED ADDRESSED
STORE INSTR. STORE INSTR. JUMP INSTR.

85 00 8D 00 04 4C 01 02

Figure 4-29

CLOCK
ADDRESS BIT POSITION HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0201

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0202

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0203

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0204

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0205

7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0400

8 o o o o o o 1 o o o o o o 1 1 0 0206

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0207

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0208
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CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
DATA

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 OA

4 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 8D

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 04

7 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 OA

8 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4C

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 01

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 02

Figure 4-30.

LOGIC 1

SYNC

LOGIC 0

WAVEFORM FOR STEP 10

LOGIC 1

FON
(pin 23,

connector A)

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

R-R/W-B
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 11 (pin 27,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

PIACS
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 12 (pin 21,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

0.... ,,..-- , or•—•- or•-•- „ow—
-

/'' ,—
LOGIC 1

RAMCS
WAVEFORM FOR STEP 13 (pin 12,

connector A)
LOGIC 0

Figure 4-31.
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,

r r
W I 14111141  WI 1111 11111111   lIff  WI

8D 00 03 4C 00 02 START

OF

80   00 03
AGAIN

Figure 4-32.  Answer to Review Question No. 3.
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UNIT TEST

4
1. What  is  the  status  of  bits  AB12  and  AB14 applied  to the  memory

decoder to select the MONITOR ROM?

a. AB12 is a 1, AB14 is a "don't care" (X) state
b. both bits are 0

c. both bits are 1

d. AB12 is a "don't care" (X) state, AB14 is a 1

2. Which  one of the following is not an image address of ROM memory
location F000?

a. 5000

b. 7000

c. A000

d. D000

3. When the memory decoder decodes a 0 state of address bit AB12 and a
1 state for address bit AB14, which chip select signal is pulled low?

a. UROMCS

b. ROMCS

c. RAMCS

d. PIACS

4. What area of memory is selected by the image address 8A52?

a. ROM

b. USER ROM

C. PIA

d. RAM

5. Which  one of the following signals represent one phase of the system
clock?

a. R/W
b. c51
C. R-R/W-B
d. SYNC

6. Which of the following selections is not a true statement?

a. RATA! is normally high
b. R-R/W-B signal is gated with the SYNC signal
c. R/W signal goes low when the CPU writes (stores data in memory)
d. R-R/W-B  is produced  by conditions present with  R/W and 02-B.

(Continued on next page.)
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7. When are the logic levels on the address and data buses verifiEd by using
an oscilloscope?

a. before the leading edge of 02
b. only before the leading edge of R/W
c. only before the trailing edge of 01
d. during the trailing edge of 02

8. What signal was monitored to observe instruction timing cycles?

a. SYNC

b. FIAAI
c. R-R/W-B
d. 02-B

9. What operation does the CPU perform when the SYNC signal is high?

a. processes the operand
b. writes to memory
c. op code fetch
d. places the A DH into the program counter

10. The following waveforms are generated  by the program with the ac-
cumulator contents equal to °Ain   What address and data would you
expect to read from the buses during the T3 cycle of the STA instruc-
tion (8D 00 03)?

0200  8D  00  03

0203  4C  00  02 LOGIC 1

a. 0202 and 03 SYNC

b. 0300 and OA
LOGIC 0

c. 0205 and 02

d. 0203 and 4C
LOGIC 1

R/171.1.

LOGIC 0

LOGIC 1

02-B

LOGIC 0
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Assembly Language UNIT

5Programming and Program Editing
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will understand how programs are
written in assembly language and converted to a language used by the CPU.
You  will  demonstrate the principles of assembly language programming by
writing simple programs and editing programs in RAM.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

In   previous  instructional   units,  programs  were written  using hexadecimal
numbers and inserted into the microprocessor. This type of program is often
called machine language programming. However, the CPU must convert the
hex codes to binary before the data can be used. The binary information is
actually   machine  language  since  the  CPU  can  only  use  binary  numbers.
Machine language programs are also called object programs and the instruc-
tions are often called machine codes. You will find these terms interchanged
in many books on microprocessors.

As a key to remembering instructions, you learned the concept of mnemonics
(instruction  abbreviations)   which   makes  writing a program  a  little easier.
When  a program  is written  using mnemonics it is called a source program.

OBJECT PROGRAMS

SOURCE PROGRAM  MACHINE LANGUAGE MACHINE LANGUAGE

(HEXADECIMAL) (BINARY)

L DA #07 A9 07 1010  1001  0000 0111

ADC #08 69 08 0110  1001  0000  1000

STA #09 85 09 1000 0101  0000  1001

BRK 00 0000 0000

As you  can see  it  is much easier to write a source program rather than an
object program.  Source  programs using mnemonics must also be converted
to object or machine  language programs. To do this an assembler program
is used. Most expanded microcomputer systems have assembler programs to
do this.  However,  in  this basic system you will do the job of an assembler
program  by hand  assembling source programs and entering the object pro-
gram into the computer.

A  feature  of an  assembly  program  is that corrections can  be made easily
since specific memory addresses are not assigned to the source program. An
editing program is included in this system that allows correction of machine
language programs  in   RAM.  You will use this program to alter and correct
programs.

NEW WORDS AND TERMS

machine codes — codes which are acceptable to a computer on which
the software is to be executed without further modification.

machine language programming — programming by writing information
in a form a computer may use without prior translation.
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Programming and Program Editing

object programs — programs written with machine codes that require
no translation and are ready for direct execution by the computer.

source program — a program written in a language designed for ease of
understanding   by   the   user   but   must  be  translated  before  direct
executing by the computer.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE

5.1Assembly Language

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have  completed this exercise you will  be able to write simple
programs in assembly language.

DISCUSSION

One advantage of assembly language is that it allows programs to be written
in a language easily understood by the programmer. This helps to eliminate
programming errors such as a misplaced digit or the wrong instruction code.
Assembly  language consists  of a set of instructions with each instruction
occupying one line of the source program. Each instruction is divided into
four parts or fields called label field, operation code field, operand field and
comment field as shown in the following program. Sometimes you will also
see the comment field  labeled by other names, such as the remarks field.
Despite the difference, its purpose remains the same.

SOURCE PROGRAM

OPERATION CODE

LABEL FIELD FIELD OPERAND FIELD COMMENT FIELD

START LDA 407 load first number into

accumulator

ADC 4408 add second number to

accumulator

STA $09 store sum of numbers

to memory
BR K stops program

Label Field

The Label Field is the first field in an assembly language instruction. Labels
are not always used when writing assembly programs.

SOURCE PROGRAM

OPERATION CODE

LABEL FIELD FIELD OPERAND FIELD COMMENT FIELD

START LDA $07 load first number into

accumulator

ADC 408 add second number to

accumulator

STA $09 store sum of numbers

to memory
BR K stops program

A label  is equivalent to a memory address into which the first byte of the
instruction is placed. The assembler program will replace the label with the
assigned address when creating the object program. In this example, the label
START is the first address of the program and would be assigned the address
of the first byte of the LDA instruction. Labels are used to free the program-
mer  from  referring to memory  locations which makes programs easier to
write.
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Operation Code Field

The Operation  Code  Field (Op Code)  is the most important field  in the
assembly language instruction. It is the only field that must have something
in it. This field contains a mnemonic (group of letters) which identifies the
source program instruCtion. The assembler will substitute binary numbers for
the  mnemonics.  You  will  substitute  hex digits for each mnemonic when
you assemble your program.

SOURCE PROGRAM

OPERATION CODE
LABEL FIELD FIELD OPERAND FIELD COMMENT FIELD

START LDA 407 load first number into

accumulator

ADC 408 add second number to

accumulator

STA $09 store sum of numbers

to memory

BRK stops program

Operand Field

Operand Field contains either data or the address of data to be operated on
by the mnemonic (op code) of that instruction. It also contains information
used to specify the instruction addressing mode and the type of data. Labels
can also be placed in the operand field as the address of data.

SOURCE PROGRAM

OPERATION CODE
LABEL FIELD FIELD OPERAND FIELD COMMENT FIELD

START LDA 407 load first number into

accumulator

ADC 408 add second number to
accumulator

STA $09 store sum of numbers
to memory

BRK stops program

Let us look at the operand field for this example program.

407 identified 4$07   as the data to be

operated on. The (#) means the op
code   uses  the  immediate  address

mode.   $   indicates  the   number  is
hexadecimal.

4i$08 same as above

$09 identifies  the   address 09  on  zero

page where the sum is to be stored.
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Comment Field

The Comment Field contains information which makes the program easier to
understand.  It  has no effect on the object code. The assembler does not
operate on the comment field.

SOURCE PROGRAM

OPERATION CODE
LABEL FIELD FIELD OPERAND FIELD COMMENT FIELD

START LDA 407 load first number into
accumulator

ADC $08 add second number to
accumulator

STA $09 store sum by numbers
to memory

BRK stops program

PROCEDURE

1. Observe the following program.  Refer to Appendix A for an ex-
planation of the instructions.

START SED

CLC

LDA #18

ADC  #12

CLD

STA   $0A

BRK

2. How  many  fields are  shown  in the example program?  Explain.

Three fields are shown; the Label field, Op Code field and Operand field.

3. What is contained in the label field?  Explain.

The label START is in the label field. This label will be assigned the first byte
in memory for the SED instruction.
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4.  What instruction does the mnemonic SED indicate?

SED is a mnemonic for the Set Decimal Mode instruction.  The use of SED

indicates that decimal arithmetic will be performed.

5. What information is in the operand field?

The operand field contains #18, #12 which means the immediate addressing
mode is selected for the instruction and $0A is the zero page location the sum
will be stored.

6. What information could the comment field for the LDA instruc-

tion contain?

The comment field could be "Load the first number into the accumulator".

Any other information to explain the instruction could also be used.

7. Explain the operation of the STA instruction.

The STA instruction stores the sum into memory location OA on zero page.

8. What is the function of this program?

The program will add two decimal numbers and store the sum in location
000A.

CONCLUSION

Using assembly  language makes the initial writing of a program fairly easy.
When instruction mnemonics are used it speeds program writing and reduces
the possibility of errors. Assembly language uses four fields to define an in-
struction. The label, operation code, and operand fields are translated by the
assembler  program.  The  comment field  is used only to aid in the under-
standing of the program and is not translated by the assembler.
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5.1Assembly Language

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is one advantage of assembly language?

2. How many fields are used in assembly language?

3. Explain the following instruction

LDA   #$22

4. Label and explain each field used in the following instruction:

BEGIN LDX1$07 LOAD X REG

5. Complete the comment field for the instruction in question 4.
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MICROPROCESSOR INSTRUCTION SET — ALPHABETIC SEQUENCE

ADC     Add Memory to Accumulator with Carry LDA  Load Accumulator with Memory
AND     "AND" Memory with Accumulator LDX  Load Index X with Memory
ASL  Shift Left One Bit (Memory or Accumulator) LDY  Load Index Y with Memory

LSR  Shift Right One Bit (Memory or Accumu-
BCC  Branch on Carry Clear lator)
BCS  Branch on Carry Set
BEG  Branch on Result Zero NOP  No Operation
BIT Test Bits in Memory with Accumulator

ORA     "OR" Memory with Accumulator
BMI Branch on Result Minus

BNE Branch on Result not Zero PHA  Push Accumulator on Stack

BPL Branch on Result Plus PHP  Push Processor Status on Stack

BRK Force Break PLA  Pull Accumulator from Stack

BVC Branch on Overflow Clear PLP  Pull Processor Status from Stack

BVS Branch on Overflow Set
ROL Rotate One Bit Left (Memory or Accumu-

CLC  Clear Carry Flag lator)
OLD  Clear Decimal Mode ROR  Rotate One Bit Right (Memory or Accum-
CLI Clear Interrupt Disable Bit ulator)
CLV Clear Overflow Flag RTI  Return from Interrupt
CMP Compare Memory and Accumulator RTS  Return from Subroutine

CPX Compare Memory and Index X
SBC  Subtract Memory from Accumulator with

CPY Compare Memory and Index Y Borrow

DEC  Decrement Memory by One SEC  Set Carry Flag
DEX  Decrement Index X by One SED  Set Decimal Mode

DEY  Decrement Index Y by One SE I Set Interrupt Disable Status
STA Store Accumulator in Memory

EOR  "Exclusive-Or" Memory with Accumulator STX Store Index X in Memory
STY Store Index Y in Memory

INC Increment Memory by One
INX Increment Index X by One TAX     Transfer Accumulator to Index X

INY Increment Index Y by One TAY     Transfer Accumulator to Index Y

TSX  Transfer Stack Pointer to Index X

JMP  Jump to New Location TXA     Transfer Index X to Accumulator

JSR  Jump to New Location Saving Return TXS  Transfer Index X to Stack Pointer

Address TYA     Transfer Index Y to Accumulator
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5_2Assembly Directives
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise you will  be able to use assembly
directives when writing assembly programs.

DISCUSSION

Some assembly language instructions are not translated into machine langu-
age instructions. These instructions are used to tell the assembler to assign
the program areas in  RAM, designate areas in RAM for temporary storage
areas, and define symbols.

These   instructions   are   called   assembly   directives   or   pseudo-operations
(pseudo-op). To use these directives the programmer places the pseudo-op's
mnemonic in the op code field and an address or data in the operand field
if it is required.

The most common directives are:

. BYTE

. DATA

+1

EQUATE * =

The  directive  . BYTE will  reserve a one byte constant to be used  in the
program. For example

NUM1 .BYTE $3

will  place the hex number 3 in the memory address specified by the label
NUM1.

The directive DATA treats data as a permanent part of the program. For
example

NUM DATA 10

will place the number 10 in the memory location with the label NUM which
usually follows the last program entry.

The directive * = * + 1 will reserve one byte in memory to be filled in by the
program. For example

SUM * = * + 1

will  save one byte in  memory which will be filled in when the program is
executed. When more than one byte is needed the number of bytes is speci-
fied. To reserve two bytes the directive is * = * + 2.
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The equate directive is used to set the program counter to a specific number
which usually is the starting address of the program. For example

* = $0200

will set the program counter to 0200. The equate pseudo-op is usually placed
at the beginning of the program.

The use of labels and directives allows memory locations to be inserted when
the program is assembled. For example

x-S 0100 ; SET PC TO 0100

LDA  NUM1 LOAD ACC WITH HEX 03

ADC  NUM2 ADD HEX 04 TO ACC

STA  SUM STORE SUM IN MEMORY

BRK HALT

NUM1 .BYTE $3

NUM2 .BYTE $4

SUM *=*+1

Memory addresses can now be assigned to the instructions.

*=$0100

0100 LDA  NUM1

0103 ADC  NUM2

0106 STA  SUM

0109 BRK

010A    NUM1 .BYTE $3

010B    NUM2 .BYTE $4

010C    SUM =*+1

Memory addresses are assigned for the operation code and operand fields.
The  LDA, ADC, and STA instructions use the absolute addressing mode.
Each instruction occupies three memory locations.
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EXERCISE

5_2Assembly Directives

PROCEDURE

1. Observe  the  following  program.   Refer  to APPENDIX A for an
explanation of the instructions.

*=$0000

SED

CLC

LDA  #18

ADC  NEXT

STA   RSLT

CLD

BRK

NEXT .BYTE 12

RSLT *=*+1

2. What is the function of this program?

This program will add two decimal numbers and store the sum in a memory
location indicated by the label RSLT.

3. What is the function of the SED and CLD instructions?

The SED instruction sets the CPU to perform decimal arithmetic and the
CLD instruction restores the CPU to perform hexadecimal arithmetic.

4. What number will be added to 18?   Explain.

The number  12 will be added to 18 as indicated by the label NEXT which
points to .BYTE 12.
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5. What memory address would you assign to the SED instruction?
—

Explain.

The SED instruction should be assigned memory address 0000. This is speci-
fied by the pseudo-op *40000.

6. What is the function of the CLC instruction?

The CLC instruction clears the carry flag.  This should be done prior to per-
forming addition. The use of the flag will be covered in a later exercise.

7. Assign memory addresses to the program.  Refer to Appendix A
for instruction identification.

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS  LABEL  OP CODE OPERAND REMARKS

*--$0000

SED

CLC

LDA =718

ADC NEXT

$TA SUM

CLD

BRK

NEXT .BYTE 12

SUM *=*+1

Compare your results with  Figure 5-2 located after the Review
Questions.

8. Complete the remarks field for the program. Compare your results
with Figure 5-2 located after the Review Questions.

9. Write an assembly language program to add hex numbers 2F and  _
BA starting at memory address 0200. Store the sum on any page
other than zero page in memory. Do not assign memory addresses
at this time. Use Figure 5-1.
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EXERCISE

5_2Assembly Directives

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS  LABEL  OP CODE OPERAND REMARKS

Figure 5-1

10. What addressing mode does the store instruction use?

The store instruction should use the absolute addressing mode since the sum
is not located on page 0.

11. What is the memory address of the C LC instruction?

The CLC instruction is located at memory address 0200. Since the PC was
set to 0200 by the pseudo-op *=$.0200.

12. Assign  memory  addresses  to  the program.  Refer to  Figure 5-3,
located after the Review Questions.

NOTE:   Your program may not be
structured the same as the example
in   Figure 5-3.   However,   if  the
program will add and store the hex
numbers it is an operational pro-
gram.

CONCLUSION

Assembly  language programming is simplified by using pseudo-ops in addi-
tion to labels and mnemonics. Pseudo-ops are directives to the assembler and
are not translated by the assembler.  Memory locations can be assigned to
assembly programs after the equate (=) pseudo-op has established the pro-
gram starting address in the program counter. When assigning memory ad-
dresses to instructions the number of bytes each  instruction uses and the
addressing  mode  must  be  known.  This  information  is available from the
instruction  set  located  in  APPENDIX A or from the instruction set pro-
gramming card located in APPENDIX E.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is a pseudo-operation instruction?

2. What is the purpose of the equate (=) pseudo-op?

3. Explain the following pseudo-op *=*+3.

4. What program  information must be known prior to assigning memory
addresses to a program?

5. What is the function of the .BYTE pseudo-op?

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS LABEL OP-CODE  OPERAND REMARKS

*40000

0000 SED SET DECIMAL MODE

0001 CLC CLEAR CARRY FLAG FOR
ADDITION

0002 LDA #18 LOAD ACC WITH IMMEDIATE 18

0004 ADC NEXT ADD 12 TO ACC

0006 STA SUM STORE SUM

0008 CLD CLEAR DECIMAL MODE

0009 BRK HALT PROGRAM

000A NEXT .BYTE 12

000B SUM *=*+1

Figure 5-2
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EXERCISE

5_2Assembly Directives

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS  LABEL OP-CODE  OPERAND REMARKS

*=$0200 SET PC TO 0200

0200 CLC CLEAR CARRY FLAG

0201 LDA NUM1 LOAD 2F IN ACC

0204 ADC NUM2 ADD BA TO ACC

0207 STA SUM STORE ANSWER

0204 BRK HALT PROGRAM

020B NUM1 ,BYTE $2F DEFINES 2F

020C NUM2 .BYTE $BA DEFINES BA

020D SUM *=*+1 RESERVE 1 BYTE FOR THE

ANSWER

Figure 5-3
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EXERCISE

5_3Assembly Program
EXERCISE OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this exercise you will be able to assemble programs into
machine language. You will demonstrate hand assembly by entering and ex-
ecuting assembled programs using the trainer.

DISCUSSION

Since the trainer does not have an assembler program, the assembly programs
you write will have to be assembled by hand. The first step in hand assembl-
ing is to determine the starting address of the program. This can be obtained
from the equate pseudo-op or an address can be assigned to the first byte of
the first instruction. The memory address of the program may determine the
number of bytes in an instruction. If a program is located on zero page, zero
page instructions in addition to implied and immediate instructions can be
used. When a program is located in memory other than zero page the abso-
lute addressing mode is used along with implied and immediate. However,
zero page instructions may be used if data is located on zero page or data is
to be stored on zero page. The address of each instruction can now be as-
signed. The next step  is to insert each instruction op code and operand in
hexadecimal form. This information may be found on the instruction set
summary located in the APPENDIX A.

For example, the following program has been hand assembled. The memory
address for the program is established by the equate pseudo-op *=$0000.
The LDA instruction uses the immediate address mode as indicated by the

symbol (#) in the operand. The ADC and STA instructions use the zero page
address mode. The instruction code for each instruction is then filled in.

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS CODE LABEL  OP-CODE OPERAND  REMARKS

*40000

0000 F8 SED

0001 18 CLC

0002 A9   18 LDA #18 immediate

0004 65 OA ADC NEXT zero page mode

0006 85  OB STA SUM zero page mode

0008 D8 CLD

0009 00 BRK

000A NEXT .BYTE 12

000B SUM *=*+1

PROCEDURE
1. What is the first step performed when a program is hand assembl-

ed?  Explain.

The first step is to decide where in memory the program is to be located. In
this example it is zero page (*-$0000).

* The ADC and STA instructions use the zero page address mode.
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2. What is the next step?

The next step is to assign the memory address.

3. Fill in the memory address for each instruction.

MEMORY  INSTRUCTION
ADDRESS CODE LABEL  OP-CODE  OPERAND  REMARKS

*=$0000

CLC Clear Carry Flag

LDA NUM1 Load 2F in ACC

ADC NUM2 Add B.4

STA SUM Store Answer

BR K Stop

NUM1 .BYTE $2F Define 2F

NUM2 .BYTE $BA Define  BA

SUM *=*+1 Save 1 byte

4. What is the memory address of the LDA operand NUM1?

The memory address for NUM1 is 0008.  The LDA is a zero page instruction
therefore the operand contains the location on zero page of the data to be
operated on by the op code.

5. What is the addressing mode of the CLC instruction?

The CLC addressing mode is implied.

6. What is SUM and where is it located in memory?

SUM is a label and located at memory address 000A.

7. What is the instruction code for the STA instruction?

The STA instruction code is 85 indicating that it is a zero page address mode
instruction.
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5_3Assembly Program

8. Hand  assemble the program  using the instruction information in
APPENDIX A. Compare your results with Figure 5-4 located after
the Review Questions.

9. What is the function of the program?

The program   will add  two  hexadecimal  numbers and store the answer in
location 000A.

10. Load the program into memory starting at location 0000. Execute
the program. What is contained in location OA?

Hex E9 is in location OA which is the sum of 2F and BA.

11. Assemble   the   following   program   starting   at   memory   location
0100.  Remember that absolute addressed instructions have three

bytes. Byte 1  is the op code, byte 2 is the memory location on a
page, and byte 3 is the page. Compare your results with Figure 5-5
located after the Review Questions.

MEMORY  INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS CODE LABEL  OP-CODE  OPERAND  REMARKS

*=$0100

CLC Clear Carry Flag

LDA NUM1 Load 2F in ACC

ADC NUM2 Add BA

STA SUM Store Answer

BRK Stop

NUM1 .BYTE $2F Defines 2F

NUM2 .BYTE $BA Defines BA

SUM *=*+1 Save 1 byte

12. What is the instruction code for the STA instruction?

The STA instruction code is BD OD 01.

13. Load  and execute the program starting at location 0100. What is
contained in memory location 010D?

Hex  E9 which is the sum of 2F and BA  is contained in memory location
010D.
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14. Does the program in step  11  use more or less memory than the
program in step 3? Explain.

The program in step 11 uses more memory since absolute addressing mode is
used for the LDA, ADC and STA instructions.

CONCLUSION

Writing programs in assembly language is much easier than in machine langu-
age. It allows you to write the complete program without concern for mem-
ory addresses and instruction codes for each instruction. Memory addressing
and instruction codes are assigned during hand assembly.

Assembly programs can be hand assembled by first determining where the
program   is  located   in   memory.   Each   instruction  is assigned  a  memory
address and  then an instruction code is assigned to each  instruction.  For
data located in memory on pages other than zero page, use absolute address-
ing mode. Absolute instructions require three bytes. The first byte is the op
code, the second byte is the location on a page, and the third byte is the
page address.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the first step in hand assembling a program?

2. If data is located on page 02 in memory, what is the address mode for a
LDA NUM1 instruction?

3. What is the address mode for ADC #1B if the data is located on page
00?

4. How can the program in procedure step 11 be changed to perform deci-
mal arithmetic?
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5_3Assembly Program

5. After  memory addresses have  been  assigned to a program what is the
next step?

MEMORY

ADDRESS INSTRUCTION CODE

0000 18

0001 A5 08

0003 65  09

0005 85  OA

0007 00

0008 2F

0009 BA

000A

Figure 5-4

MEMORY

ADDRESS INSTRUCTION CODE

0100 18

0101 AD OB   01

0104 6D   OC   01

0107 8D   OD   01

010A 00

010B 2F

010C BA

010D

Figure 5-5
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EXERCISE

5.4Program Editing
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to modify machine
language programs using an editing program  located in the Monitor ROM.

DISCUSSION

A  program  written  in  assembly  language  can  be  altered  or edited easily
before it is assembled and inserted into the microprocessor. An instruction
can be added or deleted without changing memory addresses or instruction
codes. After a program is assembled with memory addresses and instruction
codes assigned it is more difficult to change. For example, in the following
assembly program a clear carry flag (CLC) instruction has been omitted. It

may be added by simply writing it ahead of the LDA instruction.

INITIAL PROGRAM EDITED PROGRAM

LDA #$07 CLC CLC Instruction added

ADC #$08 LDA #$07

STA     SUM ADC #$08

BRK STA  SUM

SUM *=*+1 BRK

SUM *=*+1

When the program is assembled, the memory addresses must be changed. If
the program has been entered into memory, it will have to be re-entered.

The original program after assembly

MEMORY INSTRUCTION

ADDRESS CODE LABEL OP-CODE OPERAND

000C A9 07 LDA 407

0002 69 08 ADC 408

0004 85 07 STA SUM

0006 00 BRK

0007 SUM *=*+1

The program after the CLC instruction is added.

MEMORY INSTRUCTION
ADDRESS CODE LABEL OP-CODE OPERAND

0000 18 CLC

0001 A9 07 LDA =507

0003 69 08 ADC 408

0005 85 STA SUM

0007 00 BRK

0008 SUM *=*+1
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Notice that the memory address for the instructions have changed by one
memory location. If the original program had been entered into memory the
altered program would have to be completely entered into memory.

The microprocessor trainer has two editing programs located in the monitor
ROM that allows instructions to be added to or deleted from existing pro-
grams in memory. These programs are called  DEL and ADD. They are at
ROM locations F494 and F497 respectively. The use of the USR1 and USR2
keys make it convenient to call the ADD and DEL utility programs. Each
key is capable of calling the ADD or DEL programs. The program selected
depends on the data entered at locations 0005-00D8. The USR1 key can be
used to call the ADD program after entering F497 in the USR1  key loca-
tions 00D5 and 00D6. The low-order byte of the address (97) is entered at
00D5.  The  high-order byte  of  the address (F4)  is entered at 00D6. The
USR2 key can be used to call the DEL program after entering F494 in the
USR2 key locations 00D7 and 00D8. The low-order byte of the address (94)
is entered at 00D7. The high-order byte of the address (F4) is entered at
00D8. When using the editing programs, an FF must be written at the first
address location after the end of the program to be edited. The FF indicates
the end of the program and is required to make the editing programs work
properly.

PROCEDURE

1. USR1 is set up for the ADD program and USR2 is set up for the —

DEL program.  Locations 00D5 and 00D7 will hold the low order
bytes of the address. 00D6 and 00D8 holds the high order bytes.

2. Press  RESET,  AUTO, 00D5. Enter 97, F4, 94, F4. Read and
record memory locations 00D5, 00D6, 00D7, and 00D8. Explain.

Location 00D5 = 97, 00D6 = F4, 00D7 = 94, and 0008 = F4.  USR1 and
USR2 key locations now hold the addresses for the ADD and DEL programs.

3. Press the USR1 key.  Record and explain the display.

The display shows Add - _ _    indicating that the ADD program has been
called for use.

4. Press RESET and USR2 key. Record and explain the display.

The display shows DEL - _ _  indicating that the  DEL program has been
called up for use.
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5_4Program Editing

5. The  ADD  program  is used  to  insert  instruction  bytes  into  an
existing  program  located in  RAM.  Enter the following program
into memory starting at location 0000.

MEMORY

ADDRESS INSTRUCTION CODES INSTRUCTION

0000 18 CLC

0001 AS    40 LDA    $40

0003 65 41 ADC    $41

0005 85 42 STA $42

0007 00 BRK

0008 F F

0040 09 .BYTE $09

0041 04 .BYTE $04

0042 +1

6. Execute  the  program at location 0000.  Record the contents of
location 0042. Explain.

Location 0042 contains Od which is the sum of 0916 and 0416.  This pro-
gram added two hex numbers and stored the sum in location 0042.

7. This program can be altered to perform decimal arithmetic by add-
ing the SED (Set Decimal Mode) instruction. What is the instruc-
tion code for the SED instruction?

The instruction code for the SED is F8.

8. To use the   ADD program the program counter is set to the start
of the program being modified. What is the starting address?

The starting address is 0000.

9. Set PC to 0000. (Press PC, WRT, enter 0000).
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10.  To perform decimal addition SED instruction is placed ahead of —
the ADC instruction at location 0003. This location is selected us-
ing the READ command. Press READ and enter 0003. Record the
contents of the display.

The display contains 0003 65 showing that the op code for the ADC instruc-
tion is in location 0003.

11. Press USR1 key to call the ADD program. Record the contents of
the display.

The display should contain Add. - _ _ .  The program is now waiting for the
number of bytes to be added.

12. How many bytes are in the SED instruction?

The SED instruction is a one byte instruction which is the op code F8.

13. Enter 01. Only one byte is going to be added. Record the contents
of the display.

The display reads 0003 _ _. The program is waiting for the SED instruction
to be entered.

14. Enter F8. Record the contents of the display. Explain.

The contents of the display is 0004 65.  The add instruction (65) has been
moved to location 0004.

15. Read memory addresses 0000 through 0006.  Explain the differ-
ence between the original and modified program.

The SED instruction is at location 0003.   It was inserted between the LDA
and A DC instruction.
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5.4Program Editing
MEMORY

ADDRESS INSTRUCTION CODES

0000 18

0001 A5 40

0003 F8

0004 65 41

0006 85 42

0008 00

0009 F F

0040 09

0041 04

0042

16. Execute the program at location 0000. Read location 0042. Was
decimal addition performed? Explain.

Yes, the sum in location 0042 is 13 (9 + 4 = 13).

17. The program can be altered to remove instructions using the DEL
instruction.  If the SED instruction is removed the program will
perform hex addition as it did in the beginning. Set the program
counter to 0000.

18. Select the location immediately following the SED location. What
location is this? Explain.

The location is 0004 which contains the op code (65) of the ADC instruction.

19. How is this address selected?

Press READ and enter 0004.

20. Press USR2  key.  How many bytes are to be removed? Explain.

One byte is to be removed. The SED instruction contains only one byte (F8).

21. Enter 01. Has the SED instruction been removed? Explain.

Yes. The ADC instruction is now in location 0003 which did contain F8, the
op code of the SED instruction.
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22. Reset the microprocessor and execute the program at 0000. Read
—

and explain the contents of location 0042.

Location 0042 contains Od indicating that hex addition (916 # 416= 0d16)
was performed.

CONCLUSION

Machine  language  programs located in  RAM can be edited using the edit
program  in monitor ROM.  You used the ADD program to add instruction
bytes to a program. The DEL program was used to delete instruction bytes
from a program. These programs are called by using the USR1  and USR2
keys. The use of the edit program makes modifying programs in RAM easy
since the opening of programs for additional instruction bytes and closing of
programs for deleting instruction bytes is automatically done for you.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How is the editing program called?

2. What are the zero page addresses for USR1 and USR2 keys?

3. Explain how the ADD program is called.

4. What is the DEL program used for?

5. Explain how to remove a 3 byte instruction ending at location 0104
from a program starting at location 0100.
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UNIT TEST

5
1 A program written in assembly language is called

a. machine language program.
b. object program.
c. source language program.
d. hexadecimal language program.

2. A source program is written using

a. instruction mnemonics.

b. machine language mnemonics.
c. object program coding.
d. machine language coding.

3. An assembly program instruction can contain fields.

a. 1

b. 2

C. 3

d. 4

4. The following instruction contains which fields?

LDA  NUM2

a. label, op code and operand
b. op code and operand
c. operands and comment
d. op code and label

5. An instruction that serves as an assembly directive is

a. a pseudo-operation instruction.
b. a source instruction.

c. an assembly instruction.
d. an LDA instruction.

6. The first step in hand assembling is to

a. assign memory locations to each instruction.
b. select instruction codes to each instruction.

c. determine the memory location for the program.
d. change all labels to memory addresses.

7. The pseudo-op .BYTE

a. treats a data byte as a part of the program.
b. places a one-byte constant in memory to be used in the program.
c. reserves one-byte in memory to be filled in by the program.
d. sets the program counter to the program starting address.

(LAJIILMUCU  (JII  IICAL payc./
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8. The editing program located in ROM can be used to alter
located in RAM.

a. an assembler program
b. a source program
c. a machine language program
d. a monitor program

9. The microprocessor ADD program is used to

a. insert instruction bytes into a program in RAM.
b. remove instruction bytes from a program.
c. produce the sum of two numbers in RAM.
d. insert data bytes into a program in ROM.

10. The microprocessor DEL program is used to

a. insert instruction bytes into a program in RAM.
b. remove instruction bytes from a program in RAM.
c. produce a difference of two numbers in RAM.
d. remove data bytes from a program in ROM.
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Introduction to
Input/Output TechniquesuNiT6

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Upon the completion of this unit you will be able to explain the purpose of
the Peripheral  Interface Adapter and demonstrate how it is used to transfer
Input/Output data.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The CPU used in this trainer can perform many operations as we have seen
in prior exercises.  In  most cases information is input to the CPU from the
keyboard and the results of the operation are output to the display. The
keyboard  and  the display allows humans to interface with the CPU. The
term  interfacing  means  different  things  to  different people. For our pur-
poses when a CPU controls the operation of a device it is said to be inter-
facing with the device.

The CPU has a  16-bit address bus and an 8-bit data bus to which external
devices are connected as shown in Figure 6-1. The 6502 Microprocessor is
connected to the RAM, ROM, and the 6520 Pheripheral Interface Adapter
(PIA)  by the Address bus and the Data bus. There are also several control
signals such as SYNC    and  Read/Write that are generated by the CPU and
sent to these devices.

These signals are not shown in Figure 6-1  but will be discussed along with
each device.

8-BIT BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS DB7-DBO

16-BIT ADDRESS BUS AB15•ABO

Figure 6-1. CPU connections to external devices.

Each device has a unique address which is selected by signals on the address
bus. A device is addressed by the CPU and then data is transferred between
the selected device and the CPU. The CPU considers the device addresses

as part of memory addressing and does not require special address considera-
tion for Input/Output devices.

Most CPU's use a family of support chips to simplify interfacing to the out-
side world.  One of the most popular chips is the 6520 Peripheral Interface
Adapter (PIA).  In this unit the PIA will  be introduced and you will learn
how it is used to interface the CPU to the outside world.
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Introduction to

Input/Output Techniques

When dealing with the PIA it is possible to use memory referenced instruc-
tions such as  LDA and STA to set up initial conditions in the PIA and to
input data from or output data to the selected device.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

— exchange of control signals between a CPU and a peri-
pheral to permit a smooth transfer of data.

— information applied to a device for processing.

EMI— information delivered from a device after processing input
information.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Oscilloscope

Patch Cords
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EXERCISE

6_1Peripheral Interface Adapter
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

Upon the completion of this exercise you will be able to demonstrate how
the CPU addresses the  PIA  by  using simple programs and an oscilloscope.

DISCUSSION

The 6520 PIA  is one of the most commonly  used  I/O control devices. It
provides the necessary circuitry to interface the CPU to such external devices
as the 7-segment display  and the  keyboard  used  in this training system as
shown in Figure 6-2. The CPU communicates with the PIA using the address
bus and data  bus.  The PIA communicates with external devices using two
independent channels usually one set for input and the other set for output.

ADDRESS BUS

DISPLAY

13=111, 1
6 5.20
PI A

KEYBOARD

Figure 6-2.  Simplified system block diagram.

The use of a  PIA simplifies  interfacing  the  CPU to external  devices.  Any
device can be interfaced using conventional digital logic which would require
many   ICs.  The  PIA  in  most cases can do all  the  interfacing with  one or
two IC's.

The PIA is divided into two sections, one section connected to the CPU and
the other connected to one or more peripheral devices as shown in  Figure
6-3.   Several address lines, an 8-bit data bus and control lines are input to the
PIA  from  the  CPU.   The  PIA  provides interrupt signals to the CPU.  The
peripheral  section  has two  I/O channels (called Ports) each made up of an
8-bit peripheral  data  bus (PA0-7  and  PBO-7)  and  two control  lines (CA1,
CA2 and CB1, CB2).

C I PERIPHERAL

BIRO
IRCA CA1

IROB CA2 +ft

DE10-087 PAO-PA7

ABO
RSO

PORT

AB1
A

RS1 6520

CSO PIA

CS1
PORT

AB14 CS2

AB10 I/O
PBO-PB7

AB2

DECODER
R/VV

RAT1/
AST

RES CB2

CLK CB1

Figure 6-3. 6520 PIA.
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Peripheral Interface Adapter

In the CPU section three address lines AB2, AB10 and AB14 are monitored
to decode the PIA address. Address lines AB14, AB10, and AB2 are applied
to the I/O Decoder. The decoder output is connected to the PIA ZS2 input
which is equivalent to PIACS at pin 21 of connector A. When AB14 and
AB2 are low and AB10 is high PIACS (—CM) is low. This condition is met
whenever 0400-0403  addresses are used. Address lines AB1  and ABO are

used to select internal registers in the PIA. All other combinations of the
address lines are "don't care" conditions.

AB 15  14 13 12  11   10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

X 0   X    X  X 1    X    X   X   X    X   X    X 0 0 0

Eight data lines are used to transfer data between (to and from) the PIA and
CPU.   Information placed on the data bus can be data transferred to and
from peripheral devices or control information for the PIA.

A (Read/Write)  R/ITV control line is connected to the PIA. This line is con-
trolled by the CPU and informs the PIA when it is to receive data (Write)
from the CPU or send data (Read) to the CPU.

A (Reset)  RST line to the PIA is connected to the system reset which allows
PIA registers to be set to a known condition at the same time as the system.

A 02 clock signal provides the  necessary timing for the PIA. Two interrupt
request lines (I RQA and I RQB) allows the PIA to request service from the
CPU. These  two lines are OR tied and called BIRO. It is connected directly
to the CPU I RQ input and is also available at connector "A" as BIRQ.

The peripheral section is divided into two areas called an A Port and B Port.
Each port can be programmed as an input port, output port, or as both an
input  and  an  output. The A port consists of an 8-bit data bus PAO-PA7
which is connected to both the keyboard and seven-segment display. The
port has two control lines CA1 and CA2. CA1  is  an  input and CA2 may be
programmed either as an input or output.

The  B  port operates the same as the A port. The B Port peripheral  bus
PBO-PB7 is connected to the seven segment display and is programmed as an
output port. Control lines CB1 and CB2 operate the same as in the A Port.

During this exercise you will observe address lines and other signals used to
select and control the operation of the PIA.

To observe signals related to the PIA on an oscilloscope, it is necessary to
have a program running in a loop to establish conditions that are observable.
To verify the selection, the address (04) of the PIA must be continuously
output. This is done by using a store instruction. The following program uses
a store absolute (STA) instruction to address the PIA and a jump (JMP) in-
struction to continuously output the store instruction.

LOCATION  INSTRUCTION  REMARKS

0200 A9 00

0202 8D00  04 ADDRESS PIA (Page 0400)

0205 4C 02  02 LOOP     TO     OUTPUT    ADDRESS

(JUMP BACK TO LOCATION 0202)
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A dual trace oscilloscope will allow observing the relationship of a reference
signal with other signals. If a dual trace oscilloscope is not available it will be
necessary  to  compare  the  viewed  signal  with  the  reference  signal (R/VV)
shown in Figure 6-4.

=
=

-

=

R/VV
-

1

=

=
-

_

111111111111 4111
_

14+1-111111111111

=

=
=

=

=
=

TO  Ti  T2  TO     Ti  T2 13     TO  Ti 12

40 00 02 8D 00 04 4C 00 02

Figure 6-4.   R/W signal occurs when the CPU writes to memory.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program into memory.

LOCATION  INSTRUCTION

0200 A9 00

0202 8D 00 04

0205 4C 02 02

2. Execute the  program at location 0200. Set the oscilloscope hori-
zontal time/cm to 1ptsec and external sync. Set Channel 1 VOLT/
CM to 0.2 Vcm. Sync the oscilloscope on R/W signal (Connector A
pin 23).

3. Connect channel  1 to the R/W signal (Connector A pin 23) using a
10:1  probe. This will be the reference signal since the R/W signal is
present during the PIA address selection.

4. Adjust the Horizontal position for a display as shown in Figure 6-4.

What generates the R/W signal?

The R/W signal is generated by the STA instruction.
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5. Table 6-1 shows the timing cycle for the Store instruction. When is
the PIA being addressed?

The address of the PIA is on the address bus during cycle T3.

Timing

Cycle     Address Bus Data Bus !VW  Comments

TO  PC OP CODE 1 Fetch OP CODE

Ti PC + 1 ADL 1 Fetch low order byte oi
Effective Address

T2 PC + 2 ADH 1 Fetch high order byte of
Effective Address

T3 ADH, ADL Data 0 Write internal register to memory
TO PC + 3 OP CODE 1 Next Instruction

Table 6-1.  Store Instruction (STA) Absolute Addressing.

6. Observe the PIACS signal  at pin  21  of connector A. Record the
signal  beneath the  R/W  in  Figure 6-4. What caused PIACS to be
generated?

Address lines AB14, AB10 and AB2 decoded by the I/O Decoder.

7. Read and record AB14, AB10, AB2, AB1, and ABO at connector
A.

ADH ADL

15  14 13 12  11  10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

X X    X    X X    X    X    X    X    X    X

X = DON'T CARE CONDITIONS

Address line AB10 is high, address line AB14 and 02 are low. AB1 and ABO
are also low. This compares with the STA instruction 8D 00 04.

8. Change the STA instruction to 8D 03 04 by placing 03 in memory
location  0203.  Execute the program. Observe and record address
bits AB14, AB10, AB2, AB1 and ABO during the R/W time.

ADH ADL

15  14  13 12  11  10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

X X    X    X X    X    X    X    X    X    X

Address bits AB10, AB1 and ABO are high. AB14 and AB2 are low. Address
bits A B1 and ABO select registers inside the PIA.
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9. Observe ABO and AB1 at pins 32 and 34 of connector A. How doe
these signals compare to the R/W signal recorded at Figure 6-4?

ABO and AB1 are high when the RAN signal is low during the STA instruc-
tion.  The PIA is treated as a memory location and it is during this period that
the PIA is addressed and information is written into the PIA.

10. Observe the 02  signal  at PIA pin 25.  How many times does it
occur during the R/W signal?

02 occurs once during the R/14% signal. This signal is used to control the trans-
fer of data in the PIA.

CONCLUSION

A store instruction is used to transfer information from the CPU to the PIA.

In this exercise you demonstrated that this instruction was used to address
the PIA.

During  this  exercise you observed the signals on the address bus used to
select the PIA. You found that only five of the 16 address lines were used.
Three address lines AB14, AB10, and AB2 are decoded by the I/O Decoder
and connected to the CS2 input of the PIA and the PIACS pin of connector
A. Two address lines AB1 and ABO are connected to the Register Select in-
puts. The R/W signal occurs during the STA instruction and writes data into
the PIA. This signal determines whether information is to be written into or
read from the PIA. Timing for the PIA is established by the 02 clock signal.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How is the PIA selected?

2. What are address bits AB1 and ABO used for?
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3. What is the purpose of the R/179 signal?

4. When is the PIA address on the address bus?

5. What is the function of a PIA?
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6_2PIA Registers
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

Upon completing this exercise you  will  be able to select each addressable
register and transfer data from the CPU to the peripheral interface bus using
simple programming techniques.

DISCUSSION

The PIA has two output sections called the A Port and the B Port as shown
in Figure 6-5.  Each port consists of three main 8-bit registers called Control
Register (CRA, CRB), Data Direction Register (DDRA, DDRB), and Periph-
eral Output Register (ORA, ORB).

IROA INTERRUPT CAI

STATUSCONTROL A Ir     CA2

CONTROL

REGISTERA DATA

(GRA) DIRECTION PORT
REGISTER A

A

(DDRA(

DBO
OUTPUT BUS

13131

062 DATA
063 4 BUS

DB4 BUFFERS PAO

DB5 4 11.
W EIR) PERIPHERALOUTPUT - PA1

DB6 11 SP REGISTER
PERIPHERAL HP. PA2

DR7 A INTERFACE PA3
(ORA) BUFFER PA4

A
PA5

PA6

DATA
INPUT

REGISTER

IDIR)
PERIPHERAL

- PBO

OUTPUT .4-0.     P81

REGISTER PER PB2

INTERFACE PB3
(ORR) BUFFER PI34

P85

-4 PI36

CSO P87

CS1

CS2 INPUT BUS PORT
CHIP

RSO SELECT

RSI ANDR/VV DATA

R/W
CONTROL

CONTROL DIRECTIONREGISTER
REGISTER

ENABLE 8 WIDR81
ICRB)

RESET

INTERRUPT CBI

IROB STATUSCONTROL 8 P CB2

Figure 6-5.   A and B Ports of the PIA.

The control registers, data direction registers, and output registers have mem-

ory  addresses  much like  locations  in   RAM.  These registers are selected by
RSO and  RS1  which are connected to address lines ABO and AB1. Data can

be stored into these registers and read from these registers by the CPU. The
control registers allow the CPU to control the operation of the PIA. Bit 2 in
the control register determines whether the Data Direction Registers (DDRA,
DDRB) or the Output Registers (ORA, ORB) is being addressed.
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The Data Direction Registers allows the CPU to program individual periph-
eral  data  bus  lines (PAO-PA7,  PBO-PB7)  as either output or input lines.
Each bit of the DDR controls the corresponding bit of the peripheral in-
terface buffer. A 0 in a specific bit of the DDR causes the related bit of
the peripheral data bus to act as an input. A 1  causes it to act as an output.
The data direction registers are normally programmed during system initial-
ization.   However,  the contents of these  registers can  be changed during
system operation.

The Peripheral Output Registers (ORA, ORB) store the output data which
appears on the peripheral data bus (PAO-PA7, PBO-PB7).

The control registers also allow the CPU to program the operation of control
lines (CA1, CA2, CB1, CB2) which will be covered in a later exercise.

PIA Register Addressing

The PIA has six registers in which data can be stored and read from. The
Output Register and Data Direction Register in each port share an address as
shown  in   Figure 6-6.  The  ORA and  DDRA  registers have an address of
040016  and ORB and DDRB registers have an address of 040216. Control
registers CRA and CRB have an address of 040116 and 040316, respectively.

ADDRESS 7 REGISTER

DATA DIRECTION REGISTER A
(ODRA)

0400 (SIDE A OUTPUT REGISTER A
(OR A)

2

0401 CONTROL REGISTER A
(CRA)

7 0

DATA DIRECTION REGISTER B
(DOM

SIDE B OUTPUT REGISTER B
(ORB)

2

0403 CONTROL REGISTERS(CRB)

Figure 6-6. PIA registers and their addresses.

Bit 2 of each Control Register is used to select either the Output Register or
the  Data  Direction  Register.  When bit 2 of CRA is a 0, address 040016
selects DDRA. When bit 2 of CRA is a 1, ORA is selected. Bit 2 of CRB
determines which register is selected by address 040216.  A 0 selects DDRB
and a 1 selects ORB. These conditions are summarized in Table 6-1.
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Register Select Control Register
(Address) Lines DDR Access Bit

Register Selected

RS1 RSO CRA-2 CRB-2

0 0 1 X Output register A.
0 0 0 X Data direction register A.
0 1 X X Control register A.
1 0 X 1 Output register B.
1 0 X 0 Data direction register B.
1 1 X X Control register B.

X = 0 or 1.

Table 6-1,  Addressing PIA Internal Registers.

A simple program to output data (AA) to the A Port peripheral data bus is
as follows:

Set bit 2 of CRA low to select the DD RA

(1)   A9 00 LDA #$00 LOAD  ACC WITH ZEROS TO SET

BIT 2 LOW

8D 01 04 STA  CRA  STORE  00  IN  CRA  (0401)

To set the A port as an output port DDRA lines need to be all l's.

(2) A9     FE LDA #$F F  LOAD ACC WITH ONES TO SET A
PORT TO OUTPUT

8D 00 04     STA DDRA    STORE ONES IN DDRA (0400)

To  output  data  to   A  Port peripheral  data  bus it  is necessary  to set
bit 2 of CRA to a 1 which selects ORA,

(3) A9 04 LDA #$04 LOAD   ACC  WITH   0416    TO  SET

ORA BIT 2 HIGH

8D 01 04     STA CRA
(SET BIT 2 HIGH IN CRA
(BIT 2 HIGH SELECTS ORA (0401)

A9     AA LDA #$AA  LOAD ACC WITH DATA FOR ORA
TO BE OUTPUT

8D 00 04     STA ORA  OUTPUT DATA TO ORA (0400)

The  PIA  B  Port can  be controlled  in  the same way except the address of
CR B is 0403 and DDRB, ORB is 0402,

PIA Initialization

The PIA has to be set up or initialized prior to being used to transfer data.
Usually one port  is set up  as an  output and the other as an input. This is
accomplished when the microprocessor is reset.  In this trainer the B port is
set as an output which controls part of the display. The A port lines 0-3 are
set as output and lines 4-7 are set as inputs. At times lines 0-7 are set as out-
puts by the monitor program. The PIA initialization will be verified during
this exercise.
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PROCEDURE

The Control Registers (CRA, CRB) are used to control the operation of the
PIA by the use of certain bits in each register.  In this procedure we will
write to CRA and CRB and read from CRA and CRB. Bit 2 will be used to

select either DDRA, DDRB or ORA, ORB.

1. The address for CRA is 0401. Enter the following program which
will   place 0016   in  CRA and  then  read  the  contents into the
accumulator.

LOCATION  INSTRUCTION REMARKS

0200 A9 00 LDA -±S00 LOAD ACC WITH ZEROS

0202 80 01 04     STA CRA WRITE ZEROS IN CRA

0205 AD   01 04 LDA CRA READ CONTENTS OF CRA

INTO ACC

0208 00 BREAK

2. Execute the program at location 0200.  It should halt displaying
0209XX. Read and record the contents of the accumulator (Press
ACC).

The contents of the accumulator is 00 which was written into CRA.

3. Place a 0F16   in memory location 0201. Execute the program at
location 0200. Read and record the contents of the accumulator.

The contents of the accumulator is 0F16 which was written into it.

4. How could this program be modified to write data into and read
data from CRB?

Data can be written into CRB by placing CRB address of 0403 into the store
instruction at location 0202. Data can be read from CRB by placing CRB
address of 0403 into the load instruction at location 0205. Both are accom-

plished by placing an 03 into locations 0203 and 0206.

5. Place 03 in location 0203 and also in the LDA instruction at loca-
tion 0206.
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6. Using patch cords connect both CB1 (pin 17) and CB2 (pin 19) of
connector B to DIG GND (pin 7 and 8) of connector A. Execute
the program  at location  0200.  Read  and  record the contents of
CRB which is now in the accumulator.

The contents of the accumulator is 0F16.  Control lines CB1 and CB2 are

grounded to avoid setting bits six and seven in CAB.

7. How should the program be changed to have CRA select DD RA?

The DDRA is selected by setting CRA bit 2 to a 0.

8. Modify the program as follows to set bit 2 of CRA to zero.

0200 A9 00

0202 80 01 04

9. To  make the  A  port an output all bits of DDRA must be set to
a one. Add the following instructions to your program.

LOCATION  INSTRUCTION REMARKS

0205 A9     F F LDA ---TSFF LOAD ACC VVITH ONES

0207 80 00 04     STA DDRA SET DDRA TO OUTPUT

020A AD   00 04 LDA DDRA READ CONTENTS OF

DDRA

0200 00 BRK

10, Execute the program at location 0200.  Read and record the con-
tents of DDRA which is in the accumulator.

The contents of the accumulator is FF16 which was read from DDRA.

11. How can the program be modified to set the A port for input?

The DDRA must be set to all zeros.  This is done by changing the LDA in-
struction at location 0205 to A9 00.

12. Change the program  and  execute  it at  location  0200.  Read and
record the contents of DDRA.

The contents of DORA is now 00.
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13.  What change should be made to the program to set A port as an  —
output?

The LDA instruction at location 0205 should be changed to LDA #$FF.

14. Change the instruction at location 0205 to LDA #$FF (A9 FF).

15. The A port is now set up as an output. We can now output data to
the peripheral  bus.  First the CRA must select ORA. How is this
done?

Bit 2 of the CRA must be set high (1).

16. Place the following program in memory starting at location 020A.
This program will select ORA and output AA16 to the peripheral
interface bus.

LOCATION INSTRUCTION REMARKS

020A A9 04 L DA =SO4 LOAD 04 IN ACC TO SET

CRA BIT 2 HIGH

020C 8D 01 04 STA CRA SET CRA BIT 2 HIGH

020F A9    AA LDA ---tSAA LOAD DATA IN ACC

0211 8D 00 04 OUT   STA ORA OUTPUT DATA TO

PERIPHERAL BUS

0214 4C 11 02 JUMP TO OUT  LOOP TO CONTINUOUSLY
OUTPUT DATA AA

Compare  the program  in  memory  with  the one  in  Figure 6-7
located after the Review Questions.

17. To observe the data output to the A port peripheral the four LEDs
will be used. Make the following connections to observe bus PAO
through PA3. Refer to the CPU Schematic Diagram.

LED CONNECTOR "B" PIN & FUNCTION

1 4 — PA3

2 14 — PA2

3 2 — PA1

4 16 — PAO

Press the RESET switch. Describe the LEDs.

All four LEDs are lit because the system monitor uses the A port at times for
the display.
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18. Execute the program at location 0200. Describe the LEDs.

LED 1 and 3 are on indicating that an Al6 (1010) is on the low nibble of
bus PAO-PA3.

19. Connect the LEDs to the A port peripheral bus PA4 through PA7
as follows:

LED CONNECTOR "B" PIN & FUNCTION

1 10— PA7

2 8 — PA6

3 6 — PA5

4 12 — PA4

Describe the LEDs.

LEDs 1 and 3 are on indicating that an A16 (1010) is on the high nibble of
the bus (PA4—PA7).

20. Change the output data in location 0210 to 7916. Describe the
LED.

LED 1 is off and LEDs 2, 3, and 4 are on indicating a 716 is on the high
nibble of the bus.

21. Connect the  LEDs to the low nibble of the bus (see procedure
step 17). Describe the LEDs.

LED 1 and 4 are on indicating that a 916 is on the low nibble of the bus.

CONCLUSION

In this exercise you found out that the PIA has two output sections called an
A Port and a B Port. Each port consists of a group of 8-bit registers which
are addressable much like user memory. Three main registers in each port are
the Control Register (CRA, CRB) which controls each ports operation; Data
Direction   Register  (DDRA,   DDRB)  which  sets  up each  bit of the port's
peripheral bus as either input or output; and a Peripheral Output Register
(ORA, ORB) which outputs the data from the CPU to the peripheral device.

You discovered that the control  register in each port has a unique address
(CRA-0401, CRB-0403) and the data direction registers and output registers
shared an address (DD RA and 0 RA-0400/DD R B and ORB-0402) with bit 2
of the control register determining which register is selected.

Finally, you developed a program to access each register and output data to
the peripheral interface bus (PAO-PA7).
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How many addressable registers are there in each port?

2. Name the addressable registers in each port?

3. Describe the function of each register.

4. What effect will the following program have on the PIA?

A9 00

8D 01 04

8D 03 04

5. Describe the function of the following program:

A9 00

8D 01 04

8D 03 04

A9    OF

8D 00 04

A9     F F

8D 02 04
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LOCATION INSTRUCTION

0200 A9 00

0202 8D    01 04

0205 A9    F F

0207 8D    00 04

020A A9   04

020C 8D    01 04

020F A9   AA

0211 8D    00 04

0214 4C 11 02

Figure 6-7.  Complete program from execution of procedure steps 1, 9, and 16.
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6_3
_ Using the PIA Control Registers

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

At  the  completion  of  this exercise you  will  be able to  program  the PIA
control registers and use the control lines as input and outputs.

DISCUSSION

The PIA as an input/output device can operate in many ways. The program-
mer can select the mode of operation for each port by storing data in each
port's   control   register.   In  the  previous  exercise  you  found  that  control
register bit 2 was used to direct data from the CPU to either a data direction
register or output  register.  Each  port control register has an address (CRA
0401, CRB 0403) and control information can be written into each register
by the CPU.  The CPU can  also  read the contents of each control register.
Each control register is connected to the PIA internal input and output bus
as shown in Figure 6-8.

!ROA INTERRUPT .1/ CA1
STATUS

CONTROL A CA2

CONTROL

A

REGISTER
DATA

ICRA) DIRECTION PORT
REGISTER A

A

(DDFIA)

D80

D81 OUTPUT BUS

DB2
DATA

DB3 BUS

DB4   Ai BUFFERS
PAO

DRS IDB8) PERIPHERAL

D86
OUTPUT - PA1

DB7
REGISTER

PERIPHERAL
PA2

A(ORA) INTERFACE • PA3

BUFFER PA4
A

• PAS

PA6

P. PA7

DATA

INPUT

REGISTER

IDIR)
PERIPHERAL

- PBO

OUTPUT PB1

REGISTER PERIPHERAL
PB2

8
INTERFACE PB3

(ORB) BUFFER PB4
8 PBS

P86

CSO P87

CS1

CS2
CHIP

INPUT BUS PORT

RSO 1. SELECT
AND

RS1 RAN DATA

RAV, CONTROL
CONTROL DIRECTIONREGISTER

ENABLE REGISTER8 8IDDRB)
RESET

ICRB)

INTERRUPT C81

IROB STATUSCONTROL 8 P. C82

Figure 6-8.   Control registers of the PIA.

A control line (bit 2) from each control register is applied to the data direc-
tion  register.  Each interrupt status control  has an  input control line CA1,
CB1  and a hi-directional control line CA2, CB2. The operation of these lines
are controlled by specific bits in each control register.
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7 e 5 4 3 2 1 0

CRA I ROA1 IROA2 CA2 Control DORA CA1 Control
Access

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CREI 111Q81 IRO132 CO2 Control DDRB CB1 Control

Accost

Figure 6-9.  Organization of PIA control registers.

The function of each bit is shown in  Figure 6-9 and further described as
follows:

Bit 7: status of I RQA1 (or I RQB1 ) is set by transitions on control
line (CA1,  CB1) and cleared by reading output registers (A
and B)

Bit 6: same as bit 7 except set by transitions on control line (CA2,
CB2)

Bit 5: determines whether control line (CA2, CB2) is an input (0)
or output (1)

Bit 4: control line (CA2, CB2)  input: determines whether bit 6 is
set by high-to-low transitions or low-to-high transitions.
control line (CA2, CB2) output: determines whether control
line (CA2, CB2) is a pulse or a level.

Bit 3: control line (CA2, CB2) input: if 1, enables interrupt output
from bit 6

control line (CA2, CB2) output: 0 = control line low.
1 = control line high

Bit 2: selects Data  Direction  Register (DDRA,  DDRB)  low (0) or
output register (ORA, ORB) high (1)

Bit 1: determines whether bit 7 is set by high-to-low transitions or
low-to-high transitions on control line 1

Bit 0: if 1, enables interrupt output from bit 7 of control register.

Table 6-2 shows the various bit combinations for control lines CA and CB.

CRA  (CRB) Active Transition I R QA OR OBI Interrupt Outputs
Bit 1 Bit 0 of Input Signal*

0 0 negative Disable — remain high

0 1 negative Enabled — goes low when bit 7
in  CRA  (CRB)  is set by active
transition    of    signal    on    CA1
(CB1)

1 0 positive Disable — remain high

1 1 positive Enable — as explained above

*Note 1:   Bit 7 of CRA (CRB) will be set to a logic 1 by an active transition of the
CA1 (CB1) signal. This is independent of the state of Bit 0 in CRA (CRB).

Table 6-2(a).  Control of Interrupt Inputs CA1, CB1.
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CRA (CRB) Active Transition — '---

IRCIA (IRCIB) Interrupt Output
Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 of Input Signal*

0 0 0 negative Disable — remains high

0 0 1 negative Enabled  — goes low when bit 6
in  CRA (CRB)   is set by active
transition   of   signal    on CA2

(CB2)

0 1 0 positive Disable — remains high

0 1 1 positive Enable — as explained above

*Note:   Bit 6 of CRA (CRB) will be set to a logic 1 by an active transition of the
CA2 (CB2) signal. This is independent of the state of Bit 3 in CRA (CRB).

Table 6-2(b).  Control of CA2 (CB2) as Interrupt Inputs (Bit 5 = "01

CRA
M ode Description

Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

1 0 0 "Handshake" CA2   is   set   high   on   an   active
on Read transition  of the CA1  interrupt

input   signal   and   set  low  by  a
microprocessor  "Read  A  Data"
operation.   This   allows   positive
control   of   data   transfers  from

the     peripheral     device    to    the
microprocessor.

1 0 1 Pulse Output CA2    goes   low   for   one   cycle
after a "Read A Data" operation.
This pulse can be used to signal
the  peripheral  device  that  data
was taken.

1 1 0 Manual Output CA2 set low

1 1 1 Manual Output CA2 set high

Table 6-2(c).   Control of CA2 Output Modes

CRB
Mode Description

Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

1 0 0 "Handshake" CB2 is set low on  microproces-
on Write sor   "Write   B   Data"   operation

and   is   set   high    by   an   active
transition  of  the CB1   interrupt
input signal. This allows positive
control   of   data   transfers  from
the microprocessor  to  the
peripheral device.

1 0 1 Pulse Output CB2 goes low for one cycle after
a microprocessor "Write B Data"
operation.  This  can   be used  to
signal the peripheral device that
data is available.

1 1 0 Manual Output CB2 set low

1 1 1 Manual Output CB2 set high

Table 6-2(d).  Control of CB2 Output Modes
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Notice that bit 7 (I RQA1, I RQB1) is set on transition of control lines CA1
and CB1. Bits 0 and 1 will determine whether a 0 to 1 or a 1 to 0 transition

of CA1 and CB1 will set bit 7. Bit 6 (I RQA2, I RQB2) are OR tied together
and connected  to the OR tied connection of bit 7 (I RQA1, I RQB1) to pro-
duce the BIRQ (Buffered I RQ signal at connector A.  Bits 3,4, and 5 control
the operation of CA2 and CB2. Bit 5 determines whether CA2 or CB2 is an
input or output. Bits 3 and 4 determine the operation of bit 6 if CA2 or CB2
are set up as input. When  CA2 or CB2 are set up as output bits, 3 and 4
select the type of output that is desired.

The operation of the control lines is covered in this exercise. The software
needed to set up the control lines is relatively simple. The control of inter-
rupts and the processing of interrupt information by software is not covered
in this exercise. Once the programming techniques have been mastered the
handling of interrupts will be undertaken.

Control lines CA1 and CB1 function only as input lines. A transition on  CA1
or CB1 causes bit 7 to be active which if enabled will activate the I RQA and

I RCIB signals at the PIA and the BIRQ line at the CPU. To set  CA1 to operate
on a 0 to 1 transition and to cause bit 7 to activate the BIRQ line, bits 0 and
1 of C R A are set Hi. This can be accomplished with the following instructions:

LDA   #$03 LOAD ACC WITH 03 FOR DATA TO

STA CRA SET CRA BITS 0 AND 1 HIGH

When bit 0 is a 1, an output from CRA bit 7 is enabled which will activate
IFICiik line. When bit 1  is a 1, CRA bit 7 will be set on a 0 to 1 transition of
CA1 line.

I RQB line can be activated in the same manner as I RQA by setting bits 0 and
1 of CRB.

Control lines CA2 and CB2 can operate as either an input or output depend-
ing upon bits 3, 4, and 5 of CRA or CRB. When acting as an input, CA2 and
CB2 operate as CA1 and CB1 except CRA and CRB bit 6 is set rather than
bit 7. The following instructions will set up CA2 as an input line and set bit
6 high which activates I RQA line and terminates at the CPU and connector
A-26 as BIRQ.

LDA  #$18  CA2 SET FOR INPUT BY BIT 5 LOW

STA   CRA AND BITS 3 AND 4 HIGH

The LDA #$18 instruction is used with the STA CRA instruction to set bit F
low and bits 4 and 3 high. With bit 5 low CA2 is set as an input. Bit  4 a
will cause bit 6 to be set on a 0 to 1 transition of  CA2 which activates I RQA
line. Bit 3 a 1 enables bit 6 to activate the I RQA line. CB2 line is set up the
same way as CA2.
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The CA2 line can  be set up as an output by setting bit 5 of CRA high as
follows:

LDA #$38 CA2 IS SET AS AN OUTPUT BY

STA CRA BIT 5 HIGH

The LDA #$38 instruction is used with the STA CRA instruction to set bit 5
high which sets CA2 as an output. With CA2 an output, bit 4 sets the output
as a dc level. Bit 3 determines the level.

PROCEDURE

The control lines associated with each port are used in some microprocessor
systems to handle interrupts which may control peripheral devices. In this
microprocessor the control  lines are not used to interrupt the CPU. How-
ever, they may be used as input or output lines which can be accessed by
you. Input signals can be obtained from ground and +5Vdc signals available
at connector "A". Outputs can be visually observed using LEDs. During this
procedure the control lines will be exercised using short programs.

1. Control line CA1  is only an input . The action of CA1 can be ob-
served by connecting a LED to the BIRO line. Refer to the CPU
schematic diagram.  Connect CA1 (B-18) to digital ground (A-8)
and  LED 4 to BIRO (A-26). Depress RESET. What is the condi-
tion of LED 4?

LED 4 is on.  The Monitor Reset routine disables PIA interrupts. BIRO is
active when low.

2. The following program will set CRA bits 0 and 1 high.

LOCATION  INSTRUCTION  MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 03 START   LDA #$03  SET  CRA  BITS  0  AND  1

0202 78 SEI DISABLE  CPU

INTERRUPT

0203 8D 01 04 STA CRA HIGH

0206 4C 00 02 JUMP START LOOP TO START

What is the function of bit 0 when it is a 1?

Bit 0 being a 1 enables an output from CRA bit 7 which enables /RDA and
BIRO.
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3. What transition of CA1 will set bit 7?

CRA bit 7 will be set on a zero to one transition of CA1 because CRA bit 1 is

high.

4. Load and execute the program listed in step 2. What is the condi-
tion of BIRQ as shown at LED 4? Explain.

BIRO is low since CA1 is connected to ground (LED 4 on).

5. Move the CA1  input from ground to +5Vdc. Describe the action
of BIRQ.

BIRD was enabled (LED 4 off) when CA1  was connected to 4-5Vdc. This  '—
represented a 0 to 1 transition. Note: the LED may go out when the ground
is removed and prior to connection to +5Vdc due to pull up resistors on the
input to the PIA.

6. CB1 can also be used to generate an active BIRQ signal. The PIA B
port Control  Register (CRB) has to be programmed the same as
CRA. This can be done by setting bits 0 and 1 in CRB at address
location 0403. Add the following store instruction after the STA
CRA instruction in the program listed in step 2.

0203 8D    01  04 STA CRA

0206 8D    03 04 STA CRB

0209 4C 00 02 JUMP

What information will be placed in location 0403?

Bits 0 and 1 of CRB will be set high by the STA CRB instruction which will
set CRB bit 7 high on a 0 to 1 transition of CB1.
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7. Connect CB1   to digital  ground at A-10.  Execute the program at
location 0200. Is LED 4 on? Explain.

LED 4 is on since the monitor reset routine clears all interrupts,

8. Move  CB1   input from ground  to +5Vdc. What  is the action  of
LED 4? Explain.

LED 4 went out on the 0 to 1 transition of CB1, indicating that an interrupt
(BIRO) was generated.

9. Reconnect CB1 to digital ground. Did LED 4 change? Explain.

No. CB1 is programmed to generate an interrupt only on a 0 to 1 transition,
and the existing interrupt must be cleared before another one can be gen-
erated.

10. Reset and  execute the program at 0200. Move CB1  from ground
to +5Vdc. What happened to LED 4?

LED 4 went out indicating BIRO is active. Both CA1 and CB1 will activate
BIRO.

11. Control lines CA2 and CB2 can be used as either an input or out-
put. CRA and CRB bits 5, 4, and 3 control the operation of CA2
and CB2. The following program sets CA2 as an input. CRA bit 3
will determine if I RQA will be active.

LOCATION INSTRUCTION REMARKS

0200     A9 18 START LDA     S18 SET BIT 5 LOW, BITS
4 AND 3 HIGH

0202 78 SE I DISABLE CPU INTERRUPT

0203 8D 01 04 STA CRA FOR CA2 AS INPUT

0206 4C 00 02 JMP START

Enter the program into memory.
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In this program the LDA instruction sets CRA bit 5 low setting up
CA2 as an input. Bits 4 and 3 are set high by the 18.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

When bit 4 is high CRA bit 6 is set on a 0 to 1 transition. If bit 4 is
low then bit 6 is set on a 1 to 0 transition. Bit 3 when high enables
an output from bit 6.

12. Connect CA2 (B-20) to digital ground (A-10) and connect LED 4
to BIRQ (A-26).  Reset the CPU. What is the condition of BIRQ
(LED 4)?  Explain.

LED 4 is on since resetting the CPU clears the interrupt.

13. Execute  the  program  at 0200.   Move the  input of CA2  from
ground to +5Vdc. Explain the action of BIRQ.

BIRO (LED 4) went out on the 0 to 1 transition of CA2.

14. Explain how CB2 can be programmed as an input causing CRB bit
6 to be active on a 0 to 1 transition of CB2.

C82 can be programmed by storing 18 in CRB. A STA CRB instruction can
be added to the program listed in step 11 following the STA CRA instruction.

15. Add  a  STA  CRB  (8D  03 04)  at  location  0206.  Connect CB2
(B-19) to digital ground.

16. Execute the program at 0200.  Move the CB2 input connection
from ground to +5Vdc. Explain the action of BIRO.

BIRO is activated (LED 4 is out) on the 0 to 1 transition of CB2.

17. How can CA2 and CB2 be programmed to activate BIRQ on a 1 to
0 transition?

CA2 and CB2 can be programmed for a 1 to 0 transition by setting CRA and
CRB bit 4 low.

18. How should the LDA instruction at location 0201 be changed to
set bit 4 low?

Change the operand from 18 to 08/n location 0201.
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19. Change the LDA instruction operand to 08 at location 0201. Con-
nect CA2 and CB2 to +5V. Execute the program. Move CA2 from
+5V to ground. Explain the action of BIRQ.

BIRO was enabled (LED 4 off) when CA2 was connected to ground.

20. Reset the CPU and execute the program.  Move the CB2 input to
ground. Is the BIRO active? Explain.

When the CB2 input went from 1 to 0 BIRO is active.

21. CA2 and CB2 can be set for an output by setting CRA and CRB
bit 5 high. Bit 4 determines if the output is either a pulse or a level
and bit 3 controls when CA2, CB2 is high or low. This can be ob-
served by stepping through the following program:

LOCATION INSTRUCTION REMARKS

0200     A9 30 START   LDA =S30 SET  BITS  5 AND  4 HIGH

AND BIT 3 LOW

0202 8D 01 04 STA CRA CA2 IS SET LOW

0205     A9 38 LDA =S38 SET BIT 3 HIGH CA2

0207 8D 01 04 STA CRA SET HIGH

020A 4C 00 02 JMP START REPEAT PROGRAM

Load the program into memory.

22. Connect CA2  (B-20)  to  LED 4.  Set  PC to 0200 and single step
through  the  program.   Explain the action  of  CA2 as observed at
LED 4.

As the program is stepped CA2 is turned off when the store instruction at
0202 is executed and turned on  when the store instruction at 0207 is ex-

ecuted.

23. How can  the program  be changed to exercise control line CB2?

Changing the two store instructions to address CAB (0403) will cause CB2 to
be exercised.
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24. Change the store instruction to 8D 03 04. Connect CB2 (B-19) —

to LED 4. Step through the program. Does CB2 operate the same
as CB1? Explain.

Yes.  CB2 is turned off when the store instruction at 0202 is executed and

turned on when the store instruction at .0207/s executed.

CONCLUSION

During this exercise you used control registers CRA and CRB to exercise
related control lines as inputs and outputs. You found that certain bits of
each control register could be programmed to select control line mode of
operation. Control  lines CA1  and CB1  are used as input lines that control
the operation of the IEM interrupt line.

You also discovered that two other control lines, CA2 and CB2, could be
programmed for use as either inputs or outputs.

You demonstrated how these four control lines could be used as Inputs and
outputs using LEDs for visual indications of the input or output. Simple I/O
programming techniques were used to explain the control lines.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the address of C R A and CRB and how is each register addressed?

2. What is the function of control register bits 0 and 1?

3. Explain the function of control lines 2.

4. How is CA2 programmed as an output?
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5. Explain the operation of the following program.

LOCATION INSTRUCTION REMARKS

0200 A9 1B LDA #S1B BIRO   is  a   logic  0  when  a  logic  0  to
logic 1 transition is input

0202 8D 01 04     STA CRA to CA1 or CA2.

0205 A9    39 LDA #$39 BIRO is a logic 0 when a logic 0 to logic

0207 8D 03 04     STA CAB 1 transition is input to CB1. CB2 is pro-
grammed to output a logic 1.
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6.4Basics of I/O Programming
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

At the completion  of this exercise you  will  be able to set the PIA to an
initial  condition and  develop a  program to set up the PIA as an input and
output using logic voltages and LED displays.

DISCUSSION

Since the PIA is used for input/output transfers, it must be programmed to
operate  in  a desired  manner.  In  this  microcomputer,  the PIA  is primarily
used to control  the  keyboard and display and  is  initialized by the system
monitor reset routine when the RESET switch is pressed.

NOTE: The reset routine sets both

ports as output ports and uses them
to display LAb-UP. It then sets A
port peripheral lines 4 through 7 as
input lines to allow a command to
be   entered  from   the   keyboard.
These routines are embedded in the

monitor  and  will  be  covered  in

later exercises.

During this exercise a program will be developed to initialize only the A port
and use  it to  input and output information. The B port can not be shared
with the monitor since the monitor takes precedence over any other usage.

When using the PIA it is necessary to set up each port control register for a
desired operation.  In this exercise only the A port will be used. It will be set
up  for  peripheral   lines  4  through 7 as input  lines and  peripheral  lines 0
through 3 as output lines.

As discussed in earlier exercises each port has addresses assigned to registers
contained within each port. These addresses are as follows:

ADDRESS REGISTER

0400 A    PORT    DATA    DIRECTION    REGISTER (DDRA)
AND OUTPUT REGISTER (ORA) (CONTROLLED BY
CRA BIT 2)

0401 A PORT CONTROL REGISTER (CRA)

0402 B     PORT    DATA    DIRECTION    REGISTER (DDRB)
AND OUTPUT REGISTER (ORB) (CONTROLLED BY
CRB BIT 2)

0403 B PORT CONTROL REGISTER (ORB)

The  PIA can  be divided into two phases, initialization and transfer of data
as shown in Figure 6-10.  During the initialization phase the DDRA is select-
ed and the port's mode of operation is established. Only the A port is to be
used, peripheral lines 4 through 7 will be set as input lines and 0 through 3
will be set as output lines. After the mode of operation is set, the peripheral
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output register is selected to allow the transfer of data between the periph-
eral devices and the CPU. The transfer of data is accomplished by reading
the data on the port's peripheral lines into the CPU accumulator. The input
will only be present on lines 7, 6, 5, and 4. A Logical Shift Right (LSR)
instruction will be used on the program to shift the data from bit position 7,
6, 5, and 4 to bit positions 3, 2, 1, and 0 in the accumulator. The data will
then output to A port peripheral lines PA3, PA2, PA1, and PAO.

The input signals to the A port will be either ground or +5Vdc selected at

SELECT
connector A. The output will be displayed on LEDs 1, 2, 3, and 4.

DDRA

A  basic  input/output program  can  be developed  using the flow chart in
Figure 6-10. You should be aware that once your program has been placed in
the CPU, executed and the PIA input lines connected to ground or +5Vdc the

PIA SET MODEOF monitor program will not be able to operate properly. To reset the CPU you
INITIALIZATION 0 OPERATION

must disconnect all  input connections.  During the exercise procedure you
will develop and execute an input/output program using the flow chart in
Figure 6-10. Since the program will be developed in segments use Table 6-3

SELECTOUTPUT to record the program for easy reference.0 REGISTER

READ

0 PERIPHERALDATA
PROCEDURE

1. The first step in PIA initialization is to select the DDRA. This is
TRANSFER OPERATE done  by setting CRA bit 2 to zero.  List the instructions to do —OF ON INPUT

DATA DATA this?

OUTPUT DATA LDA 400 and STA CRA (A9 00 and 8001 04).
TO

PERIPHERAL

2. How can the DD RA lines 4-7 be set as input lines and 0-3 output
lines?

Figure  6-10. PIA configura-
tion for transfer of data.

By placing a zero into DDRA for each input line and a one for each output
line.

3. List and explain the instructions to set bits 7, 6, 5, and 4 for input
and bits 3, 2, 1, and 0 for output.

0205

A LDA 440F instruction at 0205 is used to set bits 7-4 as inputs and bits 3-0
as outputs.  The STA DORA instruction at 0207 will set up the desired condi-
tion in DDRA (0205 = A9 OF, 0207 = 8D 00 04).
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4. How is the output register selected?

Bit 2 of CRA must be set high to select ORA.

5. List and explain the instructions to be used to select ORA.

020A

A LDA #$04 instruction is used to set CRA bit 2. A STA CRA instruction is
used to place this data in CRA (020A = A9 04, 020C = 8D 01 04).

6. The transfer of data from the PIA to the CPU can be accomplished
by   an   LDA  instruction  that  addresses  A  port  output  register.
List  the  instruction  to  load  the  peripheral  data  into  the  CPU
accumulator.

020F

The AD 00 04 instruction will load the input data into the accumulator. The
CPU can now operate on the input data as determined by the program.

7. The input data has been loaded into the accumulator in bit posi-
tions 7 through 4.  Since the data bus corresponds with accumu-
lator bit positions the input data must be shifted four bit positions
to the right to be output on data bus lines 3 through 0.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

ACCUMULATOR

INPUT DATA OUTPUT

POSITION DATA

POSITION

A  Logical Shift Right (LSR) instruction will shift each bit in the
accumulator right  1-bit position. What is the op code for a LSR
instruction?

The op code for an LSR instruction is 4A.
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8. How many bit positions must the input data be shifted before it is
output? Explain.

Each bit of the input data must be shifted to the right four-bit positions.
Input bit 7 becomes output bit 3 and bit 4 becomes bit 0.

9. Place  LSR instructions in location 0212, 0213, 0214, and 0215.

10. The data is now ready to be output to the peripheral device. List
and explain the instruction to output data.

0216

A STA ORA instruction should be used to output the data. (8D 0004)

11. Place a 4C OF 02 instruction in  location 0219. This instruction

will cause the program to loop back to read input data. Be sure to
complete the program listing in Table 6-3. Compare your listing
with the sample located after the Review Questions.

ADDRESS INSTRUCTION OPERATION REMARKS

0200 A9 00 LDA 4$00 SET CRA BIT 2 TO ZERO

0202 8D 01 04 STA CRA TO SELECT DORA

0219

TABLE 6-3
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12. Load   and   execute  the  I/O  program  starting  at  location  0200.
Connect the LED to monitor peripheral data lines 3-0 as follows:

LED 1 — PA3 (B-4)

LED 2 — PA2 (B-14)

LED 3 — PA1 (B-2)

LED 4— PAO (B-16)

13. Any data bit combinations from 0000 to 1111 may be input by
applying a logic 0 (ground)  or a logic 1 (+5Vdc) on inputs PA7
through PA4. These inputs are accomplished using Digital Ground
at Connector A pins 7, 8, 9, or 10 and +5V at pins 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Connect the input as follows:

Connect

Signal Pin To

PA7 B-10 +5V

PA6 B-8 ground

PA5 B-6 +5V

PA4 B-12 ground

NOTE:  The keyboard display and
Reset   will  not  operate  properly
with any connections made to the
peripheral bus.  These connections
must be removed prior to operating
the CPU from the keyboard.

14. Describe and explain the LED display.

LED LED LED LED

1 2 3 4

LED 1 and 3 are on; 2 and 4 are off. This matches the input signals of +5V
(logic 1) at PA  and PA5 and OV (logic 0— ground) at PA6 and PA4.

15. Place various data combinations on the input lines.

CONCLUSION

The PIA is an input/output interface used with the CPU. In this trainer it is
used primarily to interface between the CPU and the keyboard and display.
The PIA is controlled  by the system monitor.  However, under controlled
conditions it can be used.

You discovered that a program could be developed fairly easily to use the A
port as both an input and an output. Four peripheral lines were set up as
input lines and four peripheral lines were set up as output lines. Input data
was generated using ground or 5Vdc connections. Output data was displayed
on four LEDs.
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The program demonstrated that data can be manipulated by the CPU. In this
example the input data was shifted four places to the right in the accumu-
lator and output to the  LEDs. This data manipulation was necessary since
the input data was available on peripheral data lines PA7-PA4 and the output
data had to be available on peripheral data lines PA3-PAO. Any type of data
manipulation is possible once the data is placed into the CPU.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the function of the PIA?

2. What are the two main sections of an Input/Output program using the
PIA?

3. List the steps necessary for PIA A Port initialization.

4. Explain the type of instruction used to load input data.

5. Explain how PIA Ports are set up for an input port and an output port.
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ADDRESS    INSTRUCTION  OPERATION REMARKS

0200 A9 00 L DA :400 SET CRA BIT 2 TO ZERO

0202 8D 01 04 STA CRA TO SELECT DDRA

0205 A9     OF LDA SET PA4-7 LINES AS

INPUT

0207 8D 00 04 STA DDRA SET PAO-3 LINES AS

OUTPUT

020A A9 04 LDA =`.SO4 SET  CRA  BIT 2  TO  1  TO

020C 8D 01 04 STA CRA SELECT ORA

020F AD   00 04 DATA   LDA ORA LOAD DATA INTO ACC

0212 4A LSR SHIFT

0213 4A LSR DATA

0214 4A LSR RIGHT

0215 4A LSR 4 PLACES

0216 8D  00  04 STA ORA OUTPUT DATA TO LEDs

0219 40  OF  02 JMP DATA GET NEW DATA

ANSWER TABLE 6-3
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UNIT TEST

6
1. The PIA addressing is treated as

a. an Input/Output device.
b. a memory location.
c. a support chip.
d. any CPU register.

2. The address lines used to select the PIA are

a. AB2, AB10 and AB14.
b. AB1, AB10 and AB14.
c. ABO, AB10 and AB14.
d. ABO, AB1 and AB2.

3. Data is written into PIA registers when the

a. R/Wsignal is high.
b. CS2 signal is high.
c. CSO and CS1 signals are low.
d. R/W signal is low.

4. The PIA addressable registers are selected by

a. address lines AB2 and AB10.

b. bits 1 and 2 of CRA or CRB.

c. address lines ABO and AB1.

d. Bits 1 and 2 of DDRA or DDRB.

5. Bit 2 of the control registers are used to access

a. output registers A and B or Data Direction Registers A and B.
b. Peripheral Interface Buffers A and B.
c. Output Registers A and B.
d. Peripheral buses PAO-PA7 and PBO-PB7.

6. To set the A port as an  output all

a. DDRA bits are set to a logic 0 and CRA bit 2 is set to a logic 0.
b. DDRA bits are set to a logic 0 and CRA bit 2 is set to a logic 1.
c. DD RA bits are set to a logic 1 and CRA bit 2 is set to a logic 0.
d. DDRA bits are set to a logic 1 and CRA bit 2 is set to a logic 1.

7. To  output data to peripheral bus PAO-PA7 ORA must be selected by

a. CRA bit 2 set to a logic 1.
b. CRA bit 2 set to a logic 0.
c. DD RA bit 2 set to a logic 1.
d. DDRA bit 2 set to a logic 0.

(Continued on next page.)
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8. Each port has addressable registers.

a. 1

b. 2

C. 3

d. 4

9. Address 0403 selects

a. CRA.

b. CRB.

C. ORA.

d. ORB.

10. Control lines CA2 and CB2 can be programmed to act as

a. an input.
b. an output.
c. an NMI interrupt.
d. both input or output.
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7Logical Operation
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this unit, you  will  be able to explain the pur-
pose of logical  instructions and demonstrate how each is used to establish
the status of specific bits of a byte in the accumulator.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

During your study of digital electronics you were involved with using AND,
OR,  and  EOR  (Exclusive OR)  logic gates. These gates performed specific
logic functions and usually the logic output state was determined by a truth
table developed for that gate.

The microprocessor has a group of instructions that perform the same logic
functions  as  the  logic  gates.  These  instructions  take the contents of the
Accumulator, an operand from memory and perform a bit-by-bit logic opera-
tion. The result of the     logic operation remains in the Accumulator. The
three logic instructions used by the microprocessor are as follows.

AND — perform a logical AND operation

ORA — perform a logical OR operation

EOR — perform a logical Exclusive OR operation

These   three   operations  are   illustrated  using  the  same  accumulator  and
operand values. Each one of logical results would reside in the accumulator
after executing the logical instruction.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Data Bit Position

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 Accumulator (ACC)

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 Operand (from Memory)

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 AND result

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 ORA result

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 EOR result

It is important to realize that these logic operations work on each bit posi-
tion separately and  independently from the others.  For example, bit 7 of
the Accumulator is ANDed with bit 7 of the operand to produce bit 7 of the
result; likewise, bit 6 of ACC is AN Dad with bit 6 of the operand to produce
bit 6 of the result, and so on for the other bits. The same applies for the
ORA and EOR instructions.

During  the  exercises  that  follow you  will  use logical  instructions to test
various  bits  in  the Accumulator.  You will  also use logical  instructions in
input and output operations.
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Figure 7-1 shows the op codes for each instruction address mode.

ADDRESSING MODE

INSTRUCTION  IMMEDIATE  ABSOLUTE  ZERO-PAGE

AND 29 2D 25

ORA 09 OD 05

EOR 49 4D 45

Figure 7-1.  Op codes for each instruction using the three most popular addressing modes.

NEW WORDS AND TERMS

complement — means the opposite. For a binary 1 the complement is a
binary 0. For a binary 0, the complement is a binary 1.

mask — to clear or set specific bits of a given number.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Patch cords
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7_1AND Instruction

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed  this exercise,  you  will  be able to use the AND
instruction  to test one or more  bits in  the accumulator. You will demon-

strate the uses of the AND instruction by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

One use of the AND instruction is to selectively clear specific bits of a data
word  while  not affecting the other bits. This can be done by ANDing the
data word with another word, called a mask, which the programmer chooses
to select the bits he wants to clear.

DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DB1 DBO Data Bit Position

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Data word in ACC

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 Mask for clearing bits 6 and 3

0 0 1 0 0
_

1
_

1 1 Result of ANDing in ACC

The bits of the data word, DB7 through  DBO, are in a pattern of is and Os.
The mask word has is in each bit position except bits 6 and 3. The result of
ANDing the data word  with the mask word shows that bits 6 and 3 are 0
while the other bits are the same as the data word. This is because any bit
ANDed with 0 is 0, and any bit AN Ded with 1 is unchanged.

The overall effect of the operation is to clear bits 3 and 6 of the data word
without affecting the other bits. Any of the data bits can be cleared by plac-
ing a 0 in the appropriate position of the mask word. This process is often
referred to as AND masking.

It is easy to visualize how the AND instruction works when the numbers are
in  binary  form.  However, the microprocessor trainer uses hex  numbers as
input and output data. The hex numbers should be converted to binary for
easy  manipulation with the AND instruction. Figure 7-2 shows the conver-
sion of a hex number to binary and the result of the AND function.

HIGH ORDER  LOW ORDER

MSD  LSD NIBBLE NIBBLE

D16 = 1100 1101 ACC

A B16 = 1010 1011 MASK

8 916 = 1000 1001 RESULT

Figure 7-2.   Convert the bytes in hex form to their four bit binary pairs.

The AND instruction can be used in the Immediate, Zero-Page and Absolute
addressing modes.
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ADDRESSING MODE

INSTRUCTION  IMMEDIATE  ZERO-PAGE  ABSOLUTE

AND 29 25 2D

When using the AND instruction a number is placed in the Accumulator by a
LDA instruction and then the mask is executed by the AND instruction. For
example to mask the number CD16   with AB16  the instructions would be

LDA  #$CD  LOAD CD IN THE ACCUMULATOR

AND  #$AB  MASK CD WITH AB

8916     RESULT OF THE AND OPERATION

The result 8916  remains in the Accumulator and may be placed in memory
using a STA instruction.

PROCEDURE

1. Using your pencil, logical AND hex 8C with hex 47. What is the
ANDed result?

8C

47

RESULTS

The ANDed result is hex 04.

2. Load   the  following  program  into  memory  starting  at  location
0200.

ADDRESS   CONTENTS  INSTRUCTION

0200 A9 8C LDA #$8C

0202 29 47 AND  #$47

0204 00 BR K

Set the  program  counter to  0200.  Using the single step mode,
execute the first instruction of the program. What are the contents
of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains the hex number 8C.

3. Execute the second instruction originating at 0202. What does the
result in the accumulator represent?
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The accumulator contains hex 04 (0000 0100).  This is a result of executing
the AND instruction  which  ANDed  the byte hex 8C (1000 1100) in the
accumulator with hex 47 (0100 0111). Dio0Ofil

0000010D
4. Change the contents of memory location 0203 to hex OF. Set the

program  counter  to 0200.  Single step the program  through the
AND  instruction.   Read the contents of the accumulator. What is

the ANDed result? Explain.

The ANDed result in the accumulator is hex OC (0000 1100). ANDing hex 8C
(1000 1100) with hex OF (0000 1111) will mask the high order nibble hex 8
(1000) but retain the low order nibble, hex C, in the result.

5. If  the  contents  of  memory   location 0203  were  hex  FO  (1111
0000),  what  would  you  expect the ANDed  result to  be  in the
accumulator?

The ANDed result should be hex 80 (1000 0000). ANDing any number with
hex FO (1111 0000) will mask the low order nibble of that number which is

the opposite of ANDing with hex OF (0000 1111) as in step 4.

6. Change the contents of memory location 0203 to hex FO. Switch
to the RUN mode and execute the program from memory location
0200.  Read the contents of the accumulator.  Do they agree with
the number determined in step 5?

Yes.  You should see the hex number 80 is in the accumulator.

7. Load the following program into memory, starting at memory lo-
cation 0300.

ADDRESS    CONTENTS INSTRUCTION

0300 A9     CA LDA #$CA

0302 2D 06 03 AND NUM1

0305 00 BRK

0306 7F NUM1 $7F
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Which addressing mode is the AND instruction?

The AND instruction is using the absolute addressing mode. The contents of
location 0306 is the mask word.

8. Execute  the  program  from   memory   location 0300.   Read  the
contents of the accumulator. Of the eight bits in hex CA (1100
1010 in binary) which bit was masked after executing the AND
instruction?

Bit 7 was masked (set equal to zero). Hex CA (1100 1010) before ANDing.
After ANDing hex CA with hex 7F (01111111) the result is hex 4A (0100
1010).

CONCLUSION

The  AND   instruction  can  be  used  to  mask  bits  in  the accumulator.  It

achieves this by   ANDing the contents of the accumulator with the operand
of the AND instruction. The location of binary zeros and ones in the oper-
and determine which bits of the accumulator byte are masked and those that
are retained when the AND instruction is executed. Logically ANDing bits of
0 and 0, and 0 and  1  produce a binary 0 in the ANDed result. Logically
ANDing bits 1 and 1 will produce a binary 1 in the ANDed result.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain briefly the operation of the logical AND instruction.

2. What are the op codes for the immediate, absolute, and zero page ad-
dressed AND instructions?

3. What is the result of ANDing hex AA with hex 2C?
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7_ 1AND Instruction

4. What is meant by the term masking?

5. Given hex 7F, which number would you select for AN Ding to mask the
high order nibble (bits 4 through 7) and bit 2 of the low order nibble
of hex 7F?
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7_2ORA Instruction

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to understand the
ORA  instruction  to  set  one  or  more  bits  in  the  accumulator.   You  will

demonstrate the ORA instruction by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

The ORA instruction can  be used to selectively set specific bits of a data
word while not affecting the other bits. This is done by using a mask word
which has is only in those bit positions that are to be set.

DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DB1 DBO Data Bit Position

Data word
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Mask for setting
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

bits 4, 5, 6

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
Result of °Ring

The   mask word has is in bit positions 4, 5, and 6. The result of ORing the
mask with the data word produces a word with is in these positions regard-
less of the values of DB6, DB5, and DB4. The other data word bits are unaf-
fected. Any bit 0 Red with 1 is 1, and any bit ORed with 0 is unchanged. This
selective bit setting is called OR masking,

When ORing binary numbers it is easy to see the effect. But using hex num-
bers can be more difficult. As with the AND function it is easier if the hex

numbers are converted to a binary number. Figure 7-3 shows the conversion
of a hex number to binary and the result of the OR function.

HEX BINARY

Accumulator A8 1010 1000

Memory 02 0000 0010

ORed RESULT AA 1010 1010

Figure 7-3.  Using the ORA instruction.

The ORA instruction can be used in the Immediate, Zero-Page and Absolute
address mode.

ADDRESSING MODE

INSTRUCTION  IMMEDIATE  ZERO-PAGE  ABSOLUTE

ORA 09 05 OD

When  using the ORA  instruction  a  number data word is placed in the Ac-
cumulator using an  LDA instruction and then the OR mask is executed by
the ORA instruction. For example to mask the number A816 with 0216 , the
program would be
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LDA  #$A8  LOAD A8 IN ACCUMULATOR

ORA  #$02  MASK A8 WITH 02

AA16   RESULT IN THE ACCUMULATOR

The result AA16   remains in the Accumulator and may be saved using the
STA instruction.

PROCEDURE

1. Using your pencil,  logical  OR  hex  2A with hex 54. What is the
ORed result?

2A

54

OR RESULT

The ORed result is hex 7E.

2. Load  the  following  program  into  memory,  starting  at location
0200,

ADDRESS    CONTENTS  INSTRUCTION

0200 A9 2A LDA  #$2A

0202 09 54 ORA  #$54

Set  the  program  counter to  0200.  Using the single step mode,
execute  the first instruction of the program. What are the con-
tents of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains the hex number 2A.

3. Execute the second instruction at 0202. What does the result in

the accumulator represent?

The accumulator contents is hex 7E.  The contents are a result of executing
the OR instruction which ORed the byte hex 2A  in the accumulator with
hex 54.
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4. Change the contents of memory location 0203 to hex 00. Single

step the program through the first instruction. What is the con-
tents of the accumulator?

After executing the first instruction, the accumulator contains hex 2A.

5. Execute the ORA instruction at 0202. Read the contents of the

accumulator. What is the contents of the accumulator? Explain.

The Accumulator contains 2A. ORing any byte with hex 00 does not change
the value of the byte originally in the accumulator.

6. Change the contents of memory location 0203 to hex FF. Execute
the LDA and ORA instruction. Read the contents of the accumu-

lator. What do you conclude is the result of ORing any byte in the
accumulator with hex FF?

The result of ORing any byte with hex FF changes the value of the byte in
the accumulator to the value of the byte used with the ORA instruction,
hex FF.

7. Load   the   following  program  into  memory  starting  at  location
0300.

ADDRESS   CONTENTS INSTRUCTION

0300 A9 9A LDA   #$9A

0302 OD 06 03 ORA NUM1

0305 00 B R K

0306 40 NUM1 $40

Execute the program at memory location 0300. Read the contents
of the accumulator.  Of the eight bits in hex 9A (1001 1010 in
binary) which bit was set (made equal to 1) while unaffecting the
remaining bits after executing the ORA instruction?

Bit 6 was set.  Hex 9A = 1001  1010 before ORing and after ORing hex 9A
with hex 40, the result is hex dA = 1101 1010.
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CONCLUSION

The ORA instruction can be used to set bits in the accumulator to binary 1.
This is accomplished by ORing the contents of the accumulator with the
operand of the ORA instruction. The location of binary ones in the ORA
instruction determine which bits of the accumulator are set and retained in

the Accumulator when the ORA instruction is executed.  Logically ORing
bits of 0 and 1, 1 and 0, or 1 and 1 will produce a 1 in the same bit position
of the ORed result. ORing bits 0 and 0 will produce 0 in the ORed results.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain the operation of the ORA instruction.

2. What are the op codes for an immediate, absolute and zero page ad-
dressed ORA instruction?

3. What is the result of ORing hex 1D with hex 42?

4. What is the primary use of the ORA instruction?

5. With the contents in the accumulator equal to hex 81, which two num-
bers could you select for ORing to set bit 2 and bit 3 to a 1 while leav-
ing the remaining bits unchanged?
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7_ 3EOR Instruction

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed  this exercise,  you will  be able to use the EOR
instruction to complement one or more bits in the accumulator. You will
demonstrate its use by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

The  Exclusive OR  (EOR)  instruction is the third and final  instruction in a

group of logical operations which the 6502 microprocessor is capable of per-
forming.  When the  instruction  is executed the  byte in  the accumulator is
EORed with  a  byte  in  the  EOR  instruction operand. The EORed result is
placed in the accumulator.

The EOR instruction is often used to selectively invert specific bits of a data
word while not affecting the other bits.

DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DB1 DBO Data Bit Position

Data word
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EOR mask for

inverting DB7

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Result of EOR

operation

The result shows that  DB7  has been inverted, as the result of the 1  in the
mask word,  while the other bits of the data word are unchanged. This is a
result of the following EOR truth table:

DB7 Mask Bit  Result

0 0 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 0
_

Whenever the mask bit is a 1, the result is the inverse of the data bit; when-
ever the mask bit is a 0, the result is the same as the data bit.

The EOR instruction is used to complement any specific bit or group of bits
of the byte in the accumulator.  Figure 7-4 provides an example of using the
EOR instruction.

Accumulator $  80 = 1000 0000

Memory $  OF = 0000 1111

EORed $  8F = 1000 1111

Figure 7-4.   Using the EOR instruction.

The low order nibble of hex 80 is complemented while the high order nibble
is unchanged.
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The EOR instruction can be used in the Immediate, Zero-Page and Absolute
address mode.

ADDRESS MODE

INSTRUCTION  IMMEDIATE  ZERO-PAGE  ABSOLUTE

EOR 49 45 4D

When using the EOR  instruction a number (data) is placed in the accumu-
lator using an LDA instruction and the EOR mask is executed by the EOR
instruction. For example, to mask the number 8016 with 0F16 the program
would be

LDA  #$80  LOAD 80 IN ACC

EOR  #$OF  MASK 80 WITH OF

8F16     RESULT IN THE ACCUMULATOR

The result 8F16 remains in the accumulator and may be saved using the STA
instruction.

PROCEDURE

1. Using your pencil,  logical  EOR  hex 23 with hex 67, what is the
EO Red result?

23

67

EOR

The EORed result is hex 44.

2. Load  the  following  program  into  memory,  starting  at location
0200.

ADDRESS   CONTENTS  INSTRUCTION

0200 A9 23 LDA  #$23

0202 49 67 EOR  #$67

Set  the  program counter to  0200.  Single step through  the first
instruction of the program. What is the contents of the accumu-
lator?

The accumulator contains the hex number 23.
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3. Execute the second instruction originating at 0202. What does the
result in the accumulator represent?

The accumulator contents are hex 44.  The contents is a result of executing
the EOR instruction from 0202 which EORed the byte hex 23 in the ac-
cumulator with hex 67.

4. Change the contents of memory location 0203 to hex F F. Set the
program counter to 0200. Single step through the first instruction.
Read the contents of the accumulator and single step through the
EOR instruction. What is the contents of the accumulator shown

by the display and written in binary form?

The contents of the accumulator are hex dC.  Written in binary form, hex
dC = 1101 1100.

5. Change the operand of the LDA instruction at 0201 to hex AA.
Run the program. What is the contents of the accumulator shown
by the display and written in binary form?

The contents of the accumulator are hex 55. Written in binary form hex 55=
0101 0101.

6. The  table  below summarizes the results of steps 4 and 5 when
the accumulator is EORed with hex FF.

ACCUMULATOR BYTE MASK BYTE EORed RESULT

STEP 4 $23 = 0010 0011 $FF = 1111 1111 $DC = 1101   1100

STEP 5 $AA = 1010  1010 $FF = 1111 1111 $55 = 0101 0101

Looking  at the  binary  equivalents of the  accumulator and the
EORed results, what can you conclude is the result of EORing any
accumulator byte with a mask byte of hex FF?

EORing any accumulator byte with a memory byte equal to hex FF results
in complementing the accumulator byte.
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7. Load  the following  program  into  memory,  starting at location
0300.

ADDRESS   CONTENTS INSTRUCTION

0300 A9 01 LDA #$01

0302 4D 06 03 EOR NUM1

0305 00 B R K

0306 OF NUM1 $OF

Run the program from location 0300. What is unique about the
result in the accumulator?

The accumulator contains hex OE. EORing the byte in the accumulator with
hex OF will complement the low order nibble and retain the high order nibble.

8. Change the contents of memory location 0306 to hex FO. Run the
same program from 0300. What is unique about the result in the
accumulator?

The accumulator contains hex Fl. EORing any byte in the accumulator with
hex FO will complement the high order nibble and retain the same low order
nibble.

CONCLUSION

You discovered that when an EOR mask bit is a 1, the result is the comple-
ment of the data bit placed in the accumulator. Whenever the EOR mask bit
is a 0, the result is the same as the data bit placed in the accumulator. With
appropriate selection of a mask byte any specific bit in the accumulator byte
can be complemented.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain the operation of the logical EOR operation.
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2. What are the op codes for an immediate, absolute, and zero page ad-
dressed EOR instruction?

3. What is one use of the EOR instruction?

4. Which bits of the accumulator byte will be complemented when hex 3E
is EO Red with hex 06?

5. What  mask  byte  would  you  select to  complement bit  7 of the ac-
cumulator?
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EXERCISE

7.4Logical Instruction I/O Programs
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise you will be able to perform logical
instructions using the PIA to  input and  output the information. You will
verify  the operation  by  inputting data and observing the results output to
an LED.

DISCUSSION

There are times when an I/O device has data to input to the microprocessor.
The device could  be a transducer monitoring the temperature of a liquid,
such as in a solar panel. When the temperature reaches a certain point a cir-
culating pump is turned on and when it falls below that point the pump is
turned  off.  We can simulate this action by using a program to monitor the
transducer's  input and  send  a signal  to start the pump.  When  the liquid's
temperature falls below a predetermined point the pump is turned off.

Data  bus bit 7  is used to signal  the CPU  that the  liquid  temperature  has
reached a point for the circulation pump to be started. The CPU uses data
bus bit 3 to start the pump. Data may be available on the other lines such as
the temperature  reading or speed control  for the pump.  This information
will  not be processed  by the program. The I/O program from  Exercise 6-4
can  be modified  to perform  this task  which is contained in Table 7-1. An
AND instruction has been added at location 0212 to mask all bits but bit 7.

The program sets PA4-PA7 lines as input and PA3-PAO as output lines. Data
is  input by the  LDA instruction. Bit 7 is isolated by the AND instruction.
The data is shifted right four places and output on PA3-PAO lines. An LED
connected PA3 will indicate when the pump is on. A logic  1  input on data
line 7 is shifted right and output on PA3 to start the pump. When bit 7 is a
zero the pump will be turned off. The program loops back to continuously
monitor the input data.

NOTE:  There are other methods

of performing  this  task  however,
the intent is to demonstrate the use

of a logical instruction.

PROCEDURE

1. Load   the  following  program   into  memory  starting  at  location
0200.

ADDRESS CONTENTS INSTRUCTION  REMARKS

0200 A9 00 LDA  =-`$00 RESET CRA BIT 2

TO SELECT DDRA

0202 8D 01 04 STA   CRA

0205 A9    OF LDA  #SOF SET  PA4-7  LINES AS

INPUT

0207 8D 00 04 STA    DDRA SET  PAO-3 LINES AS

OUTPUT

Program Continued
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020A A9 04 LDA  #$04 SET CRA BIT 2 TO 1   —

020C 8D 01 04 STA   CRA TO SELECT ORA

020F AD   00 04    DATA    LDA  ORA READ     DATA     INTO

ACC

0212 29 80 AND  #$80 MASK BITS 16

0214 4A LSR

0215 4A LSR SHIFT DATA

RIGHT 4

0216 4A LSR PLACES

0217 4A LSR

0218 8D 00 04 STA   ORA OUTPUT DATA TO

PA3 TO LED 1

021b 4C     OF 02 JMP    DATA GET NEW DATA

TABLE 7-1

2. Execute the program at location 0200.

3. Make the following connections shown in Table 7-2.

From To

PA4  (B12)  DIG GND (A7)

PA7  (B10) DIG GND (A10)

LED 1 PA3 (B4)

TABLE 7-2

What is the condition of the LED? Explain.

The LED is off since PA7 is connected to ground.

4. Connect PA4 to +5Vdc. Explain the condition of the LED.

The LED is still off since PA7 is connected to ground. Note the LED is on
when PA7 input is removed from ground. This is because an open input looks
like a logic high at the PIA peripheral data bus.
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5. Connect PA7 to +5V (Al). What are the conditions of the LED?

Explain.

The LED is on indicating that the temperature reached the point to start the
circulating pump.

6. Connect PA7 to digital ground. Explain the action of the pump.

-

The pump is turned off (LED off) since the liquid temperature fell below a
specified point.

7. Remove the PA7 input from ground and the PA4 input from +5V.
Change  the  AND  instruction  operand  in  location  0213 to  00.
Explain the effect the mask will have on the input data.

The mask is all zeros therefore all bits in the accumulator will be set to zeros.

8. Execute the program at location 0200. Connect the PA7 input to
+5Vdc. Did the LED turn on? Explain.

The LED did not turn on because bit 7 mask is a zero.

9. Remove the PA7 input from +5Vdc. Change the AND mask back
to 80. Execute the program at 0200. Alternately apply ground and
+5V to PA7 input. Does the motor turn off and on?

Yes. The mask is working properly.

10. Can  the  microprocessor  trainer  be  used  to control  peripheral
devices? Explain.

Yes. The trainer can interface with peripheral devices using the PIA.

CONCLUSION

The PIA can be configured to input data which is processed by the CPU. The
result of the logical instruction can then be transferred to the CPU. LEDs
can be used as indicators to verify or simulate the result of an actual useful
operation.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What  is  the  purpose  of the  instructions  in  memory  locations 0200
through 020F in the program?

2. What input logic level is applied to PA7 so that the output (PA3) is a
logic 1?

3. What is the purpose of the LED?

4. What would the output be if mask bit 7 was a zero?  Explain.

5. Explain the operation of the AND #$80 instruction.
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7
1. What is the masking operation performed by a logical AND instruction?

a. clear selective bits

b. set selective bits

c. only clear the low order nibble
d. only clear the high order nibble

2. The accumulator contains  FF. What mask byte is used with the AND
instruction so that the result in the accumulator is FO?

a. OF

b. FO

c. 00

d. FF

3. Which bit of 2816 is masked when ANDed with 2716?

a. bit 0

b. bit 4

C, bit 7

d. bit 3

4. What is the ANDed  result in the accumulator after the instruction at

0202, in the program below, is executed?

0200     A9 413

0202 29 7E

a. 7F

b. 01

C. 4A

d. 25

5. What is the result of ORing 4C16 with 0F16?

a. clears bits 0 and 1

b. 0C16

c. only the bits of the low order nibble are set
d. 4F16

6. What byte would you OR with 6316   to  insure bits 4 and 7 are set?

a. 8616

b. 9016

c. both a and b

d. EF16

7. Which  instruction is used to selectively invert specific bits of a data

word while not affecting the other bits?

a. EOR

b. ORA
C. AND

d. ROR

(Continued on next page.)
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8. What is the EORed result in the accumulator after the instruction at

0202, in the program below, is executed?

0200     A9 27

0202 49     B1

a. B716

b. 9716

C. 7916

d. 9616

9. Which one of the following bytes when used with one of the logical
instructions on F216 will yield the logical result F016?

a. 0016

b. F216

c. 0116

d. none of the above

10. What instruction is used to produce a result 3E16  if the accumulator
contained 1E16   and  mask  byte  used  with  the  logical  instruction is
3616?

a. AND

b. ORA

c. EOR

d. none of the above
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8Microprocessor Arithmetic
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will be able to perform arithmetic
operations using signed and unsigned numbers. You will verify the results by
reading the contents of the accumulator and the processor status register.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

One of the functions expected of a computer is the ability to perform arith-
metic operations. Simple problems and diagnostic routines (test programs)
often  require  the  addition  of two numbers in order to determine that a
selected  value  is reached; or to subtract two numbers to calculate a new
value. These operations are performed in an
shown in Figure 8-1, which is part of the CPU. To perform the calculations
required, and to temporarily store the results, the ALU  uses the accumu-
lator. Notice that both units use the external data bus of the CPU and also

have an internal bus connecting the two units. Data is moved from memory
to the accumulator and ALU over the data bus. During an arithmetic opera-
tion, data is moved between the ALU and accumulator over the internal bus.
The utilization of the internal bus does not require computer instructions to
effect the transfer of data.  Control signals are generated during the arith-
metic operation to transfer data between the ALU and accumulator when
required.

DATA BUS

Z\ Z\

V
ARITHMETIC INTERNAL

LOGIC BUS  N.
ACCUMULATOR MEMORY

UNIT

ALU A M

CENTRAL

PROCESSOR

UNIT

Figure 8-1.  Arithmetic Logic Unit relation to the CPU system.

There are three types of computer instructions involved in arithmetic opera-
tions: 1) data transfer instructions that move data from memory to the ac-
cumulator and from the accumulator to memory; 2) control instructions
that set conditions for the arithmetic instructions or indicate conditions as

the result of arithmetic operations; and 3) the actual arithmetic instructions.

Addition and subtraction takes place in the 8-bit ALU. The addition of two
eight-bit numbers is similar to decimal addition, in that the bits are added
from right to left and every time a binary 1 is added to binary 1 a carry of 1
is generated which is added to the next column at the left. If only positive
numbers are considered, 8 bits can represent 99 decimal numbers (0 to 99),
or 256 hex numbers (hex 00 to FF). It is possible when adding two eight
bit  numbers,  that  a  carry will  be generated by the addition of the most
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significant bits. The carry indicates that the result exceeded the capacity of
the A LU and accumulator.

7654 3210 4-- Bit Position
1111 1110= 254 (ACC)
0000 0110 = 6 (Memory)

Carry [1] <— 0000 0100 = 4 (ACC)

The accumulator contains the result of "4", which is incorrect. One method
of detecting when the result of a computation exceeds the capacity of the
accumulator would be to add a "ninth" bit to the accumulator. This is not

practical since the trainer is an 8-bit system. However, by using a carry flag
located in the of the CPU, shown in Figure 8-2, we
can detect when a carry is generated. The carry flag (bit position 0) will be
set (made equal to 1) when a carry is generated as the result of an addition.
The programmer can examine the carry flag and make adjustments to the
data  or the program  to compensate for the carry. We will show how to
examine the carry flag in a later exercise.

7 0

V PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER

CARRY FLAG

ZERO RESULT

INTERRUPT DISABLE

DECIMAL MODE

BREAK COMMAND

EXPANSION

OVERFLOW

NEGATIVE RESULT

Figure 8-2. Processor Status Register.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

— a group of logic circuits used to per-
form arithmetic, logical, and data manipulations on binary numbers
in a computer.

— binary bits of the processor status register used to indicate the
status of a CPU condition.

— the base number from which the subtrahend is subtracted

from (minuend — subtrahend = difference)

—  result obtained by taking a binary number and
changing each bit to its opposite value.

— an eight-bit register in the CPU containing
seven status flags whose status can be checked in the microprocessor
or in the program being executed.

— most significant bit (MSB) of a data word which can be posi-
tive (0) or negative (1).
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II subtrahend —     the  number  to  be  subtracted  from  the  minuend
(minuend — subtrahend = difference).

twos-complement  — result obtained by adding 1  to the ones-comple-
ment of a binary number.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE

8_1Processor Status Register
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed  this exercise, you will be familiar with the pro-
cessor status register flags. You will demonstrate the status of these flags by
executing  instructions  and  interpreting the two-digit  hexadecimal  byte  in
the display.

DISCUSSION

In the course of learning the function of registers in the microprocessor little
emphasis has been placed on the meaning of each bit. When using the pro-
cessor status register the value of each bit has a specific meaning.

The  processor  status  register consists of eight bits  (binary 1  or 0)  which
indicate  specific conditions  in the microprocessor (processor status)  or  in
the program being executed.  Each bit, called a flag conveys information to
the programmer.  You  can verify the status of any flag with the use of the
trainer (Processor  Status)   PS  key.  The  contents  of  the  processor  status
register is displayed when the PS key is pressed. Both hex digits must be con-
verted to binary to determine the status of each flag. Bit 5 in the processor
status register is not used and may be either set or reset by a program.

Figure 8-3  shows each flag of the processor status register.  Each bit of the
processor status register has its own identity independent of the other status
bits in the register.

00
HEX DISPLAYS

aff

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITIONS

PROCESSOR STATUS

REGISTER "PS"

CARRY

ZERO RESULT

INTERRUPT DISABLE

DECIMAL MODE

0.-    BREAK COMMAND

to. UNUSED

0     OVERFLOW

NEGATIVE RESULT

Figure 8-3.   The flags of the microprocessor processor status register. Checking the flags
status requires converting each hex digit on the display to its equivalent four-bit number.

The  Carry,  Zero,   Break  Command,  Overflow and  Negative  flags are con-
trolled by the operation of programs when executed. The Decimal Mode and
Interrupt  Disable flags are controlled  by instructions. The carry, overflow,
and break command flags may also be set or read by instructions.
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Figure 8-4 shows four instructions, two of which effect the carry flag and
two effect the decimal mode flag. Shown in the figure are the instruction op
codes, description of the operation and pictorial representation of the effect
on the eight bits of the processor status register when each instruction is
executed.

MNEMONIC OP CODE OPERATION LOGICAL DESCRIPTION

CLC 18 CLEAR THE CARRY FLAG
P D C

0 t

SEC 38 SET THE CARRY FLAG
P D C

1

P 0 C'
CLD DR CLEAR THE DECIMAL MODE FLAG

0 t

P D ,   CSED F8 SET THE DECIMAL MODE FLAG

1
t

Figure 8-4.  Descriptions of CLC, SEC, CLD, and SED instructions.

When the trainer is reset the processor status register flags are reset (equal
to binary 0).  Use of any of the four instructions shown in Figure 8-4 will
either place a binary 1 or a binary 0 in the flag location. The SED instruction
sets (binary 1) the decimal mode flag (bit 3). The SEC instruction sets the
carry  flag (bit 0).  Both flags can be cleared by the CLD instruction and
CLC instruction, respectively.

PROCEDURE

1. Press PS key. The display shows PS. - - 00. What is the status of
the processor status register? Explain.

The status register is set to O's when the power is applied and the RESET
button is pressed.

2. Write  CO  into the  processor status register. Which flags are set
(those status bits equal to a binary 1)?

The hex digit C = 1100, represents the high order nibble of the data byte in
the processor status register (PS) which indicates both the N (Negative — bit
7) and V (Overflow — bit 6) flags are set.
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8_1Processor Status Register

3. The hex digit 0, of data byte CO, is equivalent to the low order
nibble. Which status bits (flags) are defined by the displayed low
order hex digit?

The hex digit on the display, equivalent to the low order nibble of the data
byte, represents status bits (flags)  D (Decimal mode — bit 3), I (Interrupt
Disable — bit 2), Z (Zero — bit 1), and C (Carry — bit 0).

4. Write OA into the processor status register. Which flags would be
set?

The hex digit A = 1010 represents the low order nibble of the data byte in
the processor status register (PS), which indicates both the D (Decimal mode
— bit 3) and Z (Zero — bit 1) flags are set while both the I (Interrupt Disable
— bit 2) and C (Carry — bit 0) flags are clear.

5. Reset the  trainer.  What  is the contents of the processor status
register? Explain.

The processor status register is 00. The RESET routine clears all flags.

6. Write the op code 38 for the SEC instruction into memory address
0200. Set the program counter to 0200 and use the STEP key to
execute the SEC instruction. Read the contents of the processor
status register. Which flags were affected by the execution of the
SEC instruction?

The results displayed (PS. - - 21) shows that bits 5 and 0 are set, but the only
usable  flag  is  the carry flag.  Executing the SEC instruction sets the carry
flag. Bit 5 is not used.
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7. Write the op code, 18, for the CLC instruction into memory ad-
dress 0200.   Execute  the  CLC  instruction.   Read  the  processor
status register now. What can you conclude from the result in the
processor status register?

Executing the  CLC instruction caused the carry flag to be cleared as the
contents of the processor status register went from PS. - -21 to PS. - - 20.

8. Write the op code, F8, for the SED instruction into memory ad-
dress 0200. Execute the SED instruction. What is the contents of

the processor status register? Explain.

Executing the SED instruction, set the decimal mode flag (bit 3) as defined
by the hex digit 8 in processor status register (PS. - - 28).

9. Change the contents of 0200 to D8, the op code for the CLD
instruction. Execute the CLD instruction. What affect did it have

on the flags in the processor status register?

Executing the CLD instruction, cleared the decimal mode flag previously set
in step 8.

CONCLUSION

Processor status  register  is an  eight-bit  register.  Each bit is called a flag,
which is used to indicate specific conditions in the microprocessor or in the
program being executed. Bit 5 of the register is not used but it is set by the
execution of the SEC and SED instructions. Four implied addressed instruc-
tions CLC, SEC, CLD, and SED can either set or clear the carry flag or the
decimal mode flag. The status of all flags are clear when the trainer RESET
function is executed.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the intended purpose of the processor status register?
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8_1Processor Status Register

2. How many bit positions are there in the processor status register of the
6502?

3. How can you determine the status of any flag in the processor status
register by reading the contents from the display of the register?

4. Which of the four implied addressed instructions is used to set the carry
flag?

5. If you started with the contents in the processor status register equal to
00 (all flags cleared), what would the contents of the processor status
register be after executing the following program?

MEMORY  CONTENTS

0200 F8 SED

0201 18 CLC

0202 38 SEC

0203 D8 CLD

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT  POSITION

PS.- -
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EXERCISE

8_2Microprocessor Addition
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed this exercise, you will be able to use the micro-
processor to add  numbers in  hexadecimal  or decimal.  You  will  verify the
results of the additions by reading the contents of the accumulator and the
status of the carry flag.

DISCUSSION

Through the years,  we have  performed arithmetic operations involving the
addition  of numbers.  The calculator made arithmetic operation  easier for
us.  However, the calculator is limited to performing mathematical functions.
Now the microprocessor is in wide use. It is capable of performing arithmetic
operations which are used in the processing of data. You will find that there
are instructions which are used in programs to add and subtract numbers.

The instruction used to program the CPU to perform the addition operation
is ADC (Add Memory to the Accumulator with Carry). Figure 8-5 shows the
ADC op codes and the operation equation.

INSTRUCTION ADDRESSING MODE

MNEMONIC  OPERATION  IMMEDIATE     ABSOLUTE     ZERO-PAGE

ADC A+M+C  A 69 6D 65

Figure 8-5.  Op codes and operation of the ADC instruction,

The A represents the accumulator, M for memory, and C for carry. The oper-
ation is defined simply by taking the contents from a memory address loca-
tion, adding  it to the number in  the accumulator with the carry flag and
placing the sum in the accumulator. The carry flag is determined by the sum
in the accumulator caused by a power operation. The arithmetic process of
adding the numbers occurs within  the arithmetic  logic  unit  (ALU)  of the
microprocessor.

Figure 8-6 summarizes the binary addition operation for single-bit numbers.
The sum of two single-bit  numbers produces a  result and  a carry, C. The

A+     B  =   Result     Carry

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

Figure 8-6.  Truth table for addition of single-bit binary numbers.

Carry  (C) is zero unless two binary ones are   added. The carry, C, must be
added to the  next most significant bit such as the 8-bit addition operation
performed by the microprocessor trainer. Only when a carry exists from the
addition of bits in bit position seven will the carry flag be set. With no carry
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generated, the carry flag is cleared. Figure 8-7 shows the binary addition of
two numbers with a sum less than FF. No carry is generated from the addi-
tion in bit position seven and the carry flag status remains cleared.

111 carry generation to next column
A=85= 1000 0101 from previous columns addition
M = 27= 0010 0111

C= 0= 0

AC 1010  1100 C flag remains cleared, C = 0.

Figure 8-7.  Addition of two binary numbers with carry flag cleared.

The carry flag is affected when the sum of binary numbers exceeds the max-
imum value that can be represented in the eight-bit accumulator. Figure 8-8
shows this condition.

11 1 <—  carry generated
A = AA =   1010 1010

M=63   =   0110 0011

C = 0 0

OD 0000 1101

C = 1 Due to the generation of a carry from the addition
in bit position seven

Figure 8-8.  Addition of two binary numbers whose sum exceeds the maximum value dis-
played with two digits.

The carry flag must always be cleared by the CLC instruction before per-
forming addition. If it is set, the sum will be one more than the correct sum.

When adding two numbers in the CPU one number is placed in the accumu-
lator by the LDA (Load the Accumulator with  Memory) instruction. The
second number is added to the first by using the  ADC instruction. The sum
will replace the first number in the accumulator. The numbers to be added
can either be in memory or the operand of an immediate addressed ADC
instruction.

The microprocessor is also capable of performing decimal addition. Setting
the D  (decimal mode) flag by the   SED instruction will cause the CPU to
perform  the decimal addition. When the sum in the accumulator exceeds
decimal 99, the carry flag is set. The carry flag will remain cleared for any
sum of 99 or less.  Figure 8-9 shows the operation of the carry flag as the
result of a decimal addition. The carry flag is cleared prior to the addition.

SUMMED RESULT CARRY

IN THE ACCUMULATOR FLAG STATUS CONTENTS

decimal 99 or less 0 correct

greater than decimal 99 1 overflow

Figure 8-9.  The status of the carry flag after an addition is performed.
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8_2Microprocessor Addition

PROCEDURE

1. If the carry flag is clear (C = 0), what would the sum be after the
ADC instruction (A+M+C -> A) is executed?

7654 3210  Bit Position

(A) Accumulator = 0100 0101

(M) +  Memory = 0010 0111

(C) +   Carry  = 0

In binary form, the answer is 0110 1100 equalling a hex 6C which is the sum
of 45 and 27. No carry is generated from the summation of bits in bit posi-
tion seven.

2. Load the following program into memory. Set the program count-
er to  0200 and  the  mode switch to the  HALT/STEP position.
Single step through the LDA instruction. What are the contents of
the accumulator?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A9  45 LDA 4$45

0202 69 27 ADC 27

The accumulator contains $45.

3. Single  step  through  the  immediate  addressed  ADC  instruction.
Explain briefly the contents of the accumulator.

By executing the ADC instruction, the number in the accumulator, 45, was
added with the operand of the ADC instruction, 27, and the sum was placed
in the accumulator which is 6C.
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4. Write 01 into the processor status register (sets the carry flag; C=
-

1). Single step through the two instructions in memory locations
0200 and 0202.  Read the contents of the accumulator. What af-

fect is there on the sum of the two numbers with the carry flag
set?

The contents of the accumulator is 6d. One is added to the sum of 45 and 27

as the result of the carry flag being set.

5. Enter the following program into memory.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 EA NOP  (NO OPERATION)

0201 18 CLC

0202 A9  45 LDA #$45

0204 69 27 ADC #$27

0206 00 BR K

Set the  program  counter to  0200. Write 01  into the processor
status register to set the carry flag.  Do not RESET the trainer. —
Single step through the first two instructions executing the CLC
instruction. What is the status of the carry flag?

Once the CLC instruction was executed, the carry flag was reset or cleared
(status changed from a binary 1 to a binary 0).

6. Single step through the remaining instructions. Is the sum in the
accumulator as expected? Explain.

The CLC instruction, when used before any addition operation, will insure
the sum in the accumulator is as expected.

7. Write the op code, F8, into memory address 0200 to add the SED
instruction to the program. Execute the SED instruction. What is
the status of D flag?

The D flag status is now a binary 1 which was set from the execution of the
SED instruction.
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Microprocessor Addition

8. Execute each  of the remaining instructions.  Explain the summed
result found in the accumulator.

Setting the D flag configures the microprocessor to perform decimal addition.
The contents of the accumulator 72 is the decimal sum of 45 and 27.

9. Perform the operation of the ADC instruction (A+M+C  A) with
the following numbers. What is the sum and the condition of the
carry?

(A) Accumulator =  1001 0011

(M) +   Memory =  1100 0000

(C) +  Carry = 0

The sum is 0101 0011 with a carry generated from bit position seven.

10. Load  the following program  into  memory. The CLD instruction
at 0300 is used to clear the D flag to configure the microprocessor
to   perform   hexadecimal   addition.   Execute   the   program   from
memory  address  0300.   Read  the  contents  of  the accumulator.
Explain the summed result found in the accumulator.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0300 D8 CLD

0301 18 C LC

0302 A9  93 LDA #693

0304 69  CO ADC #$C0

0306 00 BR K

You  would expect to see  153 but since the number exceeds the maximum
value of the accumulator only the 53 is shown.
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11. What is the status of the carry flag? Explain.

The carry flag is set indicating an overflow in the accumulator. The carry flag
status (set) in instances such as these reinforces the need to always use the
CLC instruction before any addition operation. Notice that the B (Break)
flag is set indicating that a Break (00) in location 0306 was executed.

CONCLUSION

The microprocessor can add numbers in both decimal and hexadecimal. The
mode depends on the condition of the D flag in the processor status register.
When the D flag is set, decimal addition is performed. When the D flag is
reset, hexadecimal addition is performed.

The status of the carry  flag  informs  the programmer if an overflow has
occurred in the accumulator. Before any 8-bit addition operation, the carry
flag must be cleared. The maximum sum that can be contained in the ac-
cumulator is F F16 or 9910.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain the operation described by the equation A+M+C  A
for the ADC instruction.

2. What instruction must always be used to clear the carry flag prior to
performing any addition instruction?

3. When the carry flag is clear (binary 0) after an addition, is the contents
of the accumulator valid? Explain.
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8_2Microprocessor Addition

4. The carry flag is cleared before an addition operation, but is set after
the addition. Has an overflow occurred in the accumulator?

5. What instruction is used prior to an addition or any arithmetic opera-
tion to configure the microprocessor to perform decimal addition?
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EXERCISE

8_3Microprocessor  Subtraction
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise, you will be able to use the micro-
processor to subtract numbers  in  hexadecimal  or decimal.  You will verify
the results of the subtractions by reading the contents of the accumulator
and the status of the carry flag.

DISCUSSION

The  mnemonic  SBC represents the subtract instruction for the micropro-
cessor.  Figure 8-10 shows the SBC op codes for three addressing modes and
explains the operation. The subtraction (SBC) instruction subtracts the con-
tents of a memory  location  from the contents of the accumulator with a
borrow. C indicates a borrow which is obtained from the carry flag. When a
borrow occurs the carry flag is complemented. The carry should be set prior
to a subtraction and will remain set if the difference is correct.

INSTRUCTION ADDRESSING MODE

MNEMONIC  OPERATION  IMMEDIATE  ABSOLUTE  ZERO-PAGE

SD,T, A- r,q-c;   A E9 ED E5

Figure 8-10.  Op codes and operation of the 6502 SBC instruction.

The carry flag must always be set (made equal to a binary 1) prior to execut-
ing the SBC instruction. The difference in the accumulator is correct when
the carry flag remains set after executing the SBC instruction. An incorrect
result clears the carry flag and the difference in the accumulator is negative.
The carry flag  is used for both decimal or hexadecimal mode subtractions.

Figure 8-11   summarizes   binary   subtraction   for  single-bit   numbers.  The
subtraction  of two single-bit numbers produces a  difference and a borrow
(Bo).  The borrow (Bo)  is zero unless the bit B is greater than bit A which
creates a  borrow of one.  During an eight-bit subtraction performed by the
CPU a borrow must be subtracted from the next most significant bit in the
number.  Only when  a borrow is needed for the subtraction in bit position
seven will the one in the carry flag be used. When this occurs, the carry flag
is cleared and the difference result will be less than zero. Figure 8-12 shows
two  examples  of  eight-bit  binary subtraction.  Figure 8-12  (a)  shows the
binary  subtraction of two numbers without affecting the carry flag.  Figure
8-12 (b) shows how the carry flag set status is cleared as a result of a borrow
from bit subtraction in bit position seven.

A  —  B  Difference  Borrow (B0)

0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0

1 o 1 0

0 1 1 1

Figure 8-11.  Truth table for subtraction of single bit binary numbers.
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Carry Flag Set Prior To Subtraction

1 <- Borrow Conditions -+ 111

A=AA = 1010 1010 A=    86 = 1000 0110

M = 86 = 1000 0110 M=   AA = 1010 1010

=  0 0 E= 0 = 0

A -* 24  = 0010 0100 A->   DC = 1101 1100

C = 1 since no borrow was C = 0 since a borrow was

required from the subtraction required from the i.ubtraction

in bit position seven in bit position seven.
Result is in twos-complement.

(a) (b)

Figure 8-12.    Two examples of subtraction with binary numbers and the affect on the
carry flag.

We should  know what difference to expect when subtracting two binary
numbers. However, the CPU does not actually subtract as we subtract binary
numbers.  The  CPU  performs  subtraction  by  using  the twos-complement
method.

Twos-complement  involves changing the value of the subtrahend to ones-
complement and  adding one to  it.  The ones-complement is obtained by
changing each 0 to 1 and each 1 to 0. The twos-complement is formed by
adding one to the ones complement.

A =  babilebt
—M =  subtrahend

difference

For example:

BASIC  NUMBER ONES COMPLEMENT TWOS COMPLEMENT

86 = 1000 0110 0111 1001 =79 79+1 = 0111 1010 = $7A

After the twos-complement is performed on the subtrahend the two num-
bers are added together and a difference is obtained. The CPU automatically
performs  the  twos-complement  for  any  subtract operation.  Figure  8-13
shows the difference of AA-16 — 8616 in Figure 8-12 (a) using twos-comple-
ment arithmetic. A carry is generated from the sum of bits in bit position
seven which is the one value which sets the carry flag. This indicates that the
subtrahend is smaller than the minuend.

STRAIGHT

SUBTRACTION  TWOS-COMPLEMENT

A  =  AA A=AA = 1010 1010

M =  86 M- 7A  =01111010

C  = 0 +  C = 0 0

24 A-*  24 = 0010 0100

Figure 8-13.  Difference using twos-complement.
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In the addition exercise you learned a set carry flag indicates an overflow.
With twos-complement arithmetic, a set carry flag indicates a correct result
since twos-complement is another way to perform subtraction.

PROCEDURE

1. The carry flag  is set (C = 1).  Perform the binary subtraction of
AF-62 using the formula A—M—C—> A.

(A) Accumulator = 1010  1111

—(M) 0110  0010

The eight-bit difference is 0100 1101 = 4D.  Remember the carry flag was
originally set when performing the subtraction in the formula.

2. Load   the   following   program   into   memory.   Set  the  program
counter to 0200 and the mode switch to the HALT/STEP posi-
tion.  Single step the SEC instruction. What is the status of the
carry flag?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 38 SEC

0201 A9  AF LDA #$AF

0203 E9  62 SBC 4462

The carry flag is set resulting from executing the SEC instruction.

3. Single   step   the  LDA  instruction.  What  is the  contents of  the
accumulator?

The accumulator contains A F.

4. Single step the SBC instruction. What is the contents of the ac-
cumulator representing the difference of 62 from AF?

The difference in the accumulator is 4d.

5. Replace  the  SEC   instruction   with   the  op  code 18.  The  CLC
instruction is used to clear the carry flag. Add a BRK instruction
to the program.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 18 CLC

0201 A9   AF LDA #$AF

0203 E9  62 SBC #$62

0205 00 BRK
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Execute the program  from  memory  address 0200.  Read the dif-
ference in the accumulator. Why is the difference one leEs than the
difference in step 4?

Clearing the carry flag before the subtraction caused the difference to be 4C,
and not 4D.  Remember from the formula A—M—C -4A, the carry flag is used
as a borrow term.  With  the carry flag equal to 0 a borrow was made.  The
carry flag must always be set prior to performing an 8-bit subtraction opera-
tion.

6. Replace the op code, 38, for the SEC  instruction  into  memory
address 0200.  Reverse the operands of the LDA and SBC instruc-
tion by writing 62 into memory address 0202 and AF into mem-
ory address 0204. This will perform the subtraction of AF from
the smaller number 62. Execute the program from 0200. Explain
the results.

The difference is b3. Checking the processor status register shows the carry
flag is a binary 0 which indicates the result in the accumulator is less than
zero.

7. Write  F F  into memory address 0202. Execute the program from
0200.  Check the status of the carry flag. Is the difference in the
accumulator positive?

The difference is 50 which is positive since the carry flag is set (equal to
binary 1) after the subtraction operation.

8. Modify the program being used to the following:

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 F8 SED

0201 38 SEC

0202 A9  89 LDA #89

0204 ED  08  02 SBC NUM1

0207 00 BRK

0208 36 NUM1   36
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What  will  the program  accomplish  using the absolute addressed
SBC instruction?

The program  will subtract decimal 36 from decimal 89 because the micro-
processor A LU is configured to perform decimal arithmetic since the SED
instruction (op code F8) is used.

9. Execute  the  program  from  memory  address 0200.  By checking
the status of the carry flag, are the contents in the accumulator
positive?

The accumulator contains decimal 53 and the carry flag is set indicating the
contents are positive.

CONCLUSION

Binary   subtraction   is   performed   in   the   CPU   by   the   twos-complement
method.  Like addition, the results of binary subtraction can be verified by
checking the status of the carry flag. Always remember to set the carry flag
prior to executing a subtraction instruction. A set carry flag after the sub-
traction  of two numbers will  indicate a positive difference in the accumu-
lator. Negative results are verified by a clear carry flag. The same conditions
apply for the decimal mode.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly  explain  the operation described by the equation A—M—C —> A
for the SBC instruction.

2. What should the status of the carry flag be prior to executing the SBC
instruction?

3. Provided the carry flag is set prior to executing the SBC instruction in a
program,  what will  the status of the carry flag be if the difference in
the accumulator is negative?
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4. When the operand of an immediate addressed SBC instruction is greater
than the byte in the accumulator and the SBC instruction is executed,
what  is the status of the carry flag?  Is contents in the accumulator
negative?

5. Write  a  simple  program  using zero-page  addressing to subtract  the
number 2216 in memory address 0007 from 7016 in memory address
0006. Start the program at memory address 0000.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0000
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8_4Signed Addition
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to perform signed
addition using the trainer.  You will verify the results by executing simple
addition programs and interpreting the status of the N and V flags.

DISCUSSION

In  our  discussions involving the addition and subtraction of numbers, no
mention was made about the sign of a number. Two hexadecimal numbers
were simply added or subtracted and the status of the carry flag was used to
indicate the validity of the result found in the accumulator. What happens if
the  addition  was  performed  with  signed  numbers  (positive  and  negative
numbers).

The carry flag resulting is not used during the addition of signed numbers.
During signed operations, the status of the N (negative flag) and the V flags
(overflow flag), bit position six and seven of the processor status register, are
the indicators for signed arithmetic.

A signed numbered value is defined by seven  bits with the eighth bit, the
most significant bit (MSB), used as the sign bit shown in Figure 8-14.

MSB
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 <-BIT POSITION

Or

L IF 1: negative signed (-) number
Sign Bit

a.   IF 0 : positive signed (+) number

Figure 8-14.  Representation of a signed number.

The largest positive signed number is 7F or decimal 127 as shown in Figure
8-15.

MSB

7 6 5 4 1 <-BIT POSITION

0 1 1

0 indicates

positive (+)
number

Figure 8-15.  Representation of the maximum positive signed number.

Hex  numbers 00 — 7F represent the positive signed numbers which can be
used. The maximum negative signed number is hex 80. The most significant
bit  is  a  1  and all  other bits are 0 as shown in  Figure 8-16. The decimal
equivalent to hex $80 is —128.

MSB

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 +-BIT POSITION

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 indicates

negative (-)
number.

Figure 8-16.  Representation of the maximum negative signed number.
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Negative numbers must be inserted into memory in twos-complement form.
For example, if we want to add hex +28 and —OA. The negative OA must be
converted to the twos-complement form prior to inserting the number into
memory. To convert OA to the twos-complement form we first obtain the
ones-complement and add one to it.

7654 3210     Bit Position
ADDITION PROBLEM

0000 1010     OA 28 =  0010 1000

1111 0101 = Ones-complement +F6 =  1111 0110

1
1E =  0001 1110

1111 0110 = F6 (twos-complement of OA)

The N and V status flags are used for signed arithmetic. The N (Negative)
flag is bit 7 of the processor status register. When set to a one it indicates the
number in the accumulator is negative. The number must be converted to its
twos-complement to find the actual answer. A zero indicates a positive num-
ber is in the accumulator. When this occurs the answer is known immediately
and there is no need to perform a twos-complement conversion. There is no
instruction to set or clear the N flag. It will automatically be set or cleared
depending on the result of the addition of signed numbers.

The results of addition can be checked by the status of the V (overflow) flag,
bit position 6 of the processor status register. Unlike clearing the carry flag
prior to any addition, the V flag does not have to be initialized prior to sign-
ed arithmetic operations. The V flag can be cleared by CLV instruction (op
code B8). After a signed addition, the result found in the accumulator is
correct if the status of the V flag remains cleared (a binary zero). By reading
the status of N flag at the same time will indicate the sign of the number in
the accumulator.  However, when the V flag is set, it indicates the result in
the accumulator is incorrect and the status of the N flag may not be mean-
ingful. Figure 8-17 summarizes the condition of both the N and V flags for
signed addition operations.

PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ,—.BIT POSITION

NEGATIVE

(N) FLAG OVERFLOW (V) FLAG

0 indicates 0 indicates the result in the accumulator is valid;
A positive no  overflow  of  additions totally  greater than
result +127 or —128.

1 indicates 1 indicates an overflow in the accumulator due to

A negative addition  of  gigned    numbers  totalling  greater
result than +127 or —128.

Figure 8-17.  Summary of conditions of a signed addition operation with its effect on the
N and V flags.
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EXERCISE

8_4Signed Addition

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program starting at memory address 0200 to
perform the addition of positive signed numbers. The sum is less

than  the  maximum  positive  value  7F1 6   defined  by seven  bits.
Single step through the first instruction. What is the status of the

V  flag?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 B8 CLV

0201 18 CLC

0202 A9  21 LDA

0204 69  34 ADC -'=,134

0206 00 BRK

The V flag (overflow flag - bit position 6 of the processor status register) is
cleared, the function provided by the CLV instruction.

2. Execute the remaining steps in the program. The contents of the
accumulator  should   be  55.   How  can  you verify the result  is a
positive number?

Reducing 55 to its eight bit equivalent 0101 0101 and seeing that the most
significant bit (MSB bit position seven) is a binary 0 indicates a positive result
in signed addition.

3. Change  the  contents  of  memory   location  0203  to 40.   Is 4C a
positive or negative number?

Hex 4C is a positive number (0100 1100 — MSB is a binary 0).

4. Execute the program  from memory address location 0200.  Read
the contents of the accumulator. Explain the result.

The result indicates an overflow.  The contents of the accumulator (80) ex-

ceeds the maximum positive value that can be represented in seven bits (7F)
with the eighth bit, the sign bit.
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5. Read the contents of the processor status register.  Explain how
the status of the V and N flags can be used to indicate the over-
flow in the accumulator (80).

The status of the N flag (Negative flag — bit position seven of the processor
status register) is set indicating a negative number. The V flag (overflow flag)
is set indicating an overflow occurred indicating the contents of the accumu-
lator (80) exceeded the capacity to represent a signed number.

6. Perform the addition of —5F and hex 34. What is the twos comple-
ment number to be written into memory location 0203 prior to
performing the program addition?

Hex Al is the twos-complement number of —5F to be written inro memory
location 0203.

7. Execute the program from memory address location 0200. Check _

the status of the N and V flags.  How does your interpretation of
the   flags  status  determine  the  validity  of  the  contents  in  the
accumulator?

The V flag is cleared indicating no overflow. The N flag is set which indicates
the number in the accumulator is negative and must be converted to its twos-
complement form to determine the answer which is —28.

8. Change the operand of the ADC instruction  in memory address
location 0205 to DE. Execute the program from memory address
0200. Check the status of the N and V flags. Is the contents of the
accumulator valid for adding two negative numbers?

No. Adding two negative numbers you would expect the result to be negative,
but the N flag is cleared showing the answer is positive and the V flag set,
shows there is an overflow, which means the contents of the accumulator
(7F) exceeded the capacity of representing the sum with two digits.
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8_4Signed Addition

CONCLUSION

Signed addition can be performed by the trainer. Both positive and negative
numbers are indicated by the eighth bit of the number which is the sign bit.
The remaining seven bits make up the value of the number.   A binary 0 in
the sign bit indicates a positive number which can be any number from 00 to
7F. A binary 1 in the sign bit indicates a negative signed number which can
be any number from 80 to FF. Negative signed numbers are placed in mem-
ory in the twos-complement form.

A binary 0 in the N flag indicates a positive result of signed addition. A
binary 1 shows the result is negative. The validity of the result is indicated
by the V flag. A binary 0 status of the V flag indicates no overflow occurred
and the result is valid. A binary 1 status indicates overflow occurred and the
result exceeds the capacity to represent a positive or negative signed number
with two digits.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Which two flags of the processor status register are used to indicate the
condition of the result from signed addition?

2. What can  you  conclude about the results found in the accumulator
from the signed addition of numbers if the V flag is set?

3. What is the maximum positive and negative 8-bit binary and hex num-
bers represented by decimal values +127 and —128?

4. What is the significance of the carry flag in signed addition operations?

5. In what form is a negative signed number placed in memory?
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EXERCISE

8_5Signed Subtraction
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to perform signed
subtraction using the trainer. You will verify the results by executing simple
subtraction programs and interpreting the status of the N and V flags.

DISCUSSION

The  principles  discussed  for signed addition are the same for signed sub-
traction. The N and V flags status can be used to interpret the result of the
difference in the accumulator.  Any time the N  flag is a binary 1, the dif-
ference is a negative value and must be converted to the twos-complement
form to read the difference. A cleared (binary 0) N flag, shows that the dif-
ference is a positive value. The positive sign bit requires no twos-complement
of  the  difference  result.  The validity  of the  difference,  like the  sum in
addition,  is indicated  by the status of the V flag. A correct difference is
indicated when the status of the V flag is clear (binary 0). A set flag in-
dicates an overflow condition. Overflows occur when differences exceed 7F

(decimal +127)  or  80  (decimal —128).   Negative  numbers  are  written  in
twos-complement form. The carry flag is not used with signed arithmetic.

Figure 8-18 shows an example of subtracting two signed numbers. Negative
number (-5) is shown in twos-complement form. Positive three from nega-
tive five is a straight forward subtraction of ones and zeros. The result is in
twos-complement  form  which  indicates  the  difference is negative.  Figure
8-19 shows how to convert the difference in twos-complement form to the
actual negative value of the difference. Once converted, you can see that the
difference of F8 equals —8.

—5=  1111   1011 =  FB   (twos-complement)

—(+ 31=  0000 0011  = 03

1111 1000 =   F8

Figure 8-18.  Subtraction of two signed numbers.

Difference Result (twos-complement) = 1111 1000 = F8

Convert the result to its ones-complement = 0000 0111 = 07

Add +1 1

0000  1000  =  -08  Negative Result

Figure 8-19. Determining the result when the difference is in twos-complement form.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following program starting at memory address 0200 to
perform the subtraction of positive signed numbers.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 B8 CLV

0201 38 SEC

0202 A9  6F L DA -=--$6F

0204 E9  4A SBC #$4A

0206 00 BR K
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Signed Subtraction

Execute the program from memory address location 0200. What is
—

the contents of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains 25 which is the difference result of 4A subtracted

from 6F.

2. The difference in the accumulator is 25. How can you verify the
difference is a positive signed number using the number itself and
by the status register?

Hex 25 is equivalent to binary 0010 0101 the most significant bit is a binary
0 indicates a positive number.  The N flag (bit 7) is a binary 0 also indicating
that the difference is positive.

3. Change the contents of memory address location 0203 to 10. The
program  will  subtract 4A  from 10.  Execute the program from
memory address 0200.  Read the contents of the accumulator. Is
the result using signed numbers correct?

The V flag is clear indicating no overflow. The N flag is set indicaCng a nega-
tive difference and the number (C6) in the accumulator is converted to twos.

complement to find the difference equal to —3A.

4. Change  the contents of  memory  address  location  0203 to C9.
Execute the program from memory address location 0200. Check
the status of the N and V flags. How does your interpretation of
the  flags  status determine  the validity  of  the  contents of the
accumulator?

The subtraction was performed with a positive number (4A) subtracted from
a negative number (C9). We should expect a negative result. The status of the
N flag is cleared (binary 0) indicating a positive result but since the V flag is
set states that an overflow exists which means the  difference  result (7F)

exceeded the capacity of representing the difference with two digits.
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8_5Signed Subtraction

5. Change  the operand of the SBC instruction in  memory address
location 0205 to 97. With this change, what will the subtraction
problem be?

The program will now subtract the number (97) from C9.

6. Execute the program from memory address location 0200. Check
the status of the N and V flags. Is the contents of the accumulator
indicating the correct result of subtracting two negative numbers?

Yes.   The N flag is cleared indicating a positive result and since the V flag is
cleared indicates the result in the accumulator (32)/s correct.

CONCLUSION

Signed subtraction can be performed by the trainer. The principles discover-
ed with signed addition are analogous to signed subtraction. The status of
the N and V flags are used to check the differences. The carry flag is not
used. Negative numbers must be in twos-complement form.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is indicated by the N  and V flags when performing signed sub-
traction?

2. What  meaning does the status of the carry flag have for signed sub-
traction operations?

3. What can you conclude about the status of the V flag when a positive
number is subtracted from another positive number?
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Signed Subtraction
4. What will the difference be for the signed subtraction and the condition

of the N and V flags for the following;

F F

— 80

5. After the subtraction of lA from 50 the difference is 36 with the N and

V flags reset. Is the difference valid?
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UNIT TEST

8
1. Which  one  of the  following  describes the  processor status  register?

a. a sixteen bit register
b. has two bits known as flags
c. register which indicate conditions in the CPU or the program being

executed

d.  register which is used by the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) or the
CPU

2. Which one of the following is not a flag of the processor status register?

a. equal
b. carry
c. zero

d. negative

3. Which instruction mnemonic is used to clear the carry flag?

a. SED

b. SEC

C. CLD

d. CLC

4. What area of the CPU does the addition of two numbers take place?

a. accumulator

b. processor status register
c. arithmetic logic unit
d. X index register

5. Which one of the following answers is correct, when $FF is added to
$02 with the carry flag initially cleared (C = 0)?

a. $00 with the carry flag cleared
b. $01 with the carry flag set
c. $FF with the carry flag set
d. $FD with the carry flag cleared

6. Why is it necessary to clear the carry flag prior to performing the addi-
tion of two 8-bit numbers?

a. to be able to add two numbers

b. to perform decimal addition
c. to insure the sum of two numbers will not exceed $FF
d. to insure a correct sum of two numbers

7. Which one of the following answers is correct when $67 is subtracted
from $AA with the carry flag initially set?

a. $43 with the carry flag set
b. $32 with the carry flag set
c. $27 with the carry flag cleared
d. $27 with the carry flag set

11,1111LIIILIUL/fI   !MAL  payc.)
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8.  Which of the following flags are used as indicators of signed arithmetic?

a. negative
b. overflow

C. carry

d. both a and b

9. Which of the following indicates an overflow condition exists with the
addition of two signed numbers?

a. the sum exceeds $F F
b. the sum exceeds +1271 o

c. the sum is less than +12710

d. the V flag is cleared

10.   What is the answer in performing the signed arithmetic of the follow-
ing? — OA

—(-1C)

a. $26 with N and V flags cleared
b. $12 with N and V flags cleared
c. $1A with the N and V flags cleared
d. $1A with the N flag set and the V flag cleared
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UNIT

9Branching and Program Loops
UNIT OBJECTIVE

Upon completing this unit you will be able to demonstrate the use of branch
instructions using simple programs.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

In previous exercises instructions in a program were processed in sequence,
since they were placed in memory locations following each other. When the
program was executed, the first instruction was processed and followed by
the second instruction, the third instruction, and so on until the program
halted.

There are times when we would like to leave one part of a program and go
to another. This process is called branching and can be accomplished using a
group of instructions called branching instructions. These instructions use
the processor status register to determine when a branch will take place. In
the previous unit we looked at the flags in the processor status register to tell
us   if an  addition  or subtraction  produced  a  carry  or  borrow.  By  using
branching instructions, a program can be written to test a flag in the pro-
cessor status register and branch to another location if the flag is set. If the
flag was reset the next instruction in the program is executed. This is called a
conditional branch as shown in flow chart form in Figure 9-1.

LOAD

NUMBER 1

ADD

NUMBER 2

BRANCH TO
NEW PROGRAM

COUNTER
LOCATION

CONTINUE IN

PROGRAM
SEQUENCE

Figure 9-1.  Conditional branching flow chart.

Branch instructions use an addressing mode called re14tiveltckkes*g., The
relative addressing mode causes the operand of the instruction to be added
to the contents of the program counter to form the new address. This allows
the programmer to specify the new address with a two byte instruction.

Program loops are used to compare one number with a group of numbers in
memory.   Loops are also used for program time delays as will be demon-
strated in the iast exercise.
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Branching and Program Loops

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

- use of a branch  instruction to cause the CPU to re-execute a
group  of  instructions  until  the  condition of the flag changes and
allows the program to proceed in normal sequence.

offset  —  the operand of a branch  instruction which  is added to the
contents of the program counter.

relative addressing  — type of addressing used  by branch  instructions
which specifies the new program address by adding an offset byte
to the contents of the program counter.

tinier — sequence of instructions which are repeated as many
times as are needed to produce a specific time delay.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Patch Cords
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EXERCISE

9_1Branching Instructions
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to test the status of
flags  in  the  processor  status  register  using  branch  instructions.  You  will
demonstrate these instructions by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

Branching instructions are used to allow a programmer to alter the sequential
flow of a program. The progression through a program is controlled by the
program  counter.   Normally  the  program  counter  is  set  to the beginning
program address and incremented until the program is complete. Branching
instructions allow the sequencing of the program counter to be altered.  In
this manner instructidns in the program may be skipped over. All branching
instructions test flags in the processor status register. A branch to another
location is executed depending upon the status of the flag.

To perform any branch, the program counter must be changed. This is done
using relative addressed branching instructions. The value of the operand in
the branch instruction is added to the program counter. The result is a new
value being placed in the program counter which is the address of the next
instruction to be executed.

The branch to a new location is determined by the status of the flag being
tested,  For example, if the branch on carry flag set instruction  is used, a
branch to a new location will occur only when the carry flag is set. If the
carry flag is not set, the next instruction in the program is executed.

The following example shows a branch on carry set (BCS) instruction using
an MN value of 2016  in the operand.  If the carry is set, the new program
location would be 0036. The BCS offset value (2016) is hexadecimally add-
ed to the address of the instruction following the BCS instruction (0016).

ADDRESS  OPERATION  OPERAND  REMARKS

0010 LDA NUM1 LOAD FIRST NUMBER

0012 ADC NUM2 ADD SECOND NUMBER

0014 BCS 20 TEST   FOR   CARRY   FLAG  SET.

IF SET, BRANCH TO 0036.
0016 STA SUM IF     THE     FLAG     IS     NOT   SET,

STORE   THE    RESULT   OF   THE
0018 BRK ADD IN SUM.

0036 BRK NEW  INSTRUCTION  TO  BE  EX-
ECUTED   AS   RESULT  OF   THE
SET CARRY FLAG

If the carry flag is not set, the branch is not taken. The result of the add
instruction  is  stored in  location SUM by the STA instruction at location
0016.
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Branching Instructions

The branch on carry set instruction  (BCS)  is one of eight branch instruc-
tions. Figure 9-2 lists all the branch instructions. Notice that they all use the
relative addressing mode. This will be discussed in the next exercise.

)ROCESSOR

STATUS
MNEMONIC  OP CODE  MODE MEANING

BIT

TESTED

BCC 90 Relative Branch on Carry Clear 0

BCS BO Relative Branch on Carry Set 0

BEQ FO Relative Branch on Equal, the zero flag set 1

BNE DO Relative Branch on Not Equal, zero flag cleared 1

BMI 30 Relative Branch on Minus 7

BPL 10 Relative Branch on Plus 7

BVC 50 Relative Branch on Overflow Clear 6

BVS 70 Relative Branch on Overflow Set 6

Figure 9-2.   Branch Instructions, Op Codes and Processor Register Bits Tested.

PROCEDURE

During this exercise the flags will be controlled by writing a hex number to

the processor status register to set or clear specific flags for the purpose of
learning how each branch instruction works. The flags are normally set by a
program which is covered in Exercise 9-2.

1. Enter the following instructions into memory starting at address
location 0200 to test the carry flag.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 90 08 BCC STOP BRANCH TO STOP WHENCARRY

FLAG = 0.

0202 BO 06 BCS STOP BRANCH TO STOP WHEN CARRY

FLAG = 1.

0204 A9 FF LDA '$FF LOAD ACCUMULATOR WITH $FF

0206 00 BRK HALT

020A 00 STOP   BRK STOP

Press  RESET. What is the status ot the carry tlag in the processor

status register?

The carry flag is cleared (C = 0). The processor status register is PS. - 00.
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9_1Branching Instructions

2. Use the single step mode, set the program counter to 0200, and
execute  the  first  branch  instruction  (BCC) at memory  location
0200. Why is the display showing 020A 00 and not 0202 BO after
the execution of the BCC instruction?

With the carry flag cleared (C = 0), the test condition defined by the BCC
instruction (branch on carry flag cleared, C = 0)/s satisfied and the operand
(08) is added to address 0202 placing the program counter at 020A.  This is
the next instruction to be executed as a result of satisfying the BCC instruc-
tion.

3. RESET the trainer. Write 0116 into the processor status register
(PS). What is the status of the carry flag?

The carry flag is set (C = 1).

4. Execute the BCC instruction at location 0200 in the single step
mode. What is the outcome of executing the BCC instruction?

Since the carry flag is set, the condition of the BCC instruction is not satisfied,
no branch is taken, and the program continues in sequence to 020280 which
is the next instruction.

5. Single step the BCS instruction. Why is the display showing 020A
00 and not 0204 A9 after the execution of the BCS instruction?

With the carry flag set (C = 1), the BCS instruction is satisfied. The operand
(06)  is added to address 0204 causing the program to branch to location
020A.  This is the next instruction to be executed as a result of satisfying the
BCS instruction.
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Branching Instructions

6. RESET the trainer and execute the program from memory address
0202.   Read  the contents  of the accumulator.  Explain how the
contents of the accumulator is FF.

When   the  BCS  instruction   was  executed,  the branch condition  was not
satisfied as a result of the carry flag being cleared and the program continued
in sequence to the L DA instruction placing FF in the accumulator.

7. Write FO into memory location 0200 and DO into location 0202.
The program will test the status of the Z (Zero) flag using the BEQ
instruction (at location 0200) and the   BNE instruction (at loca-
tion 0202). Write 0216 into the processor status register. Single step
the BEG instruction. Explain the contents of the program counter.

ADDRESS     CONTENTS

0200 FO  08 BEC1 STOP  BRANCH TO STOP WHEN Z
FLAG = 1

0202 DO  06 BNE STOP  BRANCH TO STOP WHEN Z

FLAG = 0

0204 00 BR K HALT

020A 00 STOP     BR K STOP

With the Z flag set indicating a zero result in the accumulator, the BED in-
struction is satisfied setting the program counter to 020A which is the next
instruction to be executed.

8. Write 0016  into the processor status register. The Z flag is now
cleared. Single step through the program. Which branch instruc-
tion was satisfied? Explain.

The BNE instruction is satisfied since the Z flag is cleared.

9. Modify the program by changing the contents of 0200 to 3016 _
and 0202 to 1016. The program will test the status of the N flag
with the use of the BM I instruction at location 0200 and the BPL

instruction at location 0202.
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9_1Branching Instructions

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 30  08 BMI STOP BRANCH TO STOP WHEN N

FLAG = 1

0202 10  06 BPL STOP  BRANCH TO STOP WHEN N
FLAG = 0

0204 00 BRK HALT

020A 00 STOP BRK STOP  FOR  SATISFYING CONDI-

TIONS   OF    BRANCH   INSTRUC-

TIONS.

Write 8016   into the processor status register. Single step to exe-
cute  the  BMI   instruction.  Explain  the contents of the program
counter.

With   the N flag indicating a  negative  result in the accumulator,  the BMI
instruction is satisfied setting the program counter to 020A which is the next
instruction to be executed.

10. Write 0016  into the processor status register.  The N flag is now
cleared.  Single step through  the program.  Which  branch instruc-
tion was satisfied? Explain.

The BPL instruction is satisfied since the N flag is cleared indicating a positive
result in the accumulator.

11. Modify the program  by changing the contents of 0200 to 7016
and 0202 to 5016. The program will test the status of the V flag
with  the use of the  BVS  instruction  (at  location 0200) and the
BVC instruction (at location 0202).

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 70  08 BVS STOP  BRANCH TO STOP WHEN V
FLAG = 1

0202 50  06 BVC STOP  BRANCH TO STOP WHEN V

FLAG = 0

0204 00 BR K HALT

020A 00 STOP BR K STOP
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Write 4016  into the processor status register. Single step to exe-
cute  the  BVS instruction.  Explain the contents of the program
counter.

With the V flag set indicating an overflow condition, the BVS instruction is
satisfied setting the program counter to 020A which is the next instruction
to be executed.

12. Write 0016  into the processor status register. The V flag is now
cleared. Single step through the program. Which branch instruc-
tion was satisfied? Explain.

The BVC instruction is satisfied since the V flag is cleared indicating a non-
overflow condition.

CONCLUSION

There are  eight branch  instructions which test the flags in the processor
status register. If the condition of the branch instruction is satisfied by the
status of a flag, the CPU is directed to an instruction in the program other
than the instruction following the branch instruction. When conditions of
the branch instruction are not satisfied by the status of a flag, the CPU con-
tinues executing the program in sequence and no branch is taken.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are branch instructions used for?

2. What happens when a branch instruction condition is satisfied?

3. How will the CPU treat a branch instruction whose condition is not
satisfied?
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9.1Branching Instructions

4. Which branch instruction is satisfied when the N flag is set?

5. Analyze the program below. Which branch instruction will be satisfied?

ADDRESS     CONTENTS

0200 38 SEC

0201 F8 SED

0202 AD  OD  02 LDA NUM1

0205 ED  OE   02 SBC NUM2

0208 90 02 BCC STOP 1

020A BO 03 BCS STOP 2

020C 00 STOP 1 BR K

020D 80 NUM1 $80

020E 40 NUM2 $40

020F 00 STOP 2 BR K
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EXERCISE

9_2Relative Addressing
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will understand how to branch
forward  and  backwards  using both  positive and  negative offset.  You  will
demonstrate these features by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

All branch instructions use a two-byte format. The first byte is the op code.
The second  byte  is called an offset, which is added to the contents of the
program  counter to  obtain  the new program  address.  This  method  of ad-
dressing is called relative addressing.

The offset byte is treated as a signed binary number with bit 7 being the sign
bit.  This gives a range of decimal —128 to +127 or hex —80 to 7F for the
offset value. This means that the contents of the program counter can be in-
creased  or decreased  to  obtain the branch to address. The direction of the

branch,   in  a  forward  or  backward  direction,  depends on  the sign  of the
offset.

Figure 9-3 shows an  example of a program  using the    BCC instruction to
branch forward if the branch condition is satisfied.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 18 CLC CLEAR CARRY FLAG C = 0

0201 A9  01 LDA #$01  LOAD ACC WITH 01

0203 69   05 ADC #$05 ADD  05  TO  01   IN   THE  ACCUMU-
LATOR

',205 tf BCC FWD   IF   C  =  0   BRANCH   FORWARD TO

0221

0207 00 BRK IF C = 1 BREAK (STOP)

0221 FWD  NEXT INSTRUCTION

Figure 9-3.   An example of a positive signed number offset byte to demonstrate branch-
ing forward.

The branch  on carry clear instruction  tests the condition of the carry flag
after the addition  of 0116  plus 0516.  The result equals 0616  which leaves
the  carry  flag cleared.  The  BCC  instruction  is satisfied  and the branch  is
taken.  If the branch  instruction was not satisfied, the program would con-
tinue  in sequence with  the  next instruction  at 0207.  The branch offset is
calculated by subtracting the address of the instruction following the branch
instruction from the address you want the branch to take place, as shown in
Figure 9-4. As a result of taking the branch, the program jumps to 0221 for
the next instruction.

New program counter 0221 branch forward address

value

Current program — 0207
counter value

1A OFFSET byte value in hex

Figure 9-4.  Simple subtraction determines the offset for a branch instruction.
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Relative Addressing

The result of the subtraction is the value of the offset to use as the operand
of the branch instruction. This value can be no greater than 7F.

Branching backward  is often  used to loop a program or to repeat program
steps. When branching backward, the offset byte is a negative signed number
represented in the twos-complement form.

Figure 9-5 illustrates the use of a negative offset in a program to loop back
and repeat program steps.  If the carry flag is set, the condition of the BCC
instruction  is not satisfied and the next instruction is executed. When the

branch instruction is satisfied, the program branches backward to 0200. The
offset byte, A9, is in twos-complement form representing the negative signed
number. When added to the program counter address 0257,  it selects the
new program address and the next instruction.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 NEXT INST.  GO NEXT INST.

0250 18 CLC CLEAR CARRY FLAG

0251 A9  01 LDA #$01 LOAD ACC WITH $01

0253 69   05 ADC #$05 ADD $01 + $05

0255 90  A9 BCC GO IF   C  =  0  BRANCH  BACKWARD
TO 0200

0257 00 BR K IF C = 1 BREAK (STOP)

Figure 9-5.   Program example using a negative offset to branch backwards.

The new branch address (0200) is subtracted from the address of the next in-

struction (0257)  following the branch  instruction. This is shown in Figure
9-6. The offset must be a negative binary number to  reduce the program
counter to 0200. The negative offset is placed in twos-complemeit form as
shown in  Figure 9-7.  First the ones-complement is formed and adding one
forms the twos-complement.

Current program counter value 0257

Backward branch new address —   0200

5716 (hex) — 0101 0111 -
decimal 87

Figure 9-6.  Determining the offset by subtracting.

Difference = 0101   0111  =  5716

Ones-complement =  1010  1000

Add 1 1

Twos-complement 1010  1001  =  A9

OFFSET =  A9

Figure 9-7.   Finding the negative offset of a branch instruction by using
the twos complement.

The value A9 is the negative offset which is the operand of the BCC instruc-
tion in Figure 9-5.
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PROCEDURE

1. Load   the   following  program  into  memory  starting  at  location
0200. The BEQ instruction  is satisfied when the contents of the

accumulator equals 0016  and the branch is taken to the addition
routine at memory address location 0208. What is the offset value
of the BEQ instruction necessary to direct the CPU to the ADDZ
addition routine?

ADDRESS     CONTENTS

0200 A9  00 LDA =S00

0202 FO  04 BEQ ADDZ

0204 18 CLC

0205 69   20 ADC -7-$20

0207 00 BRK

0208 18 ADDZ CLC

0209 69  40 ADC =$40

020B 00 BRK

The offset (second byte) of the BEQ instruction is 0416.

2. Execute  the  first  instruction using the single step  mode. Single
step   the   BEQ   instruction.   Explain  the  action  of  the  BEQ  in-
struction.

Since the contents of the accumulator is 0016, the Z flag is set which satisfies
the conditions of the BEQ instruction and the branch is taken to location

0208.

3. Read  and   record the contents of the program counter.  Explain
how the memory address location was determined?

The program counter reads 0208.  The new memory address location can be
determined by subtracting the memory address following the branch instruc-
tion from the new branch address.
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4. Change the offset in memory address location 0203 to 0716. Ex- —
ecute the program. Why does the program jump forward to 0206?

The BEO instruction is satisfied and adding the offset (0716) to the memory
addressed location (0204), of the first instruction immediately following the
branch instruction in sequence, jumps the program to 020B (0204 + 0007 =
020B).

5. Load  the  following  program  into  memory  starting  at  location
0200. The program will continue to branch backwards (loop) until
the difference detected in the accumulator is zero and the program
stops.

ADDRESS     CONTENTS

0200 AD  09  02 LDA NUM1

0203 38 SEC

0204 E9 01 LOOP SBC #S01

0206 DO    F C BNE LOOP

0208 00 BR K

0209 02 NUM1 $02

Single step through the BNE instruction. Where does the program
branch to when the BNE instruction is executed?

The program loops back to memory address location 0204.

6. Read the contents of the accumulator and the Z flag (bit 1) of the
processor status register.  Explain why the branch condition was
satisfied.

The condition of the BNE instruction is satisfied when the Z flag is reset.

7. How is the memory address location 0204 derived as a result of
satisfying the BNE instruction?
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The offset of the ONE instruction, FC, represents a negative signed number in
twos-complement which when added to the memory address of the next in-
struction, immediately  following the ONE instruction, jumps the program
to 0204 (0208 + FFFC = 0204).

8. Single step through the remaining steps. What happens when the
BNE instruction is executed again?

As a result of the loop, the SBC instruction decremented the contents of
memory location 0209 to 0016 setting the zero (Z) flag. The BNE instruction
is not satisfied and the program halts at 0208.

CONCLUSION

All branch instructions are two bytes in length with the second byte (oper-
and) called the offset. Adding the offset byte to the contents of the program
counter causes the program to branch to the new address provided the condi-
tion of the branch instruction is met. When branching forward the value of
the offset byte can be any positive signed number up to and including 7F.
When branching backward the value of the offset byte is a negative signed
number in twos-complement form having any value from FF1 6  to 8016

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What does the second byte of a branch instruction represent?

2. What type of number is the offset byte?

3. What is the range that a program can branch forward or backwards?

4. What number form is the negative offset byte?
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5. Given the program steps below, what is the value of the offset needed
to branch the program backwards to memory address 0240 when the
BCC instruction (op code 90) is satisfied?

0240     A9  F F

0260 90 Branch back to 0240

0262 00
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9_3Compare Instructions
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will know how to compare the
values of two numbers by using compare instructions. You will demonstrate
the use of compare instructions by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION

There are three instructions used to compare the contents of CPU registers
to the contents of memory. They are the compare memory with the accumu-
lator (CMP),  compare   memory  with   the  X  register  (CPX),  and  compare
memory with the Y register (CPY). Since all three instructions operate in the
same  manner,  we will  discuss the most used. The instruction  is the CMP
instruction.

The compare memory  with the accumulator (CMP)  instruction  is used to
compare a value in memory to a value in the accumulator without changing
the value of the accumulator.

The CMP  instruction affects certain  flags.  The Z  flag is set upon an equal
comparison.  The  N  flag  is set if the value of the memory byte less the ac-
cumulator byte  leaves a one in bit seven, otherwise it is cleared. The carry
flag is set when the value in memory is less than or equal to the accumulator,
and   reset  when   the value  in  memory  is greater than  the value  in  the ac-
cumulator.

The three instructions are listed in Figure 9-8.

ADDRESSING MODE

MNEMONIC  OPERATION IMMEDIATE  ABSOLUTE  ZERO PAGE

CMP A-M C9 CD C5

CPX X-M E0 EC E4

CPY Y-M CO CC C4

Figure  9-8.     The three comparison instructions with op codes for all addressing modes.

The  compare   instruction   makes  a signed comparison  between two values
using the Z, N and C   flags to record the result of the comparison. The re-
sults of a comparison are:

FLAG RESULT
DESCRIPTION N Z C

Accumulator is less than memory set reset reset

Accumulator is equal to memory reset set set

Accumulator is greater than memory reset reset set

NOTE:    The result of the compari-
son is also the same for the X and
Y registers.
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Branch instructions follow a compare instruction to check the status of the
flags.

INSTRUCTION  DESCRIPTION

BCC CHECK IF ACCUMULATOR IS LESS THAN MEMORY

BEG CHECK IF ACCUMULATOR IS EQUAL TO MEMORY

BEG and BCS CHECK IF ACCUMULATOR IS GREATER THAN MEMORY

BCS CHECK     IF     ACCUMULATOR     IS    GREATER    THAN    OR

EQUAL TO MEMORY

To  illustrate this,  in the following example the compare (CMP) instruction
contains the value CONST.  NUM  is compared to CONST.  If  NUM  is less
than CONST, a branch is taken to BRK at LESS. If NUM is equal to CONST,
a branch is taken to BRK at EQUAL. When NUM is greater than CONST, a
branch is taken to BRK at GREATER.

ADDRESS OPERATION  OPERAND REMARKS

0000 LDA NUM Load first number.

0002 CMP CONST Compare NUM to CONST.
0004 BCC LESS If NUM is less, branch to LESS.
0006 BEG EQUAL If NUM is equal, branch to equal.
0008 BCS GREATER If  NUM  is  greater,  branch to greater,

000A NUM .BYTE

000B CONST .BYTE

000C LESS  BRK

000D EQUAL  BRK

000E  GREATER  BRK

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program  into memory starting at C200. The
program will check the number 5016 against a constant (CONST)
and  depending  upon  the  result  of  the  comparison,  one of the
branch instructions will be satisfied.

ADDRESS     CONTENTS

0200 D8 CLD

0201 18 CLC

0202 A9  50 L DA $50

0204 CD 10  02 CMP CONST

0207 90 04 BCC LESS

0209 FO   03 BEG EQUAL

020B BO   02 BCS GREAT

020D 00 LESS BRK

020E 00 EQUAL     BRK

020F 00 GREAT     BRK

0210 60 CONST $60
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Execute the first three instructions. What are the contents of the

accumulator and the status of the N, Z and C flags?

The accumulator contains 5016 and all three flags are cleared (equal to zero).

2. Execute the CMP instruction at memory location 0204. Explain
the operation of this instruction.

It compares 6016, the number in 0210, with 5016 in the accumulator.

3. Verify and explain the status of the N, Z, and C flags.

The N flag is set since the result of A-M (50 —60) is a negative result. The Z
flag is cleared since A-M is a non-zero result, and the C flag is cleared since
5016 is less than 6016.

4. Based on the status of the flags, which branch instruction will be
satisfied?

The BCC branch instruction is satisfied and the program jumps to the break
instruction at 020D.

5. Step through the BCC instruction. Which branch instruction was
executed?

The  BCC  instruction  was executed as expected since  the carry  flag  was
cleared.

6. Change the contents of location 0210 to 5016. Execute the pro-
gram through the CMP instruction. What is the status of the same
flags after executing the CMP instruction?

The N flag is cleared and both the Z and C flags are set as a result of execut-
ing the CMP instruction indicating that the number in the accumulator equals
the contents from memory.
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7. What branch instruction will be executed?  Explain.

The BEQ instruction will be executed since the Z flag is set.

8. Single step the program until the program branches to one of the
BRK instructions. Which branch instruction is satisfied?

The BEQ instruction is satisfied as stated in step 7.

9. Change the contents of location 0210 to 4F. Execute the program
through the CMP instruction. What is the status of the flags after
executing the CMP instruction?

The N and Z flags are cleared and the C flag is set.

10. What branch will be taken? Explain.

The program will branch to GREAT with the C flag set.

11. By   single  stepping  through  the  remaining  instructions did  the
program branch to GREAT?

Yes, the program branched to GREAT as explained in step 10.

12. Change the op codes in location 0202 to A2 and 0204 to EC. The
program will compare memory and the X register. Place 5016 in
location 0210.   Repeat steps  2 through  11.  How do the results
compare with those of the CMP instruction?

They were the same.

13. Change the contents of location 0202 to AO and 0204 to CC. The
program will now use the CPY instruction to compare memory
and the Y  register.  Place 5016  in location 0210. Repeat steps 2
through  11. What can you conclude about the usage of the CPX
and CPY instructions compared to the CMP instruction?

The same branch instructions were satisfied. Usage of the CPX and CPY in-
structions operate the same as the CMP instruction except the X   and Y
registers are used in the comparison instead of the accumulator.
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CONCLUSION

The  three compare  instructions  are  identical  in operation except for the
register used for the comparison. The CMP instruction compares the accumu-
lator  with   memory.   The  CPX  instruction  compares the  X  register with
memory. The CPY instruction compares the Y register with memory. The
compare instruction may be followed by a branch instruction to check the
status of the flags set by the compare instructions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What affect will  the execution of a CMP instruction have on the con-

tents of the accumulator?

2. What flags are affected by the CMP instruction?

3. Explain the operation of the CMP instruction.

4. When   a  CMP  instruction  is  executed  and  the  accumulator value  is

larger than the constant in memory, what will the status of the Z and
C flags be?

5. What is the difference in using the CPX and CPY instructions compared
to the CMP instruction?
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Bit Testing 9
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to check bits in the
accumulator or memory using the BIT instruction. You will demonstrate the
operation of the BIT instruction using simple programs.

DISCUSSION

The BIT instruction is used to test bits in the accumulator with memory. If
the ANDed result is not equal to zero, the Z flag is reset. If the result is equal
to zero, the Z flag is set. The result in the accumulator is not changed. The
use of the  BIT  instruction  allows individual  bits  in the accumulator to be

checked with a mask located in memory. A branch on results not zero (BNE)
instruction and a branch on result zero (BEQ) following the BIT instruction
will allow a decision to be made as a result of the compare. For example, to
check the status of bit 1 in the accumulator use the mask byte 0216.

7  6  5 4 3 2   1  0 BIT POSITION

Accumulator = OA = 0  0  0 0 1 0   1  0

Moniory =  02 0  0 0 0 0  0   1  0

AND RESULT   = 0 0 0 0 0  0   1  0

Z FLAG =0

The following program shows the result of this comparison. Since the result
is  not zero,  the Z  flag  is  reset. (Bit 1  in the accumulator and  bit one  in
memory are equal.) The BNE instruction would branch to TEST halting the
program.

LDA OA LOAD NUMBER

BIT 02 TEST BIT 1

BNE TEST BRANCH TO TEST IF BIT 1 = 1

BRK STOP IF BIT 1 = 0

TEST  BRK STOP IF BIT 1 = 1

If bit 1  in the accumulator is a zero, the BNE instruction would not execute
a branch and the program would halt at the location following the BNE in-
struction.

The BIT instruction op codes are shown in Figure 9-9.

ADDRESSING MODE
MNEMONIC OPERATION

ZERO PAGE  ABSOLUTE

BIT A.\  M,    M7 — N,     Me -- V 24 2C

Figure 9-9.   BIT instruction op codes.
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The BIT instruction also checks bits 6 and 7 of a memory location and trans-
fers their status to the V and N flags in the processor status register. This
operation is useful  in checking the status of input devices without using a
mask. In the following example we will assume that memory location 0000
is a status register for two I/O devices. Device A (DEV A) will set bit 7 and
device B (DEV B) will set bit 6 when they want to be serviced by the CPU.

BIT 0000 I/O STATUS REGISTER

BMI DEV A TEST FOR BIT 7 = 1

BVS DEV B TEST FOR BIT 6 = 1

BR K

DEV A   BR K DEV A SUBROUTINE

DEV B    BRK DEV B SUBROUTINE

The BIT instruction tests the I/O status register at location 0000. If device A
sets bit 7, the BMI instruction is executed and the branch is taken to DEV A.
If device B sets bit 6, the BVS instruction  is executed and the branch  is
taken to DEV B.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the program into memory at address 0200. This program
will test bit 1 of the accumulator. The BIT instruction is located at

0202. The mask 0216 is located at 0206. Single step through the
first instruction. What are the contents of the accumulator and the

status of the Z flag?

ADDRESS CONTENTS

0200 A9 03 LDA #503

0202 2C  06 02 BIT NUM1

0205 00 BR K

0206 02 NUM1  $02

The accumulator contains 0316. The Z flag is cleared.

2. Execute the BIT instruction at 0202. Does the AN Ding operation
of the BIT instruction alter the contents of the accumulator or

memory location 0206?

No.   The contents of both the accumulator and memory are the same.

3. Read  the contents of the processor status register. What is the
status of the Z  flag?  Explain.

The Z flag is cleared indicating that the ANDed result is not equal to zero.
Bit 1 in the accumulator and in memory are a binary one.
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4. Change the value in 0201 to 0416    Execute the program at 0200.
What is the status of the Z flag? Explain.

The Z flag is set (PS = 32) indicating that the result is equal to zero. Bit 1 in
the accumulator is a zero and bit 1 in the memory byte is a one which when
ANDed together produces a zero.

5. Enter the program in memory at location 0200. The program will
test bits 6 and 7 of location 0000 which serves as an I/O status

register.
ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS  REMARKS

0200 2C  00  00 BIT DEV R TEST  BITS 6  AND 7  OF  DEV  REG  AT

LOC 0000

0203 30   03 BMI DEV A  IF   BIT  7   -   1   BRANCH  TO A  DEVICE
SUB

0205 70   02 BVS DEV B  IF   BIT  6   =   1   BRANCH  TO  A  DEVICE

SUB

0207 00 BRK BITS 6 AND 7 = 0

0208 00 DEV A    BRK DEV A SUBROUTINE

0209 00 DEV B     BRK DEV B SUBROUTINE

6. Place 0016   in  location 0000.   Execute  the program at location
0200. What is the status of the N and V flags? Explain.

The N and V flags are reset (PS high nibble = 3) since bits land 6 of location
0000 are reset.

7. Place 8016  in memory location 0000 to indicate device A (DEV
A)  wants  service.  Step  through  the BIT instruction at location
0200. What is the status of the N and V flags? Explain.

The N flag is set (PS high nibble = A).  This is due to memory location 0000
containing 8016. The V flag is reset.

8. What branch instruction will be executed?

The 8MI instruction at location 0203 will be executed branching to location
0208.
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9.  Single step through the BMI  instruction. Where did the program
branch to? Explain.

The program counter reads 0208 indicating that the BMI instruction was
executed and the program branched to the device A  (DEV Al subroutine.

10. Place a 6016 in memory location 0000 to indicate device B (DEV
B) wants service. Step through the BIT instruction. What is the
status of the N and V flags? Explain.

The N flag is reset and the V flag is set. (PS high nibble = 62). This is due to
memory location 0000 = 6016.

11. What branch instruction should be executed?

The B VS instruction should be executed.

12. Step  through  the  program.  Where  did  the  program branch to?
Explain.

The  program  branched  to location  0209  when  the BVS instruction  was
executed.

CONCLUSION

The  BIT  instruction  allows you  to  test  individual numbers either in the
accumulator or in memory. The result of the test is placed in the processor
status register. When a bit in the accumulator is tested, the result will either
set or reset the Z flag. Bits 7 and 6 in a memory location are transferred to
the N and V flags (bits 7 and 6) in the processor status register. This instruc-
tion allows you to check the status of numbers and make program decisions
when the BIT instruction is followed by branch instructions which test the
status of bits 6 and 7.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What flags are used by the BIT instruction?
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2. When the BIT instruction is used to test bits in the accumulator what

flag records the result?

3. When the ANDed result is not zero, what is the status of the Z flag?

4. After  a  BIT  instruction  is  executed  the  N  flag  is set. Which bit in
memory set the flag?

5. What memory bit status is recorded in the V flag of the processor status
register when a BIT instruction is executed on a byte from memory?
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9_5Time Delay Loops
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will know how to write time
delay  programs.  You  will  demonstrate  the operation of time delays in a
simple program.

DISCUSSION

A microprocessor can execute an  instruction in several microseconds. This
speed of execution can cause problems when operating with peripheral de-
vices which tend to operate at slower speeds. The CPU can be placed in a
kW before proceding in the program when servicing an input device. A loop,
consists of a few instructions and may serve no other purpose than to delay
the CPU when executing a program.  Another use of a program loop is to
debounce switches. Up to now, we have seen how a hardware debounce cir-
cuit was a latch. A program delay loop can perform the same function as a
hardware latch. The delay loop is nested (placed) within a program to slow
the execution time of the program to insure no bounce remains and true
logic  levels are input from the peripheral to be processed. These loops use
branch instructions to branch backwards to form at

The typical delay  loops are created by conditional testing of flags using a
branch  instruction.  A program shown  in  Figure 9-10 loads the X register
with the number 1016.

LDX #$10

LOOP  DEX

BNE LOOP

NEXT INSTRUCTION

Figure 9-10.     Time delay program equivalent to 81  microseconds delay before NEXT
INSTRUCTION is executed.

The contents of the X register is decremented by the DEX instruction. The
X register is tested to see if the contents is 0016. If not, the program repeats
the loop and decrements the contents of an X register again. The loop con-
tinues the decrementing process until the contents of the X register is 0016
and the program drops through to the NEXT INSTRUCTION.

The total time required to complete the time delay program is approximate-
ly 81µs. Each instruction takes a certain number of clock cycles to be exe-
cuted. That number is found  by reading the value in the N column of the
instruction summary list for the particular instruction. The time it takes to
execute a delay loop is determined by multiplying the total number of times
executed by the time of one clock cycle (1µs). The instructions of the pro-
gram in Figure 9-10 are shown in Figure 9-11.

TOTAL NUMBER OF

NUMBER OF TIMES CLOCK CYCLES

INSTRUCTION  CLOCK CYCLES EXECUTED IN DECIMAL

LDX 10 2 1 2 x 1 = 2 cycles

DEX 2 1016 (decimal 16) 2 x 16 = 32 cycles

BNE (BRANCH 3 0F16 (decimal 15) 3 x 15 = 45 cycles
TAKEN)

BNE (BRANCH
, 2 1 2 x 1 = 2 cycles

NOT TAKEN)

Figure 9-11.  Calculating the clock cycles needed to complete the time delay program.
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The program execution time is found by taking the total number of clock
cycles (81) and multiplying by the cycle time of the CPU (his). The time
delay for the program is 81µs. This delay can be increased to approximately
12801.1s by loading FE in the X register. Increasing the time delay program
can be achieved by nesting a loop within a loop as shown in Figure 9-12. In
this program the inner loop (Y)  is completed first by decrementing the Y
register to zero. The branch is taken back to LOOP X. The X register was
decrennented from 0316 to  0216. Again the LOOPY is executed from 1016
to 0016. The time delay program is complete when the X register is 001 6  and
the Y register is 0016. The number of times the Y loop is executed is deter-
mined by the X loop. The total time for this delay loop is approximately
260 microseconds.

LDX 403

LOOP X LDY 4410

LOOPY DEY

BNE LOOP Y

DEX

BNE LOOP X

NEXT INSTRUCTION

Figure 9-12.     Time delay program with a time delay loop nested within another time
delay loop.

A 1  millisecond time delay program located in the monitor ROM will be
used in this exercise. When this routine is nested within another time delay
loop it provides sufficient delay to debounce a simulated switch closer input
to the PIA.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following time delay program into memory starting with
location 0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A2 03 LDX #$03

0202 CA LOOP DEX

0203 DO  FD BNE LOOP

0205 00 BR K

Single step the first instruction at location 0200. What is the con-
tents of the X register? Execute the DEX instruction  (op code
CA). What is the contents of the X register?

First the X register contains 0316. When the DEX instruction is executed, the
X register contains 0216.

2. Execute the BNE instruction. What is the contents of the program
counter? Explain.
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The program  counter contains 0202 which is the address of the DEX in-
struction.  The X register does not equal zero (Z flag cleared).  The BNE in-
struction is satisfied and the program is placed in a loop which forms a time
delay before the BRK instruction is reached.

3. How many times will the LOOP be executed before the BNE in-
struction  is no longer satisfied and the program drops out of the
loop to the BRK instruction?

The LOOP will be executed two more times.  When the contents of the X

register is zero the time delay loop is completed.

4. Execute the program until the BRK instruction is reached. How
many times was the loop executed? Explain.

The loop was executed two more times as indicated in step 3.

5. Load the following nested time delay program into memory start-
ing with  location 0300. The time delay program from step  1  is
nested in another time delay LOOP Y.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0300 AO  02 LDY #$02

0302 A2  03 LOOP Y    LDX #$03

0304 CA LOOP X    DEX

0305 DO  FD BNE LOOP X

0307 88 DEY

0308 DO  F8 BNE LOOP Y

030A 00 BRK

Explain the operation of the program.

The X register is decremented to zero before executing the DEY instruction
to decrement the contents of the Y register which branches back to LOOP Y
to repeat LOOP X. When X register reaches zero, the Y register is decrement-
ed by one equalling zero and completing the nested time delay program.
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6.  Single step through the program starting at location 0300. Record
PC and the contents of X and Y registers.

STEP PROGRAM COUNTER  X REG  Y REG  REMARKS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Refer to answers located after the Quiz.

7. Execute the program at location 0300. Is the delay observable on

the display? Explain.

No.  The time delay was approximately 260 microseconds which is not ob-
servable.

8. Place F F in locations 0301 and 0303. Execute the program at lo-
cation 0300. Is the time delay observable? Explain.

Yes, the delay is observable since loading FF into 0301 and 0303 increased
the time delay substantially.
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9. Transfer the 1  millisecond time delay program (WAIMS) in  ROM
starting at address FODE and ending at FOE4 into RAM. Execute
the relocate routine in  ROM. Press GO F507.  SS ---- (Enter

FODE). SE__—_(Enter FOE4). dE ____ (Enter 0200). Location

0206 completes the program. Write 0016  into location 0206. The
transferred program is shown below.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 49  C8 LDA #$C8

0202 E9  01 WAIMS  SBC #601

0204 DO   FC BNE WAIMS

0206 00 BRK

Single step through a few cycles of the time delay loop. Check the
contents of the accumulator after single stepping through a few in-
structions. Explain the operation of the time delay loop.

The accumulator is loaded with C8 and one is subtracted from the contents

of the accumulator. Difference is checked bra zero result. When subtraction

by one reduces the contents of the accumulator to 0016, one millisecond has
elapsed and the time delay program is complete.

10. Write 0116  in the accumulator. Single step through the program.
Explain the operation.

With  the accumulator loaded with 0116,  the program stepped through the
loop one time and then halted at location 0206.

11. Make the following patch cord connections.

FROM TO

CONNECTOR B TEST POINTS

DUO (pin 25) 4

DO1 (pin 27) 3

D02 (pin 29) 2

D03 (pin 31) 1

Connect a patch cord from CA1  (pin  18 connector B) to PA7 (pin
10 connector B).
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Time Delay Loops

12. Load  the  following program  into  memory which  is designed to
demonstrate the effect of key switch bounce.  The program binary
counts from 0 through  F for each closure of the key switch. The
program is arranged to use the 0 key.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 AO  FF LDY  #$FF Y = FF

0202 A9 00 LDA #$00 INITIALIZE PIA

0204 8D 01 04 STA   CRA PA1-P47 AS OUTPUTS

0207 A9 FE LDA #$FE PAO INPUT

0209 8D 00 04 STA   DDRA

020C A9 04 LDA #$04

020E 8D 01 04 STA   CRA

0211 AD 00 04 NEXT  LDA ORA READ ORA TO CLEAR BIT  IN CRA

0214 2C 01 04 AGAIN   BIT     CRA TEST BIT 7 CRA

0217 10 FB BPL   AGAIN BRANCH TO AGAIN IF BIT? ISO

0219 A2 80 LOX

021B 20 DE  FO  LOOP     JSR 1NAIMS
DELAY TO DEBOUNCE SWITCH

021E CA DEX

021F DO  FA BNE   LOOP

0221 C8 INY INCREMENT COUNT  AND DISPLAY

0222 8C 04 04 STY   LATCH

0225 4C 11 02 JMP   NEXT RETURN TO NEXT

0228 FF FOR NEXT KEY CLOSURE

Execute the program at 0200.  Connect a  patch cord from  DIG
GND (pin 8 connector A) to PAD (pin 16 connector B). Press the
0 key. What is the condition of the LEDs?

All LEDs are off. The count/sat 0000.

13. Press and release the 0 key. Explain the condition of the LEDs.

Only LED 4 is lit indicating a binary count of 0001.

14. Press and release the 0 key several times. Explain the action of the
LEDs.
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9_5Time Delay Loops

Each time the 0 key is pressed and released the binary count is incremented
by one.  The count goes from 0 through F (0000 to  1111), resets, and starts
again.

15. Remove the DIG GND connection of PAC, reset, and write 9416
into 00D5 and  F416  into 00D6. This will allow you to use the
SUB program to delete instructions when the USR1 key is pressed.

16. Read 0221 and press USR1. Enter 08. This removes the time delay
loop from the program. Execute the program from 0200. Connect
PAO to DIG G N D. Press the 0 key several times. Explain.

The count is erratic since the program thinks its sensing many key closures
due to the contact bounce of the switch. Using a time delay loop can remove
switch contact bounce.

CONCLUSION

Time delay programs are loops which the same instructions are repeated to
allow a specific amount of time to pass before executing another new in-
struction. The time of the loop program depends on the type of instructions
used and the number of times each instruction is executed. Simple loops are
several  microseconds  in  duration.  Using  loops  nested  within  a  loop  will
increase the delay time.  Branch instructions are used to test the status of
bits which determines the execution of loops. The applications are numerous
but  using  time delay  loops to debounce switches and to synchronize the
CPU with slower peripheral devices are common.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Given the time delay program, explain its operation.

LDX #$10

LOOP  DEX

BNE LOOP

NEXT INSTRUCTION
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Time Delay Loops

What must you do to calculate the number of clock cycles in a time
delay loop?

3. When the LOOP in the program in question 1  is complete, how many
clock cycles did the DEX instruction use?

4. Calculate the total cycles of the LOOP in question 1 which consists of
the LOX, DEX, and BNE instruction.

5. What is the time delay in microseconds for 81 cycles using the micro-
processor trainer?

STEP  PROGRAM COUNTER  X REG  Y REG  REMARKS

1 0302  A2 00 02 Y REG LOADED

2 0304  CA 03 02 X REG LOADED

3 0305  DO 02 02 X REG DECREMENTED

4 0304  CA 02 02 X LOOP EXECUTED

5 0305   DO 01 02 X REGISTER DECREMENTED

6 0304  CA 01 02 X LOOP EXECUTED

7 0305  DO 00 02 X REG DECREMENTED X REG = 0

8 0307  88 00 02 FELL THROUGH TO Y LOOP

9 0308   DO 00 01 Y REG DECREMENTED

10 0302  A2 00 01 LOOP BACK TO Y LOOP

11 0304  CA 03 01

12 0305  DO 02 01

13 0304  CA 02 01
Y LOOP EXECUTED

14 0305  DO 01 01

15 0304  CA 01 01

16 0305  DO 00 01

17 0307  88 00 01 FALL ri-lHuuuH  i U X LOOP

18 0308   DO 00 00 Y REG DECREMENTED

19 030A 00 00 00 PROGRAM HALTED

Answers to Exercise 9-5, Procedure step 6.
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UNIT TEST

9
1. What type of instructions alter the sequential flow of a program?

a. compare

b. store

c. arithmetic

d. branch

2. What type of addressing mode is employed by branch instructions?

a. implied
b. relative

c. absolute

d. indexed

3. If a branch  instruction at 0210 reads FO 10 and the branch is taken,
what will the new address be in the program counter?

a. 0200

b. 0220

C. 0222

d. 0212

4. What flag condition is necessary to take the branch when the BEQ in-
struction is executed in a program?

a. Z flag is set
b. C flag is set
c. Z flag is cleared
d. N flag is cleared

5. With the N  flag set and then the BPL instruction  10 F8 at 020A is
executed, which answer best defines the branch condition?

a. forward branch to 0304

b. backward branch to 0204

c. the instruction at 020C is executed next

d. BPL instruction is not affected by the N flag

6. What is the maximum value of the offset byte when branching back-
wards?

a. FF16

b. 8016

C. 7F16

d. 0016

7. What will the value of the accumulator and status of the carry flag be
when A (0A16) is compared with M (0716)?

a. 0716 with the carry flag cleared
b. 0316 with the carry flag set
C. 1116 with the carry flag cleared
d. 0A16 with the carry flag set

(Continued on next page.)
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8. What will the value of the accumulator and the status of the N and V

flags be when the following instructions are executed?

0200 A9 3A LDA #$3A

0202 2C  OA 02 BIT NUM1

020A 80 NUM1 $80

a. accumulator = 3A, N flag set, V flag clear
b. accumulator = 80, N flag set, V flag clear
c. accumulator = 00, N flag and V flags clear
d. accumulator = 80, N flag clear, V flag set

9. Time delay loops are used

a. to change the frequency of the CPU clock.
b. to slow a CPU to synchronize to the speed of a peripheral.
c. to allow the CPU to branch to a new address location.

d. all of the above.

10.    Analyze the following program. How many times will the LDY instruc-
tion be executed?

LDX #$02

LOOP 1 LDY #$02

LOOP 2 DEY

BNE LOOP 2

DEX

BNE LOOP 1

a. 4

b. 8

C. 2

d. 1
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UNIT 10Shift and Rotate Instructions
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will be familiar with the operation
of shift and rotate instructions.  You will  demonstrate the use of these in-

structions by executing simple programs.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

There are four instructions that cause the contents of a memory location or
the accumulator to be shifted one bit position to the left or right. All four
instructions have an effect on the carry flag. The carry flag acts as a ninth
bit of the accumulator or memory location. The ASL (Arithmetic Shift Left)
instruction causes each bit to shift one bit to the left. The contents of bit 7

is  shifted  into  the carry  flag.  The  LSR (Logical  Shift  Right)  instruction
causes each bit to shift one bit to the right. The contents of bit 0 is shifted
into the carry flag.

The operation of both instructions is detailed pictorally in Figure 10-1  (a).
The two rotate instructions shift the bits in the same manner as the shift

instructions. The carry flag acts as the ninth bit when data is shifted from
bit 7 or bit 0. However, the carry flag is shifted into bit 7 or bit 0. The ROL
(Rotate Left) instruction causes the contents of the carry flag to be shifted
into bit 0, while the contents of bit 7 is shifted into the carry flag as shown
in  Figure 10-1 (b). The  ROR  (Rotate  Right)  instruction operates the op-
posite from the ROL instruction as shown in Figure 10-1 (b).

CARRY

ASL:

CARRY

LSR: 0

(a) Shift instruction operation.

ROL:

CARRY

ROR:

CARRY

(b) Rotate instruction operation.

Figure 10-1.  Operation of the shift and rotate instructions.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE

Shift Instructions 10-1
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the opera-
tion  of the two shift instructions. You will demonstrate the use of each

instruction by executing a simple program.

DISCUSSION

The two shift instructions ASL (Arithmetic Shift Left) and  LSR (Logical
Shift Right) will shift the contents of the accumulator or memory one bit
position each time the instruction is executed. When a shift instruction is
executed, the contents of bit 7 (ASL) or the contents of bit 0 (LSR) is shift-
ed into the carry flag. The ASL instruction will also set the N flag if the
shifted result sets bit 7 to a logic 1. The Z flag is set if the shifted result is
zero. Figure 10-2 lists the shift instructions and addressing modes.

ADDRESSING MODE
INSTRUCTION  DESCRIPTION

Absolute  Zero-Page  Accumulator

ASL Shift Left One Bit OE 06 OA

LSR Shift Right One Bit 4E 46 4A

Figure 10-2.    Summarized list of the shift instructions and addressing mode op codes.

Notice that the instructions consist of the absolute and zero-page address
modes.  The absolute and zero-page instructions will shift the contents of
memory. The accumulator addressing mode will shift the contents of the ac-
cumulator.  All  addressing  modes will affect the carry, negative, and zero
flags in the processor status register.

Executing the ASL instruction shifts or displaces each bit one position to the
left. Bit seven is shifted into the carry flag. A binary zero is automatically
placed into bit 0 upon execution.  Figure 10-3 shows the operation of the
ASL instruction.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITION
A 1. A.-. AD7 —DrAlb-,D5AD4.frD3 D2  D1 bo 4 0CI

carry

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITION

.1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 BEFORE ASLE
carry

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITION

0 1 1 0 1 0 .1   o AFTER ASL

carry

Figure 10-3.  ASL instruction operation.
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Shift Instructions

Executing the LSR instruction shifts or displaces each bit one position to the —
right. Bit zero is shifted into the carry flag. A binary zero is automatically
placed  into bit 7 upon execution.  Figure  10-4 shows the operation of the
LSR instruction.

BIT POSITION 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

,--,N .---.‘ /,-- A i
D7    D6   D5     D4   D3 02 D1 DO

-

carry

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 BEFORE LSR

carry

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 o la AFTER LSRmi
carry

Figure 10-4.   LSR instruction operation.

As a result of the shifting action, the contents of the operand may be either
multiplied or divided by two. An ASL instruction will multiply the contents
by two. An  LSR  instruction will divide the contents by two as shown in
Figure 10-5.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
CONTENTS OF

ACC BEFORE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 =  0416

ASL

CONTENTS OF

ACC AFTER ASL 0 0 0 0 1 0 o 0 = 08-6

CONTENTS OF

ACC BEFORE LSR 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 =  0816

CONTENTS OF

ACC AFTER LSR 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 = 0416

Figure 10-5.    Using the ASL instruction to multiply and the LSR instruction to divide,
by two.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following instructions into memory starting at location
0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 OA SHIFT    ASL A SHIFT ACCUMULATOR
LEFT  ONE   BIT  POSITION

—

0201 40  00  02 JMP SHI FT  REPEAT ASL
INSTRUCTION
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EXERCISE

Shift Instructions 10-1
Enter 08 into the accumulator.  Which accumulator bit is set high?

Bit 3 is set high (0000 1000).

2. Read and record the contents of the N, Z, and C flags.

All flags are zero.

3. Single step through both instructions. Record and explain the con-
tents of the accumulator and the following flags.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

ACC = 1016, N = zero, Z = zero, C = zero. The contents of the accumulator
was shifted to the left one place.

4. Step through the program 3 more times. Record and explain the
contents of the accumulator and the same flags.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator = 8016, N flag = one, Z flag = zero and C flag = zero. The N
flag is set since bit 7/n the accumulator is set.

5. Step through the program one more time. Record and explain the
contents of the accumulator, N, Z, and C flags.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag
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Shift instructions

The accumulator = 00,6, N flag is cleared, and the Z flag is set since the
accumulator = zero.  The C flag is set because the one in bit 7 was shifted into
the C flag.

6. Step through the program one time. Explain the contents of the
accumulator and N, Z and C flags?

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator = zero, N flag = zero, Z flag = one since the accumulator =
0016 and the C flag = zero because a zero in bit 7 was shifted into the carry
flag.

7. Place the following instructions into memory starting at location
0200.

0200 06  10 SHIFT    ASL $10 SHIFT  LEFT MEMORY  LOCATION
0010

0202 4C 00  02 JMP SHIFT  REPEAT ASL INSTRUCTION

Enter OA in memory location 0010. What bits are set high in loca-
tion 0010?

Bit one and three are high (0000 1010).

8. Step through the program one time. Explain the contents of loca-
tion 0010.

Location 0010 contains 1416.  The logic 1 in bits one and three were shifted
left one bit.
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EXERCISE

Shift Instructions 10-1
9. Step through the program until the N flag is set. Explain the con-

tents of memory location 0010.

Memory location 0010 contains AO.  The ASL instruction was executed four
times shifting the A in the lower nibble to the high nibble.

10. Step through the program until the Z flag is set.  How does the
operation  of the  zero-page  addressed  ASL  instruction compare
with the accumulator addressed ASL instruction?

Both addressing mode ASL instructions affected the N, Z and C flags the
same.  The only difference is that one instruction shifted the contents of the
accumulator and one shifted the contents of memory.

11. Enter the following instructions into memory starting at location
0200.

0200 4A SHIFT     LSR A SHIFT RIGHT CONTENTS OF THE
ACCUMULATOR

0201 4C 00  02 JMP SHIFT  REPEAT LSR A INSTRUCTION

Enter  OA  into  the  accumulator.  Step  through  the  instructions
twice.  Explain the contents of the accumulator, the N, Z and C
flags.

The accumulator contains 0216 since all bits were shifted right two bit posi-
tions and the carry flag is set because the one in bit one was shifted into the
carry flag.

12. Step through the program until the accumulator is zero. How does
the LSR A instruction affect the Z and C flags?

The LSR A instruction affects the Z and C flags the same as the ASL instruc-
tion.  The C flag is controlled by the bit shifted into it from bit 0. When the
accumulator contains 0016, the Z flag is set.
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Shift Instructions

13. Place OA (ASL A op code)  in  location 0200.  Place 0216 in the —
accumulator. Step through the program once. How does the con-
tents   of   the  accumulator  compare  with   the  number  initially
loaded?

The accumulator now contains 0416. The number was multiplied by two.

14. Step through the program once again. What happened to the num-
ber in the accumulator?

The accumulator now equals 0816.  The number 0416 was multiplied again
by two.

15. How can the number in the accumulator be divided by two?

Division by two can be done by using an LSR A instruction.

16. Place a 4A (LSR A op code) in location 0200. Step through the
program once. Explain the result found in the accumulator.

The accumulator contained 0816 from step 14 which was divided by two to
equal 0416.

CONCLUSION

Shift instructions are used to move information either to the left or right in
the accumulator or in memory. The ASL instruction shifts data to the left
one bit position each time the instruction is executed. Data from bit position
7 is shifted to the carry flag. Bit position 0 is reset after data is shifted to the
left. The LSR instruction shifts data to the right one bit position each time
the instruction is executed. Data from bit position 0 is shifted into the carry
flag. Bit position 7 is reset after data is shifted to the right. The N flag is
reset as the result of a shift right.

The N and Z flags are set or reset as the result of the shift instructions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. When will the carry flag be set as the result of an ASL A instruction?

2. What effect does the LSR instruction have on the N flag?
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EXERCISE

Shift Instructions 10-1
3. If the accumulator contained 4016, what would the result be after 2

LSR A instructions were executed?

4. What are the contents of the accumulator and the status of the N, Z,
and C flags after a  1A in the accumulator is shifted left, four times?

5. What would the results in the accumulator be, if the accumulator con-
tained DE and memory location 0010 contained 1A and an LSR $10
was executed four times?
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EXERCISE

Rotate Instructions 10 2
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the opera-
tion of the two rotate instructions.  You will demonstrate the use of each

instruction by executing a simple program.

DISCUSSION

The two rotate instructions ROL (ROtate Left) and ROR (ROtate Right)
will shift the contents of the accumulator or memory one bit position each
time the instruction is executed. Data is also shifted in and out of the carry
flag when the instruction is executed.

The  ROL  instruction  shifts  either the accumulator or addressed memory
location left one bit, with an input from the carry flag shifted into bit 0. Bit
7 is shifted into the carry flag as shown in Figure 10-6.

fD7   D  D5   D4 D3   D21r61 J—

ccaarrrryy

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITION

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 BEFORE ROLE LI
carry

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT POSITION

F 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 j AFTER ROL

carry

Figure 10-6.  ROL instruction operation.

The ROR instruction shifts either the accumulator or addressed memory lo-
cation right one bit with an input from the carry flag shifted into bit 7 and
the output of bit 0 shifted into the carry flag as shown in Figure 10-7.

44.,-LI Di.4,..---4,,,--.1k,D6  D5  D4 D3 DD 22 4.,D146,,DO
carry

BIT POSITION 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 1 1 0 i 0 1 1 0 BEFORE ROR

carry

BIT POSITION 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 I
0 0 1 1 1 o 1 o 1 1 AFTER ROR4

carry

Figure 10-7.  ROR instruction operation.
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Rotate Instructions

The N flag will be set when a logic 1 is shifted into bit 7 from the carry flag
for a ROR instruction or from bit 6 for a ROL instruction. The Z flag is set
whenever the  result  in  the accumulator or addressed memory location is
zero. Figure 10-8 lists the rotate instructions with the addressing modes.

ADDRESSING MODE
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION

Absolute  Zero-Page  Accumulator

ROL Rotate Left One Bit 2E 26 2A

ROR Rotate Right One Bit 6E 66
_

6A

Figure 10-8.  Summarized list of the rotate instructions with addressing mode op codes.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following instructions into memory starting at location
0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 2A ROTLEF  ROL A ROTATE  LEFT THE AC-

CUMULATOR 1 BIT

0201 4C 00 02 JMP ROTLEF REPEAT   THE   ROL   IN-
STRUCTION

Write 0016 into the accumulator and set the carry flag by writing
0116 into the PS register. Execute the ROL instruction at location
0200 once. Explain the contents of the accumulator and carry flag.

The accumulator contains 0116 and the carry flag is reset. The contents of the

carry flag (1) was shifted into bit position 0 and the contents of bit 7 (0) was
then shifted into the carry flag.

2. Step through the  ROL A instruction again. Explain the contents
of the accumulator and C flag?

The accumulator contains 0216 since the logic 1 in bit 0 was shifted to bit 1.
The carry flag is reset.
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Rotate Instructions 10-2
3. Write 40ie  into the accumulator. Step through the ROL instruc-

tion once. Explain the contents of the accumulator and the status
of the N, Z, and C flags.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator contains 8016, the N flag is set since the logic 1 in bit 6
was shifted to bit 7. Both the Z and C flags are reset.

4. Step through the ROL instruction again. Record and explain the
following.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator is 0016 which sets the Z flag. The logic 1 in bit 7 was shift-
ed into the C flag, setting the C flag. The N flag is reset.

5. Write 6A  (ROR A instruction)  in  memory  location 0200 to re-
place the  ROL A instruction. Write 0116  into the accumulator.
Press  RESET and step through the  ROR  A instruction.  Record
and explain the following.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator contains 0016, which sets the Z flag.  The C flag is set due
to logic 1 shifted from bit 0 into the C flag. The N flag is reset.
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Rotate Instructions

6.  Step through the ROR A instruction again. Record and explain the
following.

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

The accumulator contains 8016. Bit 7 is a 1 by shifting the logic 1 from the C
flag.  The N flag is set since bit 7 is a one and the carry flag is cleared by the
logic 0 shifted from bit 0. The Z flag is cleared.

7. Place the following instructions into memory starting at location
0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 26  10 ROTLEF     ROL $10 ROTATE LEFT MEMORY

LOCATION 0010

0202 4C 00 02 JMP  ROTLEF REPEAT ROL INSTRUC-

TION

Write 5016 into memory location 0010 and AA into the accumu-
lator. Which bits of the byte in location 0010 are a logic 1?

Bits 4 and 6 are high.

8. Step through the program once. Record and explain the following.

LOCATION 0010

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag
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Rotate Instructions 10-2
Memory location 0010 contains A016 since the logic ones of bits 4 and 6
were shifted left one bit position. The accumulator contains AA 16 unaffected
by the ROL instruction. The N flag is set. The Z and C flags are reset.

9. Step through the ROL instruction again. Record and explain the
following.

LOCATION 0010

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

Memory = 4016.  The accumulator remains unchanged. The N and Z flags =0
and the C flag = 1 due to the logic 1 shifted from bit 7.

10. Step through the ROL instruction again. Record and explain the
following.

LOCATION 0010

Acc

N flag

Z flag

C flag

Memory contains 8116 because a logic 1 was shifted into bit 0 and bit us set
by the logic 1 from bit 6. The N flag = 1, the Z flag = 0, and the C flag is reset
due to the logic 0 from bit 7.

11. Step through the program 6 times. What is the contents of memory
location 0010?  Explain.

Memory location 0010 contains 5016 which  was originally placed there in
step 7.
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Rotate Instructions

12. How does the rotate instructions compare with the shift instruc-
tions?

When the shift instructions are executed data contained in either bit 0 or bit 7

is shifted into the carry flag and cannot be recovered. The rotate instructions
shifts bit 0 or bit 7 into the carry flag but this data is then shifted into bit 7
or bit a

CONCLUSION

Rotate instructions are used to move data to the left or to the right in the
accumulator or in memory. The carry flag acts as a ninth bit since it receives
the status of the bit displaced out of one end of the accumulator or a mem-
ory  location.  The  ROL  instruction causes bit 0 to receive the pre-rotate
status of the carry flag and the status of bit 7 becomes the new value of the
carry flag. The ROR instruction causes bit 7 to receive the pre-rotate status
from the carry flag and the status of bit 0 becomes the new value of the
carry flag. The N flag is set when a logic 1 is shifted into bit 7 from the carry
flag or from bit 6. The Z flag is set when the result from a rotate instruction
in the accumulator or memory location is zero.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the operation of the carry flag for a ROL instruction.

2. The accumulator contains 8116. What would the contents be if a ROL

A instruction is executed 9 times? Explain.

3. What is the effect on the N flag by the ROR instruction?
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EXERCISE

Rotate Instructions 10-2
4. Memory  location  0100 contains  2116.  What would the contents be

after a ROR instruction is executed twice? Explain.

5. What effect does a ROR $10 have on the accumulator after it is execut-
ed twice?
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Display Control Using EXERCISE

Shift and Rotate Instructions 10 3
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to control the seg-
ments of a display using shift and rotate instructions. You will demonstrate
the control by executing an I/O program containing shift or rotate instruc-
tions.

DISCUSSION

Up to this point our discussion of shift and rotate instructions have included
a general  introduction in the operation of each instruction. A different ap-
proach, which serves a two-fold purpose, is to use the shift and rotate in-
struction to light specific segments of one or more displays. It visually shows
the operation of the shift and rotate instructions while providing an insight
to using the trainer to output data to the display through the PIA.

The PIA has an A Port and a B Port. These ports have eight data outputs
which make up two buses PAO-PA7 and PBO-PB7. The trainer has six seven-
segment displays  which  are  selected  and  controlled  by the PIA buses as
shown in Figure 10-9. Each seven-segment display is made up of seven sepa-
rate LEDs which are connected to the PIA by the segment driver bus. When
a logic 1 is placed on one of the segment driver bus lines the associated LED
will light. For example; PAO is connected to segment a. When PAO is a logic
1, segment a will light. Each display is called a digit and is connected to the
digit driver bus PBO-PB5. When a logic 1 is placed on one of the digit driver
bus lines, the associated digit will be selected. Once a digit is selected, the
segments can then be lit by the data on PAO-PA7. B port lines PB6 and PB7
are not used for activating any of the displays.

Any combination of segments or digits can be lighted by outputting logic l's
to any or all of the segment and digit driver bus lines.

A program shown later in Figure 10-11 will be used to set the PIA A Port for
an output. This port is used to control each segment of the display. The
monitor program  sets the  B  Port  for  an  output. The program in  Figure
10-11 controls the selection of a digit.

DIGITS

PIA SEGMENT DRIVER BUS 1-6

PAO

PA1 b
a

PA2 C

PA3 d

A PORT PA4

PA5 f

PA6 9

PA7 dp

PBO-PB5
B PORT

DIGIT DRIVER BUS

Figure 10-9.     Interfacing the display to the PIA. A Port controls the segments. The B
Port controls the displays.
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SEGMENT BUS SEGMENT ON DIGIT BUS DIGIT SELECTED

PAO a PBO 1

PA1 b PB1 2

PA2 c P82 3

PA3 d PB3 4

PA4 e PB4 5

PAS f PB5 6

PA6 9

PA7 dp

Figure 10-10.  Segments and digit selection using the PIA.

The instructions in memory locations 0200 through 020C set up the PIA A
Port for output. The LDA instruction at location 020F selects the digit to be
used. See the digit selection table in Figure 10-10. The STA instruction at lo-
cation 0211  outputs the selected digit information to the B Port.  In this
example digit 1 (right most)  is selected. The ROL instruction in location
0214 rotates the segment data in memory location 0300. This location is
manually set to 01 before the program is executed. This will light one seg-
ment at a time. The LDA and STA instructions in locations 0217 and 021A

output the segment data to the A Port. A time delay program is located at
locations 021D through 022A. The JMP instruction at 022C sets up a loop
to output segment data.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the I/O program to light individual segments of the display.
Write  0116  into  memory  location  0300.  Execute the program
from 0200. What segment of the display is lit?

Segment b is initially lit.  The execution of ROL instruction rotates a bit
through memory location 0300 and outputs this rotation data to the A Port
which causes each segment, including the decimal point, to light.
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ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 00 LDA #$00
SELECT DDRA OF PORT A

0202 8D 01 04 STA CRA

0205 A9 FE LDA $FF SET ALL PINS OF PORT A

0207 8D 00 04 STA DDRA AS   OUTPUT   (USING  SFF)

020A A9 04 LDA #$04 SET BIT 2 OF CRA TO AL-
LOW DATA TO BE OUTPUT

020C 3D 01 04 STA CRA
FROM   CPU  OUT  PINS  OF
PORT A

020F A9 01 LDA #$01 SELECTS   DIGIT   1    USING

0211 8D 02 04 STA CRB THE B PORT

0214 2E 00 03 REP  ROL MEM ROTATES SEGMENT DATA

IN LOCATION 0300

0217 AD 00 03 LDA MEM PLACES     ROTATED     SEG-

MENT   DATA   IN   A   PORT
021A 8D 00 04 STA CRA

OUTPUT REGISTER

021D A2 F F LDX #$FF

021F AO FE DELAY LDY #$FF

0221 88 LOOP1  DEY

0222 DO FD BNE LOOP1 TIME DELAY

0224 AO FE LDY #$FF

0226 88 LOOP2 DEY

0227 DO FD BNE LOOP2

0229 CA DEX

022A DO F3 BNE DELAY

022C 4C 14 02 JMP REP

0300 01 MEM .BYTE

Figure 10-11.    Program to control the PIA to output to the displays to demonstrate the
operation of shift and rotate instructions.

2. The  segments  of the display  light in  sequential  order from  "a"
through  dp  (decimal  point).  Explain how the pattern of the seg-
ments occur.

Each time the ROL instruction is executed initially with 0116 at location
0300, the bit is rotated left one bit position and output to PAO-PA7.  This
lights the corresponding segment of the display for that bit position.
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3. Press the RESET just as the decimal point is on. Read the contents
—

of memory location 0300. What is the contents of the location
0300 and explain why the decimal point was lit?

Provided the reset was pressed just as the decimal point was lit, the contents
of memory location 0300 is 8016.  The one in bit position 7 (PA 7) corres-
ponds to the decimal point of the display.

Write 6E (ROR  instruction)  into memory location 0214. Write
0116  into memory location 0300. Execute the program. Explain
the pattern of the display.

The execution of the ROR instruction with 0116 in location 0300 causes the

display segment to change from an off to dp, g, f, e, d, c, b, and a.  The
sequence causes the segments of the display to light in reverse order from the
ROL instruction.

5. Write the op code (OE) for the ASL instruction into memory loca-
tion 0214. Initialize memory location 0300 to 0116. Execute the
program. Explain the results.

Segments a through g and dp (decimal point) light until the one in location
0300 is shifted out leaving the display blank.

6. Reset and write the op code (4E) for the  LSR  instruction into
memory location 0214. Initialize memory location 0300 to 01/6.
Execute the program. Explain the results.

The segments will never light since the moment the program executes the
LSR instruction,  the one is shifted out leaving only zeros in the memory
byte. The display will be blank.

7. Write 8016 into location 0300. Execute the program. Explain the
results.
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The first segment to light is the g segment. The sequence then lights f through
a before the segments remain blank since the one is shifted out of location
0300.

CONCLUSION

The PIA can be configured to activate the displays by outputting a selected
bit through the B port. The output from the A port will determine which
segments will light. By using the shift and rotate instructions the A port can
be used to  light specific segments of the selected digit(s).  It is the initial
selection of the memory byte which dictates which segments will light in
sequence.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the sequence of lighting the segments when the ROL instruc-
tion is used initially with 0116 in the program.

2. What effect does the ROR instruction cause with the segment lighting
sequence in question one?

3. Why will the display eventually be blank when the ASL or LSR instruc-
tions are used in the I/O program?

4. What number should be output to the A port to cause segments b and c
of the display to light?

5. What number should be output to the B port to select digits 1, 2, and 3.
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UNIT TEST

10
1. Which instruction when executed will change 7516 with the carry flag

set to 3A1 6  with the carry flag set?

a. ASL

b. LSR

c. ROR

d. ROL

2. Which one of the following pictorial  representations defines the ASL
instruction?

carry 0

a.

7 0 carry

b.

c.

carry

carry

3. What  is  the value  in  the  accumulator  if  four  LSR  instructions  are

executed starting with 5416?

a. 4016 with the carry flag set
b. A016 with the carry flag cleared
c. 0A1 6  with the carry flag set
d. 051 6  with the carry flag cleared

4. Which one of the following flags is not affected by a shift instruction?

a. negative
b. carry
C. zero

d. overflow

5. Which   instruction  can   be  used  to  perform  multiplication?  Perform
division?

a. ROR; ASL
b. ASL; LSR
c. ROL; ROR
d. LSR; ROL

(Continued on next page.)
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6. What is the value of the byte in memory when an  ROL instruction is
executed using 1Di 6 with the carry flag set?

a. 0E16 with the carry flag cleared
b. 8E16 with the carry flag set
c. 3616 with the carry flag cleared
d. 2D1 6 with the carry flag set

7. Which one of the following pictorial representations defines the ROR
instruction?

carry 7

a. 0

7 0 carry

b.

carry 7

C.

0 carry

d. ii

8. Analyze the following program. What value byte resides in the accumu-
lator prior to executing the BRK instruction at 0207?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 18 CLC

0201 A9  CD LDA 4t$CD

0203 OA ASL ACC

0204 4A LSR ACC

0205 2A ROL ACC

0206 6A ROR ACC

0207 00 BRK

a. CD16

b. 9A16

c. 4D16

d. none of the above
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9.    Assuming the A port is configured as an output, what effect would be

produced on the segments of a seven-segment display by executing the
following program?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 18 CLC

0201 A9  01 LDA #-$01

0203 2A TOP   ROL ACC

0204 8D  00 04 STA ORA

0207 4C  03 02 JMP TOP

a. all segments are lit
b. each segment lights in sequence in a clockwise direction
c. each segment lights in sequence in a counter-clockwise direction.
d. segments light in sequence once, then the display is off

10. What character would be displayed after 7E16 in the accumulator was
executed with an ROR instruction once?  Assume the carry flag is clear-
ed prior to the execution.
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UNIT 1 1Stack Control
and Subroutines

UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this unit, you will understand the fundamentals
of stack  register control  and  subroutines. You will demonstrate the use of
subroutines in programs and verify the effect on the stack and stack pointer
register.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

Up to this point most of the programs you have used contained instructions
designed  to perform a specific function. If a function had to be performed
more than one time the sequence of instructions were repeated in the pro-
gram.  This  method  of programming  is time-consuming and makes the pro-
gram much longer than necessary.

This repetitive programming can be eliminated by using allkoutine for the
repeated  portions of the program.  Subroutines are programs that are used
frequently  by the main  program to  perform specific tasks that are usually
repetitive in nature. A subroutine is "called" by the main program whenever
a specific task is to be performed. A program to prepare a company's payroll
is shown in Figure 11-1.

MAIN

PROGRAM

INPUT EMPLOYEE
SORT SUBROUTINE

PAY DATA 0 LIST NUMERICALLYBY EMPLOYEE
NUMBER

CALL SORT
SUBROUTINE RETURN TO0 MAIN PROGRAM

RETURN FROM
SORT SUBROUTINE

CHECK NUMBER

OF DEPENDENTS,
RATE OF PAY,

ETC.

CALL TAX TAX SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE CALCULATE

STATE & FEDERAL

RETURN FROM
INCOME TAX

TAX SUBROUTINE

DETERMINE

MISC. DEDUCTIONS
AND TAKE

HOME PAY

CALL PRINT PRINT

SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE
PRINT CHECK

RETURN FROMPRINT RETURN TO

SUBROUTINE MAIN PROGRAM

GET NEXT
EMPLOYEE'S

PAY DATA

Figure 11-1.  An example of using subroutines.

Routine  operations  such  as checking each  employees dependents,  rate of
pay,  and   miscellaneous  deductions  are  performed  by  the  main  program.
Operations that apply to all employees such as income tax calculations and
printing of the checks are performed by subroutines.  For example, the pay-
roll  data  is input to the main  program.  A sort subroutine  (1)  is called to
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and Subroutines

arrange the employees pay data numerically by the employee number. When
this is completed, control is returned to the main program (2). The main
program checks the number of dependents and rate of pay for the employee
and calls the tax subroutine (3) to calculate the employees state and federal
income tax. When the tax computation is complete, control once again is
returned to the main program (4). The main program then determines the
employee's  miscellaneous deductions and  take  home  pay. When the em-
ployee's final pay is determined the print subroutine (5) is called to print
the employees pay check. After the pay check is printed, control is returned
to the main program (6) where the next employee is listed and the procedure
is repeated.

When a subroutine is called by the main program, the return address must be
saved to allow the subroutine to transfer control back to the main program
when the task has been completed. The main program return address is plac-
ed in a memory area called the

The stack is an area of memory reserved for storage of a return memory
address when the main program is exited to use a subroutine. It also stores
data that must be retained to continue the main program. The stack has a
variable size depending on how much information is placed on it. The stack
has what is called the "bottom" and what is called the "top". The bottom
of the stack is memory address 01F F which is fixed by the monitor program
when the CPU is reset. A special register in the CPU called allINSIONis
used to keep track of the stack address.

The stack is normally initialized with the stack pointer at location 01 FE as
shown in Figure 11-2 (a).

When one byte is placed on the stack, it goes into location 01FF. The top
of the stack is now at 01F E as shown in Figure 11-2 (b). If we add another
byte to the stack, it goes into location 01 FE and the top of the stack is at
01FD as shown in  Figure  11-2 (c). The bottom of the stack is always at
01F F. The top of the stack changes when each new byte is added. After two
bytes have been added the top of the stack is at 01FD. Information is re-
moved from the top of the stack first. After removing one byte from the
stack, the information on the stack is shown in Figure 11-2 (b). After re-
moving another byte, the stack is empty as shown in Figure 11-2 (a). Since

PAGE 01

0100

•

•

•

BOTTOM OF STACK 01F F STACK POINTER

ADDRESS

(a)

(Continued on next page.)
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PAGE 01

0100

•

•

•

TOP OF STACK 01FE.4- STACK POINTER
ADDRESS

BOTTOM OF STACK 01FF

(b)

PAGE 01

0100

•

•

•

TOP OF STACK
01FD 41 -

ADDRESS
STACK POINTER

01FE

BOTTOM OF STACK 01FF

(c)

Figure 11-2.   Operation of the stack with reset condition in (a), storage of one byte in (b)
and the storage of a second byte in (c).

information seems to pop-up from the stack, this stack is called a push-down
pop-up stack. The stack pointer always points to the next available stack
location for data storage at the top of the stack.

Calling a subroutine is accomplished by the JSR (Jump to Subroutine) in-
struction. Return to the main program after completion of the subroutine is
accomplished by the RTS ( Return from Subroutine) instruction. The use of
these  instructions and familiarization of the stack pointer register will  be
covered in the following exercises.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

— program designed to cause a computer to perform a
series of desired operation(s).

— a series of read/write memory locations on page 01 of memory
(0100- 01FF).

— eight-bit register in the CPU which contains the byte
value of the next available stack location to store data.
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IMO* — a program designed to perform a certain task that may be
used at several points in a main program.

subroutine nesting — programming technique where the main program
calls a subroutine  and  that subroutine, during its execution, calls
another subroutine.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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EXERCISE 11.1The Stack Register
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the stack
and the stack pointer register. You will demonstrate stack concepts by using
instructions  to control the stack pointer register and to  load information
onto the stack.

DISCUSSION

The stack is contained on page 01 of memory using addresses 0100 - 01FF.
The stack area starts at address 01FF and extends downward in memory to
address 0100 as shown in Figure 11-3. It is called a push-down stack because
locations are filled with data from the top at location 01FF as shown in
Figure 11-3.

STACK

0100

• •

• •

• •

01FC

01 FD

01FE

01FF

Figure 11-3. Representation of page 01 of memory used and called the stack.

The stack address is controlled  by a special  CPU  register called the stack
pointer. The stack pointer is an eight-bit register that holds only the least
significant  byte  of the  address. The stack pointer is initialized to FF  by
pressing RESET. Each time data is pushed (stored) onto the stack, the stack
pointer is automatically decremented by one to point to the next address
available as shown in Figure 11-4. When data is removed (pulled) from the
stack, the stack pointer is incremented  by one and the data is removed as
shown in Figure 11-5.

STACK

0100

• •

• •

• •

01FE 4-- STACK POINTER

01FF

Figure 11-4.  Pushing on the stack and the effect on the stack pointer.
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Two instructions that manipulate the stack directly are the PHA (PusH the
contents of the Accumulator onto the stack) and the PLA (Pul L the con-
tents of the stack location and load into the Accumulator).

STACK

0100

01 FE

01FF4 STACK POI NTE

Figure 11-5.    Pulling data from the stack occurs after the stack pointer is incremented.

Both the PHA and PLA instructions are single-byte, implied addressed in-
structions.  The operation  of the PHA instruction, with the stack pointer
initially set to FF, is shown in  Figure 11-6. When the PHA instruction is
executed,  0116   is  loaded  into  stack location 01FF. The stack pointer is
decremented  once to  point to  the  next available  stack  address  location
01FE. Pulling from the stack by executing the PLA instruction is shown in
Figure  11-7. The operation is in reverse to the PHA instruction. First the
stack pointer register is incremented to FF. The data (0116) is pulled from
the stack and loaded in the accumulator.

STACK

0100

• •

PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS • •

LDA #$01
PHA • •

01 FE I STACK POINTER

01 01FF

Figure 11-6.  Operation of PHA instruction.
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STACK

0100

PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS
•

LDA #$01
PHA •

PLA

•

01 FE

01 -4-- STACK POINTER

ACC

Figure 11-7.  Operation of PLA instruction.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program into memory at location 0200. This
program  will  load  0116   into stack location FF, 0216  into FE,
and 0316 into FD.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 49  01 LDA #$01 LOAD ACC WITH 0116

0202 48 PHA PUSH ACC ONTO STACK

0203 49  02 L DA #$02 LOAD ACC WITH 0216

0205 48 PHA PUSH ACC ONTO STACK

0206 A9  03 L DA #$03 LOAD ACC WITH 0316

0208 48 PHA PUSH ACC ONTO STACK

0209 00 BRK STOP

RESET and press the SP (to access the stack pointer register) key.
What are the contents of the stack pointer?

The stack pointer contains FF (SP. — — FF).

2. Write any byte other than FF into the stack pointer register. Press
RESET.  Re-read the contents of the stack pointer register. Why
did the contents change?

Pressing the RESET key performs an initialization routine which initializes
the stack pointer to FF.
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3. Single step the LDA instruction at location 0200. Record the con-
tents of the accumulator and the stack pointer register. Explain
the results.

ACC

STACK POINTER

The LDA instruction loads the accumulator with 0116 and the stack pointer
remains at FF.

4. Single step the PHA instruction in location 0202. Read the con-
tents of the stack pointer register and the stack address 01FF.
Explain the results from executing the PHA instruction.

STACK POINTER

01FF

The PHA instruction pushed the contents of the accumulator (0116) onto
the stack at stack address 01FF.  The stack pointer is decremented to FE
which is the next available stack address to store information as shown in

Figure 11-8.

STACK

0100

•

S

•

01FC

01 FO

011.E.1111-- STACK POINTER

01 01FF

Figure 11-8.
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5. Single step the program through the next LDA and PHA instruc-

tion (locations 0203 and 0205).  Record the contents of the ac-
cumulator, the stack pointer, and stack address 01 FE placing the
value in the 01F E address of Figure 11-9. Explain the results.

ACC

STACK POINTER

01F E

The accumulator is loaded with 0216 and the PHA instruction pushes the
value onto the stack at the stack address 01FE, then decrements the stack

pointer to the next available stack address at FD.

STACK

0100

• •

• •

• •

01 FC

01FD .4--- STACK POINTER

01 FE

01 01 F F

Figure 11-9.

6. Single step the program through  the  last LDA and PHA instruc-
tions 0206   and  0208.   Read  the  contents  of  the  accumulator,
stack pointer, and the stack address 01F D placing the value in the
01 FD address in Figure 11-10. Explain the results.

ACC

STACK POINTER

01F D
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The accumulator was loaded with 0316 which was pushed onto the stack into
stack address 01FD by the PHA instruction. The stack pointer is decremented
to FC.

STACK

0100

• •

• •

• •

01 FC .48--- STACK POINTER

01 FD

02 01 FE

01 01F F

Figure 11-10.

7. Read and write the op code for the PLA instruction lop code 68)
into memory locations 0209, 020A, and 02013, manually. Do not
use the  AUTO  write  mode.  Write  0016   into the  accumulator.

Single step the PLA instruction at location 0209. Record the con-
tents of the accumulator and the stack pointer register.

ACC

STACK POINTER

The accumulator is 0316 and the stack pointer is Fd.  The PLA instruction
incremented the stack pointer to FD, pulled 0316 from stack address location
01Fd and loaded it into the accumulator.
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The Stack Register 11-1
8. Read and record the contents of the accumulator and the stack

pointer after each single step of the PLA instructions at 020A and
020B. Explain the results.

AFTER PLA instruction (020A) AFTER PLA instruction (020B)

ACC ACC

STACK POINTER STACK POINTER

After executing the PLA instruction at 020A, the stack pointer is increment-
ed to FE and the contents of 01FE (0216) are loaded into the accumulator.

After executing the PLA instruction at 0208, the stack pointer is increment-
ed to FF and the contents of 01FF (0116) are loaded into the accumulator.

CONCLUSION

The stack is a series of memory locations on page 01 in memory. It starts
from address location 01FF and extends downward to 0100. By using the
PHA and PLA instructions information can be placed from the accumulator
onto the stack or information can be pulled from the stack and loaded into
the accumulator. The actual stack address location to store or pull informa-
tion is controlled automatically by the stack pointer register. It contains the
low order address of the stack location to store the next byte of data. It is
automatically  incremented  and  decremented  to  insure system  control of
storing and pulling data from the stack.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What page of memory is allocated for the stack?

2. When the trainer is RESET, what address location of the stack does the
stack pointer register contain?



The Stack Register

3. With the stack pointer register initialized to FF, what is the available
stack address to which  information can be stored by execution of an
appropriate instruction?

4. With the stack  pointer register set to FE, the accumulator containing
AA, what are the contents of the stack pointer register and location
01F E after one PHA instruction is executed?

5. Analyze the program steps.   What are the contents of the stack pointer
register and the stack address 01 FE after executing the PLA instruction
if the stack pointer register initially started at FF?

MNEMONICS

LDA it$3A

PHA

PHA

LDA #$EE

PLA
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EXERCISE

11_2Subroutines

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with the use of
a  subroutine.   You  will  demonstrate the use of subroutine  procedures by
using the JSR  (Jump to SubRoutine) and  RTS (ReTurn from Subroutine)
instructions.

DISCUSSION

Subroutines are programs that are used frequently by the main program to
perform  certain repetitive tasks.  Figure 11-11  shows the use of an addition
subroutine. The subroutine at location 0300 is a program that adds the num-
ber in the accumulator with the operand of the ADC instruction and stores
the sum at location SUM.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS  MNEMONICS

0200 A9  50 LDA

0202 20  00  03 JSR ADD MAIN PROGRAM

0205 00 BRK

0206 SUM * = * + 1

0300 18 ADD CLC

0301 69  OA ADC -:-'$0A
SUBROUTINE

0303 8D 06  02 STA SUM

0306 60 RTS

Figure 11-11.   Simple program employing a subroutine to perform addition.

The main program at location 0200 can call the subroutine through the use
of the JSR instruction at 0202 which contains the address of the subroutine

(0300).  The  RTS instruction  at  location 0306 returns control to the main
program. The main program then continues at the instruction following the
JSR instruction.  In this way, the instructions in the subroutines are "insert-
ed"  in  the  main  program  between the JSR instruction and the instruction
that follows.

The primary purpose of the stack and stack pointer is to maintain a record
of return addresses when a  program  calls a subroutine. The JSR and  RTS
instructions  will   automatically  control  the stack.  The op codes for these
instructions are shown in Figure 11-12.

MNEMONIC    OP CODE    MODE DESCRIPTION

Absolute  Transfers   control   of  the  Program  Counter  to  a
subroutine   location   and  leaves  a  return  address
on the stack.

RTS 1",0 Implied Loads the  program  count low and high from the
stack   into  the   Program  Counter  and  increments
the  Program  Counter to  point to the  instruction
following the JSR instruction.

Figure 11-12.
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The JSR is a three byte instruction which uses the absolute addressing mode.
When executed, it will place the contents of PC on the stack for the ad-
dress as shown  in  Figure 11-13 (a). The main program contains a JSR in-
struction  at  location 0202. The address of the subroutine (0300)  is con-
tained in locations 0203 and 0204. When the JSR instruction is executed the

address in PC (0204) is placed on the stack with the page address in location
01F F and the address on the page in location 01F E. The stack pointer now
points to location 01F D. The subroutine address 0300 is loaded into PC and
the execution of the subroutine is initiated.

STACK

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS
STACK

01FD
POINTER

(
0200 A9  50 LDA #$50

MAIN
0202 20  00 03 JSR ADD

PROGRAM
0205 00 BRK

01FE 04 0206 (Summed Result) SUM = * +1

ADDRESSON STACK

(
0300 18 ADD  CLC

0301 69  OA ADC #$OA
01 FF 02 SUBROUTINE

0303 8D 06  02 STA SUM

0306 60 RTS

(a)

STACK

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

( 0200 A9  50 L DA #$50

0202 20  00  03 JSR ADD

MAIN
0205 00 BR K

PROGRAM
0206 (Summed Result)  SUM * = • +1

01FE

RETURN (0204) +1 TO 0300 18 ADD  CLC

PC = 0205 (RETURN ADDRESS)
0301 69  OA ADC #$OA

STACK —IP 01FF
SUBROUTINE

0303 8D 06  02 STA SUM
POINTER

0306 60 FITS

(b)

Figure 11-13. Subroutine and stack operation.

The RTS instruction is a one byte instruction using the implied addressing
mode. The RTS instruction is the last instruction of the subroutine as shown

in   Figure  11-13  (b).  When  executed,  the  RTS  instruction  will  pull  the
address 0204 from the stack and place it in PC. The PC will be incremented
by one and the next instruction in the main program will be taken from
memory address 0205. The stack pointer will point to 01F F.
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Subroutines 11-2
PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program into memory at location 0200. The
subroutine is located at 0300. The stack pointer register is automa-
tically initialized to FF when applying power. Single step through
the  LDA instruction. What are the contents of the accumulator?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A9  05 L DA ---7$05

0202 20  00  03 JSR ADD MAIN

0205 00 BR K PROGRAM

0206 (SUMMED RESULT) SUM  * * + 1

0300 18 ADD  CLC

0301 69  04 ADC #$04 ADDITION

0303 8D  06  02 STA SUM SUBROUTINE

60 RTS

The accumulator contains 0516.

2. Single step through the JSR instruction at location 0202. Record
the value of the program counter (PC). Explain the results.

PC reads 0300.  The JSR instruction caused the main program to call the sub-
routine at location 0300.

3. Observe  and  record  the contents  of the stack  pointer register.
What can you conclude about the result displayed?

STACK POINTER

The stack pointer contains Fd indicating that 2 bytes of information have been
pushed onto the stack.  The stack pointer contains the contents of the next
available stack address location.
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4. Read and record the contents of stack address locations 01F E and

01FF.

01FE

01FF

01FE contains 0416 and 01FF contains 0216.  This is the return address

placed  on  the  stack  automatically  by  the JSR  instruction.   This address
(0204)  is one less than the actual return address.  The RTS (Return from
Subroutine) instruction will increment the program counter by one.

5. Press PC key to display the address of the start of the subroutine
at 0300. Single step through the CLC and ADC instructions. What
are the contents of the accumulator?

The accumulator contains 0916 which is the sum of 0516, initially in the ac-
cumulator, added with the operand 0416 of the immediate addressed ADC
instruction.

6. Single  step  through  the STA  and  RTS instructions of the sub-
routine. What are the contents of the program counter? Explain
the results.

The program counter contains the address 0205. When the RTS instruction
was executed, the contents of stack locations 01FE and 01FF (0204) were
pulled and placed into PC. The PC was incremented by one and the address
of the next instruction (0205) in the main program was established.

7. The  program  returns to the main program. Single step the Iasi
program instruction. What is the contents of 0206? Explain.

The contents of location 0206 is 0916 which is the sum of 0416 and 0516.
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CONCLUSION

Subroutines  are  programs designed  to  perform  common  tasks which  are
"called" by the main  program. The JSR and  RTS instructions allow sub-
routines to be executed and return to the main program. Before jumping to
the subroutine, the address in PC is placed on the stack. The program count-
er is set to the starting address of the subroutine contained in the operand
of the JSR instruction. Return to the main program is accomplished by the
RTS instruction. When the RTS instruction is executed, the return address
is pulled from the stack, loaded into the program counter, and incremented
by one.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is a subroutine?

2. Why is the stack and stack pointer important in the use of subroutine
programs?

3. When a JSR  instruction is executed with an  initialized stack pointer

register, how are the low and  high order bytes of the address placed
on the stack?

4. Explain the operation of the RTS instruction.

5. What is the contents of the stack pointer register when the program
returns from executing one subroutine if the stack pointer was initially
F F?
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11-3Subroutine Nesting
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will understand how to process
programs using nested subroutines. You will demonstrate the operation of
nested subroutines by using a JSR  instruction  nested within another sub-
routine.

DISCUSSION

A subroutine may include one or more JSR instructions that call other sub-
routines. This process is called subroutine nesting. An example is shown in
Figure 11-14.

ADDRESS CONTENTS
STACK

0200 A9 OA 0100

MAIN 0202 20 00 03 )
• •

PROGRAM • •

• •
0205 00

• •

01FD   4- STACK POINTER

04 01FE

alb 0300 18

02 01FF

•

• STACK

0308 20 50 03 ) 0100

ADD

SUBROUTINE
03013 60

01FB 461- STACK POINTER
0350 38

• OA 01 PC
SUB

SUBROUTINE
• 03 01 FO

0358 60

04 01 FE

02 01FF

Figure 11-14.  Example of subroutine nesting.

The main program is located on page 02. The JSR instruction at location
0202  calls  the  ADD  subroutine  at  location  0300  and  places  the  return
address for the subroutine 0204 on the stack at 01FF and 01F E.

The ADD subroutine also contains a JSR instruction at location 0308. This

instruction calls the SUB subroutine at location 0350 and places the return
address of 030A on the stack at locations 01FD and 01FC. When the SUB

subroutine is completed the return address 030A is pulled from the stack
and placed in PC. The PC is incremented to 030B. The ADD subroutine RTS
instruction is executed pulling the return address 0204 from the stack and
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placing it in PC, which is incremented to 0205 to return control to the main
program. The stack pointer is now at 01 F F and the main program is now in
control.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program into memory at location 0200. The
addition subroutine is located on page 00. The subtract subroutine
is located on page 03. Single step through the LDA and JSR in-
structions in locations 0200 and 0202. What is the contents of the

program counter? Explain.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A9  05 LDA z$05

0202 20  00  00 JSR ADD

0205 00 BRK MAIN PROGRAM

0206 SUM * * + 1

0207 DI F * = * + 1

0000 18 ADD  CLC

0001 69  04 ADC $04
ADDITION

0003 8D  06  02 STA SUM
SUBRCUTINE

0006 20  00  03 JSR SUB

0009 60 RTS

0300 38 SUB  SEC

0301 A9  05 LDA4S05
SUBTRACTION

0303 E9  04 SBC -'-SO4
SUBROUTINE

0305 8D  07  02 STA DIF

0308 60 RTS

The  program  counter contains the address  0000.   The JSR instruction  is
executed calling the ADD subroutine.

2. Record the contents of the stack pointer register. What stack loca-
tions contain the return address for this JSR instruction?

The stack pointer register contains Fd.  The return address for this JSR in-
struction is in 01FE and 01FF.
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3. Read and record the contents of stack address locations 01F E and

01FF. Explain.

01FE

01FF

01FE = 04, 01FF = 02 This is the address stored onto the stack when the
JSR instruction was executed.

4. Single step the program through the CLC, ADC, STA, and JSR in-
structions in  locations 0000 through 0006.  Record the value of
the program counter and explain.

The program counter contains the address 0300 showing that the JSR instruc-
tion at location 0006 was executed calling the SUB subroutine.

5. What stack address location should the stack pointer register con-
tain? Explain.

The stack pointer register contains Pb indicating that the JSR SUB instruc-
tion was executed and the stack now also contains the return address for this
instruction.

6. Record and explain the contents of stack address locations 01FC,
01Fd, 01FE, and 01FF.

01FC

01Fd

01FE

01FF

Stack address locations 01FC = 0816, 01Fd = 0016 forms the return address
to return to the ADD subroutine. 01FE = 0416, 01FF = 0216 forms the re-

turn address to return to the main program.
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7. Single   step  the  program  through  the  instructions  from 0300
through 0308. Record the value of the program counter. Explain.

The program counter contains  0009 showing that the RTS instruction at
location 0308 was executed.  The return address 0008 was pulled from the
stack, incremented by one to 0009, and control was returned to the ADD
subroutine.

8. Verify the contents of the stack pointer register. What is its value
and explain the result.

STACK POINTER (SP)

The stack pointer is at Fd showing that the return address at FC and Fd was
pulled from the stack.  Remember that the stack pointer is pointing to the
next available stack address location.

9. Single  step the  RTS  instruction  at  location  0009.  Record  the
value of the program counter and explain the result.

PROGRAM COUNTER (PC)

The program counter contains the address 0205, indicating that the RTS
instruction at location 0009 was executed and control was returned to the

main program.

10. Read and record the contents of the stack pointer register. Explain
the result.

The stack pointer register contains FF. This means that the subroutine action
has been completed.
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11. What is the function of the ADD and SUB subroutines?

The ADD   subroutine performs the addition of the hex numbers 0516 and
0416 and stores the sum at location 0206. The SUB subroutine performs the
subtraction  of the hex numbers 0516 - 0416 and stores the difference at

location 0207.

12. Execute  the  program  from  0200  in the  RUN  mode.  Read and
record the contents of locations 0206 and 0207. Are the contents

in  each location  in agreement with the analysis of the program
from step 11?

0206

0207

The sum in location 0206 is 09 and the difference in location 0207 is 01 as

expected.  The trainer performed the functions required of both subroutines
and it shows that the nesting of subroutines is another way of using the JSR
and RTS instructions.

CONCLUSION

Subroutines are not limited to being called only by the main program. They
can be called by another subroutine.  A JSR instruction is used to call an-
other subroutine when it is nested within a subroutine. The stack contains

the  return  addresses of the subroutines. When the  RTS instruction  is ex-

ecuted these addresses are pulled from the stack and loaded into the program
counter. The program counter is incremented by one and return is made to
the calling subroutine. When the stack pointer is FE, return is made to the
main program and the operation is completed.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is meant by the term nested subroutine?
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2. Where are the •return addresses stored when the JSR instructions are
executed?

3. Refer to  the following  program  for the remaining review questions.
ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0010 20 00 01 MAIN     JSR ONE

0013 4C 10 00 JMP MAIN

0100 20 00 02 ONE  JSR TWO

0103 60 RTS

0200 20 00 03 TWO  JSR THREE

0203 60 RTS

0300 60 THREE  RTS

With the stack pointer initialized to  F F, what is the contents of the
stack pointer after executing the JSR instruction at location 0200?

4. What is the address of the program counter when the JSR instruction is
executed at location 0200?

5. List the contents of each stack address location after the JSR instruc-

tion at 0200 is executed.
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11_4Time Delay Subroutines
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will  be able to initiate time
delays by using subroutines.  You  will demonstrate subroutine time delays
by executing a program.

DISCUSSION

Time delays are often used in a programming application. You were intro-
duced to time delays in the discussion of branch instructions and time delay
loops in Exercise 9-5. In that exercise the time delay program was listed with
each instruction being a part of the main program. It is good programming
practice to set up time delay programs as a subroutine. This allows direct
access to  the  program  when a JSR  instruction is executed.  Figure  11-15
shows a comparison of two main programs with and without the subroutine.

•

•

•

ADC #$0A
•

DELAY 1     LDX #$FF •

•
LDY #$FF

ADC #$OA
WAIT DEX

DELAY 1 JSR   DELAY 1 DELAY 1
BNE  WAIT

STA LOC 1
DEY

•
BNE  WAIT

•

STA LOC 1

•
•

•

•

WITHOUT SUBROUTINE WITH SUBROUTINE

Figure 11-15. Using a subroutine for time delay reduces complexity of the main program.

Time delay subroutines exist in the MONITOR ROM which can be called by
using a JSR instruction. Figure 11-16 lists the instructions of the MONITOR
ROM 1 millisecond time delay subroutine beginning at memory address loca-
tion FODE. This subroutine can be called by a JSR instruction (20  DE   FO).

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

FODE A9  C8 WAIMS  LDA #200

FOE0 E9 01 WAIMS1 SBC #$01

FOE2 DO   FC BNE VVAIMS1

FOE4 60 RTS

Figure 11-16.   MONITOR ROM subroutine (WAIMS) provides a time delay of one milli-
second.

Another approach to time delays is to use a general delay program of some
specified time and repeat the program any number of times until the requir-
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ed time delay is achieved.  Figure  11-17 contains a general time delay pro-
gram (GENDLY). A byte placed in the accumulator will control the number
of times the delay program is repeated. The time of the delay program is
multiplied by the contents of the operand of the immediate addressed LDA
instruction. (300msec x 04 = 1200msec or about 1 second.)

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0204 49  04 ONE SEC LDA #$04

0206 20 00  03 JSR     GENDLY

0209 00 BR K

0300 42  45 GENDLY     LDX #$A5

0302 AO  EA LDY #$EA

0304 CA WAIT DEX

0305 DO   FD BNE  WAIT

0307 88 DEY 300msec

0308 DO   FA BNE  WAIT TIME DELAY

030A 38 SEC

030B E9   01 S BC #$01

030D DO   F1 BNE  GENDLY

030F 60 RTS

Figure 11-17.   Using 0416 with the LDA instruction causes an equivalent 1 second time
delay when used with subroutine GENDLY.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following time delay subroutine program into memory.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 20   DE   FO JSR  1NAIMS

0203 00 BRK

0204 A9 04 ONESEC  LDA #$04

0206 20  00  03 JSR   GENDLY

0209 00 BR K

0300 A2  A5 GENDLY     LDX #$A5

0302 AO  EA LDY #$EA

0304 CA WAIT DEX

0305 DO   FD BNE WAIT

0307 88 DEY

0308 DO   FA BNE WAIT

030A 38 SEC

030B E9   01 SBC #$01

030D DO   F1 BNE  GENDLY

030F 60 RTS
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The GENDLY subroutine provides a 300msec delay and is located
on page 03. The byte used with the immediate addressed LDA in-
struction   in  location 0204 controls the execution of GENDLY

subroutine. Where is the WAIMS subroutine located?

The  WAIMS time delay subroutine is located in  the MONITOR ROM at
location FODE.

2. Single step through the JSR WAIMS instruction at location 0200.
Record  the value of the stack pointer register and the program
counter. Explain the results.

STACK POINTER

PROGRAM COUNTER

Stack pointer reads Fd and the program counter contains the address FODE
indicating  execution  of the  JSR  calls  the  one  millisecond  wait routine
(WAIMS) in the MONITOR ROM.

3. Verify the contents of stack address locations 01FE and 01FF.
Explain the results.

01FE

01FF

01FE and 01FF both contain 0216 forming the return address 0202 for the
WA IMS subroutine.

4. Single step once.    Read the contents of the stack pointer register.
Explain the results.

STACK POINTER

Stack pointer register contains FF indicating  the  WAIMS subroutine was
executed since  the return address was pulled from stack address locations
01FE and 01FF.
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5. Analyze the GENDLY subroutine including the LDA instruction
at 0204. What is the purpose of time delay subroutine?

The  byte  used  with  the  LDA  instruction controls the number of times
GENDLY is executed. In the GENDLY subroutine, both the X and Y regis-
ters are loaded, checked for zero results, then the subtract instruction decre-
ments the accumulator by one, checks for a zero result, if not, it repeats the
GENDLY subroutine.

6. Single step the program through the LDA and JSR GENDLY in-
structions.   Read  and  record  the contents of the stack  pointer
register  and  the  address  of the  program  counter.   Explain  the
resu Its.

STACK POINTER

PROGRAM COUNTER

Stack pointer contains Fd and the address in the program counter is 0300 in-
dicating the GENDLY subroutine is called.

7. Reset and execute the GENDLY subroutine at location 0204 after

placing the trainer in the RUN mode. What did you notice about
the display lighting?

There was delay in lighting the display by executing the GENDLY subroutine.
The delay was equivalent to 4 x 300msec = 1200msec or about 1 second.

8. Verify the contents of the stack pointer register and the accumu-
lator.  Explain the results.

ACCUMULATOR

STACK POINTER
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The accumulator is 0016 and the stack pointer contains FF indicating the re-
turn address was pulled from the stack to return to the main program after 4
executions of the GENDLY subroutine.

9. Write 2016 into location 0205. Using a clock or watch, determine
the length of the time delay when the display blanks until it reap-
pears.  Execute the program from 0204. What is the approximate
time of the delay?

The time delay should be about 10 seconds.

10. Write 6016 into location 0205. Execute the program from 0204.
What is the length of the time delay?

The time delay should be about 30 seconds.

11. Write C216  into location 0205. Execute the program from 0204.
What is the new length of the time delay?

The time delay should be about 1 minute.

CONCLUSION

Time delays are a part of programming and are often used as a subroutine.
The JSR instruction can call the subroutines from RAM or MONITOR ROM

locations.  Time  delay  subroutines  are  various  instructions to  delay  the
execution of functions in a program. By adding instructions to cause a gen-
eral delay program to repeat itself increases the time delay in multiples.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are time delay subroutines?

2. How is the time of a time delay subroutine determined?

3. What is the purpose of the LDA instruction at location 0204 used in
the procedural program?
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4. How can subroutines be called from the MONITOR ROM?

5, If the G END LY subroutine alone produces a 300msec delay, how long
will  the time delay be when the data byte of the LDA instruction at
0205 in the procedural program is F F?
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11-5for I/O Control
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise, you  will  be able to display char-
acters on  the display  by  using display register memory locations. You will
demonstrate control of the display by executing subroutines.

DISCUSSION

The use of subroutines provide a powerful technique for designing computer
programs. Subroutines can also be applied to I/O applications.

One application of a subroutine can be to display data on the seven-segment
display. In this exercise, the result of the addition of two hex numbers will
be displayed.  A correct  result will indicate the word Good on the display.
When the sum exceeds FF the word Error will be displayed.

To  be  able to control  the displays,  the display  register locations (0000 -
0005)  must be loaded with a data byte. Figure 11-18 shows a typical seven-
segment display and the number sequence of the segments. The numbering
sequence corresponds to the bit positions of the data byte. Any binary one
in  any  bit position  lights the segment. A binary zero in a bit position will
blank that segment. The data byte 7 9 1 6  shown in Figure 11-19 will light the
display as shown.

0

Figure 11-18.     Numbering  sequence of a seven segment display with decimal point.

o (oN)

51 1
C:211

(oN) 6 oN) (0 F F)
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

IEW
0 1 1 0 0 1 =  79

Figure  11-19.     Hex  79 stored  in  any display register (0000 - 0005) lights the letter E.

Since there  are 6 displays or digits, six display registers (0000 - 0005) are
used to hold information for each display. Storing a data byte (79) in loca-
tion 0005 will place the letter E in the most significant (left) display. Loca-
tion 0000 displays the character in the least significant (right) display.  Fig-
ure 11-20 shows a  simple program that will display the word  Error on the
display.  The  subroutine  JSR  SCAN  calls  a  subroutine  in  the  MONITOR
ROM to output the display registers to the display.
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MNEMONICS    OPERAND     REMARKS

LDA .$79

STA DISP5 (0005)

LDA *-$50

STA DISP4 (00C41

STA DISP3 (00C31

STA DISP1 (00C1)

LDA #$5C /
STA DISP2 (00C2)

LDA #$00

) BLANKS LEAST SIGNIFICANT DISPLAYSTA DISPO (0000)

JSR SCAN

RTS

Figure  11-20.     Subroutine that stores data  bytes to the display registers to display the
word Error.

The data bytes used thus far to display the characters pertain to common-
cathode displays which are used on the trainer. A binary one is required to
light a segment of the display. Figure 11-21 is a table listing of the data bytes
used to display some of the common characters used with the trainer.

COMMON CATHODE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
CHARACTER

DATA BYTE 3F   06   5B   4F   66   6D  7D  07   7F   67

COMMON CATHODE A  C  E  F  G  I  J  L  O  P  U  Y
CHARACTER

DATA BYTE 77 39   79   71 3D  06    1E   38 3F   73 3E   66

COMMON CATHODE b  c  d  h  n  o  r  u ?
CHARACTER

DATA BYTE 7C   58   5E   74   54   5C  50 1C   40 53

Figure  11-21.   Seven segment representations of decimal numbers, letters, and symbols.
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PROCEDURE

1. Load the main  program and subroutines into memory. The pro-
gram is designed to verify if the sum of NUM1 (0000) and NUM2
(0001) is correct (Good) or over ranged (Error).

MAIN PROGRAM

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 18 CLC

0201 AD  00  00 LDA NUM1

0204 6D   01   00 ADC NUM2

0207 90 06 BCC YES

0209 20 00  03 *NO*  JSR ERROR

020C 4C   09  02 JMP  *NO*

020F 20 30  03 *YES*   JSR GOOD

0212 4C   OF  02 JMP  *YES*

ERROR SUBROUTINE

0300 A9  00 ERROR   LDA 00

0302 85   C5 STA DISP5

0304 A9  00 LDA #$00

0306 85   C4 STA DISP4

0308 85   C3 STA DISP3

030A 85   Cl STA DISP1

030C A9  00 LDA ,-7,-$45

030E 85   C2 STA DISP2

0310 A9  00 LDA 4100

0312 85   CO STA DISPO

0314 20   22     FO JSR SCAN

0317 60 RTS

GOOD SUBROUTINE

0330 A9  00 GOOD    LDA 4-800

0332 85   C5 STA DISP6

0334 85   CO STA DISPO

0336 A9   3D LDA $3D

0338 85   C4 STA DISP4

033A A9   5C LDA #-$5C

033C 85   C3 STA DISP3

033E 85   C2 STA DISP2

0340 A9   5E LDA ,.5E

0342 85   Cl STA DISP1

0344 20   22     FO JSR SCAN

0347 60 RTS
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2. The  information  loaded  into  the accumulator at location 0300

and that information stored in 0005 by executing location 0302
controls the character displayed in the most significant display.
What byte must be entered into location 0301 to display the letter
E?

Segments 0, 3, 4, 5, and 6 must be on to display the letter E which translates
into the data byte 7916 = 0111 1001.

'ell
.1".3

3. Write 7916  into location 0301.  Execute the ERROR subroutine

from 0209. What display is the letter E located in? Explain.

The letter E is displayed in the most significant display since storing hex 79
into DISP5 (0005) pertains to that display only.

4. What data byte is needed to light the display segments to form the
lower case letter r and to be stored at location 0305?

Segments 4 and 6 must be on to display the letter r which translates into the
data byte 5016 = 0101 0000.

5. Write 5016  into location 0305.  Execute the ERROR subroutine

from 0209. What displays are illuminated with the letter r? Ex-
plain.

The second, fourth, and fifth displays from right to left are lit with the letter
r.  The program stored 5016 into locations 00C4, 00C3, 00C1 with the STA
instructions at 0306, 0308, and 030A.

6. Enter  5C into location 030D to complete the display of Error.
Execute the ERROR subroutine from location 0209. Explain the
contents of display 3.

A o is displayed in digit 3 as the result of the 5C placed in location 0300.
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7. Reset the trainer and execute the GOOD subroutine from loca-

tion 020F.  What are  the  data  bytes  used to display GOOD in
displays 2 through 5 with 1 and 6 blank?

0005 = BLANK = 00

00C4 = G

00C3 = 0

00C2 = 0

00C1 = D

0000 = BLANK = 00

From 0005 to 0000 the contents should be 00, 3D, 5C, 5C, 5E, and 00.

8. Storing  3D  in  location 00C4 is the data byte to illuminate the
segments in the form of a "G".  Explain how the data byte per-
forms the character illumination.

The letter G needs segments zero, two, three, four and five to be lit requiring
a binary one in each of these bit positions of the data byte which is 3D.

9. Explain how the program displays Good or Error.

The program  will jump to  Yes or No based on the status of the carry flag
after the addition. A set carry flag after the addition will call the ERROR
subroutine; a cleared carry flag calls the GOOD subroutine.

10. Try placing various numbers in each  location  (0000 and 0001).
Verify the results of the additions.

CONCLUSION

In this exercise, subroutines are used to display information in the displays.
You found that a main program can be used to make a decision to call one
of two subroutines depending on the results of an operation. Subroutines
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can either be contained in RAM or in the monitor program located in ROM.
You  will  find  that  the  use  of subroutines will  make your programming
easier.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What memory locations are used to control the displays?

2. Which of the display registers would you use to display a character in
the most significant display?

3. Write  the  numbering  sequence  of the segments of a  seven-segment
display used on the trainer.

3'8
8,8

4. If 0016  is stored in a display register, what is displayed in the seven-
segment display?

5. What data byte should be stored in display register 00C2 to display the
character letter A?
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11
1. What is the contents of the stack pointer register after the trainer is

RESET?

a. 01FE

b. 00

C. F F

d. 01FF

2. What is the function of the PHA instruction?

a. Pull the contents from the stack into the accumulator.
b. Push the contents of the accumulator onto the stack.
c. Push the address of the program counter onto the stack.
d. Pull the contents from the stack into the X register.

3. With the stack pointer initialized to  FF, what is the contents of the
stack pointer register after executing a PHA, PHA, PHA, and one PLA
instruction in succession?

a. FC

b. FE

C. F F

d. FD

4. Which one of the following instructions is used to call a subroutine?

a. JSR

b. LSR

c. RTS

d. JMP

5. The stack pointer is at FE and a JSR instruction (20 00 01) is executed.
Where is the low order byte of the return address stored on the stack?

a. 01FF

b. 00FE

c. 01FD

d. 01FC

6. What address is in  the program counter after the  RTS instruction is
executed if the address on the stack is 0202?

a. 0302

b. 0203

c. 0202

d. None of the above.

(Continued on next page.)
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7. What is the contents of the program counter at the completion of the
following instructions?

0210 20  17  02

•

•

•

0217 20  A3 03

a. 0217

b. 021A

C. 03A3

d. 021B

8. Refer to the program in question 7.  If the stack pointer is at  F716
prior to the execution of the JSR instruction at location 0210, what is
the contents of stack location 01F4 when the JSR instruction at 0217
is executed?

a. 19

b. 12

c. 17

d. 1A

9. Which one of the following display registers stores the data for the least
significant display?

a. 0005

b. 00C3

C. 0000

d. 00B F

10. What data byte should be stored into memory  location 00C4 to dis-
play the number 516 in the trainer display?

a. 06

b. 6D

c. 77

d. 5C
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UNIT

12Interrupt Concepts
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will understand how interrupts are
handled by the CPU. You will demonstrate the use of interrupts by using
programs and an oscilloscope.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

During the previous units communications between the CPU and external
devices such as the keyboard, display, and memory were controlled by the
monitor ROM. There are times when the operation of the CPU needs to be
interrupted from the main program to execute a secondary program. This
usually occurs when an external device requires servicing. An external device
can generate an interrupt request through the PIA peripheral bus using the
control lines.

How the CPU services the interrupt, depends on the interrupt type and cer-
tain conditions within the CPU. A non-maskable interrupt or NMI requires
immediate service by the CPU. The CPU is forced to execute the

*WOW after  completion  of  the  current  instruction.  The servicing of a
maskable interrupt or I RQ is different. The CPU can be programmed when
to accept an I RQ and service the interrupt routine.

When an interrupt is generated and the CPU recognizes it the normal pro-
gram operation is stopped and control is transferred to an interrupt service
routine which processes the interrupt request. The interrupt service routine
is entered through an indirect jump from a location in memory which con-
tains its address or AMOITLIAVO0Oft, The sequence of events is automatically
handled by the CPU as shown in Figure 12-1. An explanation is also keyed
to Figure 12-1.

CPU MEMORY

0 PC PLACED ON RAM
THE STACK STACK

PS

PC IADU

PC (ADH)

0 PS PLACED ON

THE STACK

0 AN INTERRUPT ROM

IS GENERATED

EXTERNAL FFFE A9

DEVICE
FFFF F3

0 ADDRESS OF INTERRUPT SERVICE
ROUTINE LOADED INTO PC

0 PC AND PS PULLED FROM STACK
AFTER INTERRUPT IS SERVICED

Figure 12-1.  Interrupt Service Routine Operation.
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Interrupt Concepts

(1) An  IRQ interrupt is generated by an external device pulling the
TM-line low.

(2) Upon completion of current instruction, the CPU recognizes the
interrupt. The contents of PC, which is the address of the next
instruction, is placed on the stack.

(3) The contents of the processor status register (PS) is placed on the
stack. PS contains the state of the flags as the result of the execu-
tion of the last program instruction.

(4) The address of the interrupt vector is loaded into PC. In the micro-
processor trainer this address  is  contained  in  ROM at location
FFFE  and  FF FF.  The  CPU  will  start to execute the interrupt
service routine at location  F3A9 which is the contents of FFFE
and FFFF.

(5) The I flag (bit 2) in PS is set during the fetch cycle of the interrupt
vector. Setting the I flag disables all system interrupts during the
processing of the current interrupt.

(6) PC and PS are pulled from the stack after the interrupt has been
serviced. Control is returned to the program that was interrupted.

Since  the  CPU  automatically  disabled  the  system  interrupt,  any  other
peripheral device trying to interrupt during this time will not be serviced.
However, after the present interrupting peripheral is serviced, returning to
the main program will enable the system interrupt and service can be given
to any interrupt that is pending. The return to the main program, whose
address  has  been  saved   in  the  stack,  is accomplished  through  the  RTI
(ReTurn from Interrupt) instruction.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

*Offnittnittott* — is a program to be executed when a peripheral or
some other device signals the CPU that it requests service and is only
executed when the CPU recognizes the interrupt.

1,0040104tOr — content of memory locations that hold the starting
address of an interrupt routine.

410111441 — a software process which identifies the device initiating the
interrupt by examining the status of each device that is capable of
producing an interrupt.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Oscilloscope

Patch cords

Hook-tip probe
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EXERCISE

12-1The IRQ Interrupt
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise, you will understand how the CPU
processes an I RQ request. You will demonstrate the interrupt by configuring
the PIA and observing registers at the CPU to verify the operation.

DISCUSSION

An interrupt request is generated when the BI RQ (Board Interrupt ReQuest)
line is pulled low. This occurs when an external device signals the PIA that it
requires service. The interrupt service routine is initiated by the CPU placing
the contents of the interrupt vector in the program counter.

IRQ INTERRUPT VECTOR

LOCATION CONTENTS

and

FFFE  FFFF F3A9

Location  F3A9 points to an  indirect jump instruction to zero page.  This
allows the user to modify the starting location of the I RQ interrupt service
routine  by  storing the  address  in  the  zero  page  locations  when desired.
The interrupt service routine page is stored at 000E. The location in the
page is stored at ()ODD. This address remains in the zero page location until
the system is reset or the contents are altered by the user. When the system
is  reset,  these  locations  are  initialized to 57 and  F3.  This is the starting

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

DODD 57

DUDE F3

address of the monitor interrupt break (BRK) routine at F357.

Bit 2 of the processor status register is the interrupt disable flag. When this
bit is set,  interrupt requests (I R Q) will  not be acknowledged by the CPU.
Interrupts are said to be masked. When the interrupt service routine is en-
tered, this flag is automatically set to prevent any other external device from
interrupting during the service routine. Two instructions SE I (SEt /nterrupt
flag)  and CLI (CLear Interrupt flag)  can be used to control the interrupt
disable flag.

After interrupt servicing has been completed a RTI (ReTurn from Interrupt)
instruction is used to return control to the program that was interrupted.
This instruction should be the last instruction of the interrupt service routine.

During this exercise an interrupt will be generated using the PIA control line
CA1. The PIA will be configured to generate a BIRO signal when CA1 makes
a transition from ground to +5Vdc as shown in Figure 12-2.
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The IRQ Interrupt

CPU PIA

BIRO IRQA (pin 30)
IRQ

IRQB (pin 37)

LOGIC 1

PIN 40 CA1 LON TO HIGH

TRANSITION
LOGIC 0

Figure 12-2.  Using the PIA to create a interrupt.

A program is used to set up the operation of CA1 for the negative to positive
activation of the interrupt line.

PROCEDURE

1. The following program will  initialize the IRQ jump locations on
zero page to contain the starting address of the interrupt routine
(I RQRTN).  When  a 0  to +5V   CA1   transition  occurs,  pulling
BIRO  low,   I RQRTN  will   be  executed.   The  interrupt  routine
(I RQRTN) restores the zero page location to their reset values in
order to execute the BRK command at location 0308. Load the

program into memory.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS  REMARKS

0200 78 (NIT SEI Disable  interrupts  while  setting
up User Vector.

0201 A9 07 LDA #$07
Set    up    CA1    for   neg   to   pos

0203 8D 01 04 STA PIACRA  transition.

0206 A9 00 LDA #$00

0208 85 DD STA UIRQL Place  user  vector  address 0300

020A A9 03 LDA #$03
in location OODD and OODE.

020C 85 DE STA UIRQH

020E 58 CLI Enable interrupt.

020F 4C 00 02 JMP INIT

0300 A9 57 IRQRTN   LDA =$57

0302 85 DD STA UIROL
Restore interrupt  vector so the
BRK can be recognized.

0304 A9 F3 LDA $F3

0306 85 DE STA UIRQH
)

0308 00 BRK

0309 40 RTI
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EXERCISE

12-1The IRQ Interrupt

2. Single  step  the  program  from  0200 through 020C.  Record the
values of zero page locations ()ODD and °ODE. What is. the purpose
for using these two locations?

OODD

OODE

0000 =  0016 and ()ODE = 0316.  These are the user 1RQ jump locations
which the user uses to store the starting address of the IRQ interrupt service
routine.

3. Connect a patch cord from DIG GND (pin 7, 8, 9, or 10 of con-
nector A) to CA1  (pin 18 of connector B). Execute the program
from 0200.  Move the pin connection from  DIG GND to one of
the +5V pins of connector A.  Record the value of the program
counter and explain.

PROGRAM COUNTER

PC = 0309. A negative (DIG GND) to positive (+5V) transition of CA1 causes
the BIRO pin to go low (binary 0) and the interrupt routine at 0300 was call-
ed. The BR K command at 0308 returned the CPU to the monitor mode.

4. Record the contents of the stack pointer register.

STACK POINTER REGISTER

SP = FC indicating three bytes of information was pushed onto the stack.

5. Read and record the contents of stack address 01 FD, 01 FE, and
01FF.

01F D

01F E

01FF

01FD = 20, 01FE = 00, and 01FF = 02  Together 01FE and 01FF contain
the return address to the main program. 01FD represents the processor status
register of the main program before the interrupt occurred.
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The IRQ Interrupt

6. The WC  request  is only recognized by the CPU after the CLI
—

instruction  is  executed  but not after the SEI  instruction is ex-

ecuted. Explain why.

Ilra requests (maskable interrupts) are only processed by the CPU when the
BRIO- pin is low and the I flag is cleared.

7. Read and record the status of the I  flag (bit 2 of the processor
status register) while in the interrupt routine.

I FLAG STATUS

The I flag is set when the interrupt routine is being processed to prevent
further interference from other interrupts.

8. Switch to the HALT/STEP mode and single step the program from
0309 to execute the  RTI  instruction.  Read and record the con-

tents of the stack pointer register. Explain.

STACK POINTER REGISTER

SP = FF. Executing the RT1 instruction pulled the information off the stack
by loading the program counter with the address from 01FE and 01F F and
restoring the contents of the processor status register to its pre-interrupt value.

9. Insert an EA (NOP) in location 020E in place of the CLI instruc-
tion. Connect CA1  to ground.  Execute the program at location
0200. Move the connection to +5Vdc. Was the interrupt acknow-
ledged?  Explain.

The interrupt was not recognized because the 1 flag is set.

10. How does the result of step 9 compare with those of steps 6 and 7?

It agrees. When the I flag is set another interrupt will not be recognized.

CONCLUSION

External devices use the I RQ line to generate interrupt requests to the CPU.
I RQ's are only recognized when the I flag is clear, otherwise they are ignor-
ed. The starting address of the interrupt routine is contained in FFFE and
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EXERCISE

12_1The IRQ Interrupt

F F FF. The WI CI jump location is contained in OODD and OODE. These loca-
tions normally contain the address of the monitor interrupt BRK routine
(F357) created each time the system is reset. These locations are loaded with
the starting address, by the user in a program, when a user interrupt service
routine  is to  be executed.  Program control returns to the main program
when the  RTI  instruction, the last instruction of the interrupt routine, is
executed.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. List the  R/1TV memory locations allocated for storing the starting ad-
dress of an IRO interrupt routine.

2. What condition is necessary for the CPU to recognize and call an inter-
rupt routine?

3. With the I flag cleared an interrupt occurs while the CPU is executing a
two byte instruction at location 020A, what is the return address stored
in stack locations 01F E and 01F F?

4. Besides storing the return address on the stack, what other information
is pushed onto the stack before the CPU processes an interrupt routine?

5. What instruction causes the return from an interrupt service routine?
Explain.
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Interrupt Polling EXERCISE12-2
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to see how the CPU
can  service  external  devices  on  a  common  interrupt  line  using a  polling
sequence.  You  will  demonstrate this operation  using PIA  inputs  CA1  and
CB1 and polling the PIA control registers CRA and CRB.

DISCUSSION

Interrupts have been introduced as externally generated signals which cause
temporary suspension of a program to service the interrupting device. In the
previous exercise, it was demonstrated how the I RQ interrupt performs this
operation.  Quite often a CPU will be required to service several peripherals
which   generate  an  interrupt at any given  time.  The CPU  must determine
which  peripheral  caused the interrupt and then to jump to the appropriate
routine to service the interrupt.

The  interrupt  service  routine  must  identify  the device that generated  the
interrupt request and  perform  the operation  required  by that device.  One
interrupt servicing  method  is called palling. Polling tests the status register
of each  device to determine which device has interrupted. Once the device
is  identified   its service  routine  is executed.  One way to demonstrate this
action  is to  use  PIA  inputs CA1   and CB1  to cause the interrupts and poll
bit seven of the  PIA control  registers CRA and  CRB  for status. When bit
7  is set,  it will  indicate the presence of an interrupt request. An interrupt
service routine will call the appropriate routine for that device.

Bit 7 of the PIA control registers CRA and CRB are labeled I RQA1 for CRA
and I RQB1  for CRB as shown in Figure 12-3. It is possible to set bit 7 of the
control registers with a positive transition at CA1  or CB1 with the status of
bits 0 and 1  as shown in Figure 12-4. Setting bit 7 of the control registers
causes the BIRO line to go low. The interrupt service routine can then test
the control  registers.  This polling can  be accomplished  using the  program
steps as shown in  Figure 12-5. The contents of the control register is loaded
into the accumulator.  The  BMI  instruction  is satisfied only if bit 7 of the
control register is set causing a branch to either CA1OUT or CB1OUT.

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 BIT POSITION

PIA CRA IRQA1

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 BIT POSITION

PIA CRB !HOE,

Figure 12-3.   Identification of bit 7 of PIA control registers.
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Interrupt Polling

CRA (CRB) I nTterar rnuspi tti oi nn pouf t Bit 7,
Interrupt RequestInterrupt Flag

Bit 1 Bit 0 CA1 (CB1) IRQA1 (IRQB1) IRQA (IRQB)

0 0 4. Active Set on 1, of CA1 (CB1) Disabled — IRO remains

high.

0 1 4. Active Set on 4, of CA1 (CB1) IRQ goes low when IRQA1
(IRQB1) goes high.

1 0 I Active Set on t of CA1 (CB1) Disabled — IRO remains

high

1 1 T Active Set on 1 of CA1 (CB1) IRO goes low when IRQA1
(I RQB1) goes high.

Notes:

1. findicates positive transition (low to high)
2. 4 indicates negative transition (high to low)

Figure 12-4.  Control of interrupt inputs CA1 and CB1.

LDA PIACRA

BMI CA1OUT

LDA PIACRB

BMI CB1OUT

CA1OUT     Interrupt Service Routine

CB1OUT  Interrupt Service Routine

Figure 12-5.  Software steps to perform polling of control registers.

These steps will determine which input (CA1 or CB1) caused the interrupt.
The  branch  selects the appropriate  interrupt routine for the interrupting
device (CA1   or  CB1).  These  locations are shown as labels CA1OUT and
CB1OUT.

In this exercise, we will use a program to poll PIA control registers CRA and
CRB. When bit 7 of CRA is high the program will branch to page 00. When
bit 7 of CRB is high the program will branch to page 01. Normally interrupt
service routines would process information for the interrupting device.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program into memory which polls the control
registers CRA and CRB.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 78 SEI

0201 A9 07 LDA #607

0203 8D 01 04 STA PIACRA

0206 8D 03 04 STA PIACRB

0209 A9 00 LDA #600

02013 85 DD STA UIRQH

(Continued on next page.)
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Interrupt Polling EXERCISE12-2
020D A9 03 LDA 4`.4.;03

020F 85 DE STA UIRQL

0211 58 CLI

0212 4C 12 02 WAIT  JMP WAIT

0300 AD     01 04 LDA PIACRA

0303 30 05 BMI LOCCA1

0305 AD     03 04 LDA PIACRB

0308 30 03 BMI LOCCB1

030A 4C 00 00 LOCCA1 JMP PAGE 0

030D 4C 00 01 LOCCB1 JMP PAGE 1

0000 4C 00 00 PAGE 0   JMP PAGE 0

0100 4C 00 01 PAGE 1   JMP PAGE 1

How is  the  program  arranged  to  identify when the CA1  input
causes the interrupt?

In location 0303 of the interrupt routine, a test is performed on bit seven of
PIACRA. When CA1 goes from negative to positive, bit seven of CRA is set
satisfying the BM1 instruction and the program jumps to location 0000.

2. Make the following connections using patch cords.

FROM TO

DIG GND
CA1 Pin 18 — CONN B

Pin 7 — CONN A

DIG GND
CB1 Pin 17 — CONN B

Pin 8 — CONN A

BIRD TEST POINT

(Pin 26 — CONN Al 1

Execute the program at location 0200. The status of f3TPRI  is de-
fined by the condition of LED 1. What is the status of the BIRQ
line?

The BIRO line is high (LED 1 lit).
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Interrupt Polling
3. Move the STEP/RUN switch to HALT/STEP to stop the program.

Record the contents of the display and SP. Has the I RQ interrupt
occurred? Explain.

No.  The contents in the display shows an address and contents (0212 4C)
from the main program.  The SP = FF. Both conditions indicate no interrupt
has occurred.

4. Execute the program at 0200. Change the DIG GND connection
of CA1 to +5V. What is the status of BIRO?

The BIRO line is low (LED 1 off) indicating an 1RQ interrupt was generated
when a negative to positive transition of CA1 occurred.

5. Move the STEP/RUN switch to HALT/STEP to stop the program.
What do the contents of the display represent?

The display shows 0000 4C which represents the jump to location (0000)
resulting from the polling (testing) with the BMI instruction on bit seven of
PIACRA.

6. Read  and  record the contents of the stack pointer register and
stack addresses 01F D, 01F E, and 01FF.

STACK POINTER REGISTER

01F D

01F E

01FF

SP = FC.  01FD = 20 contains the contents of the processor status register.
01FE = 12 and 01FF = 02 containing the return address to the main program.

7. Change the -I-5V connection of CA1  to  DIG  GND.  Reset and exe-
cute  the program at 0200. What is the status of the BIRQ line?
Explain.

The BIRQ line is high (LED 1 lit) indicating no interrupt has been generated.
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Interrupt Polling EXERCISE12-2
8. Change  the  DIG  GND connection of CB1  to +5V. What is the

status of BI RQ?

The BIRO line is low (LED 1 off) indicating an 1R0 interrupt has signaled
the CPU when the positive transition of CB1 occurred.

9. HALT the program. What does the contents of the display repre-
sent?

The display shows 0100 4C which represents the jump to location (0100)
resulting from the polling (testing) with the BMI instruction on bit seven of
PIACRB.

10. Read  and  record the contents of the stack pointer register and
stack addresses 01F D, 01F E, and 01F F.

STACK POINTER REGISTER

01F D

01 FE

01FF

SP = FC.  01FD -- 20 contains the contents of the processor status register.
01 FE = 12 and 01 FF = 02 containing the return address to the main program.

CONCLUSION

Interrupt service routines can be used to poll all  devices in the system to
find out which device issues an interrupt request. Once the interrupting de-
vice has been identified, the CPU jumps to a device dependent service rou-
tine. The control  registers of the PIA can be tested for a transition on the
CA1 or CB1  inputs. Bit seven of the control register indicates what line the
transition occurred on.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What was the reason for polling the PIA control  registers (CRA and
CRB) after an M interrupt occurred?
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Interrupt Polling

2. How was an interrupt created with the CA1 or CB1 inputs?

3. Which bit of the PIA control registers was polled to determine which
input line (CA1 or CBI) caused the interrupt?

4. When the program was halted and a page 01  location was displayed,
what line caused the interrupt?

5. If the interrupt routine for CA1 is being processed, what will happen if
CB2 attempts to interrupt?
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12_3The NMI Interrupt
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to explain how the
CPU processes a NMI interrupt by observing the address and data buses. You
will verify the operation by using an oscilloscope to record logic levels of the
address and data bits.

DISCUSSION

The other type of  interrupt  is a  NMI (Non-Maskable  interrupt) interrupt.
The  CPU recognizes the NMI in a different manner than I RQ interrupts. The
IRO interrupt can  be  masked.  The programmer can mask the detection of
the I RQ interrupt by controlling the I flag in the status register. NMI inter-
rupts are non-maskable and have high priority since the CPU recognizes this
type of interrupt immediately. It is the period of time immediately following
the interrupt recognition that this exercise will explore. The time when the
CPU stores information on the stack and then searches through a few ROM
locations to determine the starting address of the interrupt routine.  Basic-
ally,  the operation  is the same for both type of interrupts. Only the inter-
rupt vector locations are different.

The NMI  interrupt is used to generate the single step function in the micro-
processor trainer.  The circuit to perform this function  is shown in  Figure
12-6. The NMI  is generated in the STEP ON (for single step) mode when the
SYNC signal is applied to pin 1  of U13A and the ROMCS signal, applied to
pin 2 of U13B, is high (ROM is not selected).

+5 V

Figure 12-6.  Single instruction circuit in the trainer.
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The NMI Interrupt

During this exercise a NMI will be continuously generated by grounding pin
13 of U14F as shown in Figure 12-7.

+5V

NMI

Figure 12-7.  Wire connection to produce NMI interrupts for exercise procedure.

An  NMI  routine is generated when the NMI  line is pulled low. The CPU
initiates the interrupt service routine by placing the NMI  interrupt vector
into the program counter.

NMI INTERRUPT
VECTOR LOCATION CONTENTS

FFFA and  FFFB F3A6

Location  F3A6  contains an  indirect jump  instruction to zero page. This
allows the user to modify the location of the NMI interrupt routine by stor-
ing the address in the zero page locations when desired. The interrupt service
routine page is stored at OODC. The location in the page is stored at OODB.
This address remains in the zero page locations until the system is reset or

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

OODB Location in page

OODC Page location

the contents are altered by the user. When the system is reset, these locations
are initialized to the BRK routine at F357. When the routine at location

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

OODB 57

OODC F3

F357 is executed, the CPU internal registers are placed in zero page loca-
tions and the CPU is halted.  During this exercise we will observe how the
CPU processes a NMI interrupt.

By forcing a NMI, the CPU will always perform a sequence of instructions to
process the request. The processing time requires 12 02 clock cycles before
repeating. The events that take place for each 02 clock cycle are listed in
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The NMI Interrupt EXERCISE12-3
Figure  12-8 once the NMI  is recognized. The data shown in parenthesis is
the information you will observe on the address and data buses during the
procedure.

Cycles Address Bus Data Bus External Operation Internal Operation

1 01F F PCH Store PCH on Stack Decrement Stack

Pointer to 01FE

2 01 F E PCL Store PCL on Stack Decrement Stack

Pointer to 01FD

3 01FD PS Store PS on Stack Decrement Stack

Pointer to 01FC

4 (FFFA) New PCL (A6) Fetch Vector Low Put Away Stack

5 (FFFB) New PCH (F3) Fetch Vector High Vector Low

PCL and Set I

6 PC (F3A6) Op Code (6C) Fetch OP CODE Increment PC to PC + 1

7 PC (F3A7) New PCL (DB) Fetch interrupt vector low User vector low  PCL

8 PC (F3A8) New PCH (00) Fetch interrupt vector high User vector high PCL

9 PC (00DB) Interrupt routine Fetch location on page for Increment PC to PC + 1

PCL (57) interrupt program PCL = 57

10 PC (00DC) Interrupt routine Fetch page of interrupt PCH = F3

PCH (F3) routine

11 PC (F357) Op Code (86) Fetch op code Hold PC, finish previous
operation

12 PC (F357) Op Code (86) Fetch op code Force a BRK instruction,
hold PC

Figure 12-8.  Operations of the CPU to locate the interrupt routine when an interrupt is recognized.

The first three clock cycles of the 02 clock (02-B pin 25 of connector A)
stores the program counter and processor status register onto the stack as
shown in Figure 12-9. The R/W line is low only during the time information
is written to memory (in this exercise the R/W line serves as the sync signal
to view the information on the address and data buses). By connecting the
oscilloscope to each address (ABO-AB15) and data line (DBO-DB7) you will
be able to observe the logic levels during the three clock cycles. The informa-
tion you observe will be the contents of program counter (F357) and proces-
sor status register (26) transferred to the stack.

NOTE:   The  actual  data    in   the

processor  status   register will  vary
since the actual location where the

CPU   recognized     the    first   NMI,
while it executes monitor routines

to  display   LAb-UP.,   is  unknown.
The data 26 is used since this is one

value that can be expected.

During your observation of the addresses, the trace will appear as two levels
for address bits AB1-AB7 during stack access. This is a result of the SP being
automatically decremented as data is pushed onto the stack. The byte loca-
tion on page one is constantly changing. As a result, the entire stack (page
01)  is loaded with  F3, 57, and 26. The speed of executing the interrupt
causes the address bits AB1-AB7 to also appear as two levels.
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The NMI Interrupt

DATA

i  F3 57 26 i
RIVY LOGIC 1

[ LOGIC 0

~ ~ ...1 LOGIC 1

02-13

1— ,••,, el•Mill, LOGIC 0

CLOCK 2
CYCLES

Figure 12-9.  Data present on the data bus for each clock cycle during the logic 0 portion
of RAN.

Before the next available stack locations are loaded with  F3, 57, and 26,
nine 02 clock cycles will be executed. During this time the CPU will fetch
the interrupt vector locations for the NMI interrupt and process the indirect
jump by executing the contents of the user vector locations (6C DB 00). The
CPU will recognize the NMI interrupt again and the entire processing loop of
storing the information on the stack is repeated.

Finally, by viewing the NMI line (pin 28 of connector A) during the time of
one execution of the complete interrupt process, you can determine how the
CPU recognizes the interrupt. The NMI signal must be low for at least two
02  clock cycles for the  interrupt to  be  recognized.  In the exercise, this
occurs when the indirect jump operands are fetched from OODB and OODC.

The address and data buses will contain the same information for the next

two cycles of the 02 clock (cycles 11 and 12 in Figure 12-8). After recogni-
tion and these cycles are complete, the NMI processing loop is repeated.

PROCEDURE

NOTE:     Be careful not to touch
two pins together when connecting
the scope probe to a connector pin.
The information on both buses can
change  which  will introduce dis-
crepancies   in  your  results  with
those listed in the procedure. If a
change is suspected in the informa-
don,  repeat  the  procedure from
step 1.

1. With  LAb-UP. displayed, connect the hook-tip probe to R23 as
shown in Figure 12-10 and the patch cord end to DIG GN D.
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A EM 0

STEP ON

41
HALT/STEP

ME

CONNECT RUN
HOOK-TIP PROBE

Figure 12-10.  Adapting the hook-tip probe to a patch cord and locating the connection
point on the trainer.

Press RESET. What happens to the display?

The display is blanked.  Grounding the one side of the 3.90S2 resistor (R23)
causes the continuous generation of an NMI.

2. Set an oscilloscope for dc operation with the vertical set to 0.2V/
cm  and  the  horizontal  set to  1  ps/cm.  Set the trigger slope to
negative and the source to external. Connect a lead from R/W (pin
23 connector A) to the external trigger input of the scope. Con-
nect an X10 probe to 02-B (pin 25 connector A) and the ground
clip  to  GND.  Adjust  the variable  sweep  to  obtain  exactly ten
clock cycles. This will set the scope to display one clock cycle per
centimeter.

3. Connect the X10 probe to RATV (pin 23 connector A) and adjust
the horizontal position to display a trace as shown in Figure 12-11.

=

:

-7-

:-.
_ R ATI

(pin 23
conn. AI

=
-

_

=
_

=

=

Figure 12-11. Trigger signal.
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The NMI Interrupt

Explain and verify the waveform shown on the scope.

This is  the  RAN signal output by the CPU which is low when writing to
memory.   The signal is high  when the CPU reads from memory.  This signal
will serve as a reference to record the information in the following steps.

4. To process the NMI request the CPU requires 12 clock cycles. The
events can be verified by recording the logic levels of the address
and data buses. Connect the X10 probe to address bit ABO (pin 32
connector A).  Read the logic levels for the three 02 clock cycles
during the time the RM line is low. Valid logic levels are recorded
at the  negative  transition  of the 02 clock cycle or the vertical
graticu le.

for clock cycle 1 ABO logic level

for clock cycle 2 ABO logic level

for clock cycle  3 ABO logic level

The logic level of ABO during the first cycle is a logic 1. During the second
cycle ABO is a logic 0. During the third cycle ABO is a logic 1. The interpreta-
tion of the trace is shown in Figure 12-12.

rye

ABO

(pin 32 1111 1111101111 14.1.1. fl 11 1111 1111 1111

conn. A)

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 12-12.  Logic levels of ABO during low portion of RAN signal.
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The NMI Interrupt EXERCISE12-3
5. Connect the scope probe to the remaining address bits accessible

at connector A.  Record the logic levels of the address bits for the
first three clock cycles (R/W low) in the table. The levels of bits
AB1-AB7  will appear as two  levels and are shown as 1/0 in the
table.

RAN

CLOCK

CYCLES 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CLOCK
ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) MEMORY

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 LOCATION

•i 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

ADDRESS 2 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

3 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

From  the information  recorded,  what page of memory  is being
written to when the R/W line is low?

The memory page being written to is page 01 since bits AB9-AB15 are low
and only AB8 is high.  The completed table is shown in Table 12-1(a) located
after the Review Questions.
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The NMI Interrupt

6. Connect the scope probe to DBO (pin 26 connector B). Read and
record  the  logic  levels of  DBO  for the first  three clock cycles
(RAN low).

for clock cycle 1 DBO logic level

for clock cycle  2 DBO logic level

for clock cycle  3 DBO logic level

The logic level of DBO for the first cycle is a logic 1. During the second cycle
DBO is a logic 1. During the third cycle DBO is a logic 0 or logic 1. The third
cycle is the time the contents of the processor status register is stored onto
the stack.  The logic level you record during the third cycle can vary.  This
occurs since the point on interruption into the monitor routine while display-
ing LAb-UP, is unpredictable each time you initially force the NMI request.
Figure 12-13 shows the logic levels of DBO assuming the third cycle is a logic 0.

=
.....r. ,. '-'1...

to _

ImEll, -r"

DBO =

(pin 26
conn. B) 4,-1-1-1-144-4444•1444-4ii444-444-1-114-41-1-(-1-1+

_

:.:
=

=

=

CLOCK
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CYCLES

Figure 12-13.  Logic levels of DBO during low portion of RAN signal.

7. Connect the scope probe to the remaining data bits accessible at
connector B  (DB1-DB7).  Record the logic levels of the data bits
for the first three clock cycles (RAN low) in the table.
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z

RAN
4111

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

1

DATA 2

3

What are the hex data values written to the page 01 (stack) loca-
tions and what do they represent?

The hex data values from the recorded logic levels of the data bits should be
F316 and 5716 for the first two cycles. These two data bytes represent ADH
and ADL stored onto the stack when a NMI is recognized. The third cycle can
have more  than  one hex  value.   One  of those is 2616 which  we will use

throughout  the procedure.   This  data  byte  represents  the processor status
register at the time the NMI request is recognized.   The completed table is
shown in Table 12.1(b) located after the Review Questions.
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The NMI Interrupt

8. For the next seven clock cycles the CPU performs operations to
locate the starting address of the NMI  routine. Connect the X10
probe to each of the address bits at connector A. Record the logic
levels of each  bit for the seven clock cycles during the time the
R/W signal is high.

RAN

1141 1111 4141 4414

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CLOCK
ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

4

5

6

ADDRESS 7

8

9

10

What  are  the hex addresses on the address bus for each  of the

seven clock cycles?

The addresses are FFFA, FFFB, F3A6, F3A7, F3A8, OODB, and OODC. The
addresses are those placed on the bus by the CPU to locate the starting ad-
dress  of the NMI routine.   The completed table is shown in  Table  12-2(a)
located after the Review Questions.
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EXERCISE

12_3The NMI Interrupt

9. Connect the  X10 probe to each of the data bits at connector B.
Record the  logic  levels of each  bit for the seven clock cycles to
determine  the  data  on  the data  bus for the addresses  recorded

in step 8.

RATV -7

lill  fill

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION MB/ HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

4

5

6

DATA 7

8

9

10

What are the hex data values on the data bus for each of the seven

clock cycles?

The data values are A616, F316, 6C16, 0816, 0016, 57,6, and F316.  The

hex data values are those corresponding to each of the addresses determined
in step 8.   The completed table is shown in Table  12-2(b) located after the
Review Questions.
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The NMI Interrupt

10. The next address placed on the address bus will  be the starting
address of the NMI  routine for this application. Connect the X10
probe to R/W and move the trace two centimeters to the left using
the horizontal  position  knob. This will  allow you to  record the
address and data values for the last two clock cycles of the forced
NMI. Connect the X10 probe to the address bits at connector A.
Record the logic levels of each bit for cycles 11   and 12  .

RAN

1141 1111 1111 1444

CLOCK

CYCLES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CLOCK ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB/ HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

11
ADDRESS

12

What  are  the  hex  addresses  on  the address bus for both clock

cycles?

The addresses for both cycles are F357. This is the action of the CPU to hr
the program counter for two cycles after recognizing the NMI and befo,
storing the program counter (ADH and ADL) and processor status register
contents  onto  the stack.   The completed  table  is shown  in  Table  12-3(a)
located after the Review Questions.
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The NMI Interrupt EXERCISE12-3
Connect the probe to each of the data bits at connector B. Record
the logic levels of each bit during cycles 11   and 12  to determine
the data on the data bus for the addresses in step 10.

=

_

=

=

=

R/vi H

_

=

=

7.
_

=
_

=
=

CLOCK

CYCLES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

11
DATA

12

Table 12-3(b).  Answer to procedural step 11.  Data for addresses in Table 12-3(a).

What are  the  hex  data  values  on  the  data  bus  for both clock

cycles?

The two hex data values are 8616 which corresponds to each address deter-
mined in step 10. The completed table is shown in Table 12-3(b) located after
the Review Questions.

12. The CPU recognizes the NMI interrupt when the NMI line remains
low for two clock cycles. Connect the probe to the NMI line (pin
28 connector A). Where does the CPU recognize the NMI  inter-
rupt?

The NMI interrupt  is recognized during  the  time  when  the operands are
fetched from ODDS and OODC (clock cycles 9 and  10 ). This time is shown
as the low portion of the NMI signal in Figure 12-14.
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The NMI Interrupt
=

-

=
-

C r r c r
NMI

(pin 28
conn A) 1111 1111 1 1.111 l'.11

=
=

7.
=

=

=

CLOCK

CYCLES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 12-14.  NMI signal. The CPU recognizes the NMI request during cycles  9  and  10 .

CONCLUSION

By forcing the CPU to loop through the NMI routine and using an oscillo-
scope connected to the address and data lines, you observed the address and
data required by the CPU to process an interrupt once it is recognized. The
RAN line is used as the sync signal and the 02-13 pin is the clock cycle whose
trailing edge is used to verify the valid logic levels of the address and data
bits. Observing the NMI  pin clearly demonstrates that the CPU recognizes
the NMI  interrupt only when the line is held low for a total of two clock
cycles.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. During what portion of the 02 clock cycle is the data read by the CPU?

2. When will the read/write (RR) line be pulled low?

3. In the exercise, when the R/TV line was pulled low, what was happen-
ing?
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The NMI Interrupt EXERCISE12-3
4. After the CPU stored the information on the stack, what were the two

next addresses read from the address bus and what did they represent?

5. How many clock cycles must the NMI line be low in order for the CPU
to recognize the request?

CLOCK
ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) MEMORY

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 LOCATION

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1 S

ADDRESS 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1(0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 0 TA
c

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1 K

Table 12-1(a).  Answer to procedural step 5.

CLOCK
DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

DATA 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 26

Table 12-1(b).  Answer to procedural step 7.   Data for addresses in Table 12-1(a).

CLOCK ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 FFFA

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 FFFB

6 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 F3A6

ADDRESS 7 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 F3A7

8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 F3A8

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 OODB

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 OODC

Table 12-2(a).  Answer to procedural step 8
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CLOCK DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 A6

5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

6 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 6C

DATA 7 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 DB

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

Table 12-2(b).  Answer to procedural step 9. Data for address in Table 12-2(a).

CLOCK ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

11 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357
ADDRESS

12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357

Table 12-3(a).  Answer to procedural step 10.

CLOCK
DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLES 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86
DATA

12 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86

Table 12-3(b).  Answer to procedural step 11.  Data for addresses in Table 12-3(a).
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UNIT TEST

12
1. Which one of the following is not considered as an interrupt?

a. NMI

b. RESET

C. IRQ

d. SYNC

2. Where are the interrupt vector locations located in memory?

a. PIA

b. RAM

C. ROM

d. STACK

3. Which addresses represent the I RQ interrupt vector location?

a. FFFA and FFFB

b. FFFC and FFFD

c. FFFE and FFFF

d. OODB and OODC

4. What are the vector locations for the NMI interrupt?

a. FFFA and FFFB

b. FFFC and FFFD

c. FFFE and FFFF

d. OODD and OODE

5. What are the two RAM memory locations used by the programmer for
a user NMI interrupt?

a. FFFE and FFFF

b. OODD and OODE

c. OODB and OODC

d. 00E0 and 00E1

6. Which one of the following is not an event that takes place before pro-
gram control jumps to begin the process of locating the starting address
of an interrupt routine?

a. the current value of PCH is stored at 01F F

b. the current value of the PS is stored at 01F F

c. the current value of PCL is stored at 01 FE

d. the current value of the PS is stored at 01F D

7. Which one of the following is not a true statement?

a. the CLI instruction clears the I flag
b. the SE I instruction sets the I flag
c. the I flag is clear during the execution of an interrupt routine
d. the CPU recognizes an I RQ request when the I flag is cleared

(Continued on next page.)
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8. How many CPU clock cycles must the NMI  line be held low for the
CPU to recognize the interrupt?

a. 1

b. 2

C. 3

d. 4

The following program will be used for questions 9 and  10. All flags are
cleared prior to executing the LDA instruction.

0200 LDA 409

0202 LDX #$F F

0204 LDY #$8A

0300     BACK JMP BACK

9. If a NMI interrupt request occurs during the execution of the instruc-
tion  at 0200,  what  are  the values  of the  first three available stack
locations?

a. 02, 00, 00

b. 00, 02, 00

C. 02, 02, 00

d. 02, 02, 04

10. Analyzing the program, what must the contents of the user NMI loca-
tions be to execute the interrupt routine?

a. OODB = 00, OODC = 03
b. OOD D = 00, OOD E = 03
c. OODB = 03, OODC = 00
d. OODD = 03, °ODE = 00
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UNIT

13Use of the Monitor
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will be able to write user programs
that   include   monitor   routines.  You  will   demonstrate  the  use  of  some

monitor routines by executing them in simple programs and interpreting the
information in the display .

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The  microprocessor  monitor  starts  at  memory  address  location  F000.   It
continues through to memory address location F747. The monitor contains
routines that control  the operation  of the  microprocessor trainer.  Writing
and  reading to  and from  memory, single stepping, and using the GO com-
mand are only a few of the functions.

The   monitor   listing  is   located   in   Appendix   B.   It  begins  with  zero-page
memory  locations  before the first  listed  routine at  F000. These zero-page
locations of  RAM  are those dedicated  for use  by  the monitor ROM. You
have already worked with the display register locations (0000-0005) and the
interrupt vector locations.

The  first monitor routine begins at  F000 and  ends with  memory  address
F010.  Its purpose is to reset (clear) bit 2 of CRA and CRB of the data direc-
tion  register in  the PIA. A brief explanation of each routine is provided at
the start of most routines.  Reading the caption will help to familiarize your-
self with the operation expected of the routine.  Knowing the function of a
routine can  lend  support in writing user programs. That is to say, monitor
routines are not restricted only for use internally with the trainer.  Many of
these  routines can  be used with  user programs.  In  many cases the  use  of
monitor  routines  can  simplify  a  user program.   It reduces the number of
instructions and accomplishes the same purpose of many instructions there-
by saving memory space. The monitor routines are used by including an in-
struction in the user program that calls that routine. An example to call the
routine  RST2AB at  F000 in  a  user program  is shown in  Figure 13-1. The
instruction is a jump to subroutine with the starting address of the routine.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 A2  00 LDX 400

0202 20   00   FO JSR RST2At

0205 A9  FF LDA #$FF

• •

• •

• •

Figure 13-1.  Instruction format used to call a monitor routine.

There are many routines contained in the monitor.  In this unit several rou-
tines will be used in programs. A collection of these routines will be covered.
The routines summarized in Figure 13-2 will be used in this unit.
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Use of the Monitor

MONITOR ROUTINE ROM

LABEL ADDRESS LOCATION PURPOSE

RST2AB F000 Reset (clear)  Bit 2 CRA CRB for
DDRA and DDRB.

RST2A F008 Reset  Bit 2  of  CRA for  DDRA

only.

SET2AB F011 Set  Bit 2  of  CRA  and  CRB for

output data reg ORA and ORB.

SET2A F019 Set Bit 2 of CRA for output data
register ORA only.

SCAN F022 Output contents of display regis-
ters (0005-0000) to each display.

READ F168 Fetch a byte from keyboard.

INTPNT F179 Initialize   data   pointer (location
0007   and   0008)  for  control  of
display.

READC2 F198 Convert hex byte in accumulator
to seven segment equivalence and
store in display registers.

VVRTOPN F1DF Store byte in display registers that
will display a dash.

SCNGET Fl 3C Scan   to  output  contents  of  dis-
play registers to display and sense
and decode any key closure.

OUTBYT F3AC Output  bytes  on page zero loca-
tions EO. El, and E2.

Figure 13-2.  Monitor routines used in this unit.

To become proficient in the use of the monitor routines takes practice and
writing  programs.  Each  of  the  programs  used  in  the  exercises  has  been
written to provide some visual indication in the display to help you in under-
standing the routine.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

MEW pointer — zero-page memory locations that select the address of
a display register.  The lower order byte resides at 0007 (POINTL)
and the high order byte at 0008 (POINTH).

— six zero-page memory locations (0005 through 0000)
used to store data to be displayed. Location 0005 controls the most
significant display while 0000 controls the least significant display.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply
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Initializing the PIA EXERCISE13-1
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you  have completed this exercise,  you will  be able to simplify the
initialization of the PIA by executing routines from the monitor. You will
verify  the  initialization   process  by  using  monitor  routines   RST2AB  and
SET2AB in a program.

DISCUSSION

The ability to input information from the  keyboard and to output to the
display  is  provided  by the  PIA.  This involves selecting the data direction
registers (DDRA and/or DDRB), establishing both ports mode of operation
and selecting the peripheral output registers  (ORA and ORB). This initial-
ization  process  was  introduced  in   Unit 6.  Both  ports of the  PIA can  be
initialized  by a program written as shown in Figure 13-3. The initialization
process  includes  instructions  from 0200 through 0215.  This represents a
lengthy collection  of bytes to configure both  ports of the  PIA to output
data.  From a demonstration standpoint this poses no problem. But for more
involved programs, the PIA will likely be reconfigured a number of different
ways during the execution of the program which will require rewriting some
of the instructions. This uses extra memory space and complicates the pro-
gram. To simplify PIA configurations and reduce the use of excessive mem-
ory space, monitor routines can be executed.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS  REMARKS

0200 A9  00 LDA :-'$00 Selects data direction direction

registers A & B (DDRA & DDRB)
0202 8D  01 04 STA   CRA

Bit 2 of CRA and CRB cleared.

0205 8D  03   04 STA   CRB

0208 A9   FF LDA #$FF Port A and Port B configured as
outputs.

020A 8D   00   04 STA   DDRA

020D 8D  02   04 STA   DDRB

0210 A9  04 LDA   t-SO4 Selects output Registers A and B
(ORA and ORB)

0212 8D  01 04 STA   CRA
Bit 2 of CRA and CRB set.

0215 8D  03   04 STA   CRB

Figure 13-3.   Program to initialize both ports of the PIA to act as outputs.

Located in  ROM  (refer to the monitor  listing in  Appendix B) at memory
location F000 is the routine RST2AB. This routine selects both the DDRA

and  DDRB  by clearing bit 2 of both control registers CRA and CRB. This
routine can be used in place of the three instructions of Figure 13-3 located
at 0200,  0202,  and 0205.  It is accessed by using a JSR instruction. When
used as a subroutine,  memory space in  RAM  is saved and the program is
simplified as shown  in Figure 13-4.  In this case, five memory locations are
saved by using RST2AB.
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Initializing the PIA

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS  REMARKS

0200 20 00    FO JSR     RST2AB  Selects DDRA & DDRB.
Bit 2 CRA and CRB cleared.

0203 49   FF LDA #$FF

0205 8D   00   04 STA   DDRA Port A and Port B configured
as outputs.

0208 80   02   04 STA   DDRB

020B A9   04 LDA #$04 Selects output Registers A and B
(ORA and ORB).   Bit 2 3f CRA

020D 8D   01    04 STA   CRA
and CRB set.

0210 8D  03   04 STA   CRB

Figure 13-4.  Using monitor routine RST2AB to select DDRA and DDRB.

Further simplification of the program is achieved by using SET2AB in place
of the instructions (020B-0210 in Figure 13-4) used to select peripheral out-
put registers ORA and ORB. The SET2AB routine has a starting address of
F011 and an ending address of F021. This routine can be accessed by using a
JSR instruction similar to the way RST2AB was called. When executed, it
sets bit 2 of both control registers CRA and CRB to select peripheral output
registers ORA and ORB. The modified program is shown in Figure 13-5. By
using the monitor routine an additional five memory locations are saved.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS  REMARKS

0200 20 00   FO JSR     RST2AB  Selects DDRA & DDRB.
Bit 2 CRA and CRB cleared.

0203 A9   FF LDA #$FF Port A and B configured as
outputs.

0205 8D  00   04 STA   DDRA

0208 8D  02   04 STA   DDRB

020B 20 11     FO JSR    SET2AB  Selects output Registers Pk and B
(ORA and ORB).
Bit 2 of CRA and CRB set.

Figure 13-5.  Using monitor routine SET2AB to select ORA and ORB.

Both RST2AB and SET2AB have an affect on both ports of the PIA. But as
you have seen from previous exercises dealing with PIA configuration, only
the  A  port was  manipulated.  Embedded  within  the same  RST2AB  and
SET2AB routines are RST2A and SET2A. These are the two routines which

affect only the A port.

The access routines to configure the A port requires the use of the starting
address for the jump to subroutine.  Figure 13-6 lists the program steps to
initialize the A port of the PIA to serve as outputs.
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EXERCISE

Initializing the PIA 13-1
ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20  08   FO JSR RST2A SELECTS DDRA

0203 A9 FF LDA #SFF PAO-PA7 CONFIGURED

0205 8D 00  04 STA CRA AS OUTPUTS

0208 20  19   FO JSR SET2A SELECTS ORA

Figure 13-6.  Initialization of port A of the  PIA  using  monitor routines  RST2A and
SET2A.

PROCEDURE

1. Enter the following data into the memory locations shown in the
table to set up USR1  and USR2 keys to select the Delete (F494)
and Add (F497) monitor routines.

USR1 USR2

00D5 = 94 00D7 = 97

00D6 = F4 00D8 = F4

Load the following program into memory.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 00 LDA #$00 Load  the  accumulator

making bit 2 of CRA and
0202 8D 01 04 STA CRA

CRB to select DDRA and

0205 8D 03 04 STA CRB DDRB.

0208 A9 F F LDA     SFF
Configure  both  PIA  ports

0204 8D 00 04 STA DDRA as outputs

020D 8D 02 04 STA DDRB

0210 A9 04 LDA #$04 Select     peripheral    output
register ORA/ORB to out-

0212 8D 01 04 STA CRA
put   data    out   both    PIA

0215 8D 03 04 STA CR B ports by setting CRA/CRB
bit two.

0218 A9 06 AGAIN  LDA #$06 Load ACC with 0616.

Only segments 1  and 2 are
021A 8D 00 04 STA ORA

on forming the number 1.

021D A9 3F LDA 4'$3F Load ACC with 3F16.

021F 8D 02 04 STA ORB All   displays on displaying
number 1.

Return to display segments
0222 4C 18 02 JMP AGAIN

continuously.
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Which instructions are used to initialize the PIA?

Instructions  in  memory  locations  0200  through 0215 initialize  the PIA
such that both ports function as outputs.

2. Execute the program from 0200. What is displayed?

All displays are illuminated with the digit 1.

3. To delete a portion of the program press  RESET and set PC to
0200.   Read  memory location 0208, press USR1, and enter 08.
What section of the PIA initialization process was deleted?

All instructions (0200, 0202, and 0205) to select the DDRA and DDRB by
clearing bit 2 of CRA and CAB were deleted.

4. Press USR2 and enter 03. Enter the three byte instruction 20, 00,
and  FO into locations 0200, 0201, and 0202 respectively. What
instruction was added to the program?

An instruction to jump to the monitor subroutine RST2AB at location F000
was added.

5. Execute the program from 0200.  Compare the information dis-
played with the information recorded in step 2. What can you con-
clude is the function of the monitor subroutine RST2AB?

Calling  monitor subroutine  RST2AB selected the DDRA  and DDRB by
clearing bit 2 of CRA and CRB.

6. The modified program is as shown.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 20 00 FO JSR RST2AB

0203 A9 FF LDA #$FF

0205 80 00 04 STA DDRA

0208 80 02 04 STA DDRB

0206 A9 04 LDA #$04

020D 8D 01 04 STA CRA

0210 8D 03 04 STA CRB

0213 A9 06 AGAIN   LDA #$06

0215 80 00 04 STA ORA

0218 A9 3F LDA #63F

021A 8D 02 04 STA ORB

021D 4C 13 02 JMP AGAIN
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How many memory locations are saved by using the monitor rou-
tine instead of the three instructions to select DDRA and DDRB?

Using RST2AB to select DDRA and DDRB saved five memory locations.

7. RESET and set PC to 0200.  Read memory location 0213, press
USR1, and enter 08. What section of the PIA initialization process
was deleted?

All instructions (0208, 020D, and 0210) of the modified program to select
both peripheral output registers by setting bit 2 of CRA and CRB were
deleted.

8. Press USR2 and enter 03. Enter the three byte instruction 20, 11,
and  FO into locations 020B, 020C, and 020D respectively. What
instruction was added to the program?

An instruction to jump to the monitor subroutine SET2AB at location F011
was added.

9. Execute  the program from 0200. Compare the information dis-
played with the information recorded from steps 2 and 5. What
can  you  conclude  is  the  function  of  the  monitor subroutine
SET2AB?

Calling monitor subroutine SET2AB selected both peripheral output registers
by setting bit 2 of CRA and CRB.

10. How many additional memory locations were saved by using the
monitor routine instead of the three instructions to select both

output registers?

Using SET2AB  to select both peripheral output registers saved five more
memory locations.  The complete modified program is shown in Figure 13-7.
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ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20 00 FO JSR RST2AB Select DDRA and DDRB.

0203 A9 FF LDA #$FF
Configure  both PIA ports

0205 8D 00 04 STA DDRA as outputs.

0208 8D 02 04 STA DDRB

0206 20 11 FO JSR SET2AB Select ORA and ORB.

020E A9 06 AGAIN    LDA #$06 ACC = 0616.

Light   segments 1 and 2
0210 8D 00 04 STA ORA

forming the number 1.

0213 49 3F LDA #$3F ACC = 3F16.

0215 8D 02 04 STA ORB All  displays on displaying
number 1.

Return to display segments0218 4C  OE 02 JMP AGAIN
continuously.

Figure 13-7.  Initialization of PIA using routines from the monitor.

CONCLUSION

Configuring the PIA ports involve several instructions which occupy valuable
memory space that can be used for other programming functions. Using the
monitor routines to initialize the PIA will save memory space and simplify
the program. The use of routines labeled RST2AB and SET2AB affect both
the A and  B  ports.  Using routines  RST2A and SET2A affects only the A
port.  To  access  any  of  these  routines,  a  jump  to subroutine instruction
format is used with the starting address of the chosen routine.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What   is  the  starting  memory  location  and  purpose  of  the  monitor
routine labeled RST2AB?

2. What is the instruction used in the program to call the monitor routine
RST2AB?

3. What   is  the  starting  memory  location  and  purpose  of  the  monitor
routine labeled SET2AB?
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4. What do you gain by using the monitor routines when writing programs

to initialize the PIA?

5. If you were to use only monitor routines RST2A and SET2A in a pro-
gram to configure the PIA, what port would be affected?
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Display Control EXERCISE13-2
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will  be able to display char-
acters in the display.  You will demonstrate the control of the displays by
altering the contents of memory locations and executing the SCAN monitor
routine in a program.

DISCUSSION

In the last exercise different programs were used to configure the PIA to
output information from the CPU to the displays. One of the programs is
shown  in  Figure  13-8. This program uses the monitor routines to initialize
the PIA before displaying the digit 1 in all six displays.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMAR KS

0200 20 00 FO JSR RST2AB Select  DDRA and  DDRB.

0203 49 FF LDA ,14`$FF
Configure   both  PIA  ports

0205 8D 00 04 STA DDRA
as outputs.

0208 8D 02 04 STA DDRB

020B 20 11 FO JSR SET2AB Select ORA and ORB.

020E 49 06 AGAIN    LDA -406 ACC = 0616.

Light   segments 1 and 2
0210 8D 00 04 STA ORA

forming the number 1.

0213 49 3F LDA     S3F ACC - 3F16.

All  displays on displaying
0215 8D 02 04 STA ORB

number 1.

Return to display segments
0218 4C  OE 02 JMP AGAIN

continuously.

Figure  13-8.     Program using monitor routines to initialize the PIA before displaying all
ones in the displays.

By changing the data in location 020F (currently 0616), you can display any
character, The only problem is all displays show the same character.  How-
ever, each display can be programmed individually to display any character
form.

There are seven sequential  locations on zero page used for display buffers
starting with  00BF  (refer to page 1  of monitor listing in Appendix B) and
ending with 0005. Zero page location 00BF is primarily used as a temporary
storage   location   and   is   labeled   DISPO.   Display   register   locations 0000
through 0005  directly  influence the displays.  These locations are labeled
DISP1 (0000)  through   DISP6  (0005).  Figure  13-9 shows the correlation
between the display registers and the affected display. To display a character
in any display the data byte is stored in the display register associated with
the display. Figure 13-10 provides a table of display characters and the data
byte required to make up the character. A logic one lights the segment of the
display corresponding to that bit position shown  in  Figure  13-11.  A zero
will leave the segment blank (off).
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DISPLAY

5f70 0`„01 0=0    Off7 0=0 0=0
0,5 8,0 af,3    a=a ,or,,u  a'z7

DISPLAY
DISP6    DISP5 DISP4    DISP3 DISP2     DISP1REGISTERS

ZERO PAGE
0005 00C4 00C3 00C2 00C1 0000LOCATION

Figure 13-9.     Relation of zero page locations used by monitor to control each display.

CHARACTER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

DATA BYTE 3F   06  5B  4F  66  6D  7D  07  7F  67

DBO
CHARACTER A  C  E  F  H  I  J  L  O  P  U  Y

DATA BYTE 77 39   79   71 76   06   1E  38 3F  73   3E  66

CHARACTER b  c  d  h  n  o  r  u - ?

DATA BYTE 7C   58   5E   74   54   5C  50   1C  40   53
Figure 13-11.   Relation of data
byte bit positions to segments
of seven-segment display. Figure 13-10.  Seven-segment representation of characters.

For example to display a 1  in display 6, a 0616  is written into location
0005. When you re-read the same location, 0616 will not be stored at that
location. The monitor restores the contents of any display register when you
want to read any of these locations to guarantee the appropriate character is
displayed. Such is the case after you re-read 0005. 3Fie is in the data field
to display the digit 0 in the most significant display.

Because the monitor restores the contents of the display registers, a program
loop is required that constantly scans the display registers to output the data
to the display. The SCAN monitor routine serves this purpose (refer to the
monitor  listing  in  Appendix  B).  The  routine starts at F022 and ends at
FOOD. It performs the required steps to configure the PIA, scan the display
registers,  and  output  the  information  to the  display.  Within  the  SCAN
routine is the multiplex routine, at F052, which serves to sequence the dis-
plays and light the segments for each display for a short period of time. The
multiplex  routine occurs so  quickly  the segments are  lit for 500 timing
cycles which allows sufficient time to make one complete scan of the display
and return to the first display without losing the brilliance of the character.
Using the SCAN routine in a program allows the control of each display. A
program to display LAb-UP. is shown in Figure 13-12.
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13-2Display Control

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 38 LDA F$38 ACC   =   3816   to   display

0202 85 C5 STA DISP6 L in MSD.

0204 A9 77 LDA #$77 ACC   =   7716   to  display
letter A in next display to

0206 85 C4 STA DISP5
right.

0208 A9 7C LDA #67C ACC   =   7C16   to  display
letter b in next display to

020A 85 C3 STA DISP4
right.

020C A9 40 LDA #$40 ACC   = 4016   to  display
dash   in next   display   to

020E 85 C2 STA DISP3
right.

0210 A9 3E LDA 4`$3E ACC   =   3E16   to  display
0212 85 Cl STA DISP2 letter U in next display to

right.

0214 A9 F3 LDA ACC   =   F316   to  display
letter and decimal point P.

0216 85 CO STA DISP1
in LSD.

0218 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN Scan   display   registers   to
output contents to display

021B 4C 18 02 JMP AGAIN
and repeat.

Figure 13-12. Program to use SCAN routines to output contents of display registers to
displays.

PROCEDURE

1. Read   memory location 0005.  What  is shown  on  the  display?
Explain.

The display reads 0005 3F.  The data 3F is the hex byte in DISP6 (0005) to
display the 0 in the most significant display.

2. Write 0616 into location 0005. Record the information from the

display. What is different besides the 0616 in the data field?

The digit 1 is displayed in the most significant display. Location 0005 repre-
sents the display register (D/SP6) used by the monitor to display a character
in the most significant display.

3. Read display register (DISP6) 0005 again. Why is the zero digit in
the most significant display and 3F restored in the data field?

The monitor restores the contents of the display register as soon as the READ
(or any key) key was pressed. (3F is equivalent to the digit 0.)
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4. Read memory location 0000. Write 0616 into this location. Where
—

does the 1 digit appear in the display?

The 1 digit appears in the least significant display. Location 0000 is the dis-
play register (DISP1) whose contents affect the least significant display.

5. Write 7716 (equivalent to A) into display registers DISP5, DISP4,
DISP3,  and  DISP2  at  locations  00C4,  00C3,  00C2,  and  00C1
respectively. Explain what happens.

Writing data byte 7716 into each display register places the letter A one
display from DISP5 through DISP2.

6. Read through each display register.  Does the 1  digit or letter A
appear in the same sequence as witnessed before?

The sequence of digit and letter will not occur since the monitor restored the
contents.   To  display  characters  continually,  the contents of the display
registers must be refreshed, PIA configured, and a multiplex routine executed
to fill the display.

7. Load the following program  into memory. Execute the program
from 0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 06 LDA Load ACC with 0616.

Store 0616   into   display
0202 85 C5 STA DISP6

register DISP6.

Configure PIA/Multiplex
0204 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN Routine (SCAN).

Jump  to  0204  to  output
0207 4C 04 02 JMP AGAIN

to display continuously.

What is shown in the display and explain why?

A digit us displayed in the most significant display. Data byte 0616 is stored
at DISP6, the subroutine at F022 configures the PIA and multiplexes the dis-
play. Repeating the instruction at 0204 displays the digit 1.
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13_2Display Control

8. Load the modified program into memory.  Execute the program
from 0300.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

Load ACC with 0616 and
0300 A9 06 LDA ;106

store at DISP6 (MSD) and
0302 85 C5 STA DISP6 DISP1 (LSD)  for display-

0304 85 CO STA DISP1 ing number 1.

0306 A9 77 LDA #-$77

0308 85 C4 STA DISP5
Load ACC with 7716 and

store    at    DISP5    through
030A 85 C3 STA DISP4

DISP2 for displaying letter
030C 85 C2 STA DISP3 A.

030E 85 Cl STA DISP2

0310 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN Scan to output contents of
display registers to display

0313 4C 10 03 JMP AGAIN and repeat.

Explain the reason for the information shown on the display.

The display reads  1 AAAA  1.  The display registers are loaded with data to
display the character and the SCAN subroutine outputs the contents of the
display registers to the display.

CONCLUSION

Six zero page memory locations are used for display registers. Starting with
the contents in  DISP6 (0005) and decrementing by one through to DISP1
(0000) will provide character control from the most significant to the least
significant display. The monitor routine SCAN is used in a program when it
becomes necessary to continually output the contents of the display registers
to the display.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What do the zero-page locations 0005 through 0000 represent?

2. What display register location affects the most significant display?
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3. What would the display show if location 00C1 was read and the data
byte hex 71 was written into that location?

4. What monitor routine is executed in a program to output the contents
of the display registers to the seven-segment displays?

5. Analyze the following program and write the information expected to
be shown in the display with the program executed.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 A9 38 LDA 4$38

0202 85 C5 STA DISP6

0204 A9 77 L DA #$77

0206 85 C4 STA DISP5

0208 A9 7C LDA #$7C

020A 85 C3 STA DISP4

020C A9 40 L DA #$40

020E 85 C2 STA DISP3

0210 A9 3E LDA #$3E

0212 85 Cl STA DISP2

0214 A9 F3 LDA #$F3

0216 85 CO STA DISP1

0218 20 22 FO  OUTPUT JSR SCAN

021B 4C 18 02 JMP OUTPUT
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13-3Using the Monitor
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with additional
monitor routines by using each in a simple program. You will demonstrate
an application for all the routines by executing an addition program.

DISCUSSION

Using any monitor routine effectively requires an understanding of its func-
tion.  Many of the routines include descriptive information that both sum-
marizes the routine and various instructions within the routine.

A routine, as you  have seen, can be accessed in a program by using a JSR
instruction. Many monitor routines must be called within a program to dis-
play  useful   information.   In  this  exercise,  the  selected  routines shown  in
Figure 13-13 will be placed in a program with the SCAN routine to display
the information.

MONITOR ROUTINE ROM ADDRESS
LABEL LOCATION

INRTOPN F1DF

READ F168

READC2 F198

INTPNT F179

SCNGET F13C

OUTBYT F3AC

Figure 13-13. Assorted monitor routines with starting address locations.

Refer to the monitor listing in Appendix B for each routine listed in Figure
13-13.

The  READ routine begins at F168.  Its purpose is to fetch a byte from the
keyboard.  Executing the routine alone will  not display the byte.  Prior to
executing READ, the display pointer must be initialized. The display pointer
can  be  initialized  by  executing  the  INTPNT routine.  Executing  INTPNT
initializes the display pointer to 0005. This means any routine that uses the
display registers after INTPNT is executed will start at the most significant
display. The first  key pressed is stored into the location pointed to by the
display pointer 0005. A subroutine within READ, OUTLED, serves to out-
put data to display while it decrements the display pointer one location to
00C4. The next key value will  be stored at this location. When the SCAN
routine is used, the byte input from the keyboard is displayed starting in the
leftmost display. The program instructions are shown in Figure 13-14.
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ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20  79  Fl JSR INTPNT Initialize   display   to  start
with MSD.

0203 20  68  Fl  NXTBYT JSR READ Read byte from keyboard.

0206 20  22   FO JSR SCAN Scan    display    register    to
display byte.

0209 4C 03  02 JMP NXTBYT Read from keyaoard in the
display get next byte.

Figure  13-14.    Program to display bytes fetched from keyboard and placed in display,
starting with most significant display pair and ending with least significant display pair.

Using the OUTBYT routine at F3AC and storing the data in the accumulator
at zero page locations EO,  El, and  E2 will  be shown in the display.  Each
memory location affects a different display pair. 00E0 (DISPOH) affects the
two most significant displays, 00E1 (DISPOH +1) the middle pair, and 00E2
(DISPOH +2)  the  least significant pair.  The program  in  Figure 13-15 will
display the data read from the keyboard by the READ routine and display
the data in the two most significant displays. Using El and E2 will work the
same only affecting the other display pairs.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20 79 Fl JSR INTPNT Initialize   display   to   start
with MSD.

0203 20 68 Fl JSR READ Read byte from keyboard.

0206 85 El) STA DISPOH Store    keyboard    byte    at
00E0   to  outpst  to  two

0208 20 AC  F3 JSR OUTBYT
most     significant     display
pair.

0206 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN Scan   display    registers   to
output contents to display

020E 4C  OB 02 JMP AGAIN and repeat.

Figure 13-15.  Output bytes to display pairs by using zero page locations EO (DISPOH),
El (DISPOH +1) and E2 (DISPOH +2) and OUTBYT routine.

The routine VVRTOPN begins at F1DF. It is used to display a dash (0816) in
a display.  This routine calls the  INTPNT routine but enters it at location
F17B instead of F179. This routine uses the value in the X register to initial-
ize the display pointer. The display pointer is loaded with the value in the X
register. Upon executing WRTOPN six dashes or one dash can be displayed
from  left to right.  The program  in  Figure 13-16 shows the instructions to
display dashes in the two rightmost displays.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMAR KS

0200 A2 Cl LDX X   =   Cl   initialize   to  use

only two rightmost displays.

0202 20 DF  Fl JSR VVRTOPN VVRTOPN

0205 20 22 FO AGAIN JSR SCAN SCAN display recisters
and repeat.

0208 4C 05 02 JMP AGAIN

Figure 13-16. Program using INRTOPN routine to display dashes in two rightmost displays.
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The program can be modified to display more dashes by changing the display
register location in 0201.  Loading 0201  with C5 will display a dash in each
display.

The READC2 routine is a subroutine nested within the READCD routine. It
converts the  byte in  the accumulator and displays the byte in the pair of
displays  from  an   initialized data  pointer.  The  program  of  13-17  uses the
READC2 routine.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 Cl LDA #$C1

0202 20 7B  Fl JSR I NTPNT+2 Initializes  data  pointer to
00C1.

0205 A9 4F LDA #$4F

READC2     routine —    4F

0207 20 98 Fl JSR READC2 converted to seven-

segment.

SCAN   —   output   display
020A 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN registers 00C1 (4) and

0000 (F).

4C  OA 02 JMP AGAIN

Figure 13-17.   Program to output byte in ACC to two rightmost displays.

All of these routines with the addition of SCNG ET can be arranged in a pro-
gram to display two decimal numbers and have the sum shown automatically
in the two rightmost displays. The SCNG ET routine will be used to output
the contents of the display registers and sense a key closure. When a key is
pressed,  the  program   will  display all  dashes and two new numbers to  be
added   can   be   entered.  The  program  will   be  executed  in  the  procedure
demonstrating the use of the monitor routines covered in this exercise.

PROCEDURE

1. Load  the following program  into  memory. Execute the program
from 0200.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A2 C5 LDX #$C5 Load X = C5 initialize dis-

play pointer.

0202 20 DF  Fl JSR WRTOPN VVRTOPN routine.

0205 20 22 FO  AGAIN JSR SCAN SCAN routine.

0208 4C 05 02 JMP AGAIN Return to SCAN to output
to     display    continuously.

What does the WRTOPN routine do?

The WRTOPN routine stores 0816 into each display register and when the
SCAN routine is executed a dash appears in each display.
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2. Write C4 into location 0201  and execute the program from 0200.
What is the purpose of loading the X register with the location of
a display register prior to executing WRTOPN from the results dis-
played?

The choice of the display register loaded into the X register prior to executing
WRTOPN initializes the data pointer (location 0007) controlling the display
registers to display a dash in each display (C5 in X) to one dash in the least
significant display (CO in X).

3. Enter the following program into memory. Execute the program
from 0200. The routine INTPNT is used in place of loading the X
register. What is the INTPNT routine used for?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20 79 Fl JSR INTPNT INTPNT routine.

0203 20 DF  Fl JSR WRTOPN WRTOPN routine.

0206 20 22 FO     AGAIN JSR SCAN SCAN routine.

Return to SCAN to output
0209 4C 06 02 JMP AGAIN

to     display    cortinuously.

The INTPNT routine initializes the data pointer by storing C5 at location
0007.  Dashes are shown in each display when  the WRTOPN routine is ex-
ecuted.

4. Load the following program  into memory. Execute the program
from 0300.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0300 A2 C5 LDX ZSC5 Load X = C516 to display

0302 20 DF  Fl JSR WRTOPN a dash in each di!play.

0305 20 68 Fl JSR READ Read keyboard byte.

0308 20 22 FO  BACK  JSR SCAN SCAN   to   output   display
registers.

030B 4C 05 03 JMP BACK Repeat SCAN.

Explain how the program displays a dash in each display.

Initializing the X register to C516 before executing WRTOPN displays a dash
in each display.
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5. Press two different keys. Record the information displayed. Which

routine allowed you to display a byte of data?

The two keys you pressed replace the dashes in the two leftmost displays.
The READ routine allows you to input the data from the keyboard.

6. Press two different keys. What is displayed?

The two keys just pressed replace the dashes in the two middle displays.

7. Press two different keys. What is displayed?

Pressing keys for the fifth and sixth time displays these key values in the two
rightmost displays.   The program in step 4 allows to write data from left to
right in the displays.

8. The OUTBYT routine  (20 AC F3) allows you to write data into
pairs of displays by storing the number in the accumulator at zero
page locations  EO,  El, and E2.  Load the following program into
memory at 0000.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS R EMAR KS

0000 A2 C5 LDX     SC5 Load   X = C516 to display
0002 20 DF  Fl JSR VVRTOPN a dash in each display.

0005 20 68 Fl JSR READ Read keyboard byte.

Store   number  in  ACC  at

0008 85 EO STA DISPOH DISPOH to affect two left-

most displays.

000A 20 AC  F3 JSR OUTBYT Execute OUTBYT routine.

SCAN   to   output   display
000D 20 22 FO    BACK J  SCANSR

register.

Jump to constantly output
0010 4C  OD 00 JMP BACK

to display.

Execute the program at 0000.  Press the same two  keys used in
step 5.  Where is the data shown in the display?

The data is shown in the two leftmost displays. Once the byte is read from
the keyboard, stored at 00E0, and the OUTBYT routine executed, the data is
written to the two leftmost displays.
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9. Reset and write El  ID ISPOH +1) into 0009. Execute the program
from 0000. Press the same two keys used in step 6. Where is the
data shown in the display?

The data is shown in the middle two displays. Notice the data written into
the first two displays is still shown.

10. Reset and write E2 (DISPOH +2) into 0009. Execute the program
from 0000 and press the same two keys used in step 7. Where is
the data shown in the display?

Executing OUTBYT and storing the data in the accumulator at 00E0, 00E1,
and 00E2 will display the data in each pair from left to right.

11. Enter the  following  program.  Execute the program from 0300.
What is displayed?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0300 A9 Cl LDA     SC1 ACC = Cl to initizilize data

pointer  (0007) when  rou-
tine.

0302 20 7B  F1 JSR INTPNT +2 I NTPNT +2 location ations

(F17B).

0305 A9 EA LDA #$EA ACC = EA.

0307 20 98 F1 JSR READC2 READC2 routine --change
the  accumulator    byte    to
seven segment ant store in
display register.

030A 20 22 FO  BACK JSR SCAN SCAN

030D 4C  OA 03 JMP BACK

EA is displayed by the two rightmost displays.

12. Write 1216  into  memory  location  0306.  Execute  the  program
from 0300.  Record the information in the display. What routine
allows you to display the contents of the accumulator?

The display shows  12.  The READC2 routine converts both nibbles of the
byte in the accumulator to seven segments and outputs them to the display
register pointed to by the data pointer.
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13. The following program will add two numbers and display the sum

in the left two displays. Enter the program into memory.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A2 C5 NEWNUM  LDX .-4+SC5 Initialize    display     pointer
to MSD.

0202 20 DF  Fl JSR VVRTOPN Displays    dashes    in    each
display.

0205 20 68 Fl JSR READ Read keyboard byte.

0208 85 BF STA DISPO Store in temporary register
DISPO.

020A 20 68 Fl JSR READ Read keyboard byte.

020D 18 CLC Clear carry flag.

020E F8 SED Use decimal mode.

020F 65 BF ADC DISPO Add ACC with DISPO.

0211 D8 CLD Clear decimal mode.

20 98 Fl JSR READC2 Take  number  in  ACC and

convert   to   seven-segment
and   store   in   display  reg-
ister.

0215 20 3C  Fl JSR SCNGET Output to display and press
any   key  to  add  two  dif-
ferent numbers.

0218 BO  E6 BCS NEWNUM

Execute the program from 0200.  Record the information display-
ed and explain.

The display shows all dashes and the CPU is waiting to read a byte from the
keyboard.

14. Enter any decimal  number from 00 to 49. Where is the decimal
number displayed?

The decimal number is displayed in the two leftmost displays. Initializing the
display pointer (through WRTOP111) to C5 before executing READ, places the
decimal number in the two leftmost displays when the READ routine is ex-
ecuted.   The display pointer now points to display register location 00C3.
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15. Enter any decimal number from 00 to 49 again. Record the con-
—

tents of the display. Where was the next decimal keyboard byte
stored?

The next decimal keyboard byte was stored in the next two displays pointed
to by the data pointer (00C3 and 00C2 — two middle displays).

16. After reading the second decimal byte, the data pointer points to
display  register location 00C1. What is shown in two rightmost
displays?

The last two displays represent the sum of the two decimal numbers which
were added by the instruction at 020F. READC2 converted both nibbles of
the decimal accumulator byte to seven-segment and output them to the last
two available display registers.

17. Press any key. What is the status of the CPU?

The SCNGET routine is used to sense a key closure which sets the carry flag.
The branch instruction is satisfied and the addition program is ready to add
two new numbers with the CPU waiting to read the first decimal number
from the keyboard.

CONCLUSION

Monitor routines can be called by user programs. Having a prior knowledge
of each routine's use makes adapting the routine to the user program easier.
One way is to analyze the instructions of the routine and to carefully read
the descriptions that both summarize the routine and describe the purpose
of some instructions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. When the WRTOPN routine immediately following the loading of the X
register with C5 is executed, what is displayed?
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Using the Monitor EXERCISE13-3
2. What monitor routine could be used in place of loading the X register

to initialize the display pointer before executing the WRTOPN routine?

3. What  memory  location  represents the low order byte of the display
pointer?

4. What is the purpose of the READ monitor routine?

5. Analyze the following program and list the information to be shown in
the display.

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS

0200 A9 C3 LDA #$C3

0202 20 78 F1 JSR INTPNT +2

0205 A9 2F AGAIN     LDA #$2F

0207 20 98 F1 JSR READC2

020A 20 22 FO JSR SCAN

020D 4C 05 02 JMP AGAIN
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UNIT TEST 13
1. What is the starting memory address location of the RST2A routine?

a. 0401

b. 0403

C. F000
d. F008

2. What is the purpose of routine RST2AB?

a. clear bit 2 of CRA

b. clear bit 2 of CRA and CRB

c. clear bit 2 of CRB

d. set bit 2 of CRA and CRB

3. Which of the following instructions would you use to call the monitor
routine to set bit 2 of CRA?

a. 20 19     FO
b. 20 11 FO

C. 20 FO 11

d. AD 01 04

4. Which one of the subroutines would be used in the following program
to configure only the A port of the PIA?

20

A9    FE

8D 00 04

20

a. 20 00     FO    and 20 11 FO

b. 20 08     FO    and 20 11 FO

c. 20 08     FO    and 20 19 FO

d. 20 00     FO    and 20 19 FO

5. What  routine  is  used  to  output the contents of display registers to
displays?

a. SET2AB

b. SCAN

C. READ

d. READC2

6. What memory location is used for the display registers?

a. 0005 only
b. 0005 and 0000

c. 0005 through 0000
d. 00CD through 00D1

(Continued on next page.)
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7. Which  one  of  the  following  will   be  displayed  when the program  is
executed?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A9  77

0202 85   Cl

0204 20 22   FO

0207 4C  04  02

a.

1-1 1-1
b. I-1 I-1 1-1 '-I

C.

d. 1-1
1-1

8. What routine allows you to fetch a byte from the keyboard?

a. READC2

b. READ

c. READCD

d. WRTOPN

9. What  will   be  shown on the display when the following program  is
executed?

ADDRESS  CONTENTS

0200 A2  C5

0202 20    OF   F1

0205 20 22    FO

0208 4C   05 02

a. A dash in the least significant display.
b. A dash in the most significant display.
c. A dash in each display.
d. C5 displayed in the two rightmost displays.

10. What routine is used to convert the byte in the accumulator to seven-
segment data?

a. READC2

b. READ

C. SCNGET

d. INTPNT
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UNIT

14Keyboard and
Display Interfacing

UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit you will be familiar with keyboard de-
coding and display interfacing using software techniques. You will demon-
strate these techniques by executing programs from the monitor.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

One way to enter a data bit into a microprocessor is with a switch. A switch
connected to one of the PIA ports can be used to input a logic 1 or logic 0.
A logic 1 may be indicated by a closed switch. An open switch would then
indicate a logic 0. To input more data, more switches can be connected to
the PIA until a maximum number of sixteen is reached. One switch for each

PIA input. Although this approach can be used, a more efficient method is to
use the switches in a configuration.  It reduces the number of PIA
port inputs used to interface the keyboard.

The keyboard consists of sixteen switches arranged in columns and rows.
With this approach, the keyboard can be interfaced using only the A port of
the PIA. This is the method employed in the trainer.

With the keyboard connected to the A port, certain routines are required to
determine what  key is closed. The CPU must execute software routines in
the monitor to decode a key closure. When not decoding a key closure, the
CPU outputs the information contained within the display registers to the
display.

The CPU scans the keyboard to determine if any key is pressed. If no key
closure is sensed, the CPU returns to the monitor routine to output the in-
formation in the display registers to "refresh" the displays. When a key clo-
sure is sensed, the CPU executes the routines to decode the key function.
The  CPU  then  returns  to execute the display routine until  the next key
closure is sensed. These events for decoding the keyboard will be discussed
in the exercises to follow.

The last exercise of this unit deals with display interfacing. Much like the
keyboard,  the  displays  are  interfaced  to  the PIA. The SEG  DRIVER  IC
provides the drive to the segments of the displays. The DIGIT DRIVER is
used to drive each of the digits in the display.  You will observe the logic
levels and  interpret their use to interface the displays in the last exercise.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

— consisting of both letters and numbers.

—  a  rectangular  array  of a  set  of numbers,  letters, or items
arranged into definite rows and columns such as the 4 X 4 keyboard
switch matrix.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Patch cords

Hook-tip probe
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EXERCISE

14_1Key Selection
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When  you   have  completed  this  exercise,  you  will  understand  how  key
closures are sensed. You will demonstrate the process by executing a simple
program.

DISCUSSION

The hardware interface is relatively simple and requires only a few chips.
Generally, the simpler the hardware interface the more complex the soft-
ware interface becomes. The software must perform the functions that are
normally done with the hardware.

In order to isolate the key closure to a particular key, each key is assigned an
index  or count. Since we are dealing with sixteen keys this count ranges
from zero to fifteen and is shown in Figure 14-1 at the intersection of the
column and row. The index by the key to be checked for closure is stored
in a zero page register (00D2) labeled COUNT.

if
PAO PA1 PA2 PA3
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Figure 14-1.     Switch  matrix with corresponding symbols and index. Switch 6 shown
closed.

Also assigned to each key is a symbol or function. This is shown in Figure
14-1   enclosed  in  the squares in each grid of the matrix. Only the

symbols and not the command functions are shown in the figure.
These alphanumeric symbols are stored  in  the  monitor  ROM starting at
location  F118 and are indexed as indicated in  Figure  14-1.  For example,
the symbol "A" has an index of 3. The symbol A location in ROM is at
F118 + 3 or F1113.
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Key Selection

The  main  routine for decoding the  key  is the GETKEY  routine which  is
located at F090 in the monitor ROM. When called this routine returns with

the carry flag set if a valid key closure has been detected.  If so, the alpha-
numeric value of the key is stored in the accumulator.

The GETKEY routine tests for a  key c osure by loading the COUNT into
the accumulator and calling up the KEYTST routine. The KEYTST routine
starts at FOE5. When the key count agrees with the closed key the KEYTST
routine returns with the carry flag cleared.

Since only sixteen  keys have to be  listed only certain bits in the COUNT
register are used. Bits 0 and 1  determine which one of the lines (PAO-PA3)
will   be  low.  Bits 2 and 3 determine wiat input to read  (PA4-PA7).  For
example, assume the key count is five but key six is pressed. The KEYTST
routine puts a low on PA1  and reads PA5. Since key 5 is not activated no
connection exists between  PA1  and  PA5 and the low is not detected. The

KEYTST routine  returns with the carry set to indicate the count does not
match   the   key   closure.   The   GETKEY   routine   increments  the  COUNT
register and calls KEYTST again. Now PA2 is lowered but PA5 is still read as
the input since incrementing the count from five to six did not change the
upper two bits of the COUNT register.  Since there is now continuity be-
tween  PA2 and PA5 through the closed switch, a low is read on input line
PA5.

The  KEYTST  routine  returns  with  the carry flag cleared to indicate the
closure  is  valid.  The  GETKEY  routine  now contains the position of the
switch  in the COUNT register.  It uses this count as an index to locate the
alphanumeric symbol.

PROCEDURE

Refer to the keyboard area on the schematic in Appendix C when perform-
ing the procedural steps.

1. Load  the following program  into memory. Write 0116  into the
key count memory location 0000.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 AS 00 START     LDA  COUNT LOAD ACC WITH KEY COUNT IN 0000

0202 20 E5 FO JSR     KEYTST DOES KEY COUNT CORRESPOND TO
KEY

0205 90 03 BCC   KEY IF SO, BRANCH TO DISPLAY KEY.
IF NOT,

0207 4C 00 02 JMP   START INCREMENT COUNT MANUALLY AND
TEST

020A A6 00 KEY LOX  COUNT USE COUNT AS INDEX

020C BD 18 F1 JSR    TABLE INTO DECODE TABLE
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144Key Selection

020F A8 TAY CONVERT TO SEVEN SEGMENT AND
OUTPUT TO DISPLAY BUFFER TO

DISPLAY KEY WHEN COUNT
0210 20 57 F1 JSR     OUTLED CORRESPONDS TO KEY PRESSED

0213 20 22 FO OUTPUT JSR     SCAN SCAN DISPLAY BUFFERS

0216 4C 13 02 JMP   OUTPUT REPEAT SCAN

0000 01 COUNT . BYTE KEY COUNT

Execute the  program  at 0200.  Press the  number 2  key. What is
shown in the display?

The display shows the number 2 representing the pressed key as determined
by the key count of 01 placed in location 0000.

2. Reset and execute the program at 0200.  Press any key except the
number 2 key. Was any key selected? Explain.

No other key is selected since a key count of 0116 is used which designates
only the number 2 key.

3. Adapt the hook-tip probe to a patch cord as shown in Figure 14-2.
Figure 14-2.  Attaching   a   patch Reset and execute the program at 0200. Connect the patch cord
cord to the hook-tip probe.

to TEST POINT 1  and observe columns 1, 2, 3, and 4 at pins 7, 5,

SEG DRIVER

F(T: F

DIGIT DRIVER

Figure 14-3.   Location of the tri-state device U1 in the trainer.

3, and 9 of U1  (refer to Figure 14-3 for chip location). What is the
status of the keyboard columns for a key count of 0116?

Column 2 is low and columns  1, 3, and 4 are high indicated by a lit LED.
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4. Each column will have the same logic state as PAO-PA3 at the tri-
state inputs when the tri-state is enabled (U1 pin 1 (PB7) — low).
Perform the following patch cord connections.

FROM CONNECTOR B TO TEST POINTS

PA4 (pin 12) 1

PA5 (pin 6) 2

PA6 (pin 8) 3

PA7 (pin 10) 4
_

What are the logic conditions of the rows PA4-PA7?

All   rows (PA4-PA7) are high indicated by the four lighted LEDs with no
keys closed.

5. Press the 5, 8, and F keys. What happens to the logic condition of
LEDs 2, 3, and 4?

Pressing the 5, 8, and F keys connects the logic 0 from the column (PA 1) to
the respective row for the key pressed (refer to schematic) and turns the LED
off for that row to column key connection.

6. Press the number 2 key. Is the key closure shown in the display?
Explain.

The number 2 is shown in the display. Column 2 (PA1) is low and the key
count 0116 corresponds to the number 2 key.

7. Reset and write 0216  into 0000 as the key count.  Execute the
program at 0200.  Connect the patch cord end with the hook-tip
probe to TEST  POINT  1   (remove the connection currently on
TEST POINT 1). Observe pins 3, 5, 7, and 9 of U1 again. What
column is low with the key count equal to 02?

Column 3 (PA2) is a logic low status.
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14-1Key Selection

8. Reconnect TEST POINT 1  to PA4. Press the A key. What do you
observe in the display and logic status of the rows when the key is
pressed? Explain.

All rows remain in a high logic state (LEDs lit) since the key count is setting
a  different column  other  than  column  4  (PA 3).  Pressing the A key only
connects a logic one to  the row of PA4 which is already high.  No key is
displayed since the key count does not correspond to the pressed key.

9. Reset and change the key count to the next count by writing 0316
into 0000.  Execute the program at 0200. Press the A key. Explain
the results in the display.

The letter A is shown. The key count is incremented until the software deter-
mines the key count corresponds to the pressed key.

CONCLUSION

Key  closures  are  validated   by  the  KEYTST  routine when  the  key  count
corresponds to the key pressed. When the pressed key does not correspond
to the  key  count,  the  key count  is  incremented by one and the KEYTST
routine tests the new count. The KEYTST will continue to test new counts

until the count equals the pressed key. At that time the count stops and the
pressed key is validated.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What monitor routine was used to test the key count?
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2. Fill in the byte below the numbered key that represents the key count
for each key.

e-

j
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 u

ROW 1

ROW 2 E 111  111  El

ROW 3

ROW 4 E El

3. What will the key count do when the count corresponds to the pressed
key?

4. What is the next operation performed when the key count and pressed
key are not the same?

5. What is the next tested key count when the KEYTST routine fails to
validate the pressed D key?
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Key Decoding EXERCISE14-2
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will understand how a key and
its function is decoded using the monitor routines. You will demonstrate the
key decoding process by executing a program containing monitor routines.

DISCUSSION

In the last exercise, you saw how key closures were detected. That informa-
tion  is included in this exercise but only represents a section of the overall
process to decode a key function.  In the command ready mode, the CPU
refreshes the display and looks for a key closure. To refresh the display and
to  look for any  key closure, the CPU executes the SCAN and ANYKEY
routines from the monitor. Figure 14-4 shows a section of the key function
decoding process while in the command ready mode.

COUNT = 1016

F1313-F13B

SCNGET

F13C

SCAN

(F022)
REFRESH DISPLAY

Z = 0

GETKEY

Figure 14-4.   Routines for placing the trainer in the command ready mode. Starting ROM
addresses are shown in parenthesis.

The SCAN routine outputs the information from the display registers to the
display.  The  ANYKEY  routine  following  the  SCAN  routine,  performs a
check for any key closure. Exiting the ANYKEY routine with the Z flag set
returns control  back to SCAN after the COUNT is set to 1016. When the

ANYKEY routine detects any key closure, the routine is exited with the Z
flag cleared.

The next phase of the key function decoding process deals with defining the
actual  key closure. This process was studied in Exercise 14-1. The routines
to locate the key are highlighted in Figure 14-5.
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SCNGET
Fl3C

INCREMENT
COUNT

IF0134-FOC2)

V

DECODE

KEY FUNCTION

Figure 14-5.     Routines  to  locate  pressed  key with starting  ROM addresses shown in
parenthesis.

When the COUNT disagrees with the pressed  key, the KEYTST routine is
exited with the carry flag set. The COUNT is incremented and tested by the
KEYTST  routine  again.  When  the  KEYTST  routine exits with the carry
flag cleared, the count and pressed key are in agreement. The value of the
key is stored in the accumulator. The DECODE routine uses the key value to  _
find  the key function. The DECODE routine is shown highlighted  in the
flow chart of Figure 14-6. The key value serves as an index to locate one of
many key function routines.
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GETKEY

(F090)

KEYTST

(FGE5)

INCREMENT

COUNT

(F0B4-FOC2)

DECODE

(F2B7)

Figure 14-6.  DECODE routine locates the key function to be performed.

These routines are listed in DECTBL at F2C5.   Depending on the key value,
one of these key function routines will be called. When the key function is
completed, the trainer is placed in the command ready mode again and its
function and contents are displayed with the SCAN routine. The command
ready mode holds until the next key is closed.
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PROCEDURE

1. The   following   program   is  the  SCNGET  subroutine  found  at
F13C in your monitor listing with the exception of a few instruc-
tions. Those instructions at 0204, 0207, 0209, and 0219 through
021E are inserted to help demonstrate the SCNGET routine and
observe the operation before and after any key is activated.

With no key closed,  LAb-UP. is displayed and the key count is
1016    When  a  key  is  closed,  the  BRK instruction is executed,
completing the SCNGET routine. The key count now will agree
with the pressed key. The accumulator will contain the letter or
number of the activated key.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 10 RSTCNT  LDA .$10 RESET COUNT TO $10

0202 85 02 STA   COUNT STORE COUNT AT 00D2

0204 80 1F 02 STA   KEYCNT STORE COUNT AT 021F

0207 AO 1F LDY #$1F LOAD  DISPLAY REGISTER

0209 20 5B  F2 JSR     PRMOUT WITH LAb-UP.

020C 20 22 FO  SCNGET     JSR     SCAN SCAN TO OUTPUT TO DISPLAY

020F 20 28 F1 JSR     ANYKEY CHECK FOR ANYKEY CLOSURE

0212 FO  EC BEO  RSTCNT NO KEY CLOSURE RESET COUNT,

0214 20 90 FO JSR     GETKEY OTHERWISE GETKEY

0217 90 F3 BCC   SCNGET LOAD COUNT OF PRESSED

0219 A6 02 LDX  COUNT KEY

021B 8E 1F 02 STX   KEYCNT STORE KEY COUNT

021E 00 BRK HALT

021F KEYCNT

2. Load the program into memory at location 0200. The program
displays LAb-UP. simulating the action of the trainer after it is
reset. Execute the program at 020C. What is displayed?

LAb-UP, is displayed.  This is identical to the operation of the trainer after it
is reset.

3. Memory location 021F is designated to store the key count. With-
out  pressing  any  key,  halt  the program.   Read  the data  from
memory location 021F. What is the keycount value?

The key count is 1016.
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4. Explain  the reason for the key count value recorded in step 3.

Without activating a key, the program halts at an instruction within the loop
consisting of instructions 0200 through 0212.  The BEQ instruction is satis-
fied since the ANY KEY routine determined no key was closed and set the Z
flag.

5. Return to the RUN mode and execute the program at 020C. Press
the  number 1  key.  Read the data from memory location 021F
displayed. What is the new key count value?

The key count is 0016.

6. Execute the program at 020C and press the number 2 key. What is
the key count?

The key count is 0116.

7. Briefly explain what happens in the SCNGET routine when the
two keys were activated.

The program runs in a loop until a key is activated. When a key is pressed, the
SCAN and ANY KEY loop is broken and the GETKEY routine is executed.
The key count is sequenced by one from 0016 with each count tested during
the GETKE V routine and halted when the key count equals the activated
key.

8. The present key count 0116  corresponds to the number 2 key.
Read the value in the accumulator. What does the value represent?
Explain.

The accumulator contains 0216. Once the SCNGET routine is executed, the
alphanumeric value of the activated key is stored in the accumulator.
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9. Execute the program at 020C. Press the F key. Read and record
the data from memory location 021F (displayed) and the accumu-
lator. Explain the results.

021F

ACC

021F = 0d16; ACC = 0F16. The key count is a result of the GETKEY routine
sequencing the count until it matches the activated key and then stored the
key letter in the accumulator.

10. Modifying the program will show how the activated key function
is decoded (printing above the key) by adding the DECODE sub-
routine after the SCNGET program. Make the following changes
and add the jump to subroutine instruction to call the DECODE
(20  B7   F2)  routine at 021E. The modified program appears as
shown.  The  DECODE  routine  is the  next  instruction the CPU
executes once the SCNGET routine is over. It is the instruction at —
F339 immediately following SCNGET in the monitor listing.

ADDRESS
CONTENTS

FROM TO

0205 1F 21

021C 1F 21

ADDRESS CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 A9 10 RSTCNT LDA 410

0202 85 D2 STA   COUNT

0204 80 21 02 STA   KEYCNT

0207 AO 1F LDA 441F

0209 20 5B  F2 JSR     PRMOUT

020C 20 22 FO  SCNGET     JSR    SCAN

020F 20 28 F1 JSR    ANYKEY

0212 FO  EC BEQ  RSTCNT

0214 20 90 FO JSR    GETKEY

0217 90 F3 BCC  SCNGET

0219 A6 D2 LDX COUNT

02113 8E 21 02 STX KEYCNT

021E 20 B7 F2 JSR    DECODE DECODE KEY FUNCTION

0221 KEYCNT    * = * + 1
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14_ 2Key Decoding

11. Execute the program at 020C.  Press the number 1  key. What is
displayed?

The display shows IND1. Od.

12. Execute the program at 020C. Press the F key. What is displayed?

The display shows _ _ _ _ Ad.

13. What can you conclude is the purpose of the DECODE subroutine?

The DECODE subroutine takes the value of the activated key stored in the
accumulator, decodes it, and displays the key function.

14. The demonstration SCNGET program you have been using can be
condensed to a single instruction (at 0300). Load the program into
memory at 0300. Execute the program at 0300. Press the number
1 key. Explain the results.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0300 20 3C   Fl JSR  SCNGET SCAN DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD
TO DETERMINE THE PRESSED

KEY IF ANY KEY IS CLOSED.

0303 20    B7    F2 JSR   DECODE DECODE KEY FUNCTION.

Using the single instruction to call SCNGET with the DECODE routine will
display the same results as shown in step 11.

CONCLUSION

Key  decoding  is  achieved   by execution  of the  SCNGET  and  DECODE
subroutines. The SCNGET routine matches the key count to the activated
key and proceeds to store the alphanumeric value of the key in the accumu-
lator. Upon completion, the DECODE  subroutine takes the byte in the ac-
cumulator, decodes it, and displays the key function or routines of these
keys to be called.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain the operation of the SCNG ET routine when no keys are
activated.

2. Which nested routine within SCNG ET tests for anykey closure?

3. Where is the alphanumeric value of the activated key stored after com-
pletion of the SCNG ET routine?

4. If you pressed the C key, what would you expect to find in the ac-
cumulator and the value of the keycount after executing the SCNG ET
routine?

5. Write the instructional bytes required to call the DECODE subroutine
in a program.
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14-3Display Interfacing
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise, you will understand how the CPU
interfaces with the displays. You will demonstrate hardware interfacing by
using monitor routines.

DISCUSSION

Several exercises in this manual have introduced methods to control the dis-

plays  using programs in the monitor  ROM.  In this exercise we will write
programs to light the displays.

There are six digit displays. Each display is made up of seven segments. Each
segment is a LED connected to a different PIA A port pin as shown in Figure
14-7.

LOGIC SEG DRIVER

U4

11) PAO—

U1

(1) PA1 —

U1

(1) PA2

U4

(0) PA3—

U4

(1) PA4

U4

(1) PA5

U4

(1) PA6

U4

(0) PA7

Figure  14-7.    Segments of each display are connected to the A port driven by the SEG
DRIVER. The logic shown illuminates the letter A.

Segments labeled a through g correspond to PAO through PA6. PA7 is con-
nected to the decimal  point (dp).  The connections are not direct. Each A
port pin is connected to a segment by a SEG DRIVER. These are the devices
labeled U4 and U1  (Hex Bus Driver) on the schematic. The output from the
PIA A port drives or lights the selected segment. If an A port pin is a logic 1,
the SEG DRIVER output enables the lighting of the segment in the display.

Each digit display is controlled by B port lines PBO through PB5 as shown in
Figure 14-8 where PB5 represents the most significant display (MSD). PB6
and PB7 are not used to select a display.
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Lk§play Interfacing

MSD DISPLAY LSD

DIGIT

DRIVER 13
U5

PB5-

U5

PB4-

PB3

PB2

PB0-

Figure 14-8.   Each display digit is connected to a different B Port (PBO-PB5) and driven
by the DIGIT DRIVER. The logic shown illuminates MSD and LSD displays.

The B port is connected to the displays by the DIGIT DRIVER labeled U5.
The drivers act  as  inverters and  provide drive capability  to enable  each
display. A logic 1  on any B port line (PBO-PB5) will enable the display. A

—

logic 0 on all B port lines (PBO-PB5) will blank the display.

PROCEDURE

1. Load the following program into memory. The program is design-
ed to output data from the accumulator to the A port which will
light segments in the display. The B port is used to control the
selection of the displays.

ADDRESS  CONTENTS MNEMONICS REMARKS

0200 20 00 FO JSR     RST2AB

0203 A9 FF LDA ,---$FF

0205 8D 00 04 STA   DDRA PIA INITIALIZATION

0208 8D 02 04 STA   DDRB

020B 20 11 FO JSR     SET2AB

020E A9 77 OUTPUT  LDA    '-$77 )    OUTPUT BYTE TO0210 8D 00 04 STA   ORA SEGMENTS

0213 A9 00 LDA  -1-800

)   OUTPUT BYTE TO DIGITS0215 8D 02 04 STA   ORB (DISPLAYS)

0218 4C  OE 02 JMP   OUTPUT RETURN TO REPEAT DISPLAY
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EXERCISE

14-3Display Interfacing

2. Execute the program at 0200. What is the condition of the DIS-
PLAY?

The DISPLAY is blank (all displays are off).

3. Attach  the  hook-tip  probe to a patch cord.  Connect the patch
cord end to TEST POINT 1. Record the logic levels of pins 3, 5, 8,
10, 12, and 14 of the DIGIT DRIVER U5 using the probe.

NOTE:   Refer to the schematic in
Appendix C while making the tests
on the DIGIT DRIVER U5.

What are the logic levels to the DIGIT DRIVERS? Explain.

Each pin is a logic a A display is enabled only by the presence of a logic 1 on
any one of the pins just monitored.

4. Record the logic levels at the pins of SEG DR I VERs U4 and U1
as shown in the following table. SEG DRIVER U4 is closest to the
TEST POINTS. What is the binary number being input to the SEG
DRIVER to the display?

PA7   PA6  PA5   PA4   PA3  PA2   PA1   PAO

U4 U4 U4 U4 U4 U1 U1 U4

pin pin pin pin pin pin pin pin
10 14 12 2 4 12 14 6

The binary number is 0111 0111  (7716).  This is the data loaded into the
accumulator and output from the A port by the instructions at 020E and
0210.

5. What character will be displayed when the display is enabled when
the  binary  number  0111 0111 (7716)  is output from the SEG
DRIVER?

The binary number 0111 0111(7716) will display the letter A.
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Display Interfacing

6. Reset and write 2016  into memory location 0214.  Execute the
program at 0200. Explain the results shown in the display.

Writing 2016 into 0214 enabled only the most significant display and shown
is the letter A.

7. Repeat step number 3.  How do the logic levels relate to the dis-
plays?

Pin 10 is high and pins 3, 5, 8,  12, and 14 are low. The most significant dis-
play is enabled due to the logic one in bit position 5 (P85) of 2016 appearing
at the input (U5, pin 10) of the DIGIT DRIVER.

8. Reset and write 3F16  into 0214.  Execute the program at 0200.
Explain the results in the display.

Using 3F16, enables all displays since each input of the DIGIT DRIVER is at
a logic one state.

CONCLUSION

The A port is connected to the segments of the display by the SEG DRIVER.
A logic one on any A port pin is required to light a segment. The B port is
connected to the display by using PBO through PB5. PB5 controls the most
significant display. A logic one on any B port pin (PBO-PB5) is required to
enable (turn on) a display, otherwise it will be blank (off).

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Which port of the PIA is connected to the SEG DRIVER to control the
segments of the display?
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EXERCISE

14-3Display Interfacing

2, Which port of the PIA is connected to the DIGIT DRIVER to control
the displays?

3. What must the input of a SEG DRIVER be to light the segment in the
display?

4. What logic condition must an input pin of the DIGIT DRIVER be to
enable a display?

5. What numbers are needed to light segments a, b, and c of the middle
two displays?
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UNIT TEST

14
1. What type of keyboard key arrangement is used in the trainer?

a. matrix

b. series

c. compound
d. parallel

2. What monitor routine specifically performs a software test to determine
if the key count corresponds to the pressed key?

a. DECODE

b. SCAN

c. ANYKEY

d. K EYTST

3. If the key count is CC, to which key does the key count correspond?

a. C

b. 0

C. A

d. 2

4. What monitor routine checks which key is pressed?

a. SCAN

b. DECODE

C. SCNGET

d. WRTOPN

5. After execution of the SCNGET routine, where will the byte equal to
the value of the pressed key reside?

a. X register
b. Y register
c. accumulator

d. memory location 00D2

6. What monitor routine is executed to detect the closure of any keyboard
key?

a. ANYKEY

b. GETKEY

C. READ

d. SENSE

(Continued on next page.)
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7. Where will the alphanumeric symbol of the key reside to be used for
decoding the  key  function  prior to  the  execution  of the DECODE
routine?

a. X register
b. accumulator

c. Y register
d. display register

8. Which one of the following combinations of PIA port pins control the
a, c, and d segments in a display?

a. PAO, PA1, PB5
b. PA1, PA3, PA4
c. PBO, PB1, PB2
d. PAO, PA2, PA3

9. Which one of the following conditions is necessary to enable only the
most and least significant displays?

a. PAO - logic 1, PA5 - logic 0
b. PBO - logic 1, PB5 - logic 1
c. PAO - logic 0, PA7 - logic 0
d. PB1 - logic 0, PB2 - logic 0

10. If each SEG DRIVER input is a logic 1, except the inputs PA4 and PA5
which are logic 0, and the input of the DIGIT DRIVER connected to
PB1 is a logic 1, which of the following will be displayed?

a. 1"i  1'7
1 1,1 1,

1 1 1 1
I.     I. I.  I.

.71

qr
I I

Ci.I.71.
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UNIT

15Troubleshooting
UNIT OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this unit, you will have the ability to locate in-
structor inserted faults using performance checks to troubleshoot the sys-
tem.  You will demonstrate the troubleshooting techniques by locating the
faults with an oscilloscope.

DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTALS

The microprocessor trainer has provision for manually inserting eight faults.
Each one of the eight faults is controlled by a switch located under a key
lock cover. Each fault that you are required to troubleshoot will be typical
of the faults that can occur in any microprocessor system. In the last exer-
cise  of this  unit,  you will troubleshoot the system to locate these faults
inserted  by your  instructor.     The  microprocessor trainer  needs a +5Vdc
power supply to operate. Before troubleshooting, the power supply is check-
ed to specification (+5Vdc ± 5%). If, after the power supply check, a prob-
lem still remains, the troubleshooting process of the microprocessor begins.

The microprocessor trainer requires a program to make it do useful things.
Often, troubleshooting requires known inputs to help locate the fault. One
way to provide known inputs is to program the CPU for a loop. But there is
a problem. The fault may not allow you to program the system. Therefore,
the use of programs for diagnostic testing may be questionable and in most
cases should be avoided. There are ways to enter information that can be
used to troubleshoot a faulty system. One technique is to use the EA mode.
When all data bus switches are placed in the EA position, the CPU operates
as a 16-bit counter. This configuration allows you to make a performance
check for all chip select lines. In the first exercise, you will place the system
in the EA mode to verify signals on the chip select (CS) line of each device.

Another performance check uses the same technique developed in Unit 12
to force an NMI. It lets you check control signals and verify known data on
the address and data buses.

Both the keyboard and display have their own performance check as you
will see in the exercises that follow. All of these checks will be performed
with an oscilloscope.

Good troubleshooting techniques depend upon a knowledge of the circuitry,
an understanding of the complete system, and a procedure that helps you
avoid testing wrong signals. A chart in the last exercise provides guidance to
help select the flow of events that will promote successful troubleshooting.

The flow chart consists of all the performance checks. It is provided only as
a guideline.  Individual  initiative and imagination within the scope of good
troubleshooting  procedures  are  important elements of successful trouble-
shooting.

NEW TERMS AND WORDS

diagnostic— a method to use for the detection and isolation of a mal-
function or error in a system.
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Troubleshooting

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Microprocessor Trainer

+5Vdc Power Supply

Oscilloscope

Patch cords

Hook-tip probe
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EXERCISE

15-1_ Chip Select Performance Check
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you  have completed this exercise, you will be familiar with selected
control  and chip select signals for an operable system. You will verify the
signals by using an oscilloscope.

DISCUSSION

As we begin this discussion, we have found that the +5Vdc trainer power
supply voltage  is correct and applied to all  the microprocessor trainer cir-
cuits. Your next step is to look at the control signals at specific points on the
board to determine if they are correct. We will use the oscilloscope as our
test instrument.

The first signal  to be checked  is the  RST signal. Normally, this signal is a
logic 1. When the RESET button is pressed, the RST line is pulled to a logic
zero. A logic 1 returns when the RESET button is released.

The I RQ and NMI signals are both logic 1 unless an interrupt request is pre-
sent. When an interrupt is present, the IRO (BIRO) or the NMI line will be
enabled (logic 0) for the type of interrupt present.

The  RDY line  in the trainer is a CPU  input used by slow memory or I/O
devices which  cannot respond to a CPU's request within one clock cycle.
When  a slow device is selected by a CPU address, the slow device immedi-
ately sends a R DY signal to the CPU. In response,  the CPU suspends internal
operations and waits until  the device is ready to send or receive data. The
line must be at a logic 1 for the system to work.

The 01  and 02 clocks are verified by connecting the scope to pins 3 and 39
of the CPU. While verifying the signals you should also check the frequency
of each; it should be about 1 MHz. The pulse of each signal should not over-
lap as shown in Figure 15-1.

r1,r
01

r
02 r,r

Figure  15-1. 01  and 02  clocks of about 1  MHz frequency which are non-overlapping.

When observing the signals with the scope, the leading edges will not change
instantaneously from one level to the next. There is a slight delay inherent in
the CPU.

In   Unit 4,  the  CPU was configured as a  16-bit binary counter.  All  eight
switches located below the CPU were set to the EA position. Once the RE-
SET button was pressed and released, the CPU operated as a 16-bit counter.
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Chip Select Performance Check

This feature serves as a diagnostic aid to verify the CPU communicates with
its  support devices  by  observing the chip select lines with the scope. By
connecting the scope to each chip select line at each memory device listed in
Figure 15-2, you can see the line go to a logic 0 when that memory device is

PIN
MEMORY DEVICE

NUMBER

8 U19 & L121 (RAM)

20 U18 (ROM)

23 U2 (PIA)

11 U22 (OUTPUT DATA
LATCH)

20 U20  (USER ROM)

Figure 15-2.  Chip select pin locations for each memory device.

selected. When the memory device is de-selected, the chip select line will be a
logic 1. The only exception is the chip select line, LATCH, at the OUTPUT
DATA   LATCH.  When  the  OUTPUT DATA  LATCH is selected, the chip
select line will be  high and the outputs (DOO-D07) follow the inputs (DBO-
DB7). When the  LATCH signal is low, the outputs (DOO-D07) are latched
(frozen) at the level just before the  LATCH signal went low. The outputs
(DOO-D07)  will  maintain this level  regardless of the changes on the data
bus (DBO-DB7).

All observed signals in this exercise are monitored at the actual device. When
a signal is incorrect, the troubleshooting begins by back-tracking along the
signal line until the correct signal is found and the reason for the problem is
discovered.

PROCEDURE

1. Adjust the oscilloscope for dc operation. Set the vertical sensi-
tivity to 0.2V/cm, the horizontal time base to 1 ms/cm, and the
trigger source to internal. In the RUN mode, connect a X10 scope
probe to RST (pin 40 of U3) and connect the ground clip to GND.
Explain and verify the waveform displayed.

The  RST signal is generated by the reset circuit.  It is a logic  1 until the
RESET pushbutton is pressed.
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EXERCISE

15_1Chip Select Performance Check

2. Press the  RESET button and hold  it down briefly, then release.
Explain the RST signal behavior.

Pressing the RESET button pulls the AST line low (logic 0) until the button
is released.

3. Observe the RDY signal at pin 2 of U3. Explain and verify the sig-
nal displayed.

The RDY line at the CPU is a logic 1, which shows that there are no requests
from a slow memory device to cause the line to go low.

4. Observe the NMI signal at pin 6 of U3. Explain and verify the sig-
nal displayed.

The NMI signal at the CPU is a logic 1 when an NMI request is not present.

5. Observe the I RQ signal at pin 4 of U3. Explain and verify the sig-
nal displayed.

The I RQ signal at the CPU is a logic 1 when no IRO requests are present.

6. Set the horizontal  sweep control  on the oscilloscope to 1µs/cm.
Observe and record the 01  signal at the CPU pin 3 of U3. Explain
and verify the waveform displayed.

HIV 1144 4111   Ill 1111 1111

The frequency of the 01 clock is about 1 MHz. Compare your waveform with
Figure 15-3 located after the Review Questions.
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Chip Select Performance Check

7. Observe the 01 signal (pin 24 connector A) to verify the presence
of a clock signal. Set the scope trigger slope to negative and the
trigger source to external.  Connect a  lead  from 01 (pir 24 con-
nector A) to the external trigger input of the scope. Connect the
probe to pin 39 of U3. Explain and verify the waveform displayed.

1111 1111

The frequency of the 02 clock signal is the same as the 01 clock. With careful
positioning of the 01 clock in the previous step, you should see that the 02
clock   does  not overlap  the  01  waveform.   Compare  your  waveform  with
Figure 15-4 located after the Review Questions.

8. Set the eight switches below the CPU to the EA position.  Reset
the trainer. Setting all switches to the EA position disconnects the
data bus from the CPU and puts an EAle on the data pins of the
CPU. When reset, the CPU becomes a 16-bit binary counter.

9. Set the horizontal sweep to 10 ms/cm. Connect a lead from AB15
(pin 48 connector A)  to the external trigger input of the scope.
Connect a probe to AB15 and using the trigger level in the norm
mode establish the trigger signal as shown. Observe and record the
chip select signals at pin 8 of U19 (RAM DO-D3) and U21 (RAM
D4-D7) using a X10 probe. Refer to the schematic in Appendix C.

AB15

Trigger Signal

1111_1111 1411 11 i 4414
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EXERCISE

15-1Chip Select Performance Check

Verify and explain the signal at pin 8 of both U19 and U21. Com-
pare  your  waveform with  Figure  15-5  located  after the  Review
Questions.

This is the RAMCS signal which goes low only when the CPU RAM memory
is addressed.

10. Connect the  X10 probe to pin  20 of U18  (ROM).  Refer to the
schematic.  Verify and explain the signal at pin 20 of U18. Com-
pare your waveform with Figure 15-6.

7.7

1111-1111

This is  the  ROMCS signal at  the  ROM chip  which goes low when ROM
memory is addressed.

11. Connect the X10 probe to pin 23 of U2 (PIA). Refer to the sche-
matic.   Verify and explain the signal  at pin  23 of  U2.  Compare
your waveform  with  Figure  15-7  located after the Review Ques-
tions.

1111 1114

This is the PIA CS signal at the PIA chip which goes low when the I/O mem-
ory is addressed.
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Chip Select Performance Check

12. Connect a patch cord from  R-R/W-B (A-27) to DIG GND (A-8).
Connect  the   X10  probe  to   pin 11   of  U22 (OUTPUT  DATA
LATCH). Refer to the schematic. Verify and explain the signal at
pin 11 of U22, Compare your waveform with Figure 15-8.

7.;

Ulf Hit

This is the LATCH signal at the OUTPUT DATA  LATCH chip.  When the
LATCH signal is high, the OUTPUT DATA LATCH is enabled,  The DO bus
will follow the DB bus. When the LATCH signal returns to a low the DO bus
will be latched maintaining the data it held at the time the LATCH signal
went low.

13. Remove the patch cord connection from R-R/171-/ B (A-27) and DIG
GND (A-8). Connect the X10 probe to pin 20 of the USER ROM
connector.  Refer to the schematic. Verify and explain the signal at
pin 20 of the USER  ROM. Compare your waveform with Figure
15-9.

fill WI fIll  WI    fill fIII
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EXERCISE

15-1Chip Select Performance Check

This is the UROMCS signal at the connector of the USER ROM (or USER
ROM chip  if available) which goes low when  the  USER  ROM memory is
addressed.

CONCLUSION

The CPU can  be configured as a  16-bit binary counter for use as a simple
diagnostic aid when troubleshooting a faulty system. The counter is used to
generate a series of chip select signals as it cycles through the binary count
0000 to  F FF F.     These chip select lines can be monitored with an oscillo-
scope to verify that the CPU  is operational and can communicate with its
support devices.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the normal logic state of the RST line?

2. What  is  the  logic  state  of the  NMI  and  I RQ (B I RQ)  lines when  no
interrupt requests are present?

3. How can configuring the CPU as a 16-bit binary counter aid in trouble-
shooting the system?

4. What  IC pin  would you  monitor with a scope to verify the RAMCS
when you begin to troubleshoot the system?

5. What information is obtained by connecting the scope to pin 23 of U2
while the CPU is configured as a 16-bit binary counter?
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z

Figu e 15-3. 0 1 (pin 3 U3). Figure 15-7.  PIACS  pin 23, U2).

171,-
A

ii ii 11

Figure 15-4. 02 (pin 39, U3). Figure 15-8.   LATCH   pin 11, U22)

•

1111  '1111 W I   lilt 1111 I I 1111 1111 1111

z

Figure 15-5.  RAMCS (pin 8, 1)19 and U21). Figure 159.  UROMCS (pin 20, 1)20).

Figure 15-6.  ROMCS  pin 20, U18)
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Data/Address Bus   EXERCISE 1Performance Check _2
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to verify the R/W,
R-R/W-B, address bus, and data bus signals at the chip level. You will verify
the signals using an oscilloscope with the CPU executing a routine to process
a forced NMI.

DISCUSSION

The CPU communicates with the support devices using control signals. The
chip select control  signals were verified  in the last exercise.  We must also
have a way to verify that data can be read from and written to memory and
to verify control signals such as the R/W and the R-R/W-B.

One way to verify these additional signals uses the same technique found in
Unit 12 on interrupts.    By generating a continuous NMI signal, the CPU will
execute a sequence of instructions related to processing an NMI request. The
NMI  process steps are the same each time an NMI  is executed. Its signals,
addresses, and data can be used as a diagnostic aid to troubleshoot faults in
the system.

Figure 15-10 shows the logic levels of the address and data buses for the
twelve  clock  cycles it takes to process the NMI  request.   First, verify the
presence  of  the   R/W  signal.   It will serve as an oscilloscope trigger.  Next
check for the R-R/W-B signal at pin 10 of both  RAM chips.  If these signals
are present, you can check the  RAM address and  RAM data buses during
this time.  You  know what addresses and data to expect. By using a scope
connected to the address and data pin  locations of  RAM, you can insure
that the recorded information is in agreement with the known information.
While the R/W signal is low, three of the twelve clock cycles to process the
NMI request will have transpired.

You will perform the same procedures for the remaining nine clock cycles.
You will monitor the address and data at ROM and RAM once again. If any
bit of information is different, you can troubleshoot the address or data lines
back  to  their  point  of  origin, the CPU. The same applies to the control
signals.
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Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

R-R/7111-B

CLOCK
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CYCLES

CLOCK ADDRESS BIT POSITION (AB) HEX

CYCLE 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ADDRESS

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1
S-r

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 0 AC
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1 K

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 FFFA

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 FFFB

ADDRESS
6 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 F3A6

7 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 F3A7

8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 F3A8

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 OODB

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 OODC

11 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357

12 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357

CLOCK
DATA BIT POSITION (DB) HEX

CYCLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DATA

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 26

4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 A6

DATA 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

6 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 6C

7 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 DB

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86

12 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86

Figure 15-10.   Forced NMI request routine information for diagnostic aid.
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EXERCISE

15_2Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

PROCEDURE

1. Connect a patch cord to the hook-tip probe. With  LAb-UP, dis-
played, connect the hook-tip probe to R23 (see Figure 15-11 for
location of  R23 and connection  point).  Connect the free patch
cord  end to DIG  GND.  Press  RESET. The trainer is constantly
executing the steps to process the NMI request.

STEP ON

HALT/STEP

---..I

Figure 15-11. Connection point for hook-tip probe for forcing an NMI.

2. Set  an  oscilloscope  for  dc operation  with  the  vertical  set to
0.2V/cm and the horizontal set to 1 ps/cm. Set the trigger source
to internal, connect a X10 probe to pin 34 of U3 (CPU) and the
ground clip to GND. Explain and verify the waveform shown on the
scope. Compare your waveform with Figure 15-13 located after
the Review Questions.

This is the R/W signal output by the CPU which goes low when writing to
memory. This signal serves as the oscilloscope trigger for the steps to follow.

3. Connect a lead from  R/VN (pin 23, connector A) to the external
trigger input of the scope. Set the trigger slope to negative and the
source to external.  Connect the X10 probe to 02-B (pin 25 con-
nector A).  Adjust the variable sweep to obtain exactly ten clock
cycles. This will set the scope sweep for one cycle per centimeter.
Connect the probe to  R/W  (pin 23 connector A) and adjust the
horizontal position to display a trace as shown in Figure 15-13.

4. Connect the X10 probe to pin 10 of U19 (RAM DO-D3) and pin
10 of U21 (RAM D4-D7). Explain and verify the waveform shown
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Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

on the scope.    Compare your waveform with Figure 15-14 located
after the Review Questions.

This is the R-13/-W -B signal which is gated with 0,2 and RAN  that enables RAM
memory to accept data from the data bus when the RAMCS line is low.

5. Connect  the  scope  probe to  RAMCS  (pin 8 of  U19 and  U21).
What area of memory is selected during the time R R/W-B is low?

RAM memory is selected.

6. Connect the scope to the pin locations of the IC and record the
logic levels of the address and data bus for the first three clock
cycles. Address AB1-AB7 will appear as two levels as shown in the
following table. What is the address and data on the buses during
the three R-R/W-B cycles?

R-13/W-B

1'11

CLOCK
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CYCLES
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EXERCISE

15_2Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

IC U3 (CPU) U19 AND U21 (RAM)
HEX

PIN 25 24   23   22   20 19 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 7 6 5

ADDRESS
AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

ADDRESS C 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
Y
C 2 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0
L
E
S 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

IC U21 U19
HEX

PIN 11 12 13 14 11 12 13 14
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

DATA
C

1Y
C
L 2

E
S

An operable system will show addresses of the stack. The data will be F3 and
57 for the first two cycles. The data of the third cycle will vary for reasons of
not being able to predict where the NMI will interrupt the CPU while LAb-UP.
is displayed.  One of the possible data bytes is 2616 and is shown in the com-
pleted table in Figure 15-15 after the Review Questions.

7. Connect the probe to pin 20 (ROMCS) of U18. With each box of
the scope grid equivalent to 1 clock cycle, where is the informa-
tion read from over the next five clock cycles?

During the next five cycles information is read from ROM since the ROMCS
signal is low.
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Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

Connect the scope probe to the pins of the IC's indicated below.
Record the logic levels of the address and data bits.

r-

R-RATV-B

1144- flit fIll

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 25 24   23   22 20 19 22 23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
ADDRESS

AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

4

C
Y 5
C

ADDRESS L 6
E
S 7

8

IC U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 17 16 15 14 13 11 10 9
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

4

C 5
Y

DATA C 6
L
E -,

S
'

8

What is the address and  data on the buses during the five cycles
information is read from ROM?

The addresses should be FFFA,  FFFB,  F346,  F3A7, and F3A8 with  the
data A6, F3, 6C, DB, and 00 respectively.  The completed table is shown in
Figure 15-16 located after the Review Questions.
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15-2Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

9. During the next two cycles 9   and 10   the CPU writes to RAM.

Record the logic levels of the address and data bits at the IC pin
locations.

r-

R-R1-11V-B

frit. Iftr- Ill    lilt

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) U19 AND U21 (RAM)
HEX

PIN 25 24   23   22 20 19 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 7 6 5
ADDRESS

AR 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

C
9Y

C
ADDRESS L

E 10
S

IC U19 AND U21  (RAM)
HEX

PIN 11 12 13 14 11 12 13 14
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

C
Y 9

DATA
C
L
E

10
S

What are the addresses and data during these two cycles?

You should record addresses OODB and OODC with the data 57 and F3. The

completed table is shown in Figure 15-17 located after the Review Questions.

10. The last two cycles 11   and 12  complete the processing routine
of the NMI before the process repeats itself. The NMI signal must
be low for at least two clock cycles for the interrupt to be recog-
nized. The NMI  is sensed prior to cycle 11   and the address and

data on the buses during 11   and 12  reflect the information for

these two cycles before the process repeats. Connect the probe to
R/W and using the horizontal position move the trace two centi-
meters to the left.
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Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

11. Connect the scope probe to the pins of the IC's indicated to verify
the addresses and data on the buses as shown in Figure 15-12.

R-R/IN-B
:7

ei+-1 tilt M I 1111 Is

CLOCK

CYCLES 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 25   24   23   22   20 19 22   23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ADDRESS

AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CY 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357

ADDRESS C
L
E 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 F357
S

IC U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 17 16 15 14 13 11 10 9
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

C
Y 11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86

DATA
C
L
E 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86
S

Figure 15-12.    Information on address and data buses during the last two clock cycles of
the NMI processing.

CONCLUSION

The diagnostic aid shown in this exercise uses the address and data bus in-
formation known to occur with an NMI request.    Knowing the irformation
and using the R/W and  R-R/W-B signals, addresses and data can be verified
for each clock cycle. The troubleshooter has a frame of reference which can
be used as a tool to locate a fault.
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Data/Address Bus EXERCISE

15-2Performance Check

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What purpose did it serve to electrically force the CPU to always ack-
nowledge an NMI?

2. By monitoring pin 34 of the CPU, what signal can be checked?

3. What signal is located on pin 10 of both RAM chips?

4. To verify the data being loaded into RAM, where would you connect
the oscilloscope?

5. What signals are verified by looking at pins 1-8, 19, 22, and 23 at U18
with a scope?

RN/

(pin 34
U3) 11.4 Hit  III 1111 11)4

Figure 15-13. R/W (pin 34, U3).
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Data/Address Bus
Performance Check

•

(pin 10
U19 &

U21)
1,44 14f1

Figure 15-14. R-RATV-B (pin 10, U19 and U21).

R-R /IN-B

CLOCK
CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) U19 AND U21 (RAM)
HEX

PIN 25   24   23   22 20   19 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 7 6 5
ADDRESS

AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

ADDRESS C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1 S
Y T
C 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 0 A
L C

S
E

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1
K

IC U21 U19
HEX

PIN 11 12 13 14 11 12 13 14
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

DATA CY 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

CL 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

E
3 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 26S

Figure 15-15.  Answer to procedural step 6.
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15-2Performance Check

r-

R-RAN-B tdet...w 1411 4444 1411

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 25 24   23   22 20 19 22 23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ADDRESS

AB 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 FFFA

C
y 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 FFFB

C
ADDRESS L 6 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 F3A6

E
s 7 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 F3A7

8 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 F3A8

IC U18 (ROM)
HEX

PIN 17 16 15 14 13 11 10 9
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 A6

C 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3
Y

DATA C 6 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 6C
L
E 7 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 DB
S

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

Figure 15-16.  Answer to procedural step 8.
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r-  r•-• In

7_

R-R/CIV-B 7.

=

:-
1,1•1'' VW

-

1441 1114

:_

_

=
_

:.:

=

CLOCK

CYCLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IC U3 (CPU) I U19 AND U21 (RAM)
HEX

PIN 25 24   23   22   20 19 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 7 6 5
ADDRESS

AR 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CY 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 OODB

ADDRESS
C
L
E 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 OODC
S

IC U19 AND U21 (RAM)
HEX

PIN 11 12 13 14 11 12 13 14
DATA

DB 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

C
Y 9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 57

DATA
C
L

sE 10 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 F3

Figure 15-17.  Answer to procedural step 9.
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EXERCISE

15-3Display Performance Check
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to interpret signals
displayed  on  the  scope  to  verify  the  operation  of the display.  You will
demonstrate this operation by resetting the trainer and monitoring the input
of the DIGIT DRIVER and SEGment DRIVER ICs.

DISCUSSION

This discussion  involves the signals used to drive the displays and the seg-
ments.  It is assumed that the entire system is operational except for the lines
connecting the output ports of the PIA to the peripherals such as the display
and keyboard.

In past exercises, you have seen the requirements for the control of the seg-
ments and displays. Each display is interfaced by the DIGIT DRIVER IC to
the PIA  B  port pins PBO-PBS. A logic 0 output from the DIGIT DRIVER
will  enable a display. This means a logic 1  is necessary at the input of the
DIGIT DRIVER. The scope waveform at a DIGIT DRIVER input is shown
in Figure 15-18. This waveform represents the typical pattern expected when

PBS SYNC

PROBE
CONNECTED TO

U5 PIN 10 (MSD)

Figure 15-18.    Typical scope waveform when the input to DIGIT DRIVER U5 pin 10
enables the most significant display.

the scope is connected to the most significant digit (MSD) display driver at
pin 10 of U5. Shown is a logic 1  level that enables the MSD. The remaining
five  logic states are at  logic 0. These are levels that the input of the MSD
digit driver assumes while the SCAN  routine is dedicated to the other dis-
plays.  Figure 15-19 shows the signals present when the least significant dis-

PBS SYNC

PROBE

CONNECTED TO
ttll 1114 flit U5 PIN 5 (LSD)

Figure 15-19.  Scope pattern when monitoring LSD.
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Display Performance Check

play  is observed at pin  5 of  U5. The logic 1  represents the time the least
significant  display  is  enabled.  The  logic 0 represents the time the SCAN
routine is dedicated to each of the other displays.

The logic levels of the remaining displays if enabled would be shown in the
area between the MSD and LSD.

Segments of the displays are interfaced to the A port with the SEGment
DRIVER  ICs U1 and U4 (refer to Appendix C for component location). A
logic 1  will  light the selected segment in each  display when the display is
enabled. A logic 0 disables the segment.

With LAb-UP. displayed and the scope probe connected to pin 6 of U4 the
"a" segment of each display can be observed as shown in Figure 15-20. The

MSD LSD  MSD

"a" SEGMENT

ON
PB5 SYNC

PROBE

till CONNECTED
"a" SEGMENT

TO U4
OFF

PIN 6

Figure  15-20.    Interpreting a calibrated scope to observe the logic levels of the "a" seg-
ment for each display.

"a" segment is on with a logic 1 (for letters A and P.) and off vvith a logic 0
(for  L, b, -, and  U). The other segments can  be viewed the same way by
monitoring the input of the applicable segment driver.

PROCEDURE

The waveforms viewed  in this procedure are found in an operable system.
Familiarization with these waveforms will aid  in troubleshooting faults in
the DISPLAY circuitry. This performance check assumes that the irainer will
reset and display segments will light.

1. The first part of the procedure will deal with the nic, IT nR IVF R.
Refer to the schematics in Appendix C. What logic level should be
present at pins 3, 5,8, 10, 12, and 14 of U5 to enable the displays?

A logic one at the DIGIT DRIVER inputs will enable the display.
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15-3Display Performance Check

2. Set an oscilloscope for dc operation with the vertical sensitivity
set to 0.2V/cm and the time base set to 0.5 ms/cm. Set the trigger
slope to positive and the source to external. Connect a lead from
PB5 (pin 5, connector B) to the external trigger input and reset
the trainer.

3. The displays are constantly being switched on and off. When con-
necting the scope to the input of a digit driver, that input pin will
be represented by a logic one or zero. The other five will exhibit a
logic 0.

4. Connect an X10 probe to PB5. Adjust the variable sweep to pro-
vide a trace as shown. Each display is represented in one centi-
meter with the most significant display in the first centimeter on
the  left.  The  least significant display is shown during the sixth
centimeter.

r.:

r.:

SYNC PB5 HIGH ENABLES DISPLAY

X10 PROBE

PB5 ADJUSTED LOW DISABLES DISPLAY
WAVEFORM """el"""t—=" Mj""'""""

WITH CONTROL

OF VARIABLE

SWEEP KNOB

5. Connect the X10 probe to pin 10 of U5. Explain the trace.

The input to the DIGIT DRIVER driving the most significant digit is moni-
tored. The high at the input indicates the most significant display is enabled.
This allows the L to be displayed in the most significant display.

6. While monitoring pin  10, momentarily touch a patch cord con-
nected from DIG GND to pin 10 of the digit driver IC U5. Explain
the effect on the waveform and MSD.

The MSD display goes blank since the logic input of the digit driver is low.
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Display Performance Check

7. The other displays can be checked and monitored the same way.
—

Connect the probe to pin 5 of U5. Verify and explain the wave-
form.

iii Ulf

Compare   your  waveform   with   Figure 15-21   located  after  the

Review Questions.

The input to the DIGIT DRIVER driving the least significant digit is monitor-
ed. The high at the input indicates the least significant display is enabled. This
allows the P. to be displayed in the least significant display.

8. Segments can  be monitored the same way. The A port provides
the  signals  to the SEGment  DR IVERs. What logic  input would
you expect for the segment driver to enable a segment?

A logic 1 input will enable a segment of those displays that are on.

9. Connect the X10 probe to pin 6 of U4. The waveform appears as
shown and  represents the condition  of the  "a" segment in each
display.

MSD LSD

"a" SEGMENT

ON

"a" SEGMENT El1„. LH-H-
OFF

I 171 I
1.1 1.1   11.1  mi
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15_3Display Performance Check

10. Connect the probe to pin 2 of U4. Verify and explain the wave-
form.

1411 1111 1111

Compare   your   waveform   with   Figure 15-22   located  after  the

Review Questions.

The six levels of the "e" segment are represented before repeating.  The low
represents  the   "e" segment in  the display showing the dash  which is off.
The other levels are for the enabled "e" segments in L, A, b, U, and P..

11. The waveforms for the  remaining segments are found  in  similar
manner.  Any fault that occurs can be traced by knowing how to
interpret these waveforms.

CONCLUSION

In  this  exercise  you  found that  faults  in the displays can  be  isolated  by
monitoring   the   input   of  the   DIGIT   DRIVERs.  The  inputs  of  the  digit
driver must be a logic 1  to enable the display. These inputs are sent over B
port  lines PBO-PB5.  Enabling the segments requires a  logic  one on  the  A
port lines PAO-PA7.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are the schematic designation  numbers for the DIGIT DRIVER
and SEGment DRIVERs ICs?
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2. When monitoring pin 10 of U5, what logic level would you view on the
scope if the display is blank?

3. What segment is observed at pin 2 of U4?

4. Which display  is enabled if you observe the following waveform with
the probe connected to pin 14 of U5?

4V

2V

OV 4111 11le

5. Draw the waveform you would expect to see when monitoring pin 10
of U4 if  LAb-UP,  is displayed?  Assume each display is shown in one
centimeter.The correct waveform is shown in Figure 15-23.

III 1111 1111  eII
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15-3Display Performance Check

4V
111••• ••.

PIN 5

2V U5

(DIGIT
OV

.1-1-1.1-.01+1.44+1.4441 4 1.1.1.4..1.144•44.44.4+1+ DRIVER)

Figure 15-21.  Waveform for step 7.

111r 1111_111r 1V11

Figure 15-22.  Waveform   for  step 10.   Each
short pulse is a blanking time to avoid creating
shadows of the same segment in the next dis-
play if that segment is off.

4V

2V

OV

Figure 15-23.  Waveform for Review Question 5.
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15-4Keyboard Performance Check
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to make perform-
ance checks on the keyboard circuitry. You will demonstrate the checks by
using an oscilloscope and observing the logic levels on lines PA4-PA7 while
pressing keys.

DISCUSSION

Throughout  previous exercises, we have connected the scope to test points
in  the  system  to verify signals.   In  performing a  keyboard  check,  we will
continue  in a similar manner. The only difference is the way we set-up the
scope since we will  concentrate  on  that portion of the waveform which is
affected by the keyboard.

Many logic levels will be present causing the waveform to appear very com-
plex.  The waveform will  become  useful  when  the scope  is triggered  by a
signal  that stabilizes the desired  waveform.  To  begin  the keyboard checks
reset the trainer and check for a signal at PB7.  Use this signal as both the
trigger for the scope and its vertical input. The waveform is shown in Figure
15-24. The SCAN routine is executed during the logic 1 time. The ANYKEY

SCAN

SCAN REPEATED

11 elle 1111 1111 4.1

ANYKEY ROUTINE

Figure 15-24.   Scope waveform present at PB7 with the trainer reset displaying LAb-UP..

routine  is executed  while  PB7  is a logic 0. The logic 0 portion will be the
time we will be concerned with.

The logic 0 portion of PB7 is lengthened when a key is pressed as shown in
Figure 15-25. The  logic 0 portion  now includes the GETKEY routine.  By

SCAN

1111 1111 1111 -1111_1111 III

ANYKEY

GETKEY

Figure  15-25.    Configuring the scope to establish a reference time for keyboard checks.
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adjusting the variable horizontal control  on the scope a time reference for
the ANYKEY and  GETKEY routines can  be established. By adjusting the
scope  in this way we will view the logic levels appearing in the first five
graticules. The levels in the five remaining graticules will be of no concern at
this time.

To determine if key closures are sensed, the scope probe is connected to pins
PA4-PA7 at the PIA. Monitoring the row and pressing any key in that row

LEFT HAND  RIGHT HAND
TRACE TRACE

1 11 11111111 1111

LOW PORTION

REPRESENTING
KEY

CLOSURE

Figure 15-26.   Reading the trace to verify a key closure.

will produce the waveform shown in Figure 15-26. Press any key outside the
monitored row to produce the waveform shown in Figure 15-27.

LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND

TRACE TRACE

V

LEVEL REMAINS

HIGH

NO KEY 4111 5111 111

CLOSURE

Figure 15-27.  No key closure observed.

When a  logic 0 is present as shown in Figure 15-26 and the key is pressed in
the row monitored by the scope, the key closure can be seen during the left-
hand  portion of the trace. The logic 0 will  not be present when a key is
pressed in  a row other than the one monitored with the scope. The levels
displayed in the right-half of the trace are of no concern at this time.
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15.4Keyboard Performance Check

PROCEDURE

The  following  procedure  is performed when the display does not change
when any key is activated.

1. Set the scope for dc operation with the vertical sensitivity set to
0.2V/cm and the horizontal  time base set to 1.0 ms/cm. Set the

trigger  slope  to  negative and the source to external.  Connect a
lead  from  PB7  (pin 1  connector B) to the external trigger input
and reset the trainer.

2. Connect an  X10 probe to pin 17 of U2 (PIA).  Record the wave-
form.  Use the horizontal position control to compare your wave-
form with Figure 15-29 located after the Review Questions.

NOTE:   The trigger level may have
to   be   adjusted   to   stabilize   the
trace.

III 11111111

The signal shows when the CPU executes the SCAN routine (logic 1 portion)
and the ANY KEY routine (logic 0 portion).

3. Press and hold any key. Describe what happens to the waveform.

The  logic  0 portion is lengthened.   This represents the execution  of the
ANYKEY routine and the GETKEY routine before returning to the SCAN
routine.   The waveform is shown in  Figure  15-30 located after the Review
Questions.
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4. Set  the horizontal  time base on the oscilloscope to 0.2  ms/cm.
Press  any  key and hold  it down.  Adjust the variable horizontal
control  until  the  scope  trace  shows  the  logic 0 portion of the
ANYKEY and G ETK EY routines as they are executed as shown in
Figure 15-28. During this time, you will see if the key closure con-
nects the logic 0 of the column to the row.

1411 1441  4141 4114 1411

Figure 15-28.   Adjusted waveform of monitoring pin 17 of U2 (PIA) with any key held
closed.

5. Connect the probe to pin 6 of  U2  (PA4 of PIA). Press any key
other than those  in row 1.  Do not activate the USR1  and USR2

keys since the trainer will have to be reset after each of these key
closures.   What is the logic state of PA4 during the logic 0 portion
established in step 4.

PA4 will be a logic 1 which indicates that no keys in row 1 were pressed.

6. Press and hold down any key in row 1  (1, 2, 3, or A). Draw the
waveform  for the  logic 0 portion established in step 4. C:ompare
your waveform with Figure 15-31  located after the Review Ques-
tions.

1441 1114 1111 4411 1144
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15-4Keyboard Performance Check

What is indicated by the waveform?

The time the signal is low represents the logic 0 applied from the column of
the key pressed to row 1.

7. Connect the probe to pin 7 of U2 (PA5 of PIA). Press any key in
row 2 (4, 5, 6, and B). Is the key closure recognized? Explain.

Yes. The signal goes low for a short time, as shown in the last step.

8. Use the scope to verify key closures in rows 3 and 4 by connecting
the probe to U2 pin 8 (row 3) and pin 9 (row 4) respectively (PA6
and PA7 of the PIA). Use the READ key for testing row 3 closures
and the FWD key for testing row 4 closures. The reason being to
avoid blanking the display.

You should see the logic 0 level during the same time as for the key closure
tests for row 1 and row 2 in steps 6 and 7.

CONCLUSION

Once the time interval is selected when the CPU performs the ANYKEY and
GETKEY routines, it can be used to check for valid key closures. Each row
(PA4-PA7 of the PIA) is monitored individually while keys from a given row
are  pressed.  Valid key closures produce a logic 0 level; otherwise, a logic 1
will predominate.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why was it necessary  to establish, on the oscilloscope trace, the time
when the CPU executes the SCAN, ANYKEY, and GETKEY routines?

2. What signal  is used to trigger the oscilloscope so the execution of the
SCAN, ANYKEY, and GETKEY routines can be seen?

3. How can the oscilloscope indicate that a key closure was made?
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4. What logic level is displayed during the GETKEY routine when a key is
pressed in a row other than the row being monitored?

5. Where  was  the  scope  probe connected to view a key closure in  the
rows?

PB7

(pin 17
U2) 111

Figure 15-29.

44+1.44 It 1111 111s

Figure 15-30. Figure 15-31.
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15-5_  System Fault Troubleshooting
EXERCISE OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this exercise, you will be able to troubleshoot the
system  to  locate  instructor  inserted  faults.   You will demonstrate system
troubleshooting by using the performance checks and an oscilloscope.

DISCUSSION

Performance  checks   were   introduced   for  troubleshooting.   The  methods
demonstrated system performance checks to help locate a fault with an os-
cilloscope.  Previous exercises have shown signals at the system chips. When
the proper signal is not present the signal flow must be traced to find where
the signal was lost.

In  the  signal  tracing process, you  will encounter interface circuits. These
include  devices from simple inverters to memory decoders.  In your work
with  such  simple  logic  circuits  as  inverters and gates, you  learned about
their truth tables.  Recognizing the input and output logic states is part of
the process of finding a problem with the logic circuit. With some devices,
memory decoders for example, the logic states may not be readily available.
You   can   consult  Appendix   D  for  individual  device  specifications  which
define the operation of these devices.

Besides knowing what to expect from the hardware, a methodical approach
must be taken to troubleshoot the trainer. Problems that involve only the
display and keyboard are located more quickly than problems in other areas.
The display gives a visual indication so the fault causing the problem can be
seen. When the display is blank, the troubleshooting process is more difficult.
By following a set of predetermined checks the troubleshooting techniques
will  be effective.  You will avoid losing time by not troubleshooting signals
that can easily be verified as correct. For example, if the R-R/V/V-B signal is
correct,  the  RAN and 02 clock signals must also be correct. The need to
check the RAN and 02 signals is eliminated because these signals develop the
R-RAN-B signal.

Figure  15-32 shows a flow chart to use to troubleshoot any of the eight
instructor inserted faults. The flow chart is applied after voltage checks and
an overall visual check of the system has been made. The power supply volt-
age must meet the +5Vdc ± 5% specification and reach each device in the
system. When a problem still exists, the flow chart can be used. It establishes
a flow of events to locate a fault in the system.

The  first  observation  made  after  reset  is  to  note  whether the display is
illuminated.  If at least one display is lit after reset, the steps used for the
chip select and address/data bus performance checks are eliminated. The dis-
play and the keyboard performance checks, if necessary, are the main con-
cern at this time.

—

Visually determine the number of display segments lit required to display
LAb-UP..  Information other than  LAb-UP. gives reason to perform the dis-
play performance check. In this check, you will check the DIGIT DRIVER
and SEC DRIVER and, if necessary, both ports of the PIA.
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Figure 15-32.  Flow chart for troubleshooting faults in the system.
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EXERCISE

15_5System Fault Troubleshooting

With  LAb-UP. displayed at reset, the keyboard is activated. Pressing keys at
random and  reading the display will indicate when a problem exists in the
keyboard.  Using  the  keyboard  performance  check  routine, the rows and
columns of the keyboard can be checked. A  functional keyboard would in-
dicate the system is operational.

The display and keyboard performance checks are used later in troubleshoot-
ing when the entire display area  is blank after reset.  A check of the RST
signal   is verified.   If present, the chip select performance check  routine  is
performed. Different areas are checked during this time. It starts by check-
ing the  RAMCS,  ROMCS, and  UROMCS lines.  Under this block are other
checks which test various interface circuits. When the tests are acceptable,
the PIACS and  LATCH signals are checked. This block  has its own interface
circuits to check when a problem exists with the PIACS and LATCH signals.
If a problem persists, the data and address performance check is used. Con-
trol signals and  known data and addresses are verified at this time. When
these checks are acceptable, any problems with the display and segments are
checked, if necessary.

PROCEDURE

1. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault number  1.  Press  RESET.
Record what you observe in the display. Would you say the
trainer resets?

The trainer appears to reset since LAb-UP. would be displayed correctly
except for a problem in the "e" segment.

b. Adjust the scope for a display of 0.5 ms/cm and 0.2V/cm.
Using an X10 probe synchronize the scope with PB7 at pin 1
of connector B.  Verify that the signal  at pin 3 of U4 ("e"
segment line) is present and correct. Compare your waveform
with Figure 15-33.

NOTE:  The trigger level may have
to be adjusted to stabilize the trace.

2.

PIN 3

OF 1.14

SEGMENT
1411 11111111

Figure 15-33.  Waveform at pin 3 of 1J4 ("e" segmentl with fault number 1 inserted.
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c. The waveform correctly displays the logic level as if the "e"
segment were lit. What can you conclude about a possible
cause of the problem?

An open circuit exists in the line from the output of pin 3 of U4 to
the common point of all "e" segments.

d. Have your instructor clear the fault.  Check the trainer for
proper operation.

2. a. Have your  instructor  insert fault number 2.  Press RESET.
Record what you observe in the display. Would you say the
trainer resets?

The display is blank and it cannot be determined that the trainer resets
at this time.

b.  Verify that the RST signal at pin 40 of U3 is present and
correct. Press RESET. Is the signal correct?

You should see the presence of a correct RST signal at pin 40 of U3.
The logic level is normally high.  It goes low with the closure of the
RESET button and returns to a logic  1  when the button is released.

c. Set all switches to the EA position and reset the trainer. Sync
the scope with AB15 and verify the ROMCS at pin 20 of U18.

The signal is correct.

d.  Verify the  RAMCS at pin 8 of U19 and U21. What do you
notice about the waveform displayed?

The RAMCS line never goes low which indicates the CPU cannot select
RAM memory.
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e. Signal trace the RAMCS line. Verify the signal at pin 9 of
U16. Compare your waveform with Figure 15-34.

The RAMCS line is present and correct at this location.

=
=

7.
_

RAMCS

(pin 9
=

U16) =

=

=

7:
=

=
=

-

-

.:

Figure 15-34.

f. Verify the signal at pin 1 of U17-6. Explain.

The input to the NAND gate is the RAMCS signal present at pin 9 of
U16.

g. Verify  the output signal at pin 12 of U17-B. With all the
inputs to the gate tied together, the NAND gate operates as
an inverter. The output signal should be the inverse of the in-
put. Explain the signal displayed.

The output is a logic 0. The fault may lie in the NAND gate or possibly
a short to ground exists in the output line of the gate.

h. Verify  the  input  signal  at  pin 11   of  U17-C, then  check
the output at pin 8 of U17-C. Regardless of the other input
logic levels, the output of U17-C should be high if the gate is
functional. Explain the output waveform.
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The output U17-C is high. This is the same signal at the RAMCS pin at
RAM memory. Gate U17-C is working properly. This test shows that a
fault exists either in the U17-8 gate or a short to ground exists in the
line connecting pin 12 U17-8 to pin 11 of U17-C.

I. Have  your  instructor clear the fault and check for proper
operation.

3. The remaining faults will be left for you to troubleshoot.

a. Have your  instructor  insert fault number 3. Press RESET.
Describe the symptom visually.

The trainer will not RESET and the display is blank.

b.  Explain  the troubleshooting procedures used to isolate the
fault.

(1) Observe the  RST signal at U3-40. Press reset and release.  The
signal correctly goes from high to low and returns to a high when
the button is released.

(2) Set all switches to EA position. Press reset. Observe the ROMCS
signal at  U18-20 and U16-12.   This signal is always low.   The
problem is in  ROMCS line.

(3) Observe the RAMCS signal at U16-9.  The signal is correct which
shows that the memory decoder is sensing bits but, the ROMCS
output is either at fault or the line is shorted to ground.

c. Have  your instructor clear the fault and check for proper
operation.
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4. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault number 4.  Press  RESET.
Describe the symptom after observing the display.

Trainer will not RESET and the display is blank.

b. Explain  the troubleshooting procedures used to  isolate the
fault.

(1) Observe  the  RST signal at  U3-40.   Signal  is correct  when  the

RESET button is pressed and released.

(2) Observe the chip select lines. All signals are correct.
(3) Configure the trainer for the address and data bus performance

check  and observe the R-R/W-B signal at U19-10.  Signal never
produces a high-to-low-to-high transition  when  writing to mem-
ory.

(4) Observe R-R/W-B signal at U21-10. Signal is correct which means
an open circuit condition exists in the R-R/W-B line to U19-10.

c. Have  your  instructor  clear  the fault and check for proper
operation.

5. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault  number 5.  Press  RESET.
Describe the symptom by observing the display.

Trainer will not RESET and the display is blank.

b. Explain  the  troubleshooting procedures used to  isolate the
fault.
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(1) Observe the RST signal at U3-40. Signal is correct when RESET
button is pressed and released.

(2) Observe the chip select lines using the chip select performance
check. All signals are correct.

(3) Configure the trainer for the data bus performance check. RESET
and observe the R-RAN-B signals at U19-10 and U21-10. Signals
are correct.

(4) Read _the  data  on  the  data bus  (at  the  RAMs)  for the  first
R-R/W-B pulse. It should be F316 which it is.

(5) Read  the  data  on  the data bus  (at  the  RAMs)  for the next

R-R/W-B pulse.  It should be 5716 and in checking it is 5316.
Problem lies in bit position 2.

(6) Record the logic levels of DB2 for the first two R-R/17V-B pulses at
U3-31. 082 is high during the first pulse when it should be low
indicating an open exists in the DB2 line between the CPU (U3)
and RAM (U19).

c. Have your  instructor clear the fault and check for proper
operation.

6. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault number 6.  Press RESET.
Describe the symptom after observing the display.

Trainer RESETS.  The display shows CA 6 .= OP. which is LAb-UP. ex-
cept for the addition of the "a" segment in L, b, -, and U.
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b. Explain  the troubleshooting procedures used to isolate the

fault.

(1) Since the display lights, press several keys and note the columns
and rows of the keys selected.  Key closures from column  1 do
nothing to  the display.  For any other key closure, the "a" seg-
ment is lit in each display and the keyboard is operative.

(2) Column  1 keys are affected by PAO. The "a" segment is attached
by PAO.   Use  the  display performance  check  and check  U4-7.
The signal is high which is correct since the "a" segment is/it in
each display.

(3) Observe the signal at U4-6.  The voltage level is about 1.6V which
is incorrect and typical of an open circuit.

(4) Observe the signal at U2-2.   The signal displayed represents the
correct  logic  levels  for each   "a" segment in the display when
LAb-UP. is displayed.  The fault lies in an open circuit in the PAO
line between the PIA and U4-6.

c. Have  your  instructor  clear  the fault and  check for proper
operation.

7. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault number 7.  Press  RESET.
Describe the symptom by observing the display.

Trainer RESETS but the most significant display is blank.
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b.  Explain  the troubleshooting procedures used to isolate the
—

fault.

(1) Press  several  keys and RESET.  Most significant display stays
blank but you can conclude the keyboard and PIA are operative.

(2) Observe the signal at U5-10. The logic level observed on the scope
trace during the most significant display time is a logic a This is
the correct signal to disable the most significant digit (MSD) of
the display.

(3) Observe the signal at U2-15.  The signal shows a high state for the
MSD.   The signal at  U2-15 should be the same as U6-10.  The
problem lies in an open circuit between U2-15 and U5-10.

c. Have  your  instructor clear the fault and check for proper
operation.

8. a. Have  your  instructor  insert fault number 8. Press  RESET.
Describe the symptom by observing the display.

The trainer RESETS displaying LAb-UP.

b.  Press several  keys noting the column  and row of the key
you press.  If the display blanks, press RESET and press an-
other key. RESET and describe the symptoms.

The trainer is operative except for row 1 (keys 1, 2, 3, and A) keys.

c. Explain  the troubleshooting procedures used to isolate the
fault.
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(1) The trainer is functional for each key pressed except row 1 keys.
This eliminates the need to check  the input and output of Ul
controlling the keyboard columns.  The problem lies in the PA4
(row 1) line.

(2) Use the keyboard performance check and observe the signal at
U2-6 as you press a row 1 key. Nothing happens.  This indicates
a probable open circuit between U2-6 and the row 1 line entering
the keyboard.

d. Have your instructor clear the fault and check the system for
proper operation.

CONCLUSION

The performance checks provide an approach to troubleshooting. The oscillo-
scope is used with the performance checks to troubleshoot the trainer. The
sequence of events used to locate system faults begins with a power supply
check.  Next,  a check  of the  reset circuit,  then  the chip select checks, the
address/data bus performance checks, and finally, the display and keyboard
checks.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the first signal to check if the display remains blank after the
trainer is initialized?

2. Why did you place all switches in the EA position, reset the trainer, and
use this configuration for troubleshooting?
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3. The R-RAN-B signal is present at pin 10 of U13C and pin 10 of U21
—

(RAM D4-D7) but not at pin  10 of U19 (RAM DO-D3). What is the
possible cause of the fault?

4. What did you notice in the display when an open circuit existed in the
line from the output of U4-3 (SEG DRIVER) to the display?

5. Describe the affect produced when an open circuit exists in the row 1
line from the keyboard to the PIA.
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UNIT TEST

15
1. What should you check in the trainer when a visual inspection shows no

LEDs are lit in the display or on the board?

a. R ST signal
b. power supply voltage
c. NMI signal
d. STEP ON switch

2. With  power applied and the trainer reset,  what is the first signal you
should check when the displays are blank?

a. ROMCS

b. R/W
C. RS-T
d. R-R/Vi-B

3. Which one of the following signals is not normally at a logic one?

a. NMI

b. IRQ

C. 62-B

d. RDY

4. What signal would you be checking if you connected an oscilloscope to
pin 20 of U18?

a. RAMCS

b. LATCH

C. PIACS

d. ROMCS

5. A logic one at the input of pin 6 of U4 will

a. disable the most significant display.
b. enable the "a" segment.
c. enable dp (decimal point).
d. disable the "e" segment.

6. A  logic zero output from PBO through PBS is the condition necessary
to

a. enable each display.
b. blank the display.
c. control the segments.
d. enable the least significant display.

(Continued on next page.)
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7. Where is the open circuit of the fault if the signal at pin 10 of U13 is
valid and the same signal at pin 10 of U19 is lost?

a. T line
b.  RAMCS

c. R-R/W-B
d. R/W

8. The 1U17‘/1rline is always low. One cause is due to

a. open circuit between pin 8 of U17 and pin 8 of U19.
b. AB10 is  low.

c. RAMCS is high.
d. a short at pin 20 of U18.

9. What effect does an open circuit in the PAO line of the segment driver
bus have on the display?

a. lights the "a" segment in all displays.
b. lights the "a" segment in only the most significant display
c. lights the "a" segment in only the least significant display
d. blanks the "a" segment in the most significant display

10. What is the possible cause of a fault if the system is operable except
when keys 1, 2, 3, and A are pressed?

a. open circuit in the PAO line
b. open circuit in the PA4 line
c. open circuit in the PB7 line
d. none of the above.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTION SET

MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER INSTRUCTION SET — ALPHABETIC SEQUENCE

ADC     Add Memory to Accumulator with Carry LDA     Load Accumulator with Memory
AND  AND    Memory with Accumulator LDX  Load Index X with Memory
ASL  Shift Left One Bit (Memory or Accumulator) LDY  Load Index Y with Memory

LSR  Shift  Right  One  Bit (Memory or Accum-
BCC  Branch on Carry Clear ulator)
BCS  Branch on Carry Set
BEQ  Branch on Result Zero NOP  No Operation

BIT  Test Bits in Memory with Accumulator ORA -OR- Memory with Accumulator
BMI  Branch on Result Minus

BNE  Branch on Result not Zero PHA  Push Accumulator on Stack

BPL  Branch on Result Plus PIIP  Push Processor Status on Stack

BRK  Force Break PLA  Pull Accumulator from Stack

BVC  Branch on Overflow Clear PLP  Pull Processor Status from Stack

BVS Branch on Overflow Set ROL Rotate One Bit    Left (Memory or Accum-
ulator)CLC Clear Carry Flag

ROR Rotate One Bit Right (Memory or Accum-CLD Clear Decimal Mode

CLI Clear Interrupt Disable Bit ulator)

CLV Clear Overflow Flag RTI  Return from Interrupt

CMP Compare Memory and Accumulator
RTS  Return from Subroutine

CPX Compare Memory and Index X SBC  Subtract Memory from Accumulator with
CPY Compare Memory and Index Y Borrow

SEC  Set Carry Flag
DEC  Decrement Memory by One SED  Set Decimal Mode
DEX  Decrement Index X by One SEI  Set Interrupt Disable Status
DEY  Decrement Index Y by One STA  Store Accumulator in Memory

EOR  Exclusive-Or'' Memory with Accumulator STX  Store Index X in Memory
STY  Store Index Y in Memory

INC  Increment Memory by One
INX  Increment Index X by One -

TAX     Transfer Accumulator to Index X

TAY     Transfer Accumulator to Index Y
INY  Increment Index Y by One

TSX  Transfer Stack Pointer to Index X

JMP  Jump to New Location TXA     Transfer Index X to Accumulator

JSR  Jump   to   New  Location  Saving  Return TXS  Transfer Index X to Stack Pointer

Address TYA  Transfer Index Y to Accumulator



INSTRUCTION SET    (Continued)

ADC Add memory to accumulator with carry ADC

Operation:    A + M + C -> A NZCIDV
1 1 1 - -  I

NOTE: C = CARRY

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate ADC # Oper 69 2 2

Zero Page ADC Oper 65 2 3

Zero Page, X ADC Oper, X 75 2 4

Absolute ADC Oper 6D 3 4

Absolute, X ADC Oper, X 7D 3 4*

Absolute, Y ADC  Oper, Y 79 3 4*

(Indirect, X) ADC (Oper, X) 61 2 6

(Indirect), Y ADC (Oper), Y 71 2 5*

*Add 1 when page boundary is crossed.

This instruction adds the value of memory and carry from the previous operation to the value of the
accumulator and stores the result in the accumulator.

The symbolic representation for this instruction is A + M 4- C -> A.

AND "AND" memory with accumulator AND

Logical AND to the accumulator

Operation:     A A M -> A NZCIDV

I  I - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate AND # Oper 29 2 2

Zero Page AND  Oper 25 2 3

Zero Page, X AND  Oper, X 35 2 4

Absolute AND  Oper 2D 3 4

Absolute, X AND  Oper, X 3D 3 4*

Absolute, Y AND  Oper, Y 39 3 4*

(Indirect, X) AND (Oper, X) 21 2 6

(Indirect), Y AND (Oper), Y 31 2
_

5

*  Add 1 if page boundary is crossed.

The AND instruction transfer the accumulator and memory to the adder which performs a bit-by-bit
AND operation and stores the result back in the accumulator.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

ASL ASL Shift Left One Bit (Memory or Accumulator) ASL

Operation:     C 6 5 4 3  2 NZCIDV

I - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Accumulator ASL  A 9A 1 2

Zero Page ASL  Oper 06 2 5

Zero Page, X ASL  Oper, X 16 2 6

Absolute ASL  Oper 9E 3 6

Absolute, X ASL  Oper, X 1E 3 7

The shift left instruction shifts either the accumulator or the address memory location 1 bit to the left,
with the bit 0 always being set to 0 and the bit 7 output always being contained in the carry flag. ASL
either shifts the accumulator left 1 bit or is a read/modify/write instruction that affects only memory.

BCC BCC Branch on Carry Clear BCC

Operation:     Branch on C = 0 NZCIDV

- - - — -  -

.____ADDRESSING
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BCC  Oper 99 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction tests the state of the carry bit and takes a conditional branch if the carry bit is reset.

BCS BCS Branch on carry set BCS

Operation:    Branch on C = 1 NZCIDV

-  - - — -  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BCS  Oper B9 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to next page.

This instruction takes the conditional branch if the carry flag is on.
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INSTRUCTION SET    (Continued)

BEQ BEQ Branch on result zero BEQ

Operation:    Branch on Z = 1 NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BEQ  Oper F9 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to next page.

This instruction could also be called -Branch on Equal.- It takes a conditional branch whenever the
Z flag is on or the previous result is equal to 0.

BIT BIT Test bits in memory with accumulator BIT

Operation:    AA M, M7  N, M6  V

Bit 6 and 7 are transferred to the status register. NZCIDV

If the result of A AM is zero then Z = 1, otherwise Z = M7 1 - M6

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES
1

Zero Page BIT  Oper 24 2 3

Absolute BIT  Oper 2C 3 4

This instruction performs an AND between a memory location and the accumulator but does not store
the result of the AND into the accumulator.

BMI BMI Branch on result minus BMI

Operation:    Branch on N = 1 NZCIDV

-  -  - - -  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BMI  Oper 30 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction takes the conditional branch if the N bit is set.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

BNE BNE Branch on result not zero BNE

Operation:    Branch on Z = 0 NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BNE  Oper D9 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction could also be called -Branch on Not Equal.- It tests the Z flag and takes the conditional
branch if the Z flag is not on, indicating that the previous result was not zero.

BPL BPL Branch on result plus BPL

Operation:    Branch on N = 0 NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BPL  Oper 19 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction is the complementary branch to branch on result minus. It is a conditional branch which
takes the branch when the N bit is reset (0). BPL is used to test if the previous result bit 7 was off (0) and
branch on result minus is used to determine if the previous result was minus or bit 7 was on (1).

BRK BRK Force Break BRK

Operation:     Forced Interrupt  PC + 2 4, P 4, NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied BRK 9 0 1 7

A BRK command cannot be masked by setting I.

The break command causes the microprocessor to go through an interrupt sequence under program
control. This means that the program counter of the second byte after the BRK is automatically stored on
the stack along with the processor status at the beginning of the break instruction. The microprocessor
then transfers control to the interrupt vector.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

BVC BVC Branch on overflow clear BVC

Operation:    Branch on V = 0 NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BVC  Oper 50 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction tests the status of the V flag and takes the conditional branch if the flag is not set.

BVS BVS Branch on overflow set BVS

Operation:    Branch on V = 1 NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Relative BVS  Oper 79 2 2*

*  Add 1 if branch occurs to same page.

*  Add 2 if branch occurs to different page.

This instruction tests the V flag and takes the conditional branch if V is on.

CLC CLC Clear carry flag CLC

Operation: 0 --+ C NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied CLC 18 1 2

This instruction initializes the carry flag to a 0. This operation should normally precede an ADC loop.
It is also useful when used with a ROL instruction to clear a bit in memory.

CLD CLD Clear decimal mode CLD

Operation: 0 D NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied CLD D8 1 2

This instruction sets the decimal mode flag to a 0. This causes all subsequent ADC and SBC instructions
to operate as simply binary operations.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

CLI CLI Clear interrupt disable bit CLI

Operation: 0 I NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied CLI 58 1 2

This  instruction  initializes  the  interrupt  disable  to  a 0.  This  allows  the microprocessor to receive
interrupts.

CLV CLV Clear overflow flag CLV

Operation: 0 V NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied CLV B8 1 2

This instruction clears the overflow flag to a 0. This command is used in conjunction with the set
overflow pin which can change the state of the overflow flag with an external signal.

CMP CMP Compare memory and accumulator CMP

Operation:    A — M NZCIDV

I 1 1--  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate CMP # Oper C9 2 2

Zero Page CMP Oper C5 2 3

Zero Page, X CMP Oper, X D5 2 4

Absolute CMP Oper CD 3 4

Absolute, X CMP Oper, X DD 3 4*

Absolute, Y CMP Oper, Y D9 3 4*

(Indirect, X) CMP (Oper, X) Cl 2 6

(Indirect), Y CMP (Oper), Y DI. 2 5*

*  Add 1 if page boundary is crossed.

This instruction subtracts the contents of memory from the contents of the accumulator.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

CPX CPX Compare Memory and Index X CPX

Operation:    X — M NZCIDV

1 - - -

I
ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate CPX # Oper Eci 2 2

Zero Page CPX Oper E4 2 3

Absolute CPX Oper EC 3 4

This instruction subtracts the value of the addressed memory location from the content of index register
X using the adder but does not store the result; therefore, its only use is to set the N, Z and C flags to allow
for comparison between the index register X and the value in memory.

CPY CPY Compare memory and index Y CPY

Operation:    Y — M NZCIDV

,/  I  I-- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate CPY # Oper CO 2 2

Zero Page CPY Oper C4 2 3

Absolute CPY Oper CC 3 4

This instruction performs a two's complement subtraction between the index register Y and the specified
memory location. The results of the subtraction are not stored anywhere. The instruction is strictly used
to set the flags.

DEC DEC Decrement memory by one DEC

Operation:    M — 1  M .NZCIDV
I  I -- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Zero Page DEC Oper C6 2 5

Zero Page, X DEC  Oper, X D6 2 6

Absolute DEC Oper CE 3 6

Absolute, X DEC Oper, X DE 3 7

This instruction subtracts 1, in two's complement, from the contents of the addressed memory location.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

DEX DEX Decrement index X by one DEX

Operation:     X — 1  X NZCIDV

I  I --  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied DEX CA 1 2

This instruction subtracts one from the current value of the index register X and stores the result in the
index register X.

DEY DEY Decrement index Y by one DEY

Operation:     Y — 1  Y NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied DEY 88 1 2

This instruction subtracts one from the current value in the index register Y and stores the result into
the index register Y. The result does not affect or consider carry so that the value in the index register Y
is decremented to 0 and then through 0 to FF.

EOR EOR -Exclusive-Or- memory with accumulator EOR

Operation:    A  M -› A NZCIDV

1 --  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate EOR # Oper 49 2 2

Zero Page EOR Oper 45 2 3

Zero Page, X EOR  Oper, X 55 2 4

Absolute EOR Oper 4D 3 4

Absolute, X EOR Oper, X 5D 3 4*

Absolute, Y EOR  Oper, Y 59 3 4*

(Indirect, X) EOR (Oper, X) 41 2 6

(Indirect), Y EOR (Oper), Y 51 2 5*

*  Add 1 when page boundary is crossed.

The EOR instruction transfers the memory and the accumulator to the adder which performs a binary
-EXCLUSIVE OR    on a bit-by-bit basis and stores the result in the accumulator.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

INC INC Increment memory by one INC

Operation:    M + 1 .-- M NZCIDV

i 1 --  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Zero Page INC  Oper E6 2 5

Zero Page, X INC  Oper, X F6 2 6

Absolute INC  Oper EE 3 6

Absolute, X INC  Oper, X FE 3 7

This instruction adds 1 to the contents of the addressed memory location.

INX INX Increment Index X by one INX

Operation:    X + 1 -> X NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied INX E8 1 2

Increment X adds 1 to the current value of the X register. This is an 8-bit increment which does not
affect the carry operation, therefore, if the value of X before the increment was FF, the resulting value is
00. The symbolic notation is X + 1 -> X. INX does not affect the carry or overflow flags; it sets the N flag
if the result of the increment has a one in bit 7, otherwise resets N; sets the Z flag if the result of the
increment is 0, otherwise it resets the Z flag. INX does not affect any other register other than the X
register. INX is a single byte instruction and the only addressing mode is Implied.

INY INY Increment Index Y by one INY

Operation:     Y + 1 -> Y NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied INY C8 1 2

Increment Y increments or adds one to the current value in the Y register, storing the result in the Y
register. As in the case of INX the primary application is to step thru a set of values using the Y register.
The symbolic notation is Y + 1 -4- Y. The INY does not affect the carry or overflow flags, sets the N flag
if the result of the increment has a one in bit 7, otherwise resets N, sets Z if a result of the increment the
Y register is  zero otherwise resets the  Z flag. Increment Y is a single byte instruction and the only
addressing mode is Implied.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

JMP JMP Jump to new location JMP

Operation: (PC + 1) -> PCL NZCIDV

(PC + 2)  PCH

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Absolute JMP  Oper 4C 3 3

Indirect JMP (Oper) 6C 3 5

In  this instruction,  the  data from the memory location located in the program sequence after the
OP CODE is loaded into the low order byte of the program counter (PCL) and the data from the next
memory location after that is loaded into the high order byte of the program counter (PCH).

This instruction establishes a new value for the program counter.

JSR JSR Jump to new location saving return address JSR

Operation:    PC + 2 .1, , (PC + 1) -> PCL NZCIDV

(PC + 2) -> PCH

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Absolute JSR  Oper 20 3 6

This instruction transfers control of the program counter to a subroutine location but leaves a return
pointer on the stack to allow the user to return to perform the next instruction in the main program after
the subroutine is complete. To accomplish this, JSR instruction stores the program counter address which
points to the last byte of the jump instruction onto the stack using the stack pointer. The stack byte
contains  the  program  count  high  first,  followed  by  program  count low. The JSR then transfers the
addresses  following  the jump  instruction to the program counter low and the program counter high,
thereby directing the program to begin at that new address.

LDA LDA Load accumulator with memory LDA

Operation:     M -> A NZCIDV

- --  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate LDA # Oper A9 2 2

Zero Page LDA  Oper A5 2 3

Zero Page, X LDA Oper, X B5 2 4

Absolute LDA  Oper AD 3 4

Absolute, X LDA  Oper, X BD 3 4*

Absolute, Y LDA  Oper, Y B9 3 4*

(Indirect, X) LDA (Oper, X) Al 2 6

(Indirect), Y LDA (Oper), Y B1 2 5*

*  Add 1 if page boundary is crossed.

When  instruction LDA is executed by the microprocessor, data is transferred from memory to the
accumulator and stored in the accumulator.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

LDX LDX Load index X with memory LDX

Operation:    M  X NZCIDV

I  I- - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate LDX # Oper A2 2 2

Zero Page LDX  Oper A6 2 3

Zero Page, Y LDX  Oper, Y B6 2 4

Absolute LDX  Oper AE 3 4

Absolute, Y LDX  Oper, Y BE 3 4*

*  Add 1 if page boundary is crossed.

LDX does not affect the C or V flags; sets Z if the value loaded was zero, otherwise resets it; sets N if
the value loaded in bit 7 is a 1; otherwise N is reset, and affects only the X register. The addressing modes
for LDX are Immediate; Absolute; Zero Page; Absolute Indexed by Y; and Zero Page Indexed by Y.

LDY LDY Load index Y with memory LDY

Operation:    M -> Y NZCIDV

I - - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate LDY # Oper A0 2 2

Zero Page LDY  Oper A4 2 3

Zero Page, X LDY  Oper, X B4 2 4

Absolute LDY  Oper AC 3 4

Absolute, X LDY  Oper, X BC 3 4*

*  Add 1 when page boundary is crossed.

LDY does not affect the C or V flags, sets the N flag if the value loaded in bit 7 is a 1, otherwise resets
N, sets Z flag if the loaded value is zero otherwise resets Z and only affects the Y register. The addressing
modes for load Y are Immediate; Absolute; Zero Page; Zero Indexed by X, Absolute Indexed by X.
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INSTRUCTION SET    (Continued)

LSR LSR Shift right one bit (memory or accumulator) LSR

Operation: 0 -4 7  6 5 4 3 2  1  0 C NZCIDV

9 '-- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Accumulator LSR   A 4A 1 2

Zero Page LSR    Oper 46 2 5

Zero Page, X LSR    Oper, X 56 2 6

Absolute LSR    Oper 4E 3 6

Absolute, X LSR    Oper, X 5E 3 7

This instruction shifts either the accumulator or a specified memory  ocation 1 bit to the right, with the
higher bit of the result always being set to 0, and the low bit which is shifted out of the field being stored
in the carry flag.

NOP NOP No operation NOP

Operation:    No Operation (2 cycles) NZCIDV
- - - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied NOP EA 1 2

ORA ORA -OR" memory with accumulator ORA

Operation:    A V M -> A NZCIDV

- - -  -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate ORA # Oper 99 2 2

Zero Page ORA  Oper 95 2 3

Zero Page, X ORA  Oper, X 15 2 4

Absolute ORA  Oper qD 3 4

Absolute, X ORA  Oper, X 1D 3 4*

Absolute, Y ORA  Oper, Y 19 3 4*

(Indirect, X) ORA (Oper, X) 01 2 6

(Indirect), Y ORA (Oper), Y 11 2 5

*  Add 1 on page crossing.

The ORA instruction transfers the memory and the accumulator to the adder which performs a binary
-OR" on a bit-by-bit basis and stores the result in the accumulator.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

PHA PHA Push accumulator on stack PHA

Operation:    A .1. NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied PHA 48 1 3

This  instruction  transfers  the  current value  of the accumulator to the next location on the stack,
automatically decrementing the stack to point to the next empty location.

PHP PHP Push processor status on stack PHP

Operation: P NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied PHP 08 1 3

This  instruction  transfers the  contents  of the  processor  status  register unchanged to the stack, as
governed by the stack pointer.

PLA PLA Pull accumulator from stack PLA

Operation:    A t NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied PLA 68 1 4

This instruction adds 1 to the current value of the stack pointer and uses it to address the stack and
loads the contents of the stack into the A register.

PLP PLP Pull processor status from stack PLP

Operation:    P NZCIDV

From Stack

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied PLP 28 1 4

This instruction transfers the next value on the stack to the Processor Status register, thereby changing
all of the flags and setting the mode switches to the values from the stack.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

ROL ROL Rotate one bit left (memory or accumulator) ROL

M or A

Operation: H 6, 5 4 3121  0 NZCIDV

i  r I- - —

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Accumulator ROL  A 2A 1 2

Zero Page ROL  Oper 26 2 5

Zero Page, X ROL  Oper, X 36 2 6

Absolute ROL  Oper 2E 3 6

Absolute, X ROL  Oper, X 3E 3 7

The rotate left instruction shifts either the accumulator or addressed memory left 1 bit, with the input
carry being stored in bit 0 and with the input bit 7 being stored in the carry flags.

ROR ROR Rotate one bit right (memory or accumulator) ROR

Operation: 7  6 5 4  3 2  1  0 NZCIDV

r   i 1-- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Accumulator ROR     A 6A 1 2

Zero Page ROR     Oper 66 2 5

Zero Page, X ROR     Oper, X 76 2 6

Absolute ROR     Oper 6E 3 6

Absolute, X ROR     Oper, X 7E 3 7

The rotate right instruction shifts either the accumulator or addressed memory right 1 bit with bit 0
shifted into the carry and carry shifted into bit 7.

RTI RTI Return from interrupt RTI

Operation:    PT  PCT NZCIDV

From Stack

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied RTI 40 1 6

This instruction transfers from the stack into the microprocessor the processor status and the program
counter location for the instruction which was interrupted. By virtue of the interrupt having stored this
data before executing the instruction and the fact that the RTI reinitializes the microprocessor to the
same state as when it was interrupted, the combination of interrupt plus RTI allows truly re-entrant coding.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

RTS RTS Return from subroutine RTS

Operation:    PCT,  PC + 1 —> PC NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied RTS 60 1 6

This instruction loads the program count low and program count high from the stack into the program
counter and increments the program counter so that it points to the instruction following the JSR. The
stack pointer is adjusted by incrementing it twice.

SBC SBC Subtract memory from accumulator with borrow SBC

Operation:     A — M — A NZCIDV

Note:    C=Borrow

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Immediate SBC # Oper E9 2 2

Zero Page SBC Oper E5 2 3

Zero Page, X SBC Oper, X F5 2 4

Absolute SBC Oper ED 3 4

Absolute, X SBC Oper, X FD 3 4*

Absolute, Y SBC Oper, Y F9 3 4*

(Indirect, X) SBC (Oper, X) El 2 6

(Indirect), Y SBC (Oper), Y Fl 2 5*

*  Add 1 when page boundary is crossed.

This instruction subtracts the value of memory and borrow from the value of the accumulator, using
two's complement arithmetic, and stores the result in the accumulator. Borrow is defined as the carry flag
complemented; therefore, a resultant carry flag indicates that a borrow has not occurred.

SEC SEC Set carry flag SEC

Operation: 1 C NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied SEC 38 1 2

This instruction initializes the carry flag to a 1. This operation should normally precede a SBC loop.
It is also useful when used with a ROL instruction to initialize a bit in memory to a 1.

This instruction affects no registers in the microprocessor and no flags other than the carry flag which
is set.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

SED SED Set decimal mode SED

Operation: 1 --.> D NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied SED F8 1 2

This  instruction  sets the  decimal  mode  flag  D  to  a  1.  This  makes  all  subsequent  ADC and SBC
instructions operate as a decimal arithmetic operation.

SEI SEI Set interrupt disable status SEI

Operation: 1 —> I NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.
MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied SEI 78 1 2

This instruction initializes the interrupt disable to a 1. It is used to mask interrupt requests during
system reset operations and during interrupt commands.

STA STA Store accumulator in memory STA

Operation:    A --> M NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Zero Page STA  Oper 85 2 3

Zero Page, X STA  Oper, X 95 2 4

Absolute STA  Oper 8D 3 4

Absolute, X STA  Oper, X 9D 3 5

Absolute, Y STA  Oper, Y 99 3 5

(Indirect, X) STA (Oper, X) 81 2 6

(Indirect), Y STA (Oper), Y 91 2 6

This instruction transfers the contents of the accumulator to memory.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

STX STX Store index X in memory STX

Operation:    X -> M NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Zero Page STX  Oper 86 2 3

Zero Page, Y STX  Oper, Y 96 2 4

Absolute STX  Oper 8E 3 4

Transfers value of X register to addressed memory location.

STY STY Store index Y in memory STY

Operation:    Y -> M NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Zero Page STY  Oper 84 2 3

Zero Page, X STY  Oper, X 94 2 4

Absolute STY  Oper 8C 3 4

Transfer the value of the Y register to the addressed memory location. The symbolic notation is Y -> M.
STY  does not  affect any flags or registers in the microprocessor. The addressing modes for STY are
Absolute; Zero Page; and Zero Page Indexed by X.

TAX TAX Transfer accumulator to index X TAX

Operation:     A -> X NZCIDV

I  I -- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TAX AA 1 2

This instruction takes the value from accumulator A and transfers or loads it into the index register X
without disturbing the content of the accumulator A.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

TAY TAY Transfer accumulator to index Y TAY

Operation:    A -> Y NZCIDV

I 1 -- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TAY A8 1 2

This  instruction  moves  the  value  of the  accumulator into  index  register  Y  without  affecting the
accumulator.

TYA TYA Transfer index Y to accumulator TYA

Operation:     Y -> A NZCIDV

/  I -- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TYA 98 1 2

This instruction moves the value that is in the index register Y to accumulator A without disturbing
the content of the register Y.

TSX TSX Transfer stack pointer to index X TSX

Operation:    S --> X NZCIDV

/ ,./      -- -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TSX BA 1 2

This instruction transfers the value in the stack pointer to the index register X.

TXA TXA Transfer index X to accumulator TXA

Operation:    X -> A NZCIDV

I  I - - -

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TXA 8A 1 2

This instruction moves the value that is in the index register X to the accumulator A without disturbing
the content of the index register X.
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INSTRUCTION SET (Continued)

TXS TXS Transfer index X to stack pointer TXS

Operation:    X -4 S NZCIDV

ADDRESSING ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE OP NO. NO.

MODE FORM CODE BYTES CYCLES

Implied TXS 9A 1 2

This instruction transfers the value in the index register X to the stack pointer.

Notes
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MONITOR PROGRAM APPENDIX B

Selected register and utility programs within the monitor listing.

CPU REGISTERS

00C9 —    ADL (Low order byte of address.)

00CA   —    ADH (High order byte of address.)

00CB —    X Register (IND1 X)

00CC —    Y Register (IND2 Y)

00CD   —    Accumulator (ACC)
00CE —    Processor Status Register (PS)
00CF —    Stack Pointer (SP)

OODO —    PCH (High order byte of program counter PC)
00D1 —    PCL (Low order byte of program counter PC)

USER KEY LOCATIONS

00D5 —    USR1 (low order byte of starting address of routine for execution)
00D6 —    USR1 (high order byte of starting address of routine for execution)

00D7 —    USR2 (low order byte of starting address of routine for execution)

00D8 —    USR2 (high order byte of starting address of routine for execution)

DISPLAY REGISTERS

Contents of these locations control the character displayed in the appropriate display.

0000 —    DISP 1

00C1 —    DISP 2

00C2 —    DISP 3

00C3 —    DISP 4

00C4 —    DISP 5

0005 —    DISP 6

MSD E=0HIq LSD
0=0 Ell   EH L7   id E

00E0 —    DISPOH

00E1 —    DISPOH+1

00E2 —    DISPOH+2



MONITOR PROGRAM   (Continued)

BRK and IRQ VECTORS

FFFE   —    PCL =  A9

Vector Locations

FFFF   —    PCH =  F3

OODD   —    PCL User locations to modify starting address of IRQ interrupt routine.

°ODE   —    PCH Locations initialized to F357 upon resetting.

NMI VECTORS

FFFA  —    PCL =     A6

Vector Locations

FFFB   —   PCH   =     F3

OODB —    PCL User locations to modify starting address of NMI interrupt routine.

OODC   —   PCH Locations initialized to F357 upon resetting.

RESET VECTORS

FFFC   —    PCL = 19

Vector Locations

FFFD  —   PCH   =     F3

UTILITY PROGRAMS

Starting Program
Address Label Remarks

F494 DEL Editing feature to delete instructions from an existing program.
F497 ADD Editing feature to add instructions to an existing program.
F507 MOVREL  Relocate an existing program to another area of memory.

F5CE NEWNUM  Hex to decimal number conversion routine.

F619 NUMDEC  Decimal to hex number conversion routine.

F654 NUMBIN  Binary to hex number conversion routine.
FOB1 MEMORY  Test for decoding and ability to read and write from user RAM memory.

TEST
Enter starting page in 0000.

Enter end page in 0001.

All utility routines are accessed by using the GO key and entering the address shown.
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

HOE ASSEMBLER REV 2.2 LINE# ADDR OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PACE  0001

01-0005 2000 .OPT LIS,50R
01-0010 2000 1=1BF

01-0015 0081 OFF 7800

01-0020 0081 DISPO 1=07

01-0025 0006 DATA *441

01-0030 0007 POINTL 1=141

01-0035 0008 POINTH 1=01

01-0040 00C9 ADL 1=441

01-0045 00CA ADH *4+1

01-0050 0008 PEG 41=07

01-0055 0002 COUNT *441

01-0060 00D3 RIAD *41-2

01-0065 0005 USWMP 14+2

01-0070 0007 U52J11P 1=11-2

01-0075 0009 U53JHP 1=02

01-0080 OODB NMIJMP *4+2

01-0085 OODD IRQJMP *4+2

01-0090 OODF TRAPOP 14+1

01-0095 00E0 DISPOH 1=03

01-0100 00E3 PAGLIM 14+1

01-0105 00E4 ADJ5T 140-2

01-0110 00E6 POINT *4+2

01-0115 00E8 BOUND *44-2

01-0120 00EA LIMIT 1=14-1

01-0125 00EB DUFF *01+6

01-0130 00F1 LOWLIM 1=02

01-0135 00F3 HGHLIM 1=02

01-0140 0015 TEMPI =DISPO

01-0145 00F5 DORA =$400 PORTA OUTPUT PEG

01-0150 00F5 DORA 4400

01-0155 00F5 CPA 4401 PORTA CONTROL PEG

01-0160 00F5 DDRB 0402 PORTB DIRECTION PEG

01-0165 0015 DORB =$402 POPTB OUTPUT PEG

01-0170 0015 CRB 4403 PORTB CONTROL PEG

01-0175 00F5 0$F000

01-0180 1000 .OFF 7800

01-0185 1000 ;RESET 8I12 CRB,CRA FOR DIRECTION PEG

01-0190 F000 AD 03 OA RST2AB LDA CRB

01-0195 F003 29 FB AND #$FB

01-0200 F005 80 03 OA STA CRB

01-0205 F008 AD 01 04 P5T2A    LDA CPA

01-0210 FOOB 2918 AND #$FB

01-0215 FOOD 8D 01 04 STA CPA

01-0220 F010 60 RTS

01-0225 F011 ;SET 8I12 CRA,CRB FOR DATA PEG

01-0230 F011 AD 03 04 5ET2AB LDA CRB

01-0235 F014 09 OA ORA #4

01-0240 F016 80 03 04 STA CRB

01-0245 F019 AD 01 04 SET2A    LDA CPA

01-0250 FOIC 09 04 ORA #4

01-0255 FOIE BD 01 04 STA CPA

01-0260 1021 60 PT5

01-0265 1022 ;ROUTINE TO OUTPUT DISPLAY BUFFERS

THIS  DRAWING AND THE OBJECT(S) OR SYSTEM(S) IT  DESCRIBES ARE THE CONFIDENTIAL
PROPERTY  OF  BUCK  ENG.   CO.   INC.  &   CANNOT  BE USED WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION. B3



N1ONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINES    ADOR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0002

01-0270   F022 ;TO SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY

01-0275    F022

01-0280 1022

01-0290 1022 20 00 FO SCAN  J5R P5T2AB POINT TO DIRECTION

01-0295 1025  AO IF LDY OFF

01-0300 1027   BC 00 04 STY ODRA SET ABB FOP OUTPUT

01-0305   FO2A 8C 02 04 STY DDPB

01-0310 1020 20 11 FO JSR SET2AB POINT TO DATA PEG

01-0315 1030   AO CO LOY #$C0

01-0320 1032   BC 02 04 STY DOPE RESET MUX DECODER

01-0325    F035   AO 06 LDY 16 SETUP FOR SIX DIGITS

01-0330    F037 89 BF 00 SCAN1    LOA DISPO,Y LOAD BYTE

01-0335   FO3A 20 52 FO J5R DISPLY

01-0340 1030 88 DEY

01-0345   FO3E   DO 17 BNE SCAN1 IF NOT LAST BYTE REPEAT

01-0350 1040    A9 CO LDA #500

01-0355  F042 80 02 04 5Th 00R8 AND SET

01-0360    F045 18 CLC

01-0365 1046 20 08 FO JSP P5T2A A PORT

01-0370    F049   A9 OF LOA #$OF

01-0375 1048   BD 00 04 5Th DDRA FOR INPUT

01-0380    FO4E 20 19 FO JSP 5ET2A POINT TO DATA PEG

01-0385 1051 60 RTS

01-0390 1052

01-0395 1052 ;ROUTINE    MULTIPLEX

01-0400   F052 48 DISPLY PHA SAVE SAVE A

01-0405 1053   A9 00 LDA 41$0 TURN OFF SEC

01-0410 1055 80 00 04 5TA DORA

01-0415   F058 38 SEC

01-0420 1059 6E 02 04 POP DOPE TURN ON NEXT DIGIT

01-0425   FO5C   AD 02 04 LOA DORB

01-0430 105F 29 BF AND *OF

01-0435   F061 80 02 04 5Th DOPE

01-0440   F064 0 PLA

01-0445 1065 80 00 04 STA DORA OUTPUT SEGMENTS

01-0450 1068  A2 7F LOX #$7F HOLD FOR 500 CYCLES

01-0455   FO6A   CA DISPL1 DEX

01-0460 1068   DO FD BNE DISPL1

01-0465 1060 60 PTS

01-0470    FO6E

01-0475   FO6E ;HEX TO SEVEN SEGMENT CONVERSION,ENTER WITH BYTE
01-0480   FO6E ;IN A RETURN MS-IN A,L5-IN Y
01-0485    FO6E 48 HEXSEG PHA SAVE BYTE

01-0490 1061 29 OF AND #$F LSD

01-0495 1071   AA TAX SET INDEX FOR SEC

01-0500 1072   BD 80 FO LDA SEG,X

01-0505 1075   A8 TAY

01 0510 ro76 60 PLA

01-0515 1077 4A LSP A ISOLATE 1150

01-0520 1078 4A LSP A

01-0525 1079 4A LSR A

THIS DRAWING AND THE OBJECT(S) OR SYSTEM(S) IT DESCRIBES ARE THE CONFIDENTIAL
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE*    ADOR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0003

01-0530    FO7A   AA L5R A

01-0535  FO7B   AA TAX INDEX FOR MS-NYBBLE

01-0544    FO7C   BD 80 FO LDA SEC,X
01-0545   FD7F 60 RTS

01-0550    F080 3F SEC .BYTE $3F,$06,$58,$4F,$66,$6D,I7D,$07,$7F,$67
01-0550   FOB1 06

01-0550    F082 58

01-0550   F083 4F

01-0550   F084 66

01-0550   FOBS 61)

01-0550   F086 70

01-0550   F087 07

01-0550   F088 7F

01-0550   F089 67

01-0555    FOBA 77 .BYTE $77,$7C,$39,$5E,$79,$71
01-0555  FMB 7C

01-0555   FO8C 39

01-0555   FOBO 5E

01-0555    FOGE 79

01-0555   FO8F 71

01-0560   F090

01-0565   F090

01-0570   F090 ;KEYBOARD SCAN ANO ENCODE ROUTINE

01-0575   F090 ;KEY CODE RETURN IN ACCUMULATOR X,Y NOT CHANGED
01-0580   F090 DBDLY =5 DEBOUta DELAY 5 MS

01-0590   F090 ;INITIALIZE PIA PORTS AND SAVE X,Y PEG
01-0595   F090 98 GETKEY TYA SAVE X&Y

01-0600   F091 48 PHA

01-0605   F092 8A TXA

01-0610   F093 48 PHA

01-0615   F094 20 08 FO JSR R5T2A POINT TO DIRECTION

01-0620   F097   A9 OF LDA **OF PAO-PA3 OUT,PA4-PA7 IN

01-0625   F099 8D 00 04 STA DORA SET A FOR INPUT

01-0630   FO9C 20 19 FO J5R SET2A POINT TO DATA PEG

01-0640    FO9F ,TEST IF PREVIOUS KEY HAS BEEN RELEASED

01-0645   FO9F   A2 05 GET1 LDX *DBDLY SET DEBOUNCE TIME

01-0650   FOA1 20 DE FO GET2 J5P WAIM5 WAIT RE  MS

01-0655  FOA4 AS 02 LDA COUNT FETCH LAST COUNT

01-0660   FOA6 20 E5 FO JSR KEYT5T HAS KEY BEEN RELEASED

01-0665   FOA9 BO 02 BC5 GET4 YES, BUT MAKE SURE
01-0670   FOAB 90 26 BCC RESTOR NO EXIT WERT

01-0675   FOAD CA GET4 DEX 15 DEBOUNCE TIME OVER

01-0680    FOAE   DO Fl BNE GET2 NO, REPEAT TEST

01-0690   FOBO ;KEY RELEASED NOW SCAN KEYBOARD

01-0695   FOBO

01-0700   FOBO A9 FF LDA 4$FF INITIATE COUNT TO ZERO

01-0705 FOB2 85 02 STA COUNT START WITH 0
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LIKE$    ADDP    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0004

01-0710   FOB4  E6 D2 GET5 INC COUNT TEST NEXT COUNT

01-0715   F0B6   AS D2 LDA COUNT

01-0720   FOBS  C9 10 CMP $16 CHECK MAX COUNT

01-0725    FOBA 90 03 BCC GET6 -2 COUNT BELOW MAX GO ON

01-0730   FOBC 18 CLC

01-0735    FOBD 90 14 BCC RESTOR MAX COUNT EXIT

01-0740   FOBF 42 05 LOX $013DLY SET DEBOUNCE TIME

01-0745  FOCI 45 02 GET6 LOA COUNT FETCH COUNT TO BE TESTED

01-0750   FOC3 20 E5 FO JSR KEYT5T IS KEY DOWN

01-0755   FOC6   BO EC 805 GETS NO,FETCH NEXT COUNT
01-0760   FOC8 20 DE FO JSR WAIM5 YES,WAIT 1 M5
01-0765   FOCB   CA DEX 15 DEBOU4CE TIME OVER

01-0770   FOCC   DO F3 Bt E GET6 NO,TEST PRESENT COUNT AGAIN

01-0775   FOCE

01-0780   FOCE ,DECODE AND OUTPUT KEY CODE

01-0785  FOCE 46 02 GET7 LOX COUNT USE COUNT TO INDEX

01-0790   FODO   BD 18 F1 LDA TABLE,X DECODE KEY

01-0795   FOD3   BA RESTOP TSX RESTORE PEG

01-0800   FOD4   BC 02 01 LDY $102,X

01-0805    FOD7 90 02 01 STA $102,X
01-0810   FODA 68 PLA

01-0815   FODB   AA TAX

01-0820   FODC 68 PLA

01-0825   FODD 60 PIS

01-0830   FODE

01-0835   FODE ,ONE MILLISECOND WAIT VOUTINE

01-0840   FODE

01-0845    FODE 49 C8 WAIM5    LDA $200

01-0850   FOE0  E9 01 W4I1151 580 $1

01-0855   FOE?   DO FC BE WAIM51

01-0860   FOE4 60 RTS

01-0865   FOES

01-0870   FOES ,KEY TEST ROUTINE

01-0875   FOE5 ,ADRESS(COUNT) IN ACCUMULATOR

01-0880   FOE5 ,X,Y NOT CHANGED
01-0885   FOES ,COUNT RESET IF ILLEGAL

01-0890   FOES

01-0895    FOE5

01-0900   FOES 48 KEYTST PHA SAVE COUNT & X PEG

01-0905   FOE6 84 TXA

01-0910   FOE7 48 PHA

01-0915   FOES   BA TSX

01-0920   FOE9   BD 02 01 LDA $102,X FETCH COUNT

01-0925   FOEC 29 03 AND $%00000011  ISOLATE BITS 0-1

01-0930  FOEE AA TAX DECODE COUNT

01-0935   FOEF BD 11 Fl LDA MSKTDL,X

01-0940   FOF2 49 FF EOR $$FF

01-0945   FOF4 80 00 04 STA DORA SET COLUMN LINE

01-0950   F0F7   BA TSX

01-0955   F0F8   BD 02 pi LDA $102,X FETCH COUNT

01-0960   FOFB 44 LSR A ISOLATE BITS 2-3

01-0965   FOFC 44 L5R A

01-0970   FOFD   AA TAX
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0005

01-0975   FOFE   AD 00 04 LIDA DORA READ ROW LINE

01-0980   F101 4A LSP A

01-0985   F102 4A LSP A

01-0990   F103 4A L5P A

01-0995   F104 4A LSP A

01-1000   F105 09 FO OPA

01-1005   F107 3D 11 Fl AND MSKTBL,X TEST DECODED BIT

01-1010   FlOA 18 CLC CARRY WILL BE HIGH IF NO CLOSER

01-1015   F108 E9 00 SBC 40

01-1020   FlOD 68 PLA RESTORE PEG

01-1025   F10E   AA TAX

01-1030   FlOF 68 PLA

01-1035   F110 60 P15

01-1040   Fill

01-1045   F111 01 MSKTBL .BYTE %00000001,%00000010,%00000100,%00001000
01-1045   F112 02

01-1045    F113 04

01-1045   F114 08

01-1050   F115 10 .BYTE %00010000100101000,%01000000
01-1050   F116 28

01-1050    F117 40

01-1055   F118

01-1060    F118

01-1065   F118 ;DECODE TABLE

01-1070   F118 01 TABLE .BYTE 1,2,3,$A,4,5,6,$8,7,8,9,$C,0,$FJE,$0
01-1070   F119 02

01-1070    FllA 03

01-1070   F118 OA

01-1070    F11C 04

01-1070   F110 05

01-1070   FIlE 06

01-1070   F11F OB

01-1070    F120 07

01-1070   F121 08

01-1070   F122 09

01-1070   F123    OC

01-1070   FI24 00

01-1070   F125 OF

01-1070    F126    OE

01-1070   F127    OD

01-1075   F128 ;TEST FOP KEYRDEPPES5ION NODEKONCE

01-1080   F128

01-1085   F128   A9 00 ANYKEY LOA #0 SET PAO-PA3 LOW

01-1090   F12A 80 00 04 STA DORA

01-1095   F120 AD CO 04 LDA DORA READ PA4-PA7

01-1100   F130 09 OF ORA *OF SET AO-A3 HIGH

01-1105   F132 80 00 OA STA DORA RESET PAO-PA3

01-1110   F135 49 FF EOR SWF SET ZERO FLG =1 IF ALL BITS HIGH (NO KEYS)

01-1115   F137 60 RTS

01-1120   F138

01-1125   F138

01-1130   F138

01-1135   F138 ;ROUTINE TO TEST SCAN AND GETKEY ROUTINES
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE* ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PACE 0006

01-1140   F138

01-1145   F138  A9 10 LOA 016

01-1150  F13A 85 02 STA COUNT SET COUNT FULL FOR REPEAT KEY

01-1155  F13C 20 22 FO SCNGET JSR SCAN

01-1160   Fl3F 20 28 Fl JSR ANYKEY

01-1165  F142  FO F4 BEG SCNGET-4

01-1170   F144 20 90 FO JSR GETKEY

01-1175   F147 90 F3 BCC SCNGET

01-1180   F149 60

01-1185   F14A

01-1190   F14A ;SHIFT ACC INTO DATA REG,LOWER NYBBLE
01-1195   F14A

01-1200   F14A   OA SHIFTD ASL A

01-1205  F148   OA A5L A

01-1210   Fl4C   OA ASIA

01-1215  F140   OA ASL A

01-1220   F14E   A204 LOX 04

01-1225  F150 2A ROL A

01-1230   F151 26C6 ROL DATA

01-1235  F153  CA DEX

01-1240   F154  DO FA BNE SHIFTD46

01-1245  F156 60 RTS

01-1250   F157

01-1255   F157 ;CONVERT LOWER NYBBLE OF A TO SEVEN SEGMENT

01-1260   F157 ;OUTPUT TO DISPLAY POINTED TO BY POINT PEG

01-1265   F157 DECREMENT POINT

01-1270 F157 20 6E FO OUTLED JSR HEXSEG

01-1275 F15A 98 TYA DISCARD HIGH NYBLE

01-1280 F158 A2 00 LOX 00

01-1285 F150 81 C7 STA (POINTL,X)
01-1290 F15F A5 Cl LOA POINTL

01-195 h161 C9 CO DIP

01-1300 F163 FO 02 BEG OTLDRT

01-1305 F165 C6 C7 DEC POINTL

01-1310 F167 60 OTLORT RTS

01-1315 F168

01-1320   F168 ;FETCH BYTE FROM KEY BOARD ,STOPE IN DATA PEG
01-1325  F168 ;AND DISPLAY PEG

01-1330 F168 20 6B F1 READ  JSR AEAD1 FETCH HIGH NYBBLE

01-1335 F168 20 3C Fl READ1   JSR SCNGET SCAN DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD

01-1340 F16E 48 PHA SAVE KEYBOARD DATA

01-1345 F16F 20 4A Fl JSR SHIFTD STORE DATA IN DATA PEG

01-1350 F172 68 PLA

01-1335 F173 20 57 Fl JSR OUTLED OUTPUT DATA TO DISPLAY

01-1360 F176 AS C6 LOA DATA

01-1365 F178 60 RTS

01-1370 F179 ;INITIALIZE DATA POINTER

01-1375 F179  A9 C5 INTPNT LOA 0DISPC46

01-1380  F178 85 C7 STA POINTL

01-1385  F170  A9 00 LDA 00

01-1390 F17F 85C8 STA POINTH

01-1395 F181 60 RTS

01-1400 F182 ;EXECUTE READ COMMAND
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0007

01-1405   F182   AO 29 READCD LDY 4$29 OUTAD.

01-1410   F184 20 58 F2 JSP PRMOUT

01-1415   F187 20 79 Fl JSP INTPNT INITIALIZE POINTER FOP READ

01-1420   F18A 20 68 Fl JSP READ FETCH ADDRESS HIGH

01-1425    F180 85 CA ETA ADH

01-1430   F18F 20 68 Fl JSP READ FETCH ADDRESS LOW

01-1435    F192 85 C9 ETA ADC

01-1440    F194   A2 00 READC1 LOX #0

01-1445    F196   Al C9 LDA (ADC,X) FETCH CONTENT OF ADDRESS

01-1450   F198 48 READC2 PHA

01-1455   F199 20 6E FO JSR (EXEC CONVERT BYTE IN ACC TO SEVEN SEGMENT MS-A,LS-Y
01-1460   FOC 20 50 Fl JSP OUTLED44 STORE MS IN DISPLAY DUFFER

01-1465   F19F 20 5A Fl JSR OUTLEDi3 STORE L5 IN DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1470   F1A2 68 PLA

01-1475   FlA3 60 PIE

01-1480   FlA4 ;INCREMENT MEMORY ADDRESS POINTER

01-1485   F1A4   E6 C9 INCMEM INC ADC

01-1490   FlA6   DO 02 Rif INCPTS

01-1495   FlAB   E6 CA INC ADH

01-1500   FlAA 60 INCRTS RTS

01-1505   FlAB

01-1510   FlAB ;DECREMENT MEMORY ADDRESS POINTER

01-1515   FlAB   C6 C9 DECMEM DEC All

01-1520   F1AD   AS C9 LDA ADL

01-1525   F1AF   C9 FF DIP #$FF

01-1530   F1B1   DO 02 BNE DECRTS

01-1535   F183    C6 CA DEC ADH

01-1540   F1B5 60 DECRTS RTS

01-1545   F186

01-1550   F186 ; STORE MEMORY ADDRESS AND CONTENT INTO DISPLAY AREA

01-1555   F1B6 20 79 Fl DPLADD J514 INTPNT INITIALIZE DISPLAY POINTER

01-1560   F169   AS CA LDA ADH

01-1565   F1BB 20 98 Fl J5P READC2 STORE ADRESS HIGH INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1570   FlBE    AS C9 LOA ADC

01-1575   FICO 20 98 Fl JSP READC2 STORE ADRESS LOW INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1580   F1C3 20 94 Fl JSP READC1 CONTENT OF ADDRESS INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1585   F1D6 60 PIS

01-1590   F1C7

01-1595   F1C7 ;WRITE TO MEMORY LOCATION (AD) BYTE FROM KEYBOARD

01-1600   F1C7

01-1605   F1C7    AS C9 WPTCMD LOA ADC SET WRITE ADRESS TO MEMORY POINTER

01-1610   F1C9 85 03 ETA WPTAD

01-1615   FlCB AS CA LDA ADH

01-1620    FICD 85 D4 ETA WRTAD+1 STORE MEMORY ADDRESS INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1625   F1CF 20 86 Fl JSP PLOD

01-1630   F102    A2 Cl WPITEI LOX #01510042

01-1635    F1D4 20 OF Fl WPITE2 JSR WPTOPN OUTPUT PROMT FOR DAT

01-1640   F107 20 68 Fl WRITE4 JSR READ READ DATA FROM KEYBOARD

01-1645   F1DA A2 00 LOX #0

01-1650   FOC 81 D3 ETA (WPTAD,X) STORE DATA INTO MEMORY

01-1655   FIDE 60 PTS

01-1660    FIDE

01-1665   FIDE BA WINN TXA SET DISPLAY POINTER TO X
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINC#    ADM    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0008

01-1670    F1E0 20 78 Fl JSR INTPNT+2

01-1675   F1E3   A9 08 LDA a$8

01-1680    F1E5 95 00 WRITES STA 0,X OUTPUT DATA PROMT

01-1685   F1E7   CA DEX

01-1690    F1E8   EO OF CPX #DISPO

01-1695   FlEA   DO F9 Bt E WPITE3

01-1700    FlEC 60 RTS

01-1705   FlED

01-1710   FlED ;GO INTO AUTO WRITE MODE AFTER PROMT

01-1715   FlED

01-1720   FlED 20 82 Fl AUTOCD JSR PEADCO GET START ADDRESS FROM KEYBOARD

01-1725   FIFO 20 C7 Fl J5R WRICMD GET DATA FROM KEYBOARD

01-1730   FIF3 20 A4 Fl WRTE1    JSR INCMEM GOTO NEXT LOCATION

01-1735   F1F6 20 86 Fl J5R DPLADD STORE LOCATION INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1740    F1F9 40 FO Fl JMP AUTOCD+3 GET NEW DATA

01-1745   F1FC ;ROUTINE TO DISPLAY AND MODIFY (IF WRITE COMMAND FOLLOWS)

01-1750   F1FC ;INTERNAL REGISTERS, ENTER WITH INDEX IN Y
01-1755   FIFC   Co PCCMD    THY PROGRAM COUNTER SELECTED

01-1760   FIFO   C8 SPCMD    THY STACK POINTER

01-1765   FIFE   C8 PSCM0    THY PROGRAM STATUS

01-1770   F1FF    C8 ACCCMD INT ACCUMULATOR

01-1775   F200   C8 IND2CD THY INDEX

01-1780   F201 64 BE INDICD STY TEMPI. INDEX

01-1785   F203 89 60 F2 LDA PRMT5T,Y FETCH START OF PROMT

01-1790   F206    AS TAY

01-1795   F207 20 58 F2 J5R PRMOUT OUTPUT PROMT

01-1800   F20A    A4 BF REGCNT LDY TEMPI

01-1805   F20C 89 CO 00 LDA PEG,Y FETCH CONTENT OF REGISTER

01-1810   F2OF 20 98 Fl JSR READC2 STORE CONTENT INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1815   F212   A4 BE LDY

01-1820   F214   CO 05 CPY #5 WAS PROGRAM COUNTER SELECTED

01-1825   F216   DO 07 BNE WRTTST IF NC TEST FOR WRITE COMMAND

01-1830   F218   Co THY ELSE STORE LOW BYTE INTO DISPLAY BUFFER

01-1835   F219   B9 CO 00 LDA REG,Y
01-1840    F21C 20 98 Fl JSR READC2

01-1845   F21F 20 30 Fl WRTTST JSR SCNGET GET NEXT COMMAND

01-1850   F222    C9 OE CMP hE 15 17 A WRITE COMMAND

01-1855   F224   DO 06 BNE JUMP IF NOT PROCESS NEW COMMAND

01-1860   F226 20 33 F2 J5P MODFY ELSE MODIFY REG

01-1865   F229 4C IF F2 JMP WRTTST AND CONTINUE THE WRITE TEST

01-1870   F22C   BA jUMP  TSX CLEAN STACK FOP JUMP INSTEAD OF US

01-1875   F22D   E8 INX

01-1880   F22E   E8 INX

01-1885   F22F 9A TXS

01-1890   F230 40 39 F3 JMP LOOP+3

01-1895   F233 ;MODIFY REGISTER ,INDEX IN TEMPI

01-1900   F233   A6 BE MODFY    LOX TEMPI FETCH REGISTER INDEX

01-1905   F235   E0 05 CPX #5 TEST FOR PROGRAM COUNTER

01-1910   F237 08 PHP SAVE TEST STATUS

01-1915   F239 A2 BF LOX tDI5P0

01-1920   F23A 28 PIP

01-1925   F238 90 02 BCC TWO IF NOT PC 5ET X=2

01-1930   F230 E8 INX ELSE X=4  (NUNBER OF FIELDS TO OPEN)
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE. ADDR OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0009

01-1935    F23E    E8 INX

01-1940    F23F   E8 TWO INX

01-1945    F240    E8 INX

01-1950  F241  AS EB LDA TEMPI FIND REGISTER TO BE MODIFIED

01-1955    F243 18 CLC

01-1960   F2114 69 CB ADC #REG

01-1965   F246 85 D3 5Th WRTAD STORE INTO WRITE ADDRESS

01-1970   F248   A9 00 LDA #0

01-1975  F24A 85 04 5TA MANI

01-1980  F24C 20 D4 Fl MOOFYI JSR WPITE2 MODIFY PEG

01-19E5   F24F    AS BE LDA TEMPI

01-1990   F251   C9 05 CMP #5 WAS THE PROGRAM COUNTER MODIFIED

01-1995   F253    DO 05 ENE MOORTS IF NOT RETURN

01-2000   F255   E6 03 INC WRTAD ELSE MODIFY LOW BYTE

01-2005 F257 20 07 Fl JSP WPITE4

01-2010   F254 60 MODRTS RTS

01-2015   F258 20 79 Fl PRMOUT JSR INTPNT INITIALIZE DISPLAY POINTER

01-2020   F25E 69 74 F2 LDA PRMTBL,Y Y CONTAINS INDEX TO PROMT

01-2025   F261 C9 00 CMP #0 IF ENO OF PROMT RETURN

01-2030   F263   FO 06 BEQ PRMRTS

01-2035   F265   C8 INY

01-2040   F266 20 56 Fl JSP OUTLED+4 ELSE OUTPUT CHARACTER

01-2045   F269    DO F3 BE PRMOUT+3 FETCH NEXT CHARACTER

01-2050   F268 60 PRMRTS RTS

01-2055   F26C 00 PRMTST    BYTE 0,5,$A,SF,$14,$19,S1C,81F
01-2055   F260 05

01-2055   F26E    OA

01-2055   F26F   OF

01-2055   F270 14

01-2055   F271 19

01-2055   F272 IC

01-2055   F273 1F

01-2060   F274 06 PRMTBL .BYTE $6,$54,S5E,$66,0
01-2060   F273 54

01-2060   F276 5E

01-2060   F277 86

01-2060   F278 00

01-2065   F279 06 IND2 .BYTE $6,$54,S5E,$08,0
01-2065   F27A 54

01-2065   F276 5E

01-2065   F27C DB

01-2065   F270 00

01-2070   F27E 77 ACC .BYTE $77,$39,$69,$40,0
01-2070  F27F 39

01-2070   F280 89

01-2070   F281 40

01-2070   F282 00

01-2075   F283 73 PS BYTE $73,SED,$40,$40,0
01-2075   F284   ED

01-2075   F285 40

01-2075   F286 40

01-2075   F287 00

01-208*   F288 60 SP BYTE $60,1F3,$40,$40,0
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0010

01-2080   F289   F3

01-2080   F28A 40

01-2080   F286 40

01-2080   F28C 00

01-2085   F28D 73 PC .BYTE $73,09,0
01-2085  F28E 69

01-2085   F28F 00

01-2090   F290 6F GO .BYTE $6F,$E3,0
01-2090   F291   E3

01-2090   F292 00

01-2095   F293 38 LARUP .BYTE $38,$77,$7C,140,$3E,$F3,00
01-2095   F294 77

01-2095   F295 7C

01-2095   F296 40

01-2095    F297 3E

01-2095   F298   F3

01-2095   F299 00

01-2100   F29A 7C BR .BYTE $7C,$00,0
01-2100   F296   DO

01-2100   F29C 00

01-2105   F290 08 AD .BYTE $8,$8,$8,$8,$77,$DE,0
01-2105   F29E 08

01-2105   F29F 08

01-2105   F2A0 08

01-2105   F2A1 77

01-2105   F2A2  aE

01-2105   F2A3 00

01-2110   F2A4 77 ADDP .BYTE $77,$5E,$DE,$40,0
01-2110   F2A5 5E

01-2110   F2A6   DE

01-2110   F2A7 40

01-2110    F2A8 00

01-2115   F2A9 5E DEL .BYTE $5E,$79,$B8,$40,0
01-2115   F2AA 79

01-2115   F2AB 68

01-2115   F2AC 40

01-2115   F2AD 00

01-2120   F2AE 60 55P .BYTE $60,$ED,0
01-2120   F2AF   ED

01-2120   F280 00

01-2125   F261 60 SEP .BYTE $60,$F9,0
01-2125   F282 F9

01-2125   F263 00

01-2130    F284    SE DEP .BYTE $5E,$F9,0
01-2130   F285   F9

01-2130   F266 00

01-2135   F2B7 ;DECODE INPUT CONNAND JUMP TO FUNCTION SUBROUTINE

01-2140   F287 ;ENTER WITH KEY NUMBER IN ACC

01-2145   F287    OA DECODE A5L A INCREMENT INDEX BY TWO TO PERMIT

01-2150   F268   A8 TAY TWO BYTE ADDRESS

01-2155   F2B9 89 C5 F2 LOA DECTBL,Y FETCH JUMP ADDRESS HIGH

01-2160   F2BC 48 PHA PUT IT ON STACK

01-2165   F2BD   C8 INY
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LIKES    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0011

01-2170  F2BE   B9 C5 F2 LDA DECTBL,Y FETCH JUMP ADDRESS LOW

01-2175   F2C1 46 PHA PUT IT ON STACK

01-2180   F2C2 AO 00 LDY #0 SET Y=0 FOR REGISTER ROUTINE

01-2185  F2C4 60 RTS JUMP TO FUNCTION ROUTINE

01-2190   F2C5

01-2195   F2C5   F3 3E DECTBL  .DBY TRAPCD-1,IND1CD-1,IND2CD-1,ACCCMD-1,P5CMD-1
01-2195   F2C7  F2 00

01-2195   F2C9  Fl FF

01-2195   F2CB  Fl FE

01-2195   F2CD   Fl FD

01-2200   F2CF   Fl FC .DBY SPCMD-1,PCCMD-1
01-2200   F2D1  Fl FB

01-2205   F203   F3 9F .DBY USR1CD-1,USR2CD-1,5TPCMD-1,GOCMD-1
01-2205  F205  F3 A2

01-2205   F207   F3 05

01-2205  F209  F2 F2

01-2210   F2DB   F2 E4 .DBY BACKCD-1,READCD-1,FWDCMD-1,WATCMD-1,AUTOCD-1
01-2210   F2DD  Fl 81

01-2210   F2OF  F2 EB

01-2210   F2E1   Fl C6

01-2210   F2E3  Fl EC

01-2215   F2E5 20 AS Fl BACKCD JSR DECMEM

01-2220   F2EB 20 86 Fl JSR DPLADD

01-2225  F2EB 60 RTS

01-2230   F2EC

01-2235  F2EC 20 A4 Fl FWDCMO JSR INCMEM

01-2240   F2EF 20 86 Fl JSR DPLADD

01-2245   F2F2 60 R15

01-2250   F2F3 ;GO COMMAND

01-2255  F2F3

01-2260   F2F3  AO IC GOCMD   LDY #$1C INDEX TO CO PROW

01-2265  F2F5 20 58 F2 JSR PRMOUT

01-2270   F2F8 AO 05 LDY #5 INDEX TO PROGRAM COUNTER

01-2275  F2FA 84 BF STY TEMPI

01-2280   F2FC 20 33 F2 JSR MODFY INPUT PROGRAM COUNTER FROM KEYBOARD

01-2285  FF A2 C5 LOX #DISPOi6 CLEAR DISPLAY AREA

01-2290   F301 A9 00 LDA #0

01-2295   F203 20 E5 Fl JSR WRITE3

01-2300   F306 A6 CF STPCMO LOX REG+4 SET STACK

01-2305  F308 9A TX5

01-2310   F309 AS DO LDA REGIS SET PROGRAM COUNTER HIGH BYTE

01-2315  F308 48 PHA

01-2320 F30C   AS D1 LOA REG+6 SET PROGRAM COUNTER LOW BYTE

01-2925 F30E 48 PHA

01-233* F3OF AS CE LOA REG+3 SETSTATUS

01-2335 F311 48 PHA

01-2340  F312 A4 CC LDY REG+1 SET Y PEG

01-2345  F314 A6 CB LOX PEG SET X PEG

01-2350   F316 AS CD IDA REG+2 SET ACC

01-2355  F318 40 RTI JUMP TO USER PROGRAM

01-2360   F319 ;ENTER HERE FROM RESET VECTOR

01-2365   F319  A2 FF RESET   LOX ft$FF SET STACK TO END OF PAGE

01-2370   F316 9A TX5
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINEt    ADDP    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0012

01-2375   F31C 86 CF SIX REGf4 UP DATE ZERO PAGE STACK

01-2380   F31E   E8 INX

01-2385 1311 86 CE SIX REG+3 RESET ZERO PAGE STATUS PEG

01-2390 1321 86 Dl SIX TPAPOP

01-2395   F323   A9 57 LDA CSTORE SETUP INTERRUP VECTORS ON ZERO PAGE

01-2400 1325 85 DB STA NMIJMP

01-2405   F327 85 OD STA IROJMP

01-2410   F329   A9 13 LDA t)STORE

01-2415   F328 85 DC STA NMIJMP41

01-2420 1320 85 DE STA IRQJMPil

01-2425 1321    DO CLD CLEAR DECIMAL FLG

01-2430 1330 58 CLI CLEAR INTERRUP FLG

01-2435   F331   AO 1F LDY #t1F SET PROMT INDEX (LAB-UP)

01-2440 1333 20 58 F2 JSP PRMOUT OUTPUT PROMT

01-2445 1336 ;LOOP TO SCAN KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY AND TO PERFORM

01-2450 1336 ,THE SELECTED FUNCTION

01-2455 1336

01-2460 1336 20 3C Fl LOOP  JSR SCNGET SCAN DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD

01-2465   F339 20 87 F2 JSR DECODE EXECUTE COMMAND

01-2470 133C 4C 36 F3 JMP LOOP FETCH NEXT COMMAND

01-2475   F331 ;TRAP ROUTINE

01-2480 1331   AO 26 TRAPCD LDY #$26 SET PROMT INDEX(Tr )

01-2485 1341 20 58 12 JSR PRMOUT

01-2490 1344   A2 C3 LOX 0151)0+4 OPEN DATA FIELD FOR TRAP ADDRESS

01-2495   F346 20 OF Fl J5R WRTOPN

01-2500 1349 20 8A F1 JSP READC0+8 READ TRAP ADDRESS FROM KEYBOARD

01-2505   F34C 85 Dl STA TRAPOP SAVE OP CODE

01-2510   F34E    A9 00 LDA #0

01-2515 1250   A2 00 LOX #0

01-2520 1352 81 C9 STA (ADL,X) PUT BOX CODE INTO MEMORY

01-2525  F354 4C 06 F3 JMP STPCM0 EXECUTE USER PROGRAM

01-2530 1357 ;STORE INTERNAL REGISTERS ON PAGE ZERO

01-2535 1357 ;PROGRAM COUNTER AND STATUS ON STACK ENTER FROM IRQ & NMI

01-2540 1357 86 CB STORE 5TX PEG X

01-2545 1359 84 CC STY REG+1

01-2550  F358 85 CD 5Th REG+2

01-2555   F350 68 PLA

01-2560   F35E 85 CE STA REG+3

01-2565 1360 68 PLA PCL

01-2570 1361 85 D1 STA REG+6

01-2575 1363 85 29 STA ADL

01-2580 1365 68 PLA

01-2585   F366 85 DO STA REG+5 PCH

01-2590 1368 85 CA STA ADH

01-2575   F36A    BA TSX

01-2600 1368 86 Cl STX REG+4

01-2605   F360 ;ENTER AAFTER BREAK

01-2610 1260   AS CE TRAP  LOA REG+2 TEST FOP SOFTWARE BPI(

01-2615 F36F 29 10 AND MO

01-2620 1371   FO 27 BECI NOTTPP IF NOT DISPLAY PRESET PROGRAM COUNTER

01-2625 F373 38 SEC ELSE BACKUP PROGRAM COUNTER TO BAK INSTRUCTION

01-2630 1374   A5 D1 LDA REG+6

01-2635 1376   E9 02 SBC t2
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MONITOR PROGRAM   (Continued)

LINE*  ADM  OBJECT LABEL     SOURCE PAGE  0013

01-2640    F378 85  D1 STA REG+6

01-2645    F374 85 C9 STA ADC

01-2650    F37C    AS  DO LDA  REG+5

01-2655    UTE    E9  00 SRC  #0

01-2660     F380 85 DO STA PEG+5

01-2665    F382 85 CA STA ADH

01-2670    F384    AS OF LDA TRAPOP RESTORE OP CODE

01-2675    F386    FO  08 BEQ  BRKAOJ

01-2680    F388 42 00 LOX #0

01-2685    F384 86  DF SIX  TRAPOP

01-2690    F380 81  09 STA (ADL,X)
01-2695    FE     FO  OA BEQ  NOTTRP

01-2700     F390    E6 09 BRKADJ  INC ADL

01-2705    F992    E6  D1 INC  REG+6

01-2710    F394    DO  04 8NE NOTTRP

01-2715    F396    E6 CA INC ADH

01-2720    F399    E6 DO INC REG+5

01-2725    F394 20  66 F1 NOTTRP JSR  DPLADD

01-2730    F390 4C 36 F3 JMP LOOP

01-2735    F3A0 ;INDIRECT JIMP ROUTINE

01-2740    F3A0

01-2745     F340 6C 05 00 U5R1CD JMP  (U51JMP)

01-2750    F3A3 60 07 00 USR2CD  NIP  (U52JMP)

01-2755    F346 6C DB 00 NMIVEC JMP (NMIJMP)

01-2760    F349 6C DO 00 IROVEC  JMP  (IRQJMP)

01-2765    F3AC

01-2770    F3AC ;OUTPUT BYTES ON PACE  ZERO  Y=POINTER

01-2775    F3AC    AO EO MUT LDY #DISPOH

01-2780     F3AE 20 79 Fl JSR  INTPNT

01-2785    F381 89 00 00 LDA 0,1
01-2790     F384 84 BF STY TEMPI

01-2795    F386 20 98 Fl JSP READC2

01-2800 F389     AA BF LDY TEMP!

-01-2so FMB    CBE INY

01-2810     F38C    A6 C7 LOX  POINTL

01-2815    F9BE    EO CO CPX #DISP0+1

01-2920     F3C0     DO EF B&  DUTBYT+5

01-21325    F3C2 60 R15

01-2830    F3C3

01-2895    F3C3 ;RELOCATION PROGRAM  STARTS  MERE

01-2840    F303     DB START     OLD

01-2845    F3C4    AO  00 LDY #0

01-2850     F3C6 81  E6 LDA  (POINT),Y GET  OP CODE

01-2855    F3C8 48 TAY +CACHE  IN Y

01-2860    F3C9 42 07 LOX #7

01-2865    F3CB 98 LOOP1     TYA

01-2870     F3CC 3D 51 F4 AND TAB1-1,X REMOVE UNWANTED BITS

01-2875    F3CF 50 58 F4 EOP 1462-1 ,X &  TEST  THE REST

01-2880     F902    FO  03 BE Q FOUND

01-2885    F304    CA DEX

01-2890     F305     DO F4 BHE LOOP1 ON TO NEXT TEST IF ANY

01-2895    F3D7    BC 60 FA FOUND     LDY TAB3,X LENGTH OP FLAG

01-2900     F3DA 30  OD 8II  TRIP TRIPLE LENGTH?
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL   SOURCE PAGE 0014

01-2905   F3DC FO 22 BEQ BRAN BRANCH?

01-2910   F3DE   E6 E6 SKIP  INC POINT MOVING RIGHT ALONG

01-2915   F9EO   DO 02 BfE INEX TO NEXT OP CODE

01-2920   F3E2   E6 E7 INC POINT+1

01-2925   F3E4 88 INEX    DEY

01-2930   F3E5   DO F7 BNE SKIP

01-2935   F3E7   FO DA BEG) START

01-2940   F3E9

01-2945   F3E9 ; LENGTH 3 OR ILLEGAL

01-2950   F3E9 C8 TRIP  INY

01-2955   F3EA 30 65 BMI OUT ILLEGAL/END TO BRK HALT

01-2960   F3EC   C8 INY SET Y TO 1

01-2965   F3ED B1 E6 LDA (POINT) ,Y
01-2970   F3EF AA TAX LO-ORDER OPERAND INTO X PEG

01-2975   F3F0   C8 INY Y=2

01-2980   F3F1 81 E6 LDA (POINT),Y HI-ORDER OPERAND

01-2985   F3F3 20 2C F4 JSP ADJUST CHANGE ADDRESS MAYBE

01-2990   F3F6 91 E6 5Th (POINT),Y AND PUT IT BACK

01-2995   F3F8 88 DEY Y=1

01-3000   F3F9   BA TXA

01-3005   F3FA 91 E6 STA (POINT),Y ALSO HI-ORDER

01-3010   F3FC AO 03 LDY #3 Y=3

01-3015   F3FE 10 DE BPL SKIP

01-3020   F400

01-3025 F400 ;BRANCH:CHECK TO AND FROM ADDRESS

01-3030 F400   C8 BRAN  INY Y=1

01-3035 F401   A6 E6 LDX POINT FROM ADDPS LO-ORDER

01-3040 F403   AS E7 LDA POINT-fl & HI-ORDER

01-3045 F405 20 2C F4 JSP ADJUST CHANGE MAYBE

01-3050   F408 86 BF SIX TEMPI SAVE LO-ORDER ONLY

01-3055   F40A A2 FF LDX #$FF FLG FOR BACK BRANCHES

01-3060   F40C 81 E6 LDA (POINT) ,Y GET RTELATIVE BRANCH

01-3065   F40E 18 CLC

01-3070   F4OF 69 02 ADC #2 ADJUST THE OFFSET

01-3075 F411 30 01 BMI OVER BACKWARD BRANCH

01-3080 F413 E8 INX

01-3085   F414 86 EA OVER  SIX LIMIT

01-3090   F416 12 CLC

01-3095 F417 65 E6 ADC POINT CALCULATE TO LO-ORDER

01-3100   F419 AA TAX AND PUT IN X

01-3105   F41A   AS EA LDA LIMIT 00 OR FF

01-3110   F41C 65 E7 ADC POINT-fl TO HI ORDER

01-3115   FLUE 20 2C F4 J5R ADJUST CHANGE MAYBE

01-3120   F421 CA DEX READJUST OFFSET

01-3125   F422 CA DEX

01-3130   F429 BA TXA

01-3135   F424 38 SEC

01-3140   F425 E5 BF 5BC TEMPI RECALCULATE RELATIVE BRANCH

01-3145   F427 91 E6 5TA (POINT),Y AND PE-INSERT

01-3150   F429 C8 INY Y=2

01-3155   F A 10 B2 BPI SKIP

01-3160   F42C

01-3165   F42C ;EXAMINE ADDRESS AND ADJUST MAYBE
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MONITOR PROGRAM (Continued)

LIKE.    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0015

01-3170   F42C   C9 04 ADJUST CMP #4

01-3175   FE FO 21 BEQ OUT

01-3180   F430 E4 Fl CPX LOWLIM

01-3185   F432 48 PHA

01-3190   F433 E5 F2 5BC LOWLIM+1

01-3195 F435 68 PLA

01-3200 F436 90 19 BCC OUT

01-3205 F438 E4 F3 CPX HGHLIM

01-3210 F43A 48 PHA

01-3215 F438 E5 F4 5BC HGHLIM41

01-3220 F43D 68 PLA

01-3225 F43E BO 11 BCS OUT

01-3230 F440 C5 E9 CMP 801J4D+1

01-3215 F442 DO 02 Bt( TES2 HIGH ORDER?

01-3240 F444 E4 E8 CPX BOUND LO-ORDER?

01-3245 F446 90 09 TES2 BCC OUT TOO LOW

01-3250 F448 48 PHA

01-3255 F449 BA TXA

01-3260 F44A 18 CLC

01-3265 F448 65 E4 ADC ADJST ADJUST LO-ORDER

01-3270 F440 AA TAX

01-3275 F44E 68 PLA UNSTACK HI-ORDER

01-3280 F44 65 E5 ADC ADJ5T+1 AND ADJUST

01-3295 F451 60 OUT RTS

01-3290 F452

01-3295 F452

01-3300 F452

01-3305 F452 ;TABLE FOR OP CODE IDENTIFICATION

01-3210 F452    OC TAB1 .BYTE $0C,S1F,$00,$87,$1F,SFF,803
01-3310   F453    IF

01-3310   F454   OD

01-3310   F455 87

01-3310   F456 IF

01-3310   F457 FE

01-3310   F458 03

01-3315   F459 OC TAB2 BYTE $0C,S19,$08,$00,$10,$20,$03
01-3315   F4504 19

01-3315 F45B 08

01-3315 F45C 00

01-3315 F450 10

01-3315 F45E 20

01-3315 F45F 03

01-3320 F460 02 TAB3 BYTE $2,$FFJFF,$01,$01,$00,$FF,SFE
01-q RP 0   F461   FE

01-3320   F462   FF

01-3320   F463 01

01-3320   F464 01

01-3320   F465 00

01-3320   F466 FE

01-3320   F467 FE

01-3325   F468

01-3330   F468

01-3035   F468
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE*    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0016

01-3340   F468 ;MOVE MEMORY AFTER RELOCATION ADRESS HAVE BEEN CALCULATED

01-3345  F468

01-3350   F468 18 MOV CLC

01-3355  F469 AS C9 LDA ADL CALCULATE DESTINATION LOCATION

01-3360   F468 65 E4 ADC ADJ5T

01-3365   F460 85 E4 STA ADJST

01-3370   F46F   AS E5 LDA ADJST+1

01-3375   F471 08 PHP SAV SIGN FOR DIRECTION OF MOVE

01-3380   F472 65 CA ADC ADL+1

01-3385   F474 85 E5 STA ADJST+1

01-3390   F476 38 SEC CALCULATE BYTES TO TRANSFER

01-3395   F477   AS E6 LOA POINT

01-3400   F479   E5 C9 SBC ADC

01-3405   F478   AA TAX

01-3410   F47C   ES IND( ADJUST FOP MERGE INTO RELOCATION ROUTIKE

01-3415   F470   AS TAY

01-3420   F47E   C8 THY

01-3425   F47F 28 PLP

01-3430   F480 38 SEC

01-3435   F481 10 03 BPI PUS

01-3440   F483   AO 01 LOY #1

01-3445   F485 18 CLC

01-3450   F486   CA PO5 DEX

01-3455   F487 DEY

01-3460   F488 81 C9 LDA (ADC),Y
01-3465   F48A 91 El 5TA (ADJ51"),Y

01-3470   F48C   BO 02 BCS POS1

01-3475   FIRE   C8 INY

01-3480   F48F   C8 IN?

01-3485  F490 8A POS1    TXA

01-3490   F491 DO F3 RNE POS

01-3495   F493 60 RTS

01-3500   F494

01-3505   F494 38 SUB SEC

01-3510   F495   BO 01 RCS DECM

01-3515   F497 18 ADD CLC

01-3520   F498 08 DECM PHP

01-3525   F499 ;LINK RELOC AND MOVE TO USER FOR INSERTING

01-3530   F499 ;DATA INTO EXISTING PROGRAM

01-3535   F499   AS DO LINKI   LDA REG-15

01-3540   F498 85 E7 STA POINT-1-1

01-3545   F4911 AS D1 LDA REG46

01-3550   F49F 85 E6 STA POINT

01-3555   F4A1   AS CA LDA ADH

01-3560   F4A3 85 E9 STA BOUND+1

01-3565   F4A5 AS C9 LDA ADL

01-3570   F4A7 85 E8 STA BOUND

01-3575   F4A9 26 PIP

01-3580   FA 08 PHP

01-3585   F4A8 90 07 BCC ADDPRM

01-3590   F D AO 35 LDY #$35

01-3595   F4AF 20 58 F2 JSR PRMOUT

01-3600   F482 FO 05 BED NUMBY
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    AMA    OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0017

01-3605   FABA   AO 30 ADOPRM LDY #$30

01-3610   F486 20 58 F2 JSR PRMOUT

01-3615    F489   A2 Cl NUMBY LOX #DISP0+2

01-3620   F488 20 DF Fl JSR WRTOPN

01-3625    F48E 20 68 Fl JSR READ

01-3630   F4C1   C9 80 CMP #$80

01-3635   F4C3 10 F4 BPI NUMBY

01-3640   F4C5 85 E4 STA ADJST

01-3645    F4C7 85 EO STA DISPOH USE FOR TEMP STORAGE

01-3650   F4C9 A9 00 LDA #0

01-3655    F4C8 85 E5 STA ADJ5T+1

01-3660   F4C0 85 Fl STA LOWLIM

01-3665    FF 85 F2 STA LOWLIM+1

01-3670   F4D1 85 F3 STA HGHLIM

01-3675    F403   A9 E0 LOA #$E0

01-3680   F405 85 F4 STA HGHLIM41

01-3685   F407 28 PIP

01-3690   F408 08 PHP

01-3695    F419 90 OC BCC ADDI

01-3700   F408 AS E4 LDA ADJST

01-3705   F400 49 FF FOR #$FF

01-3710   F4DF 85 E4 STA ADJST

01-3715   F4E1   E6 E4 INC ADJST

01-3720 F4E3   A9 FF LOA #$FF

01-3725 F4E5 85 E5 STA ADJST+1

01-3730 F4E7

01-3735 F4E7 20 C3 F3 ADDI JSR START

01-3740   F A 20 68 F4 JSR MOV

01-3745 F4ED 28 PIP

01-3750   FE   BO OC BC5 NODATA

01-3755   F4F0 20 C7 F1 INSERT JSR WRTCMD

01-3760   F4F3 20 A4 Fl JSR INCMEM

01-3765   F4F6   C6 ED DEC DISPOH

01-3770   F4F8 DO F6 BNE INSERT

01-3775   F4FA   FO 08 8E0 EXITMV

01-3780   F4FC   AS E4 NODATA LOA ADJST

01-3785    F4FE 85 C9 STA ADL

01-3790   F500 AS E5 LDA ADJ5T+1

01-3795   F502 85 CA STA ADH

01-3800   F504 4C 9A F3 EXITMV JMP NOTTRP

01-3805   F507 ;LINK MOVMEM AND START (RELOC) TO MOVE AND RELOCATE

01-3810 F507 ;PROGRAM

01-3815 F507 SOURCE =BUFF

01-3820 F507 SOREND =BUFF+2

01-3825   F507 DEST =BUFF+4

01-3830   F507   AO 00 MOVREL LDY #0 SET SOURCE START

01-3835    F509 20 73 F5 JSR 55

01-3840   F50C AO 00 LDY #0

01-3845   F50E 20 72 F5 JSR SE SET SOURCE END

01-3850    F511   AO 00 LDY #0

01-3855    F513 20 71 F5 JSR DE SET DESTINATION START

01-3860   F516 AS EF LDA DEST

01-3865 F518 85 E6 STA POINT SET PARAMETERS FOR START ROUTINE
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDP    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0018

01-3870  F514 85 E8 5Th BOUND

01-3875   F51C 45 FO LDA DE5T+1

01-3880   F51E 85 E7 STA POINT+1

01-3885  F520 85 E9 5Th BOUND+1

01-3890   F522 38 SEC CALCULATE ADJUSTMENT

01-3895   F523  AS El LDA 0E51

01-3900 1525   E5 ES SBC SOURCE

01-3905   F527 85 E4 STA ADJST

01-3910 1529   A5 FO LDA DE5T+1

01-3915 1528  E5 EC SRC SOURCE+1

01-3920 1520 85 E5 STA ADJ5T+1

01-3925 152F 45 ES LDA SOURCE

01-3930   F531 85 Fl 5Th LOWLIM

01-3935   F533 45 EC LDA 5OURCE+1

01-3940   F535 85 F2 5Th LOWLIM+1

01-3945 1537 45 ED LDA SOREND

01-3950 1539 85 F3 STA HGHLIM

01-3955 1538  AS EE LDA SOREND+1

01-3960 1530 85 F4 5TA HGHLIM+1

01-3965 1531 20 50 15 JSR MOVMEM

01-3970 1542 20 C3 13 JSP START

01-3975 1545 45 E8 LDA BOUND

01-3980 1547 85 C9 STA ADL

01-3985  F549 45 E9 LDA BOUND+1

01-3990   F548 85 CA STA ADH

01-3995 1540 4C 94 13 NlP NOTTRP

01-4000   F550

01-4005   F550 ;MOVE MEMORY FROM SOURCE TO DEST. STOP AT SOURCE END(SOPEN

01-4010   F550

01-4015   F550 A2 00 )IOVMEM LOX #0

01-4020   F552   Al ES MVMEM1 LDA (50URCE,X)
01-4025 1554 81 CF STA (DEST,X)
01-4030 1556   E6 ES INC SOURCE

01-4035 1558 DO 02 BNE INCD5T

01-4040   F55A   E6 EC INC SOURCE+1

01-4045   F55C E6 EF INCDST INC DEST

01-4050   F55E   DO 02 BNE CHKEND

01-4055 1560   E6 FO INC DEST+1

01-4060   F562 45 ED CHKEND LDA SOREND

01-4065 1564  C5 EB CMP SOURCE

01-4070   F566 45 EE LDA SOREND+1

01-4075   F568 E5 EC SBC SOURCE+1

01-4080 1564   BO E6 RCS MVMEM1

01-4085    F56C A9 FF LDA #$FF

01-4090   F56E 81 El 5Th (DEST,X)
01-4095   F570 60 PIS

01-4100 1571

01-4105  r571 ;INPUT SOURCE,DESTINATION,AND END OF SOURCE
01-4110 1571 ;ALSO PROMP FOR EACH

01-4115 1571   CO DE INY

01-4120 1572   CO SE INY

01-4125 1573 98 55 TYA 5AV INDEX

01-4130 1574 48 PHA
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINES    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0019

01-4135 F575    B9 98 F5 LDA PRMST,Y
01-4140 F578   A8 TAY

01-4145   F579 20 58 F2 JSR PRMOUT

01-4150   F57C   A2 C3 LOX #DISP0+4

01-4155   F57E 20 OF Fl JSP WRTOPN

01-4160   F58I 68 PLA

01-4165   F582 OA ASL A

01-4170   F583 48 PHA

01-4175   F584 20 68 Fl JSP READ

01-4180   F587    AA TAX

01-4185  F588 68 PLA

01-4190 F589 48 PHA

01-4195 F58A   A8 TAY

01-4200    F588    C8 INY

01-4205   F58C    BA TXA

01-4210    F58D 99 ER 00 STA BUFF,Y
01-4215   F590 20 68 Fl JSR READ

01-4220   F593 AA TAX

01-4225   F594 68 PLA

01-4230    F595   A8 TAY

01-4235   F596   BA TXA

01-4240   F597 99 ER 00 5Th BUFF,Y
01-4245   F59A 60 PTS

01-4250    F598 3A PRMST .BYTE $3A,$3D,$40
01-4250   F59C 30

01-4250   F590 40

02-0005   F59E

02-0010    F59E DISPO =$BF

02-0015   F59E DISPOH =$E0

02-0020 F59E N =DISPOH

02-0025 F59E ND =DISPOH+1

02-0030   F59E WPTOPN =$F1DF

02-0035    F59E READC2 =$F198

02-0040   F59E READ =$F168

02-0045   F59E READ1 4F168

02-0050   F59E OUTLED =$F157

02-0055   F59E SCAN =$F022

02-0060   F59E INTPNT =$F179

02-0065   F59E ERRCNT =$F6

02-0070   F59E ;GENERATE RANDOM NUMBER 0(N<FF

02-0075   F59E ;RETURN WITH N IN A & DISPOH

02-0080   F59E 08 RANDOM CLD

02-0085    F59F A9 00 LDA #0 RESET ERROR COUNT

02-0090  F5A1 85 F6 5Th ERRCNT

02-0095   F5A3 A5 ED LDA DISPOH A=N

02-0100   F5A5   OA ASL A A=2N

02-0105   F5A6   OA ASL A A=4N

02-0110   F5A7 18 CLC

02-0115   F5A8 65 ED ADC DISPOH A=5N

02-0120   F5AA 18 CLC

02-0125   F5AB 69 01 ADC #1 A=5N41

02-0130   F5AD 85 ED 5Th DI5POH

02-0135   F5AF 60 RTS
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE*  ADDR  OBJECT LABEL     SOURCE PAGE 0020

02-0140    F560

02-0145    F560 ;HEX  TO DECIMAL CONVERSION

02-0150    F560 ;ENTER WITH HEX VALUE  IN  A RETURN WITH DECIMAL  VALUE

02-0155    F560 ;IN ASV Y=M56

02-0160    F560    AA HEXDEC TAX USE HEX  VALUE AS  INDEX

02-0165     F561     FO OE REP HURTS IF ZERO NO CONVERSION

02-0170    F563    F8 SED SET UP FOR DECIMAL  INCPEMIEMTING

02-0175    F554 A9 00 LDA #0

02-0180     F566    AO 00 LDY  *0

02-0185    F568 18 DECADD CLC

02-0190    F5B9 69 01 ADC #1

02-0195    F566 90 01 BCC *+3 IF NO CARRY CONTINUE

02-0200    F56D    CB INY ELSE  INCREMENT M5D

02-0205     F5BE    CA DEX

02-0210     F5BF     DO F7 DECADD IF   INDEX  IS NOT ZERO CONTINLE  TO ADD

02-0215    F5C1 08 HEXPT5 CLD ELSE RETURN

02-0220     F5C2 60 RTS

02-0225    F5C3 ;DISPLAY HEX NUMBER AND  PONT FOP DECIMAL EQUIVALENCE

02-0230     F5C3 ;IF EQUAL GENERATE CONTINUE  WITH ANOTHER NUMBER

02-0235    F5C3

02-0240     F503 20 9E F5 SETUP JSR RANDOM GENERATE AND  STORE  RANDOM HEX NUMBER

02-0245    F506 20 80 F5 JSR HEXDEC CONVERT  TO DECIMAL

02-0250    F5C9 85 El 5Th ND ND.LSD

02-0255    F5CI3 84 E2 STY N0+1 ND+1=M50

02-0260     F5CD 60 RTS

02-0265    F5CE 20 C3 F5 NEWNUM JSP SETUP FETCH HEX NUMBER

02-0270     F501     A2 C5 LOX #DISP0+6 SEr  DISPLAY FOR PROFITS

02-0275    F5D3 20 OF Fl JSR WRTOPN

02-0280     F506    A9 5E LDA #$5E OUTPUT d

02-0285    F5D8 85 CO 5Th  DISP0+1

02-0290     F5DA    AS EO LOA N OUTPUT HEX

02-0295    F5DC 20 98 Fl JSR READC2

02-0300     F5DF    AS C4 LDA DISP0+5

02-0305    F5E1 09 80 ORA *$80 SET  DECIMAL  POINT AT END OF HEX NUMBER

02-0310    F5E3 85 C4 5TA DISP0+5

02-0315    F5E5 AS F6 LOA ERRCNT CHECKS FOR ERRORS

02-0320     F5E7 09 03 CMP #3

02-0325    F5E9 30 OD BMI INHD IF LESS  THAN THREE ERORS  GET INPUT

02-0330    F5E6    AS E2 LDA ND+1 ELSE OUTPUT CORRECT ANSWER

02-0335    F5ED 20 57 Fl JSR OUTLED

02-0340     F5F0    AS El LDA ND

02-0345    F5F2 20 98 Fl JSR READC2

02-0350     F5F5 40 14 F6 JO' EOD

02-0355    F5FI3 20 66 Fl IMID J5R READ1 GET  INPUT

02-0360     F5FB 29 OF AND #$F MSII ONLY A NY6BLE

02-0365    F5FD 48 PHA

02-0370     F5FE 20 68 Fl J5R READ INPUT LSD

02-0375    F601    C5 El CMP ND

02-0380    F603    DO 06 BNE NOTED IF  NOT EQUAL  PROCESS ERROR

02-0385    F605 68 PLA

02-0390     F606    C5 E2 CMP ND+1 ELSE CHECK  M50

02-0395    F608    FO OA BEQ EQD IF EQUAL  PROCESS CORECT  INPUT

02-0400 F60A 48 PHA
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE# ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0021

02-0405    F606 68 NOTED    PLA

02-0410   F60C 20 9E F6 J5P ERR

02-0415   F6OF   AS EO LDA N REPEAT OLD NUMBER

02-0420   F611 4C DI F5 JMP NEWNUM+3

02-0425    F6I4 20 Al F6 EGO JSP DELAY HOLD VALUE

02-0420   F617  FO 65 BED KEWNLRI GENERATE NEW NUMBER

02-0435    F619

02-0440   F619

02-0445   F619 ;DISPLAY DECIMAL NUMBER AND PROMT FOR HEX EQUIVALENCE

02-0450   F619

02-0455   F619 20 C3 F5 NUMDEC JSP SETUP

02-0460   F61C   A2 C5 LDX #DISP0+6

02-0465 F61E 20 OF Fl JSR WRTOPN

02-0470   F621   A9 74 LDA #$74

02-0475    F623 85 CO STA DISP01-1

02-0480   F625   AS E2 LDA ND+1

02-0485   F627 20 57 Fl JSR OUTLED OUTPUT HIGH NYBBLE

02-0490   F62A AS El LDA ND

02-0495   F62C 20 98 Fl JSP PEADC2 OUTPUT LOU BYTE

02-0500   F62F AS C3 LDA DISPO44

02-0505    F631 09 80 OPA #$80

02-0510   F633 85 C3 STA DISP0+4 SET DECIMAL POINT AT END OF FIELD

02-0515   F635 AS F6 LDA ERPCNT

02-0520   F637   C9 03 DIP #3 CHECK FOR GREATER THAN THREE EPROPS

02-0525   F639 30 08 BMI INCH IF LESS THAN THREE READ INPUT

02-0530   F636   A5 EO LDA N ELSE OUTPUT ANSWER

02-0535    F630 20 98 Fl JSR READC2 OUTPUT BYTE

02-0540   F640 4C IF F6 JRIP EON

02-0545    F643 20 68 Fl INDH  JSP READ INPUT BYTE

02-0550   F646   C5 E0 CMP N CHECK ANSWER

02-0555    F648   FO 05 BED EON IF CORRECT OUTPUT NEXT NUMBER

02-0560   F6414 20 9E F6 JSP ERR PROCESS ERROR

02-0565   F64D   FO CD BED NUNDEC+3

02-0570   F64 20 Al F6 EQH JSP DELAY

02-0575   F652   FO C5 BEG NUMDEC

02-0580   F654

02-0585   F654

02-0590   F654 ;DISPLAY BINARY NYBBLE AND PROMT FOR HEX EQUIVALENCE

02-0595   F654

02-0600   F654 20 C3 F5 NUMBIN JSR SETUP

02-0605   F657 A2 C5 LDX #DISPO-1-6

02-0610   F659 20 DF Fl JSR WRTOPN

02-0615   F65C A9 74 LDA t$74

02-0620   F65E 85 CO STA DISP0+1 OUT PUT h

02-0625   F660 AO 00 OUTBIN LDY #0 SET Y FOR INDEX

02-0630   F662 AS EO LDA N FETCH NUMBER

02-0635   F664   A2 3F OUTBN1 LDX #$3F SET X="0"

02-0640   F666 4A L5P A

02-0645   F667 90 02 BCC $+4 IF NO CARRY OUTPUT 0

02-0650   F669    A2 06 LOX #6 ELSE OUTPUT

02-0655   F666 96 C2 STX DISP043,Y "1"

02-0660   F660 C8 INY

02-0665   F66E CO 04 CPY #4
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE#    ADDR    OBJECT LABEL    SOURCE PAGE 0022

02-0670   F670   DO F2 BNE OUTBN1 IF NOT 4 BITS GET NEXT BIT

02-0675   F672   AS C2 LOA DISP0+3 ELSE SET DECIMAL POINT AT END OF BINARY FIELD

02-0680   F674 09 80 ORA #$B0

02-0685   F676 85 C2 STA DI5P0+3

02-0690   F678 49 Cl LDA #DISP042 SET DISPLAY POINTER FOR DIGIT TWO

02-0695   F674 20 76 Fl JSR INTPNT+2

02-0700   F67D 45 F6 LDA ERRCNT CHECK ERROR COUNT

02-0705   F67F   C9 OS CMP #3

02-0710   F681 30 08 DMI INBH IF ERROR IS LESS THAN THREE READ INPUT

02-0715   F683 45 E0 LDA N ELSE OUTPUT ANSWER

02-0720   F685 20 57 Fl JSR OUTLED

02-0725   F688 4C 99 F6 JMP EQB GET NEW NEXT NUMBER

02-0730   F686 20 66 Fl INBH  JSR READI READ INPUT NYBBLE

02-0735   F68E 45 EO EOR N COMPARE IT WITH ANSWER

02-0740   F690 29 OF AND #$F

02-0745   F692 FO 05 BEQ ERB IF CORRECT GET NEXT NUMBER

02-0750   F694 20 9E F6 JSR ERR PROCESS ERROR

02-0755   F697  FO BE BEQ NUMBIN+3

02-0760   F699 20 44 F6 EQB JSR DELAY

02-0765   F69C   FO 66 DEQ NUMBIN

02-0770   F69E

02-0775   F69E ;OUTPUT ERROR CHARACTER E INDISPLAY ONE

02-0780   F69E ;FALL INTO DELAY ROUTINE

02-0785   F69E 49 79 ERR LOA 4$79

02-0790   F640 85 CO STA DISP041

02-0795   F6A2   E6 F6 INC ERRCNT

02-0800  F6A4 49 FF DELAY    LDA #$FF SET INDEX FOR DELAY

02-0805   F646 48 DELA  PHA

02-0810   F647 20 22 FO JSR SCAN

02-0815   F64A 68 PLA

02-0820  F6A6 38 SEC

02-0825   F6AC   E9 01 SBC #1 INCPEMRNT A

02-0830  F6AE   DO F6 &NE DELA

02-0835   F660 60 R15

03-0005   F661 .OPT LIS,SOR
03-0010   F661 ;MEMORY TEST FOR 348

03-0015   F661 ;SUBROUTINES AND REGISTERS FROM 348

03-0020   F661 HEXSEG =$F06E

03-0025   F661 ADH =$CA

03-0030   F661 ADL =$C9

03-0035   F661 DPLADD 4F166

03-0040   F661 LOOP =$F336

03-0045   F661 DORA =$400

03-0050 F661 DORB =$402

03-0055   F661 DISPOH =$E0

03-0060   F681 OUTBYT =$F3AC

03-0065   F661 SCAN =$F022

03-0070   F661 ;ZERO PAGE REGISTERS

03-0075   F681 *=0

03-0080 0000 STARTO *=*+I

03-0085 0001 END *=*+1

03-0090 0002 START *=*+2

03-0095 0004 ;INITIALIZE TEST BOUNDARIES
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MONITOR PROGRAM     (Continued)

LINE#    ADOR    OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0023

03-0100 0004   A6 00 LOX STARTO

03-0105 0006 86 03 SIX 5TART1+1

03-0110 0008  A6 01 LOX END

03-0115 000A   A9 00 LOA #0

03-0120 000C 85 02 STA START

03-0125 000E 85 EO STA DISPOH

03-0130 0010 85 El STA DISPOH+1

03-0135 0012 85 E2 STA DISPOH+2

03-0140 0014

03-0145 0014 ;CLEAR MEMORY

03-0150 0014   A8 TAY SET Y TO 0

03.1155 0015 91 02 CLEAR STA (START1)Y

03-0160 0017 C8 INY

03-0165 0018    DO FR BNE CLEAR

03-0170 001A   E6 03 INC 5TART1f1

03-0175 001C   E4 03 CPX STAPT1+1

03-0180 001E   BO F5 8C5 CLEAR

03-0185 0020 90 2D BCC NEXPAT

03-0190 0022 ;CHECK MEMORY

030195 0022 01 02 CHECK CMP (STAPT1)Y

03-0200 0024 DO 31 BNE ERROR

03-0205 0026 48 PHA SAVE PATTERN

03-0210 0027 18 CLC

03-0215 0028 81 02 LOA  (STAPT1)Y

03-0220 002A 69 01 ADC #1 INC PATTERN

03-0225 002C 91 02 STA (STARTUY UPDATE LOCATION TESTED

03-021* 002E 68 PIA

03-0235 002F    C8 INY

03-0240 0030   DO FO BNE CHECK

03-0245 0032 85 EO STA DISPOH

03-0250 0034 48 PHA

03-0255 0035 8A TXA

03-0260 0036 48 PHA

03-0265 0037 20 AC F3 JSR OUTBYT

03-0270 003A 20 22 FO JSR SCAN

03-0275 0030 68 PLA

03-0280 003E   AA TAX

03-0285 003F 68 PLA

03-0290 0040   E6 03 INC STAPT141 COTO NEXT PAGE

03-0295 0042   E4 03 CPX START1+1 CHECK FOR END CHECK

03-0300 0044   BO DC BCS CHECK NOT END CONTINUE CHECK

03-0305 0046 69 01 ADC #1 END COMPLETE PASS INC PAT

03-0310 0048 DO 05 BNE NEXPAT INDICATE ALL PAT TESTED

03-0315 004A   E6 E2 INC DISPOH+2

03-0320 004C

03-0325 004C ;SET FOR NEXT PASS

03-0330 004C   A9 00 LOA 00

03-0335 004E A8 TAY

03-0340 004F  A6 00 NEXPAT LDX START°

03-0345 0051 86 03 SIX START1+1

03-0350 0053 A6 01 LOX END

03-0355 0055 DO CB BNE CHECK

03-0360 0057
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MONITOR PROGRAM    (Continued)

LINE* ADDR    OBJECT LABEL SOURCE PAGE 0024

03-0365 0057 AS 03 ERROR LDA 5TART141

03-0370 0059 85 CA STA ADM

03-0375 0058 84 C9 STY ADL

03-0380 0050 20 86 Fl JSP DPLADD

03-0385 0060 4C 36 F3 JMP LOOP

04-0005 0063 ;PROG TO COPY 348 MONITOR INTO RAM FOR SIGNITURE ANALYSIS

04-0010 0063 *=$F710

04-0015   F710 OFF 7800

04-0020   F710   AD 00 08 SYC LOA $800 GENERATE SYNC BY AB11

04-0025   F713   AO 00 LDY $0

04-0030   F715 89 00 FO PAGO LDA $F000,Y
04-0035   F718 99 00 00 STA 0,Y
04-0040   F718 89 00 00 LOA 0,Y
04-0045   F7IE   C8 INY

04-0050   F71F   DO F4 BNE PAGO

04-0055   F721 69 00 Fl PAG1 LDA $1100,Y
04-0060   F724 99 00 01 STA $100,Y
04-0065    F727 89 00 01 LOA $100,Y
04-0070   F72A   C8 INY

04-0075   F728   DO F4 BNE PAG1

04-0080   F720 89 00 F2 PAG2 LOA $F200,Y
04-0085   F730 99 00 02 STA $200,Y
04-0090   F733 89 00 02 LOA $200,Y
04-0095   F736   CB INY

04-0100   F737   DO F4 BNE PAG2

04-0105   F739 89 00 F3 PAG3 LDA $F300,Y
04-0110   F73C 99 00 03 STA $300,Y
04-0115   F73F 89 00 03 LDA $300,Y
04-0120   F742   C8 INY

04-0125   F743   DO F4 DNE PAG3

04-0130   F745  FO C9 ENDSIG 8CR SYC

04-0135   F747 .END MICRO3

ERRORS = 0000
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MONITOR PROGRAM     (Continued)

SYMBOL TABLE 0025

ACC F27E ACCCMD    FIFF AD 1290 ADD F497

ADM F4E7 ADDP 1244 ADORN    F4B4  ADH 0004

ADJST 00E4 ADJUST 142C AD_ 0009 Al4Y KEY 1128

AUTOCD F1ED BACKCD    F2E5 BOUND 00E8 BR F294

BRAN F400 BRKADJ    F390 BUFF 00EB CHECK 0022

CHKEND F562 CLEAR 0015 COUNT 0002 CRA 0401

CRB 0403 DATA 0006 DBDLY 0005 DDRA 0400

DDRB 0402 DE F571 DECADD    F5B8 DECM 1498

DECMEM    FlAB DECODE 1287 DECRTS     F I B5 DECTF3L    F2C5

DEL 1249 DELI F646 DELAY 1644 DEP F2B4

DEST 00EF DI SPLI FO6A DISPLY 1052 D IS PO 0081

OH PON 00E0 DORA 0400 DORB 0402 DPL ADD    F1136

END 0001 ENDS IC 1745 EQB F699 EQD F614

EQH 164F ERR F 69E ERRCNT 0016 ERROR 0057

EXITMV 1504 FOUND 1307 FWDCMD    F2EC GET1 F091

GET2 FOA1 GET4 FOAD GETS FOD1 GET6 FOCI

GET7 FOCE GETKEY 1090 GO F290 GOCMD 1213

HEXDEC F580 HEXPTS F5C1 HEXSEG FD6E HGHLIM 00F3

INBH 16BB INCDST 1550 INCMEM 1144 INCRTS F1AA

IND1CD F201 IND2 1279 IND2CD    F200 INN  F643

I X F3E4 INFID F5F8 INSERT    F4F0 INTPNT 1179

IRQJMP 0000 IROVEC    F3A9 JUN) F22C KEYTST FOES

LABUP 1293 LIMIT 00EA LINK I 1499 LOOP F336

LOOP1 F3C8 LOWLIM 0011 MODFY  F233 MODFYI     F24C

MODPTS 1254 MOO 1468 MOVMEM 1550 MOVREL    F507

MSKTBL    F111 MVMEM1 1552 N 00E0 ND 00E1

NEWNUM    F5CE NEXPAT 004F JMP     OODB F*1I VEC    F346

NODATA     FLFC NOTE( F 60B NOTTRP    F39A NLWIBIN 1654

NLPiBY 1489 NUMDEC 1619 OTLDRT 1167 OUT 1451

OUTBIN 1660 OUTBNI 1664 OUTBYT    F3AC OUTLED F157

OVER 1414 PAGO 1715 PAGI 1721 PAG2 F720

PAG3 1739 RACLIN 00E3 PC 1280 PCCMD  F1FC

POINT 00E6 PO IMTH 0008 POINTL 0007 PUS F486

P051 1490 PRHOUT    F25B PRMRT5 1268 PRMST 1598

PRKTPL 1274 PRMTST 1260 P5 1283 PSCMD  FIFE

RANDOM    F59E READ 1168 READ1 F168 RF_A DC1 1194

READC2    F198 READCD 1182 PEG 00CB REGCNT 1204

RESET F319 RESTOR FOD3 P5124 1008 R5T2AB F000

SCAN 1022 SCAN1 F037 SCNGET Fl 3C SE 1572

SEG 1080 SEP F2B1 SET2A 1019 SET2A8 FO 1 I

SETUP F5C3 SHIFTD 1144 SKIP F3DE SOREND 00ED

SOURCE 00E8 SP 1288 SPCMD F1F1) SS 1573

55P F2AE START 13C3 START() 0000 5TART1 0002

STORE  F357 STPCMD    F306 SUB F494 SYC F710

TAB1 F452 TAB2 F459 1483 F460 TABLE F 1 18

TEMPI. 00BF TE52 F446 TRAP F36D TRAPCD 1331

TRAPOP    OODF TRIP F3E9 TWO 1231 US 1,11P 0005

U52JHP 0007 1153JMP 0009 U5R1CD F3A0 U5R2CD 1343

WAIMS  FODE WA IMS1 FOE0 WRITE1 1102 WRITE2 1104

WRITE3    FIE5 WRITE 4 1107 WRTAD 0003 WRTCMD    F1C7

WRTE1 11F3 WRTOPN 1101 WRTTST 1211

END OF ASSEMBLY = 1746
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APPENDIX DSELECTED DEVICE PIN CONFIGURATIONS
AND OPERATION

U16 MEMORY DECODER and I/O DECODER

74LS156  3 to 8 Line Decoder.    Decodes one of eight lines (outputs) dependent on the condi-
tions at select input A, select input B, data 1C/2C (data 1C and 2C connected together), and the
strobe input (STRB 1G and STRB 2G connected together.)

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND LOGIC

STROBE (2)

1G

DATA (1)

1C

SELECT OUTPUTS
DATA    STRB  INPUT

VCC 2C 2G A ,V==t2 A—2Y1 2yo

SELECT
(3)

>
rim

a

BDAA
,c (9) OUTPUT

2Y0tA _I1 SELECT (13)

>A et>
irk; (19) OUTPUT
DATA $ 1Y2 lvi 2Y1

1C 10     INPUT
B OUTPUTS

DATA
((15) (11) OUTPUT

2C 2Y2

STROBE (14)

2G
(12) OUTPUT

2Y3

FUNCTION TABLE

3-LINE-T0-8-LINE DECODER

INPUTS OUTPUTS

STROBE
SELECT WI (1) 121 (3) (4) 151 (110 (7)

OR DATA

Ct  B A GI 21,0   2Y1 2Y2   2V3   1Y0   1Y1    1Y2   1Y3

X X X H H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H

L L L L L  H  H  H  H  H  H  H

L L H L H  L  H  H  H (-I H  H

L H L L H  H  L  H  H  H  H  H

L H H L H  H  H  L  H  H  H  H

H L L L H  H  H  H  L  H  H  H

H L H L H  H  H  H  H  L  H  H

H H  L L H  H  H  H  H  H  L  H

H  H  H L H  H  H  H  H  H  H  L

tC = inputs 1C and 2C connected together
= inputs 1G and 2G connected together

H  high level,  L = low level,  X  irrelevant



74LS367 High Speed Hex Tri-state Buffer.   It is organized as a single 6-bit or 2-bit/4-bit, non-
inverting data buffer. When the enable input (G) is high, the outputs (pins 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13)
are  forced  to high impedance "off" state. Whenever the enable input (G) is low, the outputs
assume the same logic as the data (A) inputs (pins 2, 4, 6, 10, 12, and 14).

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND TRUTH TABLE

VCC 62 6A 6Y 5A SY 4A 4'Y

Iii 115 1411 13 12 Li 11 10 Li I

INPUTS
OUTPUT

G A Y

L  L L

L  H H

H  X (Z)

4›
.{;

3 11 4 11 5 7 Li 0

al 1A 1 Y 2A 21, 3A 3Y GND

U22 OUTPUT DATA LATCH

74LS373   Octal D-Type Transparent Latches.  Dependent on the logic conditions of the OUTPUT
CONTROL, the eight latches are transparent, D-Type latches meaning that while the ENABLE (G)
input is high the Q output will follow the data (D) inputs. When the ENABLE (G) is taken low the
output will be latched at the level of the data that was set up.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND LOGIC

E NADU

VCC ." 7C. 110 60 ID  I. An OUTPUT

_FO L19 19 17 15 15 14 13 12 119 CONTROL

(4)

r r --1 r
(5)

20

-1.1j1_2jt.3: 4 5 .211_1_11_91 _191- (7)

OUTPUT 10 ID PD 20 30 ID 40 60 DPW

CONTROL

30

(8)
4D

TRUTH TABLE 40

OUTPUT ENABLE
(13)

e_cl
D OUTPUT 5D

CONTROL G Q 112)
50

L H H H
(14)

L H L L
6D

L L X Q0 60

H X X Z
(17)

70

(16)
70

Qo = level of Q before the indicated steady-
state input conditions were established.

4:)1, (19) BO

Z = off (high impedance) state
ENABLE  (ii)

D2



APPENDIX E

CPU REGISTERS

Location

lab-rat®

00C9 - ADL (Low order byte of address.) 00CA - ADH (High order byte of address.) 00CB - X Register (1501 /0 00CC - v Register (1E02 PI 0000 - Accumulator (ACC) 00CE - Processor Status Register (PS) 00CF - Stack Pointer (SP) 0000- PCH (align order byte of program counter PC) 0001- PCL (Low order byte of program counter PC) USER KEY LOCATIONS

MICROPROCESSOR

DODS - USR 1  Low order byte of sterting address of routine for execution0006 - USR 1 High order byte of starting address of routine for execution 0007- USR 2 Seine description es USR 1   0005

TRAINER

0000- MR 2 Same description es USR 1  0006

REFERENCE CARD

EIRK AND IRO VECTORS
FFFE

-

VECTOR LOCATIONS
FFFF

-

PCH . F3 DODD - PCL ) User locations to modify starting address of IRO interrupt routine.000E - PCH  Locations inilielized to F367 upon resetting. NMI VECTORS

FFFA -PCL . A6)
VECTOR LOCATIONS

FEES

F3 OODB - PCL ) User locations to modify starting address of 5MI interrupt YOLIIIneDODC - PCH  Locations initialized to F357 upon resetting. RESET VECTORS

PROCESSOR PROGRAMMING MODEL

FFEC - PCL . 19 )FEED -PCH . F3
VECTOR LOCATIONS UTILITY PROGRAMS

ACC.

USED WITH GOOEY

ACCUMULATOR

A

Address

ProgramLabel

0

F494

DEL

Delete instructions from an existing program.

INDEX REGISTER

F497

ADD

Add instructions to an existing progrem.
F507

MOVR EL  Relocate an existing wove0 tO $000600 arseHIrxemory

0

205CE

NEWNUM  Hex to decimal number routine.

INDEX REGISTER

X

20619

NUMDEC  Decimal to hex nem. routine.
20654

NUMB1N

000,0 10 hes number routine.

0

F8B1

MEMORY TEST   Test for USER RAM memory.

PCM

PCL

PROGRAM COUNTER
PC

SP

STACK POINTER

SP

DISPLAY REGISTERS Contents of these locations control the chancier displayed in the appropriate display.

1.1.1  IzIcI
PROCESSOR STATUS REG.  PS

0000

MEP

0001

0191) 2

00C2

DIEP 8

00023

me 4

CARRY

1-TRUE

00C4

D1SP 5

ZERO

1- RESULT ZERO

0005

D1SP 6

IRO DISABLE
1. DISABLE

DECIMAL MODE
1 . TRUE

MOD

121

ORE COMMAND

00E000E1

DISPON1310000+1

OVERFLOW
1 - TRUE

00E2

1318P011.2

APPENDIX E

NEGATIVE

1 - NEG.

TM 17907-00



INSTRUCTIONS IMMEDIATE  ABSOLUTE     ZERO PAGE  ACCUM. IMPLIED (IND. X) lUND l,Y 2, PAGE, X ABS, X ABS  V RELATIVE  INDIRECT 2, PAGE, Y CONDITION CODES

MNEMONIC OPERATION OP     N  I  OP    N #     OP     N  M OP     N  S    OP  N  It  OP    N  B    OP     N  I     OP    N  M OPN    S OPN OP  N  I     OP     N  I N     O  NN  I  C 1 0 V

A 0 0 A4614C-4A 141111 69 2 2 60 4 3 65 3 2 61 6 2 71 5 1 75 4 2 7D 4 3 79 4 J  V  V -

A  N  D A A 1.1-4A 111 29 2 2 20 4 3 25 3 2 21 6 2 31 5 2 35 4 2 30 4 3 39 4 3

A  S  L C.-17 01.-0 0E 6 3 06     5 2 0A    2 1 16 6 2 10 7

B  C  C BRANCH TIN C - 0 121 90 2 2

B  C  S BRANCH ON C . 1   12/ BO     2 2

6 E 0 BRANCH ON 2 - 1   121 FO 2 2

6 I T ACM 2C 4 3 24 3 2 M,     q - -    PO,
8 M 1 BRANCH ON N = 1  12/ SO 2 2

B  N  E BRANCH ON 2= 0 DI DO     2 2

El P L BRANCH ON N .012/ 10 2 2

8 R  K 00 7 I -

B  V  C BRANCH ON V = 0121 SO 1 2

B  V  S BRANCH ON V = 1  121 70 2 2

C  C  C 0-4C 18 2

C C o 0-40 08 2

C 3 1 0 -.6 1 58 2 I

C L V 0 -4- V BB 2 1 0

C M  P A - NI Ill  CO 2 2 CO    4 3 C5 3 2 Cl 6 2 DI 5 2 05 4 2     DO 4 3 09 4

C  P  X X - M E 0    2 2 EC • 3 E4 3 2

C  P  V V - M C 0     2 2 00 4 3 Ca 3 2

D  E  C 5-4._u CE 6 3 C6 5 2 OR 6 2     DE 7 5 V 4 -

D  E  X  X - 1 -46 CA 2 1

E 0 R A V M -4-A 111 49 2 2 40 4 3 45 3 2 41 6 2 SI 5 2 55 4 2 50 4 3 59 4 3 1 a -

I N  C M+I -.4M 6 E 6 3 E6 5 2 F6 6 2 FE 7

I N  Y Val-.V C8 2

.1 En P JUMP TO NEW LOC 4C 3 3 6C 5

1 i  R  JUMP SUB 20    6 3

L 0 A  NI L.. A Ill A9 2 2 AD 4 3 AS 3 2 Al 6 2 131 5 2 135 4 2     BD 4 3 89 4 3

INSTRUCTIONS IMMEDIATE     ABSOLUTE     ZERO PAGE  ACCUM IMPLIED IIND   XI 0901 2  PAGE   X ABS X ABS RELATIVE  INDIRECT  Z. PAGE, Y CONDITION CODES

MNEMONIC OPERATION SI N  M OP     N  B     OP     N  POP    N  POP    N  B    OP    N  MOPN  BOPN  POPN OP     N  P     OP N  P OP N OP N N  2 C  I D V

1 0 X  M-4 X 111 A2     2 2     AE 4 3 A6 3 2 BE 4 3 136 4 2 I  V - - -

L.     D  Y  M -4- Y Ill A0   2 2     AC 4 3 A4 3 2 64 4 2     BC 4 3

1 5  5 0-.47 OF. C 4E 6 3 46 5 1 4A 2 1 56 6 2 5E 7 3 0 1 2 -

N 0 P NO OPERATION EA 2 1

O  R  B  AVM-I-A 09 2 2 004  3 05 3  2 01 6 O il 5 2 15 4 10 4 19 4 3

P  H  A  A-4-1714  S- L-6.9 48 3 1

P 41 P rs...m, s-,-..s 08     3 1

P L  A 521-4S    Ms-4A 95 4  1

P 4 P 21-5-4-S    MI-.25 28 4 1 IRESTORE01

M  D  I EIMEM3 171 2E 6 3 26 5 2 2A 2 1 36  6 2 3E

R  O  B 0     IE D 6E 6 3 66 5 2 6* 2 1 76 6 2 iF 7 3

R  T  I STAN. INT. 40    6 1 (RESTORED)

R  T  S RIR!, SUB. BO O  I

S  B  C  A - M -E-44.74  Ill  ES 2 2     ED 4 3 E5 3 1 El 6 2 61 5 2 65 0 2 FO 4 3 F9 4  3 2 1 131 - - ./

S E C 1-4C 38 2 1

S E D 1-=-61 F8 2 1

S  E  I 1-41 78 2 1

S  T  A  A M 80 4 S  B5 3 2 81 6 2 Si 6 2 95 4 2 90 5 3 99 5 3

S  T  X  X-4-51 SE 4 86 2 95 4  2

S T  Y  M-.51 8C 4 3  84 3 2 56  4  2

T A  X  A-4-X AA     2

T  A  T  A-4-Y 48 2  1

T  S  X  S-4-5 BA 2 1

I  R  A  X-.-A 84 2 1

T X  S 0-45 9A 2 1

T Y  A  Y-4A 98 2 1

Ill     ADD 1 TO     N     IF PAGE BOUNDRY IS CROSSED. X  INDEX, X +  ADD V MODIFIED N  NO, CYCLES
121 ADD 1 TO    N     IF BRANCH OCCURS TO SAME PAGE.   ADD 200  19  IF BRANCH OCCURS TO DIFFERENT PAGE. `IA INDEX, Y

ACCUMULATOR
-  SUBTRACT - NOT MODIFIED I  NO BYTES

131141
CARRY NOT - BORROW.

M MEMORY PER EFFECTIVE ADDRESS V  OR

A  AND
M7 MEMORY BIT 7

IF IN DECIMAL MODE 2 FLAG IS INVALID.   ACCUMULATOR MUST BE CHECKED FOR ZERO RESULT.
Ms MEMORY PER STACK POINTER V  EXCLUSIVE OR M.    MEMORY BIT 6

....54.Z.E.1„ 0 2 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E
LSD

yso RASO

0 BR 6 00 ND. X ORA-2, PAGE ASL-2, PAGE PHP ORA-IMM SO:. ORA-ABS ASL-ABS 0

BPL ORA-IND. V ORA.2, PAGER AS5,2, PACES CLC ORA-ABS, X ORA.ABS, X ASL403S, X 1

JSR ANDLNO, X 9I1-2, PAGE AND-2, PAGE ROC-2, PAGE PIP ANO-IMM ROL-A BIT ABS AND ABS ROL .ABS 2

3 BMI AND-IND, V AND-2, PAGES ROL.2, PAGES SEC AND-ABS, `I ANDABS, X ROL-ABS. X 3

4 RTI FOR-1NO, X EGO? PAGE IS11-2, PAGE PHA EOR-18011 LSR-S IMP-ABS FOR-ABS CSR-ABS 4

5 BVC EOR-INO,Y EOR-2, PAGER LS19-2, PAGES CLI FOR ASS. Y ERR-ABS, X LSR-ABS, X 5

6 RTS A00-190, X ADC-2. PAGE 000-2, PAGE PLA ADC•11861 MRS-A 351P.IND ADC ABS SOB ASS 6

7 BVS ADC-IND, Y ADC-2, PAGE X R019-2, PAGE X SEI ACIC.ABS. V ADG.ABS, X ROR-ABS, X 7

8 STA-IND, X STY /PAGE STAB, PAGE 515.2, PAGE DEY TXA STY-ABS STA-ABS SOD-ABS 8

9 BCC STA•IND. Y STY-I, PAGE X STA-2, PAGES STOP. PAGE 9 TVA STA-ABS, Y TON STA.ABS, X 9

A LOYLMIN LOA-190, X LOX-IMM LOA-2. PAGE LOA-2, PAGE COD P. PAGE TAY LOA IMM TAX LOA-ABS LOA-ABS LOS ABS A

B RCS LDA-IND, Y '.-0:57:2 5 X LOA-2. PAGE X LOX-2, PAGE Y CLV LDA-ABS, Y TSX LOY.A5.5, X LDA-ABS. X LOX-ABS. 'I B

C OPT-IMM CMP.1163, X OPT-f, PAGE CMP-2, PAGE DEc-e, PAGE INT CMP-IMM DES CPT-ABS CRP ABS DEC-ABS C

D BNE CMP-IND, V CIAP-2.PAGE X DEC-2, PAGE X CLD CMP-ABST CMP-ABS. X DEC-ASS. X 0

E CPX IMM SEIC IND. X CPX-2, PAGE SBC B. PAGE INC P. PAGE INS SBC-15451 NSF CPX-ABS SBC-ABS INC-ABS F

F BED SBC-IND, Y SBC.2. PAGES INC-2, PACES SEE SBC-ABS. II SBC-ABS, X INC-ABS, X F

IM61

THE INSTRUCTION.
IMMEDIATE ADDRESSING - THE OPERAND IS CONTAINED IN THE SECOND BYTE OF

INDEX TO THE SECOND AND THIRD BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION.
ASS, X ABS, Y ABSOLUT     INDEXED - THE E  FECTIVE ADDRESS IS FORMED BY ADDING THE

ABS ABSOLUTE ADDRESSING - THE SECOND BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION CONTAINS THE8 LOW ORDER BITS OF THE EFFECTIVE ADDRESS,  THE THIRD BYTE CONTAINS THE OND, XI • INDEXED INDIRECT - THE SECOND BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION IS ADDED TO THE
X.INDEX, DISCARDING THE CARRY,   THE RESULTS POINTS TO A LOCATION ON

8 HIGH ORDER BITS OF THE EFFECTIVE ADDRESS, PAGE ZERO WHICH CONTAINS THE 8 LOW ORDER BITS OF THE EA.   THE NEXT BYTE

I PAGE   X . Z, PAGE, V. ZERO PAGE INDEXED - THE SECOND BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION IS
CONTAINS THE 8 HIGH ORDER BITS.

ADDED TO THE INDEX - 1CARRY IS DROPPEDI TO FORM THE LOW ORDER BYTE OF fIND, YI • INDIRECT INDEXED - THE SECOND BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION POINTS TO A LOCA.
THE EA.   THE HIGH ORDER BYTE OF THE EA IS ZEROS, TION IN PAGE ZERO.   THE CONTENTS OF THIS MEMORY LOCATION IS ADDED TO THE

A ACCUMULATOR - ONE BYTE INSTRUCTION OPERATING ON THE ACCUMULATOR. Y INDEX,   THE RESULT BEING THE LOW ORDER EIGHT BITS OF THE EA.  THE CARRY
FROM THIS OPERATION IS ADDED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE NEXT PAGE ZERO

I PAGE  X . 2, PAGE, `I - ZERO PAGE INDEXED • THE SECOND BYTE OF THE INSTRUCTION LOCATION.   THE RESULT BEING THE 8 HIGH ORDER BITS OF THE EA.
IS ADDED TO THE INDEX • (CARRY IS DROPPED) TO FORM THE LOW ORDER
BYTE OF THE EA.   THE HIGH ORDER BYTE OF THE EA IS ZEROS.



APPENDIX FDECIMAL TO HEX NUMBER
CONVERSION CHART

DEC  HEX DEC  HEX DEC  HEX DEC  HEX DEC    HEX

0 00 61 3D 121 79 181 B5 241 Fl

1 01 62 3E 122 7A 182 B6 242 F2

2 02 63 3F 123 7B 183 B7 243 F3

3 03 64 40 124 7C 184 B8 244 F4

4 04 65 41 125 7D 185 B9 245 F5

5 05 66 42 126 7E 186 BA 246 F6

6 06 67 43 127 7F 187 BB 247 F7

7 07 68 44 128 80 188 BC 248 F8

8 08 69 45 129 81 189 BD 249 F9

9 09 70 46 130 82 190 BE 250 FA

10 OA 71 47 131 83 191 BF 251 FB

11 OB 72 48 132 84 192 CO 252 FC

12 OC 73 49 133 85 193 Cl 253 FD

13 OD 74 4A 134 86 194 C2 254 FE

14 OE 75 48 135 87 195 C3 255 FF

15 OF 76 4C 136 88 196 C4

16 10 77 4D 137 89 197 C5

17 11 78 4E 138 8A 198 C6

18 12 79 4F 139 8B 199 C7

19 13 80 50 140 8C 200 C8

20 14

21 15 81 51 141 8D 201 C9

22 16 82 52 142 8E 202 CA

23 17 83 53 143 8F 203 CB

24 18 84 54 144 90 204 CC

25 19 85 55 145 91 205 CD

26 1A 86 56 146 92 206 CE

27 1B 87 57 147 93 207 CF

29 1C 88 58 148 94 208 DO

29 1D 89 59 149 95 209 DI

30 1E 90 5A 150 96 210 D2

31 1F 91 5B 151 97 211 D3

32 20 92 5C 152 98 212 D4

33 21 93 5D 153 99 213 D5

34 22 94 5E 154 9A 214 D6

35 23 95 5F 155 9B 215 D7

36 24 96 60 156 9C 216 D8

37 25 97 61 157 9D 217 D9

38 26 98 62 158 9E 218 DA

39 27 99 63 159 9F 219 DB

40 28 100 64 160 AO 220 DC

41 29 101 65 161 Al 221 DD

42 2A 102 66 162 A2 222 DE

43 2B 103 67 163 Al 223 DF

44 2C 104 68 164 A4 224 EO

45 2D 105 69 165 A5 225 El

46 2E 106 6A 166 A6 226 E2

47 2F 107 6B 167 A7 227 E3

48 30 108 GC 168 AS 228 E4

49 31 109 6D 169 A9 229 E5

50 32 110 6E 170 AA 230 E6

51 33 111 6F 171 AB 231 E7

52 34 112 70 172 AC 232 E8

53 35 113 71 173 AD 233 E9

54 36 114 72 174 AE 234 EA

55 37 115 73 175 AF 235 EB

56 38 116 74 176 BO 236 EC

57 39 117 75 177 131 237 ED

58 3A 118 76 178 132 238 EE

59 38 119 77 179 B3 239 EF

60 3C 120 78 180 B4 240 FO
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APPENDIX HANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

EXERCISE  1-1 5.   The  AUTO   key   places   the  CPU 2.  A borrow is needed to subtract two
into a mode of operation that en- hex  numbers, sixteen  is added to1.  The CPU.
ters data  into  memory starting at the number requiring  the borrow.2.   The component is called RAM.

3.   This memory component is known
the address entered after the AUTO 3.   The hex arithmetic sum is OF.
was pressed. 4.  Since the sum of hex 8 and hex 9as ROM.

4.  The     PIA (Peripheral     Interface is 17, one greater than 16, a carry is

Adapter). EXERCISE 2-1 generated.

5.   These  parallel lines are known as 1.  The decimal number 2 in binary is
5.   The difference is hex 47.

buses. 0010.

2.   The decimal number 4 in binary is
Exercise 3-1

EXERCISE 1-2 0100. 1. An  op code is one byte (two hex

1. A bit is a single binary digit which 3.   The decimal number 44 in binary digits) of an instruction. It specifies

can be a zero or one. is 101100. what  action   is   expected  by   the

2. A nibble. 4,   The  weights are 16's, 8's, 4's, 2's, microprocessor.

3. A  byte is made up  of eight bits. and l's. 2. Instructions  may  be  one,  two or

4.  The low order byte, also called the 5.   The binary  number 0110 in deci- three   bytes   depending   upon   the

address low (A DL)  of a given ad- mal is 6. addressing mode.

dress, is the digit pair 23. 6.   The binary number  11001 in deci- 3. The first byte of the instruction is

5.  The digit F is considered the high mal is 25. the op code.

order nibble. The 8 would of course 7.   The    binary    number 101111    in 4. From   the  instruction  set,  the op

be the low order nibble. decimal is 47. code     for    an     L DA     instruction,
using immediate addressing, is A9.

EXERCISE 1-3 EXERCISE 2-2 5. The contents at memory locations
0200 and 0201 should be A2 and

1.  The   register   is   the   accumulator. 1.  The hexadecimal number system is
FF, respectively.

2.  The accumulator can hold one eight- base sixteen.

bit (byte) word at any one time. 2.   The counting is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Exercise 3-2
3.  They are the X index register and 7,8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, and F.

the Y index register. 3.   The number in hex is  10 (decimal 1. Immediate addressing mode.

4. Each index register can only hold a 16). 2. Instructions using absolute address-
byte of data at any one time. 4.  Decimal number 45 in hex is 2D. ing are three bytes in length.

5.  The program counter contains the 5.  Decimal number 237 in hex is ED. 3. The   second   byte   represents   the

address   telling the microprocessor memory   location   on  a  specified

the location in memory to find the EXERCISE 2-3 page or the lower order byte of the

next byte of information. 1.  The   three  places  are   the 256's, address, ADL. The third byte repre-

16's,  and the  l's. (256 =  16X16). sents  the page of memory or the

2.  Any hex number which contains a high   order   byte   of  the   address,
EXERCISE 1-4 letter must be changed to the deci-

ADH.

1.  RAM (Random Access Memory). mal equivalent.
4. Your program should look like

Address  Contents
2.  Removing power  from   RAM will 3.   The decimal number is 62.

0000 A5
alter the program information con- 4.   The decimal number is 100.
tained in it. 5.  The decimal number is 255.

0001 3F
0002 00

3.  ROM (Read Only Memory). 6.  Executing the program at memory
4. Memory  is arranged in pages just location  F5CE allows practice on

003F AA

converting hex numbers to decimal
5. The   implied   addressing   mode   is

like a book.  RAM pages are from used.
00   to 03;   User   ROM pages  are equivalents.
from E0 to EF and Monitor ROM Exercise 3-3
pages are from FO to FE

5.  The lowest location for any page in EXERCISE 2-4 1. The CPU is capable of addressing

memory is 00. The highest is FF. 1.  The first step would be to convert 65,536 memory locations which is

any hex letter to decimal. determined by the 16 address lines.

2.  The four-bit binary number is 1111
2. A   memory  map  is  an outline of

EXERCISE 1-5 which is equivalent to hex F. the   entire   memory  space  of  the

1. A CPU program is a list of sequenti- 3.   The four-bit binary number is 1100 microprocessor.

which is equivalent to hex C.
3. User programs  should  be  written

ally ordered memory addressed in- from    memory    address 0200   to
structions  written  for the CPU to 4.  The hex number is 6.

03F F.
execute for the purpose of perform- 5.   The hex number is E.

4. Monitor   ROM  programs  start  at
ing a particular operation. 6.  F is 1111, 6 is 0110,5 if 0101, and

Z  Words for the CPU to perform its 4  is  0100.  Putting them together, memory address F000.

the   binary   equivalent  address  is 5, Memory   areas    reserved    for   the
various  operations  are called pro- PIA are 0400 through 04F F.
gram instructions. AB15 1111 0110 0101 0100 ABO.

3. A program is a list of instructions
that causes the microcomputer to

Exercise 4-1

perform specific functions.
EXERCISE 2-5 1.  Bits 10, 12,  and 14  must be all

4.  The GO key executes a program at 1. A carry is generated only when the binary zeros (low).
the  starting  address  entered after sum of two hex numbers is greater 2.   The three other high order nibbles
the GO key was pressed. than hex F (decimal 15). are 2, 8, and A.  Addressing loca-



ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

tions 2000, 8000, and A000  will 2.  The   op   code   fetch  requires  one 4.  The program will perform decimal
read the contents of location 0000 clock cycle. arithmetic if a SED instruction is
of the trainer. 3.  The waveform is shown in Figure inserted before the ADC instruction

3.  When the ROM chip is selected (ad- 4-32. and   a   CLD   instruction   inserted

dressed) by the CPU, the ROMCS 4.  The   R-RAN-B  signal  is  activated after the STA instruction.
(ROM  Chip  Select)  pin goes low when   the  R/W is  low and when 5.  The next step is to assign instruc-
(binary 0). 02-B goes high.   The activation of tion codes to each instruction.

4. Both  address  bits 12 and  14 are the  R-R/W-B pulse  occurs  on all
high (binary 1). write instructions.

5.  This caused the  CPU address pins 5.  This   is   the  result  of deselecting EXERCISE 5-4

to serve as a 16-bit binary counter memory     during     the     time     the 1.  The  starting  address of the ADD
and provided a way to observe the 02 clock signal is low. and  DEL  programs  are placed in
selection    of   various   sections   of the USR1 and USR2 key zero page
memory. locations.

EXERCISE 5-1 2.  The zero page addresses are USR1
Exercise 4-2 1. Assembly language allows programs 0005 and 0006.  USR2 0007 and

1.  The system clock operates at about to  be  written in a language easily 0008.

a 1MHz   frequency  consisting   of understood. 3.  The ADD program starting memory

two phases, 01 clock time and 02 2.  Four   fields   are   used   which   are address F497 is placed in USR1 key
clock time. Label,     Op    Code,    Operand   and location 0006 and 0005. Pressing

2  The CPU writes (stores) data into Comment. USR1  key  will call (execute)  the

memory. _ 3.  This   instruction    will   load  hexa- ADD program.

3.  The R-F_t/W-B signal goes low when decimal  22  into  the accumulator 4.  The  DEL  program  is used to re-

the  R/W signal is low and the 02 using    the     immediate   addressing move   instruction   bytes   from   an

clock signal is high. mode. existing program in RAM

4.  The R-R/W-B signal will be low dur- 4.  BEGIN is a label which will contain 5.  Set PC to 0100, read location 0105,

ing the period when 02-B is high the address of the first byte in the press USR2, enter 03.

and R/W is low.  See  Figure 4-14 LOX    instruction.     LOX    is     the

located after the Review Questions mnemonic op code for a Load In-

for the R-R/W-B signal generations. dex Register instruction. $07 is the EXERCISE 6-1

5.  The R/Wsignal will always be high operand of the  LOX instruction. 1.  The  PIA  has an address of 0400

(logic  1) since the CPU is reading LOAD     X   REG is the comment to 0403.  It is selected by using a
from memory during the program field. store   absolute   instruction   which

loop. 5. LOAD   X   REG  is  the  comment has  address  bit  AB10 high (04).
field. 2. Address   bits  AB1   and  ABO  are

used  to select four internal regis-
Exercise 4-3 ters of the PIA.

EXERCISE 5-2
3.  The    RATI   signal    tells    the   PIA

1.  The logic levels of the address and 1. A pseudo-operation instruction is a whether    to     receive    information
The data bits were recorded at the directive to the assembler. It is not from the CPU (13/W signal low) or
trailing edge of the 02 clock. translated  by   the  assembler  into to  send  information  to  the  CPU

2.  This is the time when data is read
machine language. (R/W signal high).

or written by the CPU from or to 2.  The equate pseudo-op is used to set 4.  The PIA address is on the address
memory. the pc to a specific memory address bus   during   the  store  instruction.

3.  The   address    was  determined  by which is usually the starting address 5.  The  PIA  is used to  interface  the
reading the binary number formed of the program. CPU to external peripheral devices.
by the logic levels recorded (at the 3.  The pseudo-op *-*-/-3 will reserve 3
trailing edge of 02 and during the bytes in memory to be filled in by
R-R/1N-B cycle) by connecting the the program. EXERCISE 6-2
scope  to  reach address bit  (A Be- 4.  Before assigning memory addresses
A815 on connector A). you should know each instructions 1.  There are three in each port.

4.  Connecting the oscilloscope to each addressing mode and the number of 2.  The  addressable  registers  in  each
data bit  (DB0-087) on connector bytes for each instruction. port  are:  Control Register A and

B  and  recording  the  logic  levels 5.   The  .BYTE pseudo-op  reserves  a B,  Data Direction  Register A and
at the trailing edge of 02 determin- one   byte   constant  used  by   the B, and Output Register A and B.
ed the value of the data byte on the program. 3.  The  control  registers  control  the
data bus. mode  of operation  of each port.

5.  The   logic   levels  displayed  other The data Direction Register deter-

than during the time the R-R/W-B mines which bits of the peripheral

signal is low represents the address-
EXERCISE 5-3 bus will be input and output.  The

es or data on the buses during other 1.  The first step  is to determine the output  register directs  data  from
cycles in the program. location  in  memory  for  the pro- the  CPU  to  the peripheral  inter-

gram. face  bus and from  the peripheral
2.  The address mode is absolute. interface bus  to  the  CPU.

Exercise 4-4
3.  The immediate addressing mode is 4.  This   program    will  set  bit 2  of

1.  The  SYNC signal is generated by used.  It does not make any differ- CRA and CAB low which  directs

the CPU whenever the CPU does an ence where the program is located data    from    the   CPU   to   ODRA

op code fetch in a program. in memory. and DDRB.
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5.  This program  sets A port periph- 5.   The  Data  Direction  Register EXERCISE 7-4

eral  bus  PAO-PA3 as  output and (DDRA, DDRB) determines wheth- 1.  These program steps initializes the
PA4-PA7 as input (A9 OF, 8D 00 er a port (or individual peripheral PIA   and divides  the A  Port such
04). All 8-bits of the B port PBO- lines) is an input or output. A zero that pins PA4-7 are inputs and PAO-
PB7  are   set  as  output (A9  FF, placed in  each bit position of the PA3 are outputs.
8D 0204). DDR will cause those related lines

2   The  logic  level  of PA7  must  be
to be input lines. A one placed in +5Vdc.

EXERCISE 6-3 DDR bit position  will cause those 3.   The LED represents the circulating
related  lines   to   be  output  lines. pump.   When  the  LED  is  on  the1,  The address  of CRA  is 0401 and

CRB  0403.  A   register is address- EXERCISE 7-1 pump is running. When the LED is

ed  by  executing  a  store  or  load off the pump is not running.
1.  The  logical AND  instruction   will 4.   The  output  would be  low  (LEDaccumulator   instruction    to     that take  the operand of the AND in-

address. off) for any condition of data bit 7.
2.  Bit  0  if  a 1  enables  an  output

struction and AND it with a byte in 5.   The AND #$80 instruction is used

from control register bit  7.  Bit  1
the  Accumulator   with   the  result as  a  mask  to  clear  data bit 0-6.

determines whether bit 7 is set on
placed in the accumulator. When bit 7 is a 1 the bit is ANDed

2.  The  op  codes  for  an   immediate, with the mask bit 7 resulting in biteither a 0 to  1 or 1 to 0 transition
absolute, and zero page addressed

of control line 1. 7 remaining set in the accumulator.
AND instruction are 29, 2d, and 253.  Control  lines 2  (CA2,   C82)  can respectively. Exercise 8-1

function  as input lines or output
lines.   These lines can be manipul-

3.  The ANDed result will be hex 28. 1.  Its purpose is  to  indicate specific

ated under program control. 4.  Masking is the process of clearing conditions in the microprocessor or
4.  CRA bit 5 set to a  1 selects CA2 one or more bits of the byte in the in the program being executed.

as an output.
accumulator    while   leaving   other 2.   The  processor  status  register  has

5.   The program sets up CA1 and CA2 bits unchanged. eight bits.

as inputs  with a 0 to 1 transition
5.  The  number  you  could select to 3.  Convert each hex digit into its four-

and enables CRA bits 6 and 7 out-
AND with hex 7F would be hex Ob. bit equivalent. The low order nibble

put. It sets CA2 for a 1 to 0 transi-
You  would also be correct if you defines the status of any flag in bit

tion, sets CB2 as a high output and
chose hex 8b. positions 0 through 3 and the high

enables bits 6 and 7 for outputs as order nibble  defines the status of
EXERCISE 7-2 any flag in bit positions 4 through 7follows: The LDA (A9 16) instruc-

tion  at 0200  will set  the control 1.  The ORA instruction will take the of the processor status register.

register to byte in the accumulator and OR it 4.   The SEC instruction (op code 38)
with a byte from memory with the is used to set the carry flag.

16'16 (7 6 5 4 3 2   1  0
result  placed  in   the accumulator. 5.   The processor status register would

0 0 0  1 1  0 1  1
2.  The  op  codes  for  an   immediate, contain 21. All usable flags will be

Bits 0 and 1 high sets up CA1 for absolute,  and zero page addressed cleared (binary 0) except the carry
a 0 to 1 transition and enables bit 7 ORA instruction are 09, OD, and 05 flag  at  bit position 0  will be set
output, Bits 5, 4, and 3 sets up CA2 respectively. (binary 1).
for an input.  This data is stored in 3.   The ORed result will be hex 5F.
CRA   by   the  STA   instruction  at 4.   The primary  use  of the  ORA  in- Exercise 8-2
0202.  The LDA (A919) instruction struction is to set (make equal to 1)
at 0205  will set the control regis- 1.  The  ADC  instruction  defined  by
ter to

one or more bits of the byte in the A+M+C -* A is to add the number
accumulator. from memory addressed location to

3916 (
7 6 5 4 3 2  1  0) 5.  Choosing any  two bytes from the the number in the accumulator plus0 0  1 1 1  0 0  1 list of hex answers OC, Od, 8C, and the  bit in  the carry  flag (C) and

Bit 1 low will set CA2 for a 1 to 0 8d   will   yield  a  solution   to   the place the result in the accumulator.
transition.  Bit 5 high sets CB2 for question. 2.   The CLC instruction is used to clear
an output.  Bits 4 and 3 set high

EXERCISE 7-3 the carry  flag prior to performing
sets CB2  for a high  level output.

1.  The   logical  EOR  instruction   will
an addition operation in the micro-
processor.

EXERCISE 6-4 take  the byte  in  the accumulator 3.   The contents of the accumulator is
and EOR it with a byte from mem-

1.  The PIA is primarily used to inter- ory  with  the  result placed in  the
correct since no overflow has oc-

face between the CPU and periph- accumulator. curred   with   the   carry   flag  clear

eral devices. 2.   The  op  codes  for  an  immediate,
after the addition.

2.  Usually   an  input/output  program absolute, and zero page addressed
4.  An overflow has occurred since the

for the PIA consists of an initiali- EOR  instruction are 49,  40, and
carry flag is set after the addition.

zation   section   and  data   transfer 45 respectively,
5.  Use of the SED instruction, is used

section. 3.  One use of the EOR instruction is to configure the microprocessor to

3.   To initialize a PIA A port; 1) Select to complement any specific bit or perform decimal addition.

DDRA; 2) Set the mode of opera- group  of  bits of the byte  in  the
tion; 3) Select the output register. accumulator.

Exercise 8-3

4.  A  Load Accumulator Absolute in- 4.   The  result  is  hex 38.   Comparing 1.  The   SBC  instruction   defined  by
struction     specifying     the    output hex 38 = 0011 1000 with hex 3E = A-M-C -> A means to subtract the

register  address (LDA   ORA)   will 0011 1110 shows that only bits one number in a memory location from
place   input   data   into    the   CPU and two have been complemented. the number in the accumulator less

Accumulator. 5.   The mask  byte  would be hex 80. a borrow.
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2.  The carry flag must be set prior to 2. When any branch instruction condi- 4.  Bit 7 in the tested memory location
executing any SBC instruction, us- tion is satisfied, the CPU is directed was set which  was recorded in the

ing the SEC instruction  (op code to an instruction other than the one N   flag    of   the   processor  status
38). following the branch instruction. register.

3. A  negative difference in the accu- 3. When any branch instruction condi- 5.  The status of memory bit 6 is re-
mulator will result in the carry flag tion  is not satisfied,  the program corded in the V flag.
being cleared (equal to binary 0). continues in sequence.

4.  The results will be negative and the 4- The branch instruction whose cond-

carry flag will be cleared. ition is satisfied with the N flag set
5.  Your  program   should   look   like is the BMI instruction. EXERCISE 9-5

ADDRESS  CONTENTS 5. The BCS instruction  will be satis-
1. The X register is loaded with 1076

0000 38 SEC
fied because after the decimal sub-

and by executing the loop, the X
0001 A5 06 LDA MINEN

traction the carry is set. register is decremented by one until

0003 E5 07 SBC SUBTR EXERCISE 9-2
the  contents  are   zero   which  no

longer satisfies the BNE instruction
0005 00 BR K

1.  The second byte of the branch in- and the NEXT INSTRUCTION is
0006 70 MINEN 70 struction     represents     the     offset executed.

0007 22 SUBTR 22 whose  value is added to  the con- 2. To calculate the clock cycles requir-
tents of the program counter to ob- ed to execute any instruction in a

Exercise 8-4 tain the new program address when loop, you must take the number of
the branch  instruction is satisfied. clock   cycles   required  by  the  in-

1.  The V flag indicates the presence of 2.  The offset byte is treated as a sign- struction   by  reading  the  number
an     overflow   condition    resulting ed number, either positive or nega- from the N column in the instruc-
from  signed addition.   The N flag tive. tion list summary for that instruc-
indicates the sign  of the result as 3. A program upon satisfying a branch tion and multiplying by the total
positive or negative. condition can jump forward up to number of times the instruction is

2.  When the V flag is set, an overflow 7F16 (decimal 127)  locations  or executed in the loop.
condition exists from the addition

backwards   up   to 8016 (decimal 3. DEX   instruction (op   code   CA)
of signed numbers. -128) locations. needs 2 clock cycles multiplied by

3.  The maximum positive signed num- 4. Negative offset bytes are in twos- the   number   of   times   executed
ber is $7F  = 0111 1111  = deci- complement form. (161o) = decimal 32 cycles.
mal +127.  The maximum negative 5.  The  value  of  the  offset  byte,  in 4. LDX   instruction = 2  cycles (N
signed number is $80 = 1000 0000 twos-complement form,  to branch column.     DEX   instruction = 32
= decimal -128.

backwards  to  0240  is  DE  (0262 cycles  (from question 3).  BNE in-
4.  The carry flag is not used for signed - 0240 = 22 = DE). struction (branch taken) = 3 cycles

arithmetic operations. (N column-I- 1)x OF/ti (decimal 15)
5. A  negative signed number is con- = 45     cycles.     BNE    instruction

verted     to    the    twos-complement EXERCISE 9-3 (branch  not  taken)  = 2 cycles (N
form.

1.  The    CMP    instruction     will    not column) x 0116 = 2 cycles.  Total
affect the contents of the accum- time in loop = 2+32 + 45 + 2 =

Exercise 8-5 ulator     after    the    instruction    is 81 cycles.

1. A binary 1 or a binary 0 in the N executed. 5. The time for one clock cycle using

flag indicates a negative or positive 2.  The flags affected by the CMP in- the trainer is 1 xis.  The loop of 81

result respectively.  A  binary 1  or struction are the N, Z, and C flags. cycles therefore  takes 81 cycles x

binary 0 in the V flag indicate the 3.  The CMP instruction performs sub- 1 us/cycle = 81 As.

result  is  incorrect  or  correct res- traction  of the  value  in  memory

pectively. from the value in the accumulator

2  The carry flag has no meaning when without changing  the contents of EXERCISE 10-1

signed  subtraction   or any  signed the accumulator.  Only the appro- 1.  The carry  flag  will be set when a
arithmetic operations are per- priate flags status is set or cleared one in bit position seven is shifted
formed. based on the difference result. to the left.

3.  Overflow should not occur there- 4.  The Z flag will be cleared and the 2.  The execution of the LSR instruc-

fore  the   V flag is always cleared carry flag will be set. tion can only reset the N flag since
under these conditions. 5.  The CPX and CPY instructions are a zero is automatically placed in bit

4.  The  difference is 7F.   The N flag identical to the CMP instruction in position 7.
is 0 and the V flag is 0. all respects, except that they com- 3.  The accumulator will contain 1076

5.   Yes.   The subtraction of two posi- pare the X and Y registers with the after    two     LSR    A     instructions
tive  numbers  should  leave  the N contents of a memory location. were executed. The original number
and V flags reset. 4016 was divided by two each time

the instruction was executed.
EXERCISE 9-4

4.  The  accumulator  contains  A076,
EXERCISE 9-1 1.  The N,  V and Z flags are used to the N flag is set, the Z flag is reset,
1. Branch   instructions  are   used  to record  the  results of the BIT in- and the C flag is set.

change  the normal sequence of a struction. 5.  The  accumulator  would still con-

program based on the test by the 2.  The Z     flag is used to record the tain  DE since  shifting a memory
branch instruction on a flag in the results. location   does  not  affect  the  ac-

processor status register. 3.  The Z flag is reset. cumulator.
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EXERCISE 10-2 2. The stack and stack pointer register 3.
0

1.  The contents  of the carry  flag is
maintain   a   record  of  return  ad-

shifted (0 or 1) into bit 0 of the ac- dresses when a program calls a sub-
routine. 536L-Juicumulator or an addressed memory

location when a ROL instruction is
3. Stack   address 01FF  will  contain 4

3=8:executed.   The  carry  flag  receives the high order (page) address while
the status of bit 7 of the accumu- stack   address 01FE  contains   the

lator   or   memory    when   a   ROL low-order (location) address in that 3 7

instruction is executed. page.

2.  The accumulator contents would be 4. The  RTS instruction  will pull the 4.   The display will be blank  (no seg-

8116   by  executing   the   ROL   A return  address  off  the  stack  and ments will be lit).

instruction nine times, starting with place   it   in   the  program  counter 5.   The data byte is 7716 (0111 0111),

8116 and the carry flag cleared. which   is  incremented  by  one   to Only  the  decimal point and seg-

3.  The N flag will reflect the contents form   the  address of the next in- ment three are off (binary 0).

of the carry flag when the ROR in- struction.

struction is executed. 5. The stack pointer register contains

4. Memory location 0100 would con- FF after executing the subroutine EXERCISE 12-1

tain 8816.   The   one   in   the  low and program control is returned to 1.  The zero page locations are 0000
byte is shifted into the carry flag the main program. and 000E.

and then into memory bit 7.  The 2.  The I flag must be clear (binary 0)
two in the high byte is shifted two when  the  IRO line to the CPU is

places to memory bit 3 of the low
EXERCISE 11-3

pulled low indicating the presence
byte. /. Subroutine nesting is a way to write of an IRO request.

5.  There is no effect since a memory programs  allowing  one subroutine 3. 01FF contains the high order byte
addressed rotate instruction leaves to call another subroutine. (page)   of  the  address 0216  and
the  original value in  the accumu- 2. The stack  contains the return ad- 01FE contains the low order byte
lator. dresses   for  each   JSR  instruction (location  in  the page) of the ad-

executed. dress 0C16.
EXERCISE 10-3 3. The stack pointer register will con- 4.  The status of all flags in the pro-

tain F9. cessor status register is pushed onto1.  The first segment to light is the b 4. The program counter contains the the stack after the return address is
segment,   then   for  each   ROL   in-
struction  execution,  the segments

address 0300. stored.
5. 01FA = 0216, OlFb = 0216, 01FC 5.  When the external device has been

light in order from b, c, d, e, f, g,
and   dp (decimal  point)  and  the

=   0216, 01Fd   =  0116, 01FE  = completely serviced, a RTI instruc-
1216, and 01FF = 0016. tion   will  cause  the return  to  the

sequence is repeated.
2.  The  use  of the  ROR  instruction main program and the next instruc-

reverses the lighting sequence of the EXERCISE 114 tion is executed.

segments. 1. Time   delay  subroutines  are  pro-
3.  When  repeated executions  of the grams designed to delay the execu-

EXERCISE 12-2

ASL or LSR instructions occur and tion  of the main program  or an- 1.  Both   PIA   control   registers   were
the significant bit is shifted out, the other subroutine. polled (tested) to determine wheth-
display will be blank. 2. Time delay subroutines are calcu- er the input to CA1 or CB1 caused

4.  The number output to the A port lated by multiplying the number of the interrupt.
to light segments b and c is 0616. clock  cycles  required  of each  in- 2.  The PIA  was configured so a posi-

5.  The number output to the B port struction   in   the   routine  by   the tive transition of either pin caused
to select digits 1, 2, and 3 is 0716. cycle time of the CPU which is 1 ps. and IRO interrupt (BIRO line pull-

3. The value of the data byte of the ed/ow.

immediate addressed L DA instruc- 3.  Bit seven of the PIA control regis-EXERCISE 11-1
tion   will  control  the  number  of ters was polled.

1.  The  stack  is  allocated  to  the 01 times  the  GENDLY subroutine is 4. Jumping to page 01 location indi-
page of memory. executed. cated CB1  input caused the inter-

2.  The  RESET executes an initializa- 4. By  using  a  JSR  instruction   with rupt.
tion  routine  in  the  trainer  which starting address  of the routine in 5.  Nothing   will  happen   if  C82  at-
initializes the stack pointer to FF. ROM will call that program when tempts to interrupt while the CA1

3.  The available stack address to load the JSR instruction is executed. interrupt routine is in progress.  It
information is 01FF. 5. The  time delay  will be approxim- will not be recognized since the I

4.  The stack pointer register contains ately FF = 255 x 300msec = 76500 flag of the processor status register
FD  and  the contents  of 01FE is msec or about 77 seconds (1 min- is set.

AA. ute 17 seconds). is set.

5.   The stack pointer register contains
FE and the contents of stack ad- EXERCISE 12-3

dress 01F F is 3A. EXERCISE 11-5 1.  Data is read during the trailing edge
1.  The  display registers are locations (positive to negative transition) of

EXERCISE 11-2
0000 - 0005. the (152 cycle.

1. A subroutine is a program used by 2.   The most significant display is con- 2.   The read/write (R/171/) is pulled low
the   main   program   to  perform  a trolled by the display register in lo- when  information is being written
repetitive task. cation 0005. into memory.
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

3.  When the RA% line was pulled low, EXERCISE 14-1 3.  Configuring the CPU to operate as a
information was being stored onto /. The monitor routine used to  test 16-bit counter allows you to check
the stack.

the   keycount   was   KEYTST  lo- the select lines to  verify  that the
4.  The   addresses    were    FFFA   and cated   at   FOE5   in   the   monitor. decoded CPU addresses enable the

FFFB  representing     the     vector 2. Reading left to right, row 1 should support devices.
pointers  the  CPU  first fetches in be 00- 03, row 2 should be 04- 07, 4. Monitoring  pin 8  of both   RAM
processing the events to locate the row 3 should be 08- OB, and row 4 chips will reveal if the CPU address
starting  address   of  the  interrupt should be OC - OF. has been correctly decoded by the
routine. support circuitry.3. The key count pulls the logic level

5.  The NMI line must be low for two of the column, low which isolates a 5.  Monitoring pin 23 of U2 will verify
clock cycles. single row to column intersection

that the PIACS signal is present at

to   validate  only  the key pressed.
the PIA.

EXERCISE 13-1.
4. The  key count is incremented to EXERCISE 15-2

1.  The  starting  memory  location  of the next count and tested by the
the  monitor  routine  RST2AB  to KEYTST routine  to  determine if 1. It allows you  to  troubleshoot for

select DDRA and DDRB by clear- the count corresponds to the press- such signals as R/W and R-R/W-B
ing bit 2 of CRA and CAB, is F000. ed key. and  to   verify   the  addresses and

2.  The instruction would be listed as 5. The    keycount   recycles   back   to data on the buses.

20 00 FO (JSR RST2AB). 0076 after a failure to validate the 2. The RIW signal.
3.  The  starting  memory  location  of pressed D key with the key count 3. The signal at pin 10 of both RAM

the   monitor  routine  SET2AB  is of OF76. chips is the R-R/W-B.
F011.     This   routine   selects    the 4. Connect the oscilloscope to pins 11

peripheral   output   registers   ORA EXERCISE 14-2 through 14 of U19 (RAM) to verify
and ORB by setting bit 2 of CRA DBO through DB3 and to pins  11
and CAB.

1.  Without activating a key, the SCAN through 14 of U21 (RAM) to verify
and ANY KEY routines nested with-

DB4 through DB7.4.  Using   monitor  routines  in  place in the SCNGET routine are execut-
of  many  instructions  to  perform 5. Monitoring   these pins  will  verify
the same  function  saves  memory

ed and the BEQ instruction is al-
the logic levels of address bits ABO

space making programs shorter in
ways   satisfied.     The   keycount  is to A810 at the ROM memory chip.
continually  reset  to 1076 by  the

length and less complicated. program loop and no changes occur
5.  Using monitor routines RST2A and until a key closure is sensed. EXERCISE 15-3

SET2A  will only affect the config- 2.  The   ANY KEY   routine   tests  for 1.  The DIGIT DRIVER is U5 and the
uration of the A port.

anykey closure. SEGment DR I VERs are U1 and U4.

3.  The alphanumeric value of the ac- 2.  The  logic   level  viewed  from  the
EXERCISE 13-2. vated key is stored in the accumula- scope would indicate a logic 0.

tor after  the  SCNGET routine is 3.  You  would verify the level of the
1.  These are the six memory locations complete. "segment for each display.

used by the monitor to display a 4.  The   accumulator   contains 0C16 4.  The  third  display  from  the right
character in a selected display. and the key count would be 0816. will be enabled.

2 Memory  location  0005 is display 5.  The instructional bytes to call the 5.  The correct waveform is shown in
register 0ISP6 whose contents af- DECODE subroutine in a program Figure 15-23.
fects the most significant display. would be listed as 20 B7 F2.

3.  The  display  would read 00C1F1.
4.  The monitor routine to output the EXERCISE 15-4

contents of the display registers to EXERCISE 14-3 1. Knowing  when  the  CPU executes
the  seven-segment  displays  is  the 1. The A port. these routines will provide a refer-
SCAN routine located at F022. 2. The Sport. ence  to  observe key closures with

5.  LAb-UP,  is shown in  the display. 3. To light the appropriate segment in the aid of a scope.
the display requires a logic 1 level 2. The trigger signal is PB7.
at the input of the SEG DRIVER 3. You  can see the appropriate row

EXERCISE 13-3. pin  connected  to  the segment of line pulled low when a key is press-

1.  Dashes will be shown in each dis- the display. ed in that row.

play.
4. It requires a logic one input on any 4- A logic 1, indicating no key closure,

2.  Initialization of the display pointer B port pin (PBO-PB5) to enable a was sensed in  the row monitored

can be performed by executing the display. with the scope.

INTPNT routine. 5. To  light the segments, you would 5. The scope probe was connected to

3.  The memory location is 0007. The
need 0776 and to enable the middle A port lines PA4-PA7 at pin loca-
two displays would require XX00 tions 6, 7, 8, and 9 of U2 (PIA).high  order byte is stored in 0008

which is 00 representing the page.
1100.

4.  The READ monitor routine fetches
EXERCISE 15-5

a   byte   from   the   keyboard  and EXERCISE 15-1 1. Check  the  RST signal to see that
stores the number in the accumula- the signal goes from a high to low
tor and the display register. 1. An  operable system  will normally when the RESET button is pressed

5.  The first two leftmost displays will have  the RST line at a logic one and returns to a high upon release.
be   blank (dark)    while   the   two level. 2 The  configuration  made the  CPU
middle and rightmost displays show 2.  Both lines are at a logic one when act as a 16-bit binary counter to be
2F. no interrupts are present. used to verify the chip select signals.
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

3.  The fault lies in an open circuit in
the R-R 0-8 line to RAM (DO-D3)
that  affects  only   the   low  order
nibble of the data byte.

4.  The   "e" segment  was lit in each
display.

5. Pressing any key from row 1 does
not change the display. Pressing any
key other than a row  1 key pro-
duced normal system operation.
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INDEX

address 1-2, 1-11 minuend 8-2, 8-20

address bus 1-2, 1-7 nanosecond 4-1, 4-13

addressing modes 3-1, 3-5 nibble 1-3, 1-12

alphanumeric 14-1, 14-3 number conversion 2-1, 2-2

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)  . . 8-1, number system 2-1, 2-2

8-2 object programs 5-1, 5-2

bit 1-2, 1-11 offset 9-2, 9-11

byte 1-2, 1-11 ones-complement 8-2, 8-20

complement 7-2, 7-13 op code 3-1, 3-4

computer words 1-2, 1-11 operand 3-1, 3-4

CPU 1-1, 1-2 output 6-1, 6-2

data bus 1-2, 1-7 PIA 1-3, 1-6

diagnostic 15-1 polling 12-2, 12-9

display pointer 13-2, 13-17 processor status register 8-2

display register 13-1, 13-2 program 1-1, 1-3

flag 8-2, 8-5 RAM 1-1, 1-3

hardware 4-1 registers 1-3, 1-17

input 6-1, 6-2 relative addressing 9-1, 9-2

instructions 1-1, 1-2 ROM 1-1, 1-3

interface 1-2, 1-6 sign bit 8-2, 8-25

interrupt routine 12-1, 12-2 software 4-1

interrupt vector 12-1, 12-2 source program 5-1, 5-2

loop 9-2, 9-29 stack 11-2, 11-3
machine codes 5-1 stack pointer 11-2, 11-3
machine language programming .  5-1 subtrahend 8-3, 8-20

main program 11-1, 11-3 subroutine 11-1, 11-4
mask 7-2, 7-3 subroutine nesting 11-4, 11-19
matrix 14-1 time delay loop 9-2, 9-29
microcomputer 1-1, 1-2 trailing edge 4-1, 4-25

microprocessor 1-1, 1-3 twos-complement 8-3, 8-20
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